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FOREWORD
A fair exterior is a silent recommendation—Publius Syrus, 42 B.C.

Personal appearance is an important factor in an individual’s acceptance,

both socially and professionally. We all know that it is not those who
spend the most money who are the best dressed; it is those who spend the

most time and thought. The same rules of good taste in line and colour can

be followed in buying ready-made clothing and in making clothing. No
matter how small the budget, it is possible to be well-dressed, well-

groomed, and appear to be reasonably well-proportioned. Faults can be

concealed and good points improved.

This book is written for girls and women—students, career girls, and

homemakers. Some chapters give the basic information on fibres, yarns,

and fabrics that is necessary for the consumer, so that she may be able to

judge quality and to choose fabrics for an intended use. Included is the

care and handling of fabrics. Other chapters give guidance in selecting

becoming and attractive styles. The sections on fitting and altering can be

used for the construction of clothing or the alteration of ready-made gar-

ments. The many techniques on all steps in clothing construction will help

to make sewing a pleasure and, if followed, will give the garment a custom-

made finish. Even the simplest garments can have an elegant look and can

be worn with pride and confidence.

Violet I. Wilson

R.Sn946
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TO THE TEACHER
Dressmaking is a skilled profession, demanding precision of workman-

ship. Custom dressmakers take the customer’s measurements, cut to fit,

and assemble the garment. Dressmaking is a matter of mathematics, and

accuracy is important. It is interesting to note that a large number of

world-famous designers are also qualified architects. Their training in

precision work has no doubt contributed to their success in dressmaking

and tailoring.

The first and most important lesson for a dressmaker, amateur or pro-

fessional, is the operation of the sewing machine. Unless a student can

thread and operate the machine, a great deal of class time is wasted

during the year.

Before sewing on her garment each student should be able to:

1. thread the machine correctly

2. thread the bobbin correctly

3. adjust the stitch length

4. adjust the upper tension

5. understand use of pressure and adjustments for heavy and light fabrics

6. recognize correct stitching. The threads should lock between the two

layers of the fabric, hence two layers of fabric must be used for testing

(bobbin tension rarely needs adjusting—consult the sewing machine

manual).

7. insert a new needle correctly

8. recognize the cause of simple machine troubles:

(a) Thread loops on the underside of the fabric are caused by a

loose upper tension.

(b) Too tight upper tension will cause the upper thread to break.

(c) A needle improperly set will cause the upper thread to break.

(d) If the machine skips stitches the needle is too short—the point

is broken off.

The student §hould also know the correct stitch length

1. for stitching ordinary cotton fabrics — 12 to 15 stitches per inch

2. for machine gathers — 8 to 10 per inch

3. for machine ease — 8 to 10 per inch

4. for machine basting — 6 per inch

Two layers of paper towelling are excellent for practice stitching.

1. With the machine unthreaded, practice the various stitch lengths and

reverse sewing.

2. Thread the machine and stitch.

Suggestions

1. The first garments should be simple enough to be completed quickly,

so that the student does not tire of working on them.



2. Simple techniques should be mastered and should lead gradually to

the more difficult ones.

3. The student should not attempt too much too soon; she should learn

one thing at a time and master it. Mastery of any skill requires repetition.

4. Both student and teacher should take more pride in a well-made,

simple garment than in a complicated one that is poorly constructed.

(This attitude applies to adults as well. Many inexperienced dress-

makers attempt garments beyond their experience and skill. Granted the

finished project may be wearable, but there is usually no doubt that it is

homemade. One designer, referring to this type of workmanship, says that

the garments look as though they were made by “loving hands at home”
or have “the fireside touch”.)

5. If all the students use the same pattern or similar patterns which

employ the same techniques, more can be accomplished in a limited time.

Individuality can be attained in the choice of colour, fabric design, and

trimmings details. The object of the course is to teach students to sew,

and much valuable teaching time is lost when everyone is working on a

different technique at a different time.

6. The basic skills should be demonstrated to the class to give a clear

picture of how each technique should be handled. The student can practice

the techniques, then repeat the process on the garment.

7. Do not expect perfection in first projects. Until the student has learned

to manipulate the fabric in the machine, perfection is not possible. It will

come with experience.

The fabric

1. Beginners should use cotton fabrics—firm, closely woven, and non-

fraying. Cotton can be pressed easily or creased with the fingers while one

is pinning, basting, or stitching.

2. Fabrics that ravel require more care in the finishing of seams. They

are not for inexperienced dressmakers, because they must be handled care-

fully and quickly.

3. Bulky, thick, or very stiff materials are difficult to handle and to

stitch accurately.

4. Some fabrics require more time in pressing and should only be used

by more experienced dressmakers.

5. Napped or pile fabrics flatten and mark with pressing, and they re-

quire special care when one is laying out the pattern.

6. Dark-coloured cottons tend to shine with pressing.

7. The first garment should not have set-in sleeves. The beginner is

rarely capable of easing and distributing the ease properly to avoid tiny

pleats along the stitching line. This skill will come easily later, when she

has learned to manipulate fabrics while pinning, basting, and machine-

stitching. Firmly woven cottons do not ease readily.



Improperly set sleeves, poorly attached collars, and poorly finished neck-

lines are indications of either poor dressmaking or an inexperienced dress-

maker. The observer sees these parts of the garments first, because they

are closer to eye level than any other part of the garment.

8. Avoid printed plaids and printed stripes. They are apt to be printed

off-grain and will prevent the dressmaker’s maintaining perfect grainline.

The fit of the garment depends on the correct grainline.

9. It is best to avoid even the woven plaids, stripes, and large checks or

one-way designs. These are for the experienced dressmaker, because they

present problems in the layout of the pattern as well as the positioning of

the design on the various parts of the body.

10.

Small, all-over prints require less care when one is laying out the

pattern. They also conceal many imperfections in stitching and pressing.

Good work habits and correct procedures are very important. Careless-

ness in the handling of cotton will lead to difficulty in handling other

fabrics.

Stress and explain the reasons for the following:

1 . Set the pins at right angles to the cutting edge when pinning the pattern

to the fabric, so that you will be less apt to have a jagged edge when

you cut the fabric.

2. Hold the cut edges uppermost when pinning garment pieces together,

to be sure that cut edges are even. Set the pins at right angles to the cut

edges.

3. Pin on the seamline—that is, where the pieces are intended to fit

together—picking up only a few threads of the fabric or you will not be

on the line.

4. When pinning and basting, keep the fabric on the table to support the

weight of the fabric and to avoid stretching the cut edges.

5. Use the correct method of making tailor’s tacks and position the tacks

carefully. (See section on tailor’s tacks).

6. Mark the grainlines on the fabric.

7. Mark the wrong side of each garment piece and possibly the garment

section, such as front, back, and so forth. (See chapters on cutting and

assembling the garment.)

As the students advance they should be taught the extra finishes and

touches that are given to custom-made garments, so that they can use

them when making clothing for better wear. These extra finishes and de-

tails give the garment a professional look, and most students are delighted

to have the opportunity of learning them. It will assist them in judging

the finishes on ready-made garments.
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1 .

Fibres and yarns

In beginning the study of textiles it is necessary to become familiar with

certain textile terms and their meanings.

Fibre—a slender hair-like filament. The fibre is the basic unit from which

all fabrics are made.

Yarn—a strand of fibres twisted together by a process called spinning.

Fabric—yarns that have been woven, knitted, crocheted, felted, or braided

together. Fabrics or textiles are the materials or cloth from which garments

are made.

FIBRES
Natural fibres lack uniformity because they are affected by soil fertility,

nutrition, weather conditions, and disease. Man-made or chemical fibres

are more uniform, because the process of their production can be con-

trolled. There are two classes of fibres according to length:

Filament—a long, continuous fibre. The only natural filament is silk. Fila-

ment fibres are measured in yards.

Staple—a short fibre measured in inches. All natural fibres except silk are

staple fibres. The term “staple” also refers to fibre in its raw state.

Filament fibres can be cut into staple fibres of any length; the length

depends upon the use for which the fibres are intended.

Synthetic fibres—generally speaking, all manufactured fibres. Actually,

the term includes only textile fibres made by chemical synthesis. Such

fibres are called “true synthetics”.

Man-made fibres—all textile fibres not provided by nature.

Fibres possess certain properties or qualities which make them suitable

for spinning into different types of yarn. The yarns, in turn, are woven
into fabrics for specific purposes. The yarns may be spun from one kind

of fibre or a combination or blend of two or more kinds of fibres. Fabrics

may be made from one kind of yarn or from several kinds.

The manufacturer selects the fibres, yarns, weaves, and finishes, the

combination of which will produce the type of fabric desired by the

consumer. The consumer selects the fabric or article of clothing that will

be becoming and attractive and that will retain its size and shape, give

comfort, wear well, and require a minimum of care.

Fibre properties

1. Length Long fibres of any kind produce yarns and fabrics that are

stronger and smoother and have more lustre and less tendency to soil

than fabrics made from short fibre yarns of the same type.

1



2 Fibres and Yarns

2. Lustre is the shininess caused by reflected light. Lustre adds to the

appearance of the fabrics and is desirable for some purposes.

Satins are expected to have a high lustre; flannels are expected to be

dull, and fibres, yams, and weaves for these fabrics are chosen accordingly.

Manufactured fibres can be delustred.

3. Strength is necessary in fibres, yarns, and weaves if the fabric is to

stand up under long, continuous wear.

4. Elasticity in fibres produces fabrics that will return to their original

size and shape after a reasonable amount of strain. Thus, elasticity helps

to reduce creasing and adds to the draping qualities. Elastic fabrics tailor

easily because they can be shrunk and shaped when being pressed.

5. Absorbency is the ability of a fabric to absorb moisture and give it up

again in evaporation. This quality determines the time required in launder-

ing, and good absorbency is necessary for comfort and health.

A smooth, loosely constructed fabric absorbs less and dries quickly. A
napped or brushed surface absorbs more and requires a longer drying time.

6. Heat conductivity of the fibres determines whether the fabric is

suitable for hot or cold weather. The weight of the yarn and the construc-

tion of the fabric are also to be considered. A lightweight, loosely con-

structed wool fabric can be very comfortable in warm weather. A tightly

woven cotton fabric is suitable for windbreakers. Smooth fabrics feel cool.

7. Cleanliness and Washability Smooth fabrics will hold fewer dirt

particles, wash easily, dry quickly, and require less care in handling than

brushed or napped fabrics.

8. Reaction to Bleaches Fabrics that are not affected by ordinary house-

hold bleaches can be kept whiter, and stains on them can be removed

easily. Consult the label on the bleach container before bleaching any

fabric.

9. Effect of Heat on the fibres determines the temperature of the iron

used in pressing.

10. Effect of Mildew Mildew is harmful to fabrics and stains them. Most

chemically produced fibres are resistant to mildew.

11. Effect of Light and Outdoor Exposure Strong sunlight weakens some

fibres and discolours others. When shopping for window curtains, con-

sider this quality; many fabrics are guaranteed to be sunfast.

12. Reaction to Alkalies and Acid Alkalies destroy animal (protein)

fibres and acids destroy vegetable (cellulose) fibres. They both affect some

finishes on fabrics. The animal or vegetable content and the finish of the

fabric determine its care and indicate whether a strong soap, a mild soap,

or a pure soap should be used.

13. Affinity for Dyes determines whether or not a fabric is colourfast.

Fabrics may be treated to make them colourfast; mercerized cottons are

more colourfast than those that have not been given this finish.

14. Resiliency is the ability of a fibre (or fabric) to recover over a period

of time from stretching, compressing, bending, or twisting. Wool and silk
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have natural resiliency. Linen, cotton, and rayon can be treated chemically

to help them resist creasing and crushing.

YARNS
The appearance, texture, quality, and durability of a fabric are determined

by the kind of yam used. For steps in yarn production, look under the

specific fibre.

The basic steps in producing yarn from short fibres are: carding, com-

bing, drawing out, twisting, and winding. There are, however, variations

on these steps in the production of yarns from different fibres.

Twist in yarn
1. Soft-twisted yarns are given a slack twist and are used for soft-

surfaced fabrics.

2. Hard-twisted yams are given many twists and are used for smooth-

surfaced fabrics.

3. Crepe yams are twisted until the yarn begins to knot and are used

to produce crepe fabrics. These yarns are placed alternately in the warp,

in the filling, or in both and produce permanent crepe effects.

Ply yarns

Single yam is one strand made of fibres twisted together. Ply yams are

two or more strands twisted together. They are referred to as two-ply,

three-ply, and so on, according to the number of yarns or strands used.

As a rule, a ply yam is more durable than a single yarn when both

are made from fibres of the same length. A cotton broadcloth shirting of

good quality is made of two-ply yams both ways of the fabric. Poor

quality broadcloth is made with single yarn both ways.

Slab yarns

Slub yarns are yarns that are not spun evenly or that have extra tufts of

fibres bound in at regular intervals. Fabrics woven from them have a

bumpy surface. Fabrics in which slub yarns are used are shantung, slub

broadcloth, slub poplin, and tweeds.

Ratine, boucle, loop, or curl yarns
These novelty yams are produced by spinning one or more tightly

twisted yams with one or more loosely twisted yarns to give a bumpy,

knotted, or looped effect. Some boucle yarns have cotton cores with other

fibres wound around them.

Other terms used in yarn production
Filament yarn is made of long, continuous rayon, nylon, or orlon fibres.

Monofilament or continuous filament yarn is the same as filament yarn.

Multifilament yam is yarn composed of many filaments.

Reeled silk yarn is made of long fibres unwound from the cocoon and

twisted into yam.
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Spun yarn is made of short staple fibres of varying lengths which are spun

into yarn.

Combination yarns are ply yarns made by twisting together two different

types of yarn.

Blended yarns are composed of a mixture of various fibres.

Carded yarns are irregular yarns of cotton, wool, or spun rayon.

Combed yarns are even and regular yarns of cotton, wool, and spun rayon

that have been carded and then combed.

Tow yarn is made of short, tangled flax fibres.

Line yarn is made of long flax fibres laid parallel before spinning.

Stretch yarns

These are specially processed filament yarns that will stretch when pulled

and spring back to their original size. Stretch yarns will stretch to five

times their normal length and are used for gloves, socks, panties, and

sweaters. Stretch yarns are made under different trade names such as

Ban-Ion, Helanca, Agilon, and Fluflon.

Spun yarns

1. Yarns made of fibres of controlled lengths (synthetic fibres).

2. Spun silk yarn made from short fibres of silk that cannot be reeled.

Thick and thin yarns

A continuous filament yarn made purposely uneven in the spinning opera-

tion to obtain unusual effects in weaving. Thick and thin yarns are similar

to true slub. Cupioni is the trademark of American Bemberg Corporation

for their thick and thin rayon filament.

Bulk yarns

These are continuous filament yarns that have been modified by a bulking

process to give greatly increased bulk or mass. The bulk is permanent

whether the yarn is in a relaxed or extended condition.

Bulk yarns are of two types;

High bulk yarns are thick, soft, and stretchy.

Textured yarns do not pull, and they have a crepe appearance.

The yarns maintain their bulkiness and size under tension and provide

many attractive textures in woven fabrics and knitted goods. The textured

yarn process can be used on staple fibre yarns and on any kind of filament

yarns.

Yam count measures the degree of fineness in yarns. The size of the yarn

to be used in a fabric is determined by the purpose of the fabric.

Silk yarns are sold by weight, and the yarn count of silk threads is

based on a system of weight known as denier. The higher the denier, the

coarser the thread.

Pick is a single filling thread carried by one throw of the shuttle across

the loom, interlacing the thread with the warp.

Pick glass is a small, folding magnifying glass with a measured opening
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for counting yarns. Also called a cloth glass, linen glass, or tester, a

pick glass is used to count the number of warp yarns and filling yarns per

square inch.

Tenacity is a measure of yarn strength. “High tenacity” is a term used

to denote strong rayon yam. The tensile strength of a yam (or fabric)

is measured in pounds per inch.

The thread count or count of cloth in a fabric is an indication of its

quality. Thread count indicates the number of lengthwise (warp) threads

plus the number of crosswise (filling) threads per square inch. The higher

the count, the closer the weave, and the finer the yam. Thread count

must not be confused with yam count.

Cotton sheeting may be advertised as 140 threads per square inch.

Another sheeting may be referred to as 128-thread sheeting. From this

information you know that 140-thread sheeting is made of finer yarns than

128-thread sheeting. The 128-thread sheeting, while not so fine, will be a

durable sheeting at a lower price.

Some manufacturers indicate the count of cloth or thread count as

80x80, 78x76, etc. This system of denoting thread count gives you more

definite information. The first number refers to the number of lengthwise

(warp) threads per square inch and the second number refers to the

number of filling or crosswise threads. Yarns of equal or nearly equal size

make a smoother fabric. When the number of yarns running each way
are nearly equal, the fabric is said to have a balanced construction.

A fabric with a high thread count and a poor balance will wear better

than a lower count and a good balance because the high count will have

a closer construction.

There is an excellent cotton print on the market that is moderately priced

and is advertised as “80 square”. This means that it has eighty threads

both ways to the square inch. This fabric is fine, closely woven, and dur-

able. If you become familiar with “80 square” cotton, you will have a basis

for comparing cotton print fabrics.

When buying cotton thread for sewing, you buy according to the num-
ber, such as 40, 50, 60, and so on. You choose the weight most suited

to your fabric. The higher the number, the finer the thread. A three cord

cotton thread is composed of three strands twisted together; six cord is

made by twisting six yarns together.

Mercerized sewing thread is usually three cord and size 50. The mer-

cerizing process strengthens the fibres, so that size 50 mercerized thread
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is stronger than a size 50 non-mercerized. Mercerized thread has a lustre,

whereas plain cotton thread is dull. Mercerized cotton is not harmed by

bleaches or high temperatures.

Terms used in describing fabrics

Drape is a term used to describe the way in which a fabric falls when hung.

Hand refers to the character, texture, or feel of cloth, especially of silk.

A fabric of good hand means that you can feel the quality and that it will

work well when you are constructing a garment (sewing, pressing, easing,

etc.) Some finishes contribute much to the feel or hand of a cloth.

Loft refers to the springiness or resilience of a fabric. Normally, thicker

or larger fibres produce a fabric with better loft.

Sleazy is a trade term used to describe poor quality in a fabric—thin,

lacking firmness, loosely woven.

Texture is the surface effect of cloth—dull, lustrous, woolly, stiff, soft,

fine, coarse, open or closely woven; also known as “hand”, “feel”, and

“drape.”

Tests to distinguish linen from cotton

Unless you have had considerable experience in recognizing fabrics, it is

rather difficult to be sure if a piece of fabric is linen, or merely cotton made
to resemble linen. These simple tests will help you to distinguish between

cotton and linen.

Breaking test. Obtain a piece of cotton and a piece of linen of equal

fineness. Unravel a few threads from each. Break the threads or yarns.

You will notice that linen threads are more difficult to break than cotton.

Tear a piece of linen cloth and a piece of cotton cloth. Cotton tears

with a harsh or shrill sound. The torn edge of the cotton fabric has stubby,

brush-like ends, whereas the linen edge has long tapering ends.

Ink test. Wash all sizing or dressing from the samples to be tested. Drop

some ink from a fountain pen on each sample, and watch the absorption.

On the cotton the drop spreads outward, appearing faded around the

edges and leaving a slightly oval spot with an irregular outer rim.

On linen the ink leaves an evenly dyed, circular spot.

This test is not too reliable if the samples of cotton and linen have had

a special finish that may affect the “spread” of the ink drop.

Oil test. If a drop of lightweight oil (sewing-machine oil) is placed on linen

and on cotton and the samples then held up to the light, the spot appears

transparent on the linen fabric and opaque on the cotton.

Burning test for most common fibres

This is a simple and interesting test and is used by many textile buyers.

The burning should be done in a porcelain dish.

Unravel lengthwise and crosswise yarns (threads) from the fabric

sample. Test these threads separately, because if the fabric is a mixture of

fibres, such as cotton and rayon, the lengthwise yarns may be cotton and
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the crosswise rayon. If you burn a small piece of the material rather than

separate threads, you will get a mixture of characteristics rather than a

definite resemblance to cotton or rayon.

There are three things to note:

the speed with which the threads burn,

the odor,

the ash or residue.

It is better to use a candle or a lighter to burn the threads, as the odor

from a burning match is apt to be confusing when one is testing for odor.

Yam Flame Odor Ash

Cotton burns very

quickly, large

yellow flame,

fire creeps

along threads

like burning

paper

brownish-grey

feathery ash,

floats away

Linen burns more

slowly than

cotton

like burning

paper or wood
darkish grey ash,

sometimes heavier

than cotton if the

yarn is thicker

Wool small slow

flame, does

not flare up,

sizzles and curls

like burnt

hair or feathers

crisp, dark ash that

crumbles when
crushed

Silk

(pure)

burns slowly,

ceases when
withdrawn

from flame

similar to wool

but not so strong

round, hard black

beads, easily

crushed

SUk
* (weighted)

chars and glows,

no flame

same as pure

silk

outline of threads

remain, slightly

curled

Rayon
pure cellulose

(vegetable)

bums very

rapidly

like paper or

rags

very little ash,

powdery and

blacker than

cotton

Acetate

(vegetable)

burns less

rapidly than pure

cellulose, sparks

and sputters

like vinegar hard, black ash,

difficult to crush

Weighted silk—Many silks are weighted during the dyeing process to give additional body.

Weighting lowers the cost of silk and gives firmness, crispness, and lustre to the fabric but

decreases its wearing quality. A heavily weighted silk cannot be dyed satisfactorily.
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Yam Flame Odor Ash

Nylon melts or fuses like beans or

burning string

hard glassy beads

that cannot be

crushed

Orion burns vigorously small hard

black ball

Lasfex boils like burning

rubber

rubbery ball

Asbestos

(mineral)

does not burn

Acetone test

This test is used to distinguish acetate from pure cellulose or regenerated

rayon when they are used in a blend or mixture with other fibres.

Place a sample of the fabric in a dish. Cover the fabric with acetone

(nail polish remover will be satisfactory). The acetate fibres will be com-

pletely dissolved.

Lye test

Because strong alkalies destroy animal fibres, the lye test is used to deter-

mine whether a sample of material is pure wool or silk (animal fibres)

or a mixture of fibres. Cotton is often mixed with either silk or wool to

produce a less costly material or a more durable material. Wool and silk

fibres are often blended with rayon, nylon, orlon, etc.

Caution. Lye solution is injurious to the skin, so handle it carefully to

avoid splashing it. Brush dry lye from the hands before putting them in

water. A lye burn may be counteracted with diluted lemon juice or vinegar.

Make a lye solution by adding one teaspoon of lye to one-half cup of

water. Bring the solution to a boil. Boil a sample of the fabric to be

tested in this solution for five minutes. Pour the fabric and lye into a

strainer and rinse the fabric well in running water.

Silk and wool fibres will be completely dissolved. The remaining fibres

will be vegetable fibres, such as cotton, rayon, linen, nylon, etc.

If the blending of fibres has been in the yarn, you will find that you

have a “skeleton” of your sample left after boiling. The animal fibres in

the yarn will have disappeared, leaving spaces in your fabric sample.

If the vegetable fibres were present only in the lengthwise threads, and

the crosswise threads were wool or silk, the silk or wool threads will have

dissolved, and only the vegetable threads will remain.

Acid test

Strong acids will destroy vegetable fibres more readily than animal

fibres, but the acids vary in their effects, even on vegetable fibres. To
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distinguish cotton from linen, wash all surface dressing from samples and

immerse them in concentrated sulphuric acid for two minutes. Then rinse

the samples and immerse them in weak ammonia; the cotton fibres will

have dissolved, and the linen fibres will still be unalTected,

Caution: Sulphuric acid is very harmful to skin and clothing. Handle it

with extreme care.

Breaking test

The breaking test is used to identify fibres, and it also gives a comparison

of elasticity.

A fairly long piece of yarn (thread) is required—eight to twelve inches.

Carefully untwist the yarn to get a single strand.

There are two things to note:

1. the appearance of the ends when the yarn is broken apart;

2. the elasticity, if any.

Yarn Ends Elasticity

Cotton fibre ends short, even,

brush-like, fuzzy

non-elastic, breaks with a

snap

Linen long fibre ends, uneven,

tapering to a point,

never curl

non-elastic, stronger than

cotton because fibres are

longer

Wool ends wavy and curly stretches easily showing

much elasticity

Silk fine, lustrous ends not quite as elastic as wool,

breaks with a snap because it

is stronger than wool

Rayon fibre ends resemble a tree

with stiff branches

non-elastic, does not break

easily when dry. If moistened

loses strength and breaks very

easily

Nylon short, even fibre ends. more elastic than other fibres,

has remarkable strength,

breaks with a loud snap



2.

Fabric construction
Fabrics may be constructed by weaving, knitting, crocheting, felting,

braiding, or netting.

WEAVING
Fabrics are woven on a machine called a loom.

The lengthwise threads or yarns (referred to as warp) are set up on the

loom.

The crosswise or filling yarns are interlaced at right angles with the

warp yarns to produce a woven fabric or cloth.

The woven, finished lengthwise edge of the fabric is called the selvage

or selvedge.

There are many variations in interlacing the filling yarns with the warp

yarns which produce variations in weave. The three basic weaves are

plain, twill, and satin.

Plain Weave

A fabric of plain weave is con-

structed by passing the filling yarns

alternately over and under the warp

yarns. The plain weave is the simp-

lest and commonest of the basic

Plain weave.

VARIATIONS OF THE PLAIN
WEAVE:
Basket weave. Two or more filling

yarns are interlaced with a correspond-

ing number of warp yarns (e.g. monk’s

cloth, shepherd check).

Ribbed effect. One set of yarns is

coarser than the other, producing a

ribbed or corded appearance (e.g. pop-

lin, dimity).

Ribbed fabrics are not as durable as the plain weave because the coarse

yarns may pull away from the fine yarns. The fine yarns tend to wear

at the points of friction as they are continually rubbed against the coarser

Illustrations of weaves reproduced with permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., from

Voiier-Fibre to Fabric.

weaves and is durable.

10
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yarn. Examples in cotton are poplin and dimity; in wool, silk, and rayon

—poplin and ottoman cord. Faille is a term used for all fabrics with a

pronounced crosswise rib, such as

wool faille, rayon faille, silk faille,

faille taffeta.

Twill weave
The filling yarns are interlaced with

the warp yarns in a staggered manner

producing a diagonal ridge or twill.

This is a very firm, close construction,

producing a very durable fabric.

Twill weave

By reversing the direction

of the twill at regular intervals

a herringbone pattern is pro-

duced. The herringbone pat-

tern is a variation of the twill

weave. At times it is difficult

to determine the right or

Herringbone weave. wrong side of a twill fabric

unless the twill is quite pronounced. Wool fabrics usually have a right

hand twill; therefore, if you hold a piece of wool twill against your body

and look down on it, the twill will run towards the right foot on the right

side of the fabric. Silk fabrics such as tie silk are right hand twills. Cotton

fabrics such as denim, cotton gabardine, and cotton drill are left hand twills.

Satin weave
Satin weave is similar in construction to twill weave, but the twill is

broken to give the fabric a smooth, lustrous surface. The breaking of the

twill allows the yarn to lie loosely over a number of threads. These loose

yams are called floats. Long floats produce a more lustrous fabric, but a

less durable one.

In silk, rayon, and nylon fabrics, the floats are of warp yarns, and the

fabric is called satin. In cotton fabrics, the floats are of the filling yarns,

and the fabric is called sateen. That is, satin has a lengthwise sheen, and

sateen has a crosswise sheen.
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In crepe-back satin the filling yarns are crepe yarns producing a fabric

that has a satin face and a crepe back. This fabric is reversible—either

side may be used.

In cotton-back satin the warp yarns are of rayon or silk and the filling

yarns of cotton.

Other weaves are pile weave, double weave, leno weave, figured weaves

(Dobby, Jacquard, Matelasse), and embroidered weaves (lappet, swivel,

Schiffli).

Pile weave
Two sets of warp yarns or filling yarns are used. One set is drawn up in

loops, which are held together by a background of plain or twill weave.

These loops are called pile.

Turkish towelling or terry cloth and carpets are woven in this manner.

Velvet is woven in a pile weave, but the loops are cut. Some pile fabrics

are:

cotton — velveteen, corduroy, chenille

wool — velour

silk or rayon — velvet

Because the twill weave has a firm, close construction, twill back vel-

veteen is more durable than plain back.

When buying fabrics with a pile weave, hold the fabric up to the light

to determine the closeness of the weave. Loosely woven pile fabrics are

not durable. Unravel threads from a piece of velvet and the pile will

loosen. Unravel crosswise threads from a piece of terry cloth and you

will see the yarn that formed the loops.

“Flocked pile”, a simulated pile, is made by shooting cut fibres at a

fabric on which an adhesive has been placed in the areas where flocking

is desired. Flocking produces an attractive fabric, but the pile is often not

permanent.

Double-cloth weave
In double-cloth weave, two fabrics are woven on the loom at the same

time, one on top of the other, each cloth having its separate set of length-

wise and crosswise yarns. The two layers of cloth are held together by
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interlacing some of the yarns or by an extra set of filling yarns that pass

from one layer to the other. In this way, a “double-cloth” is made. This

is the method used to make “reversible” coat and suit fabrics, double-

faced blankets or bathrobe fabrics, and double-faced silks or ribbons.

Sometimes one layer is in a plain colour and the other is a combination

of colours forming a plaid or stripe.

The double cloth method is also used to make warp pile fabrics. The

two fabrics are cut apart while still on the loom.

Leno weave
The leno weave is a firm, open weave. It is made on a special loom that

has the warp (lengthwise) yarns set in pairs. Each pair is twisted, forming

a figure 8, and a filling yarn is passed through each loop. Marquisette has

a leno weave. The leno weave is sometimes used in combination with the

plain weave to produce a lace-like stripe in a plain fabric (lace-stripe

voile).

Figured weaves
These weaves are constructed on looms with special attachments that

produce a “woven-in” design.

1. Dobby. Small, simple designs such as dots, squares, diamonds, etc.

(Dobby taffeta, huckaback towelling, birdseye, waffle cloth).

2. Jacquard. Large, elaborate designs woven into the fabric (cotton

—

damask, tapestry; linen—table damask, single or double; wool—tapestry;

silk or rayon—damask, brocade).

When the design has a quilted or cushioned effect it is called Matelasse.

Matelasse fabric for dresses is made of cotton, wool, silk, rayon, nylon,

or mixtures of fibres.

Jacquard fabrics are more expensive than plainer fabrics made of the

same quality of yarn because of the special machinery required to pro-

duce the Jacquard weave and because of the time involved in setting up

the loom to weave the elaborate patterns. The weave received its name
from the name of the man who invented the loom on which Jacquard fabric

is woven.

Embroidered weaves
Designs are woven on the fabric at the same time as it is being constructed.

Lappet. Special needles are set at right angles to the fabrics and a

design is stitched on the cloth at regular intervals. The embroidery thread

is carried from one design to the next. This thread is usually cut away
after the cloth is completed but the ends are fastened securely. Only one

colour can be used in the embroidered design (e.g. dotted swiss, embroid-

ered voile, embroidered organdy).

Swivel. The embroidered design is made by using extra filling yarns,

which are carried on shuttles. The yarn is cut after each design is com-

pleted, and loose ends are visible on the back of the fabric. Several

colours can be used in the design. Swivel designs can be pulled out easily
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and thus are not as durable as lappet weaves and are less expensive (e.g.

marquisette curtains, inexpensive dotted swiss).

Schiffli. Embroidered fabrics are sometimes advertised as “Schiffii”

embroidery. The “Schiffli” is a machine which constructs more intricate

designs. The designs can be combined with eyelets (embroidered organdy,

embroidered pique).

“Flock dots” are sometimes applied to fabrics with paint, paste, or

plastic. Plastic dots are considered permanent, but paint and paste dots

are not. When purchasing flock-dotted fabrics, scrape the dots with your

fingernail. If they chip or can be removed easily, the fabric may not prove

satisfactory for your use.

KNITTING
Knitting is a process of making fabric by interlocking series of loops

of one or more yarns. Originally knitting was done by hand; now it is

mass-produced by machine. Hand knitting is done on either straight or

circular needles by slipping stitches from one needle to another, each

change making one stitch.

The two methods of machine knitting are warp knitting and filling or

weft knitting. Labels on garments and fabrics often indicate the method

of construction.

Warp-knit fabrics are knit flat on a machine called a chain loom. They

have a true rib or wale, which runs lengthwise of the fabric on the right

side and runs horizontally or crosswise on the wrong side of the fabric.

Warp-knit fabrics are used in underwear, gloves, scarves, and foundation

garments. They are less sheer and have less stretch than filling knits but

are stronger. Tricot and milanese are typical warp-knit fabrics.

Weft- or filling-knit fabrics are constructed of one yarn by a true knitting

process in the same manner as hand knitting. They are knit back and forth,

forming a flat fabric, or are knit around for a tubular or circular fabric.

Circular-knit fabrics are often cut, when finished, to form a flat fabric. A
broken yarn will cause a runner in a filling knit. Wool jersey does not

run readily, even though it is a circular-knit fabric, because the fuzziness

of the yarns causes them to cling together.

The weight of wool jersey is indicated in the number of ounces per

lineal yard.

Knitted fabrics are made in all weights from thin, lingerie types to

heavy, deep-pile coatings. Garments are also knitted to shape on machines,

imitating hand knitting.
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Milanese resembles jersey and is so constructed that it is run-proof. It

is used for gloves, underwear, and hosiery.

CROCHETING
Crocheting refers to a fabric, article, or trimming. Crocheting is knitting

in its simplest form. A chain of loops is produced from a single thread by

means of a hook. The loops or stitches are interlocked, forming a plain

or fancy pattern.

FELTING
A felt fabric is non-woven; it is made from short fibres that are locked

together by moisture, heat, and pressure. A mixture of fibres is usually

used in the construction of felt—wool, hair, fur, cotton, rayon, or nylon.

Felt fabric is used mostly for hats, table coverings, insoles, pennants, etc.

Periodically felt is fashionable for skirts, jackets, and dress accessories

such as belts, collars, cuffs, and trimmings.

Pellon is a non-woven fabric used for linings and interlinings. Interlon

is a fabric similar to pellon.

BRAIDING
Braiding is an interlacing of three or more strands of yarn. These braids

are usually formed to produce shaped articles, such as hats, rugs, shoelaces,

cords, and elastics, as well as garments.

NETTING
Netting is an open mesh fabric construction, held together by knots at

each point where the yarns cross. This process is used to make net and

lace fabrics. Lace for trimmings and decorative articles for the home may
be made by knotting, looping, braiding, stitching, or twisting.

FINISHING FABRICS
When unfinished fabrics come from the loom they are called gray goods.

They are in the natural colour of the fibres and are dull and unattractive.

There is an industry called the converting industry, which changes

unfinished goods into the variety of attractive goods that is on the market

today.

A finish may make the cloth attractive, change the texture, hide its

defects, or make it more suitable for an intended use. The type of finish

to be used is determined by the fibre of which the fabric is made and the

use for which the fabric is intended.

Many finishes can be used on all fabrics, but there are some that are

restricted to use on certain fibres. Some fabrics are put through a number

of processes.

Chemical finishes cause an irreversible change in the fabric.

Mechanical finishes cause a physical change only.

1 . Cleaning
(a) Singeing—running the cloth over a flame or red-hot plate to
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remove the loose ends on staple-fibre fabrics. Filament-fibre fabrics do

not require singeing,

(b) Washing

2. Bleaching
A chemical process which removes natural and artificial impurities in fabrics

to provide clear whites for dyeing and printing. Bleaching increases the

fabric’s affinity for dyestuffs.

3 . Sizing and dressing
These finishes add body, stiffness, and smoothness and are not always

permanent.

To test silk, cotton, rayon, or linen for sizing:

(a) Wash a sample and compare it with an unwashed sample.

(b) Rub or tear cotton. If a powdery dust comes off the fabric, the

finish is not permanent.

Mercerization
Mercerization is used most on cotton, but it is also used on other cellulose

fibres and on wool. This process produces a physical change in cotton,

increasing the lustre and strength and controlling shrinkage. It is used to

produce puckered effects in certain areas of the fabric, as in plisse.

In rayon fabrics, it controls shrinkage. In wool fabrics, it controls

felting shrinkage.

Calendering
Calendering is a mechanical process of ironing the fabric to give a smooth

finish.

Tentering
Tentering is a mechanical process of stretching a fabric to make it even.

The cloth is gripped firmly along the selvages and pulled along a frame in

the presence of steam. It is then dried and ironed. If the cloth is stretched

too much when being tentered, it will shrink when laundered. If it is not

set straight on the machine, it will dry off grain. The tiny holes left by the

tentering machine are sometimes noticeable in the selvage of textiles.

Beetling
Beetling is a mechanical process of pounding to flatten the fibre and yarns

and to add gloss. Cotton cloth is beetled to give it a linen-like finish.

Embossing
Embossing is a process which changes the character of the cloth by pro-

ducing a crinkled effect or a raised design at regular intervals. The fabric

is passed through heavy, heated rollers that have the design engraved on

them.

Embossing can be used on all fibres except wool. The embossed finish

is permanent on all thermoplastic (chemical) fibres. It is not permanent

on natural fibres unless the fabric is specially treated.

When buying embossed fabrics, inquire as to whether or not the finish

is permanent. Embossed fabrics require special care in laundering—use a
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mild soap, never use a bleach, and iron lightly from the wrong side.

Moireing
Moireing is a mechanical process by which the fabric is passed through

a special machine that produces a wavy or watered design. Ribbed fabrics

take the best moire.

Napping
A napped fabric should not be confused with a pile fabric. Napping is a

finishing process which brushes the fabric after weaving, pulling out the

fibre ends from the soft, loosely twisted filling yarns.

Napped fabrics may be woven with a plain or twill weave, or they may
have a knitted construction. The amount of nap on a fabric varies. Nap
does not indicate quality; it is sometimes used to conceal sleazy construc-

tion. Either one or both sides of a fabric may be nappfed. Too much
napping weakens the yarns.

Napping adds to the warmth of a fabric, gives softness, helps to shed

water, and adds to the appearance of the fabric. Most napped fabrics are

cut with the pile running upward, so that the fabric appears darker and

richer. When the nap runs down, the fabric appears lighter.

Tests for quality

1. Press the nap aside and check the weave.

2. Hold the fabric up to the light to observe the closeness of the con-

struction.

3. A short compact nap will give the best wear.

4. Check for flocking (by scratching with fingernails).

5. Check for pilling (by rubbing the surface). See page 26.

6. Lift the fabric by the nap. A durable nap will support the weight of

the fabric.

Resin finishes

Resin finishes for fabrics produce changes in fibre properties that im-

prove the appearance and hand of the fabric. These finishes are durable

and are used for crease resistance, shrinkage control, embossed designs,

lustre or glaze, weighting for body and stiffness, durable pleats in cottons,

and water repellence.

These finishes also increase the fabric’s resistance to soil, fading, ravel-

ling, and mildew, and they seem to reduce pilling in napped surfaces. How-
ever, they have presented some problems of which the consumer should

be aware.

1. The tear strength of the fabric is decreased and sometimes the fabric

will “cross tear”.

2. Some fabrics cannot be straightened by diagonal stretching. When the

fabric is slightly damp, stretch it a reasonable amount. Then, when the

fabric is dry, lay it flat and proceed to place your pattern for cutting.

3. White fabrics that have been resin-finished are yellowed by a chlorine
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bleach. They can be whitened and kept white by the use of a colour re-

mover.

4. The durability of a resin finish depends on its care. Launder the fabric

in warm water, wrinkling it as little as possible, and let it drip dry. Iron the

fabric lightly while it is damp. (Never wring these fabrics.) Glazed or polish-

ed finishes can be preserved for a longer time by the use of cold water

rather than warm for washing. Always use a pure soap.

It is advisable to study tags and labels on all resin-finished fabrics. These

fabrics are used for household furnishings—sheets, pillow cases, curtains

—as well as for garments.

A resin finish tends to seal the spaces between the yarns in the fabrics,

thus retarding soil penetration and water penetration, but the finish must

be protected or the fabric will lose these properties. For this reason, care

is required in laundering. A pure soap must be used, as the chemicals in

the detergents can react with those used in the finish and, in some instances,

even weaken the fibres. Cool or cold water is recommended. Many spots

can be wiped off.

Overstretching to straighten the fabric can break the seal of the finishes.

If the seal is not broken, the grainline will not shift in laundering, so

that a reasonable amount of stretching is all that is necessary. (This is

also true when straightening metal-insulated linings.)

The sealing property of the finish contributes to the possibility of “cross-

tearing”. It is best to pull a thread to establish the crosswise grainline.

Controlled shrinkage
Even when fabrics are pre-shrunk, there can be some shrinkage in launder-

ing. The amount of shrinkage (residual shrinkage) is often stated on the

label.

There are various finishing processes, mechanical as well as chemical,

which will reduce the amount of shrinkage remaining in a fabric. Some
of the processes are:

1. Sanforizing—a shrinking process used on cottons which guarantees

the residual shrinkage to be less than 1% in length or width.

2. Sanforsetting—a process used for rayons. Residual shrinkage will not

be more than 2%.
3. London shrinking—a cold-water process used on wool fabrics (see

page 153).

4. Lanaset, Pacifixed, and Resloom—chemical shrinking processes (resin

treatments) used on wool fabrics.

5. Perma-sizing—a shrinking process used for knitted cotton goods.

Sanforized-Plus is not a finish, but a standard for wash-and-wear fabrics.

To carry the “sanforized-plus” trademark, fabrics must pass tests for

smoothness after washing, crease resistance, and tensile and tear strength.

Unless the residual shrinkage is guaranteed to be less than 1%, it is

advisable either to test or to shrink all fabrics used for washable garments

before sewing.
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Crease-resistant

This term is often misinterpreted. It rarely means

that no creases will form, but that the creases will

“hang out” after wearing and that the fabric requires

little pressing. Fabrics made of the same fibres that

have not been treated require more pressing.

Crush-resistant

This term usually refers to pile fabrics. It meant that

the pile does not press down easily and the “shiny”

spots, which so often occur, particularly in rayon

pile fabrics, are prevented. Rayon velvet is a luxury

fabric and must be worn and cared for accordingly.
Crease resistant,

yes no

Water-repellent

This is a finish which retards the penetra-

tion of water. The degree of repellency

varies with the structure of the fabric and

the type of finish. When a fabric with a

firm, close construction is treated for

water repellency, it will give more protec-

tion than some other fabrics.

This finish adds other desirable quali-

ties to the fabric—it resists soil, stains,

spots, and perspiration.

Some water-repellent finishes must be

renewed after dry cleaning. Consult the

label on the garment or fabric before purchasing. Cravenette and Zelan

are two water-repellent finishes. Zelan is regarded as a permanent finish.

Waterproof

This finish seals the fabric, and water will not penetrate.

Flame-resistant

Fabrics treated in this manner give invaluable protection when used in

home furnishings, public buildings, theatre costumes, firemen’s clothing,

children’s clothing, etc. It is possible to spray fabrics in the home to make
them flame resistant, but the treatment must be repeated after laundering.

One simple method of flame-proofing is to dip the clothing in a solution

of nine ounces of borax and four ounces of boric acid to a gallon of

water.
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Surface lustre

Fabrics may be treated with paraf-

fin, glue, shellac, and other sub-

stances to give a “glaze” or shine.

Many glazed finishes are durable

and the glaze remains after re-

peated washings. Consult your label

to learn whether or not the glaze

is durable. Everglaze is one trade-

mark for surface lustre.

Surface lustre,

yes no

Permanent crisp finish

Some crisp-finished fabrics have been treated

so that they will keep their stiffness after re-

peated washings and will not require the addi-

tion of starch. Cotton organdy is an example

of a permanent crisp fabric that may be laund-

ered satisfaetorily if it is labelled as having a

permanent finish. Glazed chintz is another. ^
Always consult the fabric label. This in-

formation is sometimes printed, at regula'

intervals, on the selvage of the fabric. Permanent crisp,

yes no

Bellmanize is a trademark for one process of treating fabrics for

permanent erispness. There are others, and there will be more from time

to time.

Moth-resistant

Fabrics of wool or protein fibres are susceptible to moth damage but can

be treated. This treatment is given as one of the finishing operations.

Mitin is one trademark for a moth-repellent finish. It is fast to dry-cleaning

but not to repeated washings. These finishes are being improved. Check

labels for the permanency of moth proofing.

There is a compound that is used in the rinse water after washing that

is excellent for home use.

Mildew-resistant

Many preparations are used with varying effectiveness to treat fabrics

to resist the growth of mildew and mold.

Mild mildew stains ean be removed by bleaching.

Cotton fabrics can be mildew-proofed at home by washing the article
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in a neutral soap; do not rinse; then dip the article in a solution of cad-

mium chloride (IV2 ounces to 1 gallon of hot water).

Metal insulation
Milium is a trademark for an aluminum insulating treatment for linings

that increases warmth without increasing weight. Milium linings keep the

body warm in cold weather and cool in hot weather.

Antiseptic finishes
Chemical antiseptic finishes are given to fabrics to impart a self-sterilizing

quality that helps to eliminate body odors. Sanitized is a trademark of one

of these finishes.

There are other finishes, such as weighting in silk and flocking in wool,

which are described under those fabrics.

CARE OF SPECIAL FINISHES
Manufacturers’ tags and labels accompany fabrics that require special care.

When buying these fabrics, ask for information regarding their care.

A few special finishes will not survive any cleaning treatment. Some
need to be dry-cleaned. Some are washable but require a mild or a pure

soap and a moderate iron.

If this information is not available, procure a sample and test it to learn

how it reacts to soap and water, also to gauge the temperature of the iron

when ironing.

If you have a ready-made garment of a fabric or finish with which you

are not familiar, test an inside seam edge with the iron before pressing.

If you wish to wash the garment, clip a small piece of fabric from the

inside of the garment and test it. When it is not possible to obtain a piece

large enough to test, try washing the belt. If the belt did not wash satis-

factorily, have the garment dry-cleaned and purchase a belt or make one

of a suitable constrasting fabric.

The heat of the iron is most important when you are pressing man-made
fibres. If your iron does not have a heat indicator, here is a suggestion for

testing the heat of the iron. Set the iron flat on the ironing board for a

few seconds. Lift the iron. Place your hand on the heated spot. If you can

keep your hand on the spot, the iron is not hot enough to injure the fabric.

The idea behind this test is the same as the one our grandmothers used

to test oven heat before stoves had oven thermometers. They used to “feel”

the amount of heat by putting their hand into the oven and judge whether

the oven was “moderate”, “hot”, or “very hot”.

Of course, some individual’s hands are more sensitive to heat than

others, so that it would be advisable to test a sample of the fabric as well.

Then you can judge accordingly.

COLOURING OF FABRICS
Colour is applied to fabrics to enhance their appearance. It is done by

dyeing or printing.
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Dyeing—the fibre, yarn, or fabric is immersed in a solution of dyestuff.

Printing—a pattern or design is imprinted on the fabric in one or more

colours.

Dyes differ in their resistance to washing, sunlight, perspiration, crocking,

gas, alkali, etc.; in their effectiveness on different fibres, reaction to clean-

ing agents, solubility, and method of application.

The dyer chooses the dye that is suited to the- fibre and the intended

use of the fabric. The stage at which the dye is applied has little to do

with the colourfastness of the fabric, but it does determine the degree of

dye penetration. Colourfastness is determined by the content of the dye-

stuff and the attraction of the dye for the particular fibre.

Colourfast is a term used to describe fabrics that keep their colour

during the normal life of the garment or article. No fabric is absolutely

colourfast to all elements; labels usually state the degree of colourfastness.

The consumer should make certain that the colour is fast to the particular

elements which it will encounter, e.g. wash garments—fastness to washing;

draperies—fastness to sunlight.

Bleeding is a term used when excess colour tends to “bleed” or run when
fabrics are washed.

Crocking is a term used to describe the rubbing off of excess colour when
the fabric is exposed to friction.

Dyeing
Dyeing may be done at any stage in the production of a fabric.

Following are the methods of dyeing:

Stock dyeing is done in the fibre stage. The fibres are immersed in a

dye bath, and good colour penetration is obtained. Fibres of different

colours are often mixed together before they are spun into yarn.

Yarn dyeing is done to the yarn before the fabric is woven or knitted.

Yarn dyeing is less expensive than stock dyeing.

Piece dyeing is done by immersing the fabric in a dye bath to produce

a solid colour.

Cross-dyeing overcomes the difficulty presented by a fabric made up of

fibres that react differently to dye. It is a process of dyeing fabrics, yarns,

or a mixture of fibres with a dye that will affect only one type of fibre. The

fabric is then dipped in a second dye bath to dye the uncoloured fibres.

Sometimes a dye bath may contain two different types of dye, one for each

type of fibre.

Solution pigmenting or dyeing (also referred to as spun dyeing or dope

dyeing) is used for manufactured fibres. The colour is added to the liquid

chemical before the solution is transformed into solid fibres. Some trade-

marks for this process are Chromspun, Celaperm, and Coloray. The colours

resist washing, fading, and boiling and maintain their brilliance and tone.

Vat-dyed is a term often found on labels or stamped on the selvage of

fabrics. Vat dyes are the most durable dyes known. They are the fastest
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dyes for cotton, linen, rayon, and most thermoplastics. They are parti-

cularly resistant to washing and to sunlight. Some brilliant colours are not

absolutely fast to washing.

(A vat dye is an insoluble dye that is reduced in the process of applica-

tion to a soluble form, put on the fibre, then oxidized to the original

insoluble form.)

Printing

The fabric is constructed, singed, bleached, and cleaned; then, colour can

be applied by printing. There are many methods of printing—some done

by hand, others by machine.

HAND PRINTING
Block printing makes use of a design carved on blocks, which are dipped

in dye and stamped on the fabric. This method is slow and costly. It is

used chiefly on home-furnishing fabrics and expensive garment fabrics.

Batik printing is a process in which parts of the fabric are coated with

wax, so that only the uncovered parts take the dye. The process is repeated

to obtain multicoloured designs. The wax is removed by solvent.

Screen printing is similar to stencil work. Screens of fine silk, nylon, or

metal are used; certain areas of the screen are treated to resist the dye,

and a paste colour is forced through the untreated parts of the screen onto

the fabric. A separate screen is used for each colour in the design. This

method is used for designs which are larger than the circumference of the

rollers used in roller printing. It is more expensive than roller printing,

and is used for exclusive merchandise of limited yardage. It is also used

for some knitted fabrics, which would stretch in rollers.

Stencil printing is done with a stencil of the desired design, cut of metal

or paper. The stencil is placed over the fabric and dye applied. The dye

“takes” only in the cut-out spaces.

Tie printing is done by tying string around parts of the cloth where the

dye is to be resisted. The fabric is dipped in dye. Tying and dyeing can be

repeated a number of times. The pattern formed is circular with blurred

and mottled effects.

Photo printing is similar to the method used for newspaper photograph

reproduction. The fabric is coated with a chemical which is sensitive to

light, and the photograph is printed on the fabric.

Spray painting or airbrushing is done with an airbrush, which blows the

colours on the fabric in varying amounts.

MACHINE PRINTING
Direct or roller printing is the machine method of block printing. The

design is engraved on copper rollers; each roller is engraved with part of

the design, and there is a separate roller for each colour. The fabric is

run through a succession of rollers until the design is complete.

Duplex printing prints both sides of the fabric. The fabric is passed

through rollers that print the pattern first on one side, then on the other.
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in such a way that the patterns coincide. The process may also be done

on a duplex printing machine, which prints both sides simultaneously. The
result resembles a woven design. The difference can be detected by un-

ravelling a yarn; if the yarn is of different colours, the design has been

printed on the fabric. If the design had been woven in, the yarn would have

been of one colour.

Discharge printing is usually done on dark backgrounds. The fabric is

piece dyed, then run through a roller on which a design is printed with a

discharge paste. This paste contains chemicals that remove the colour

from the fabric, following the areas in the design. If a coloured design is

desired, the colour is added to the discharge paste. The chemicals some-

times weaken the fabric in the design portions.

Resist printing is the opposite of discharge printing. A resist paste is

applied to a bleached fabric to form a design. The fabric is dyed and the

resist paste removed. (Batik is a hand-method of resist printing.)

Warp printing is a method of roller printing. The warp yarns are stamp-

ed or printed with a design before the crosswise yarns are added. This

method produces a hazy outline of the design and the result is very attrac-

tive. It is used for warp-print taffeta and floral warp-print drapery fabrics.

Paste and flock printing uses rollers to print the design on the fabric

with paste or lacquer. A coloured paste may form the design, or as the

material leaves the rollers, it may be dusted with “flock” (short fibres,

usually rayon). The paste and the flocked designs are surprisingly per-

manent, due to improved processes.

T0 tell how a cloth is dyed

1. If the fabric is all of one colour, it is probably yarn-dyed or piece-

dyed. Unravel a thread—if the dye has not penetrated to the centre of the

yarn, it is piece-dyed.

2. When the fabric has a design, it has either been woven in or printed

after weaving. Unravel a yarn where the design occurs. If the yarn is of

different colours, then the design has been printed. If the design is sharp

and clear on the right side and not so distinct on the wrong side, the

design has been printed.

Printed plaids and stripes present difficulties during sewing. Printed

lines rarely fall on a continuous lengthwise or crosswise thread, so that it

is impossible to lay the pattern on grain and on the stripe at the same

time. A straight stripe is necessary for centre fronts, centre backs, and other

parts of the garment. Check the fabric carefully on both selvages and both

torn crosswise ends.

Tests for colourfastness

1. Washing. Wash a sample of the fabric. Place it between two layers

of white cloth, and press it dry. If there are no stains on the white cloth,

the fabric should launder satisfactorily.
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2. Sunlight. Expose a portion of the sample of the fabric to strong sun-

light for several weeks. Compare it with the original sample.

3. Perspiration. Attach a piece of the coloured fabric to a piece of white

cloth. Soak both in vinegar (not cider vinegar). Examine the white cloth

for stains.

4. Crocking. Rub the coloured fabric briskly with a dry piece of white

cloth, then with a wet piece of white cloth. Examine the white cloth for

a transfer of colour from your sample.

5. Ironing. Press a sample of the fabric with a dry iron. If it changes

colour with heat, does it return to the original colour when cool? Test

again, using a steam iron or a damp press cloth.

6. Spotting. Drop some water on the coloured fabric. Allow it to dry and

see if the spot remains.

Other fabric tests

Identifying fabrics by microscope is the most reliable test, but the con-

sumer is interested in simple tests which can be applied in the store or

at home.

Feel. Feel the cloth by grasping it with your thumb and forefinger and

moving your finger back and forth and in a circle. The fibres may feel

smooth or slippery, soft or hard, cold or warm. These differences are

referred to as textures. By feeling we can tell also if the fabric is woven
firmly or is “sleazy” (loosely woven), and if it is strong and of good

“body” or full of starch or “sizing”.

Examine samples of wool, silk, cotton, and linen.

For an accurate comparison of fibres it is best to choose pieces of

similar weight and texture, because some fabrics are given special finishes

that change their appearance and “feel”. For instance, flannelette, which is

cotton, has a fuzz or nap that increases the warmth of the fabric.

Generally speaking, animal fibres (wool and silk) feel warmer than

vegetable fibres (cotton and linen) of the same weight and texture. Wool
feels warmer than silk; cotton feels warmer than linen.

COTTON. Round fibre, does not hold a pleat, feels cool and soft, is non-

elastic, looks dull, wrinkles easily. Uneven dyeing in plain-coloured fabrics

denotes the presence of unripe fibres, which will tend to fade. The size of

the yarn determines the softness of the fabric.

LINEN. Flat fibre, holds a sharp pleat; is stiffer than cotton; feels cold,

smooth, leathery, slippery; wrinkles easily; has more natural gloss than

cotton.

WOOL. Feels soft, warm, elastic, and springy, light in weight.

SILK. Feels soft and warm, has a lustre or sheen.

RAYON. Feels harsher than silk, cooler than silk, slippery, creases more
readily than silk, and looks shiny or dull depending on the use for which it

is intended.
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NYLON. Smooth, cool, slippery, elastic, feels stilfer than silk. Looks shiny

or dull depending on the use for which it is intended.

Slippage. To test fabric for slippage, pull the material between the finger-

nails of your thumb and forefinger. Test the material both lengthwise and

crosswise. If the fabric is firmly woven, the threads will be difficult to pull

apart. Loosely woven materials pull apart at the seams, ravel easily, stretch

out of shape, and are difficult to handle in sewing.

Pilling. Pilling is the formation of little balls of fibre, called pills, on the

cloth surface. It occurs in some fabrics when the surface is rubbed. Check

for pilling by rubbing the fabric surface in a circular motion. If balls of

fluff start to form, the fabric is apt to pill.

Closeness of weave. Hold the cloth up to the light or use a pick glass (see

thread count).
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Natural fibres

COTTON a cellulose fibre

Cotton is the most important and versatile of the cellulose fibres. The

cotton plant is sometimes referred to as “King Cotton” and “the white

gold of America”. It is the source of cotton fibres for our cotton fabrics,

and its by-products are used to produce many other articles of commerce.

One very important by-product is cotton “linters”, which form the base

for some of our chemically-made fibres.

The chief cotton-producing countries are the United States, India,

China, Russia, Egypt, and Brazil, with the United States leading world

production. Egypt ranks first in the quality of fibre produced.

Production of fibres

1. Growth. The cotton plant thrives in a warm climate with ample mois-

ture and sunshine. Frost is harmful to the plant. In the United States the

cotton seeds are planted in the spring. They take about six months to

develop, and they require much labour to be planted, thinned, cultivated

and harvested.

The cotton plant grows to a height of between three to six feet. The
plant blooms, then forms seed pods or “bolls.” In each boll are several

seeds, to which the cotton fibres are attached. Finally, the boll bursts open

and the exposed cotton fibres become ripe and ready for picking.

Cotton has many enemies in the form of tiny insects. The chief of these

is the boll weevil. While the plant is maturing, it must be protected against

insects by the use of poisonous chemicals.

2. Harvesting. The bolls ripen at different times, and only those with

the fibres exposed are ready for picking. Consequently, the cotton field

must be picked over several times. Cotton-picking machines have been

invented, but they are very expensive, so that most of the picking is still

done by hand. The picking is the most expensive operation in the produc-

tion of cotton.

3. Ginning and baling. Raw cotton, when picked from the field, contains

over half of its weight in seeds, dirt, leaves, and other impurities that must

be removed before baling. A machine called a cotton gin removes the

impurities; the process is known as ginning. The machine consists of a

number of circular saws with small, sharp teeth. The saws rotate at a

high speed; the teeth pull the lint or fibre from the seeds and pass it on

27
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through the machine, leaving the seeds and trash. The lint cotton is com-

pressed into 500-pound bales ready to be shipped to the mills.

Varieties of cotton

Cotton plants that were originally produced in other parts of the world

and that bear high quality fibres have been transplanted successfully to

the United States. The better known qualities, seen most commonly on

labels and grown in the United States, are:

1. Sea Island—long, high quality fibre; used for highest quality fabrics,

imitation silk, laces, and fine sewing thread.

2. Pima—long and medium staple, fine, lustrous, almost white; used for

broadcloth and other quality fabrics.

3. Peeler—fairly long fibre; used for cotton sheers and broadcloth.

4. Upland—soft, fairly strong fibre; used for popular-priced cotton

fabrics.

The name of the country where the variety was originally produced is

generally maintained. It usually indicates the quality and the kind of

cotton.

Classification of cotton

Cotton buyers “class” each bale individually to decide its worth. They

examine samples carefully with their sensitive fingers and keen eyes.

Cotton is classified according to grade, length of fibres, and character.

Grade

Grade is dependent on the colour of the fibre and the amount of

foreign material in the bale.

Length of fibres

The fineness of the fibre seems to vary with its length—the long fibres

are fine, the short fibres, coarse. To determine the staple length of a

sample, the skilled expert pulls the fibres between his fingers. The average

length of the fibres is between and U/i".

Sea Island fibres range from U/2 " to 214".

Character of the fibres

The character of the fibre is a combination of its strength, density, and

lustre.

By-products of cotton

1. Cotton linters are the short cotton fibres that stick to the cotton seeds

after the first ginning; they are removed by further ginning. Cotton linters

are pure cellulose. They are used in the manufacture of rayon, acetate,

and other chemically made fibres, as well as for absorbent cotton, gun

cotton, photographic film, plastics, lacquer, and many other substances.

2. Hulls are the outside portion of the cotton seeds and are obtained

after the linters have been removed. They are used for livestock feed and

fertilizer, as a component of paper and plastics, and as a base for explo-

sives.
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3. Inner seeds provide cottonseed oil, which is squeezed from the inner

seed and is used for shortening, cooking oils, salad oils, and for soap.

The dry part of the seed that is left is called meal, and it becomes feed for

livestock.

Fibre to yarn

1. Opening and blending.

Opening—a process which loosens and fluffs the fibres.

Blending—a process which mixes cotton fibres from parts of several

bales.

The bale straps are removed from the tightly compressed raw cotton,

and it is allowed to expand and take on the room temperature. In order

to secure uniformity, parts of a number of bales are blended (mixed)

together and fed into the initial process machinery of the mill. The purpose

of this machinery is to remove all the heavy impurities and put the cotton

in the form of a loose sheet ready for further processing; the cotton is put

through a series of beating and shaking actions at the same time as the

cotton fibres are subjected to air currents. This sheet, about fifty yards in

length, is wound into a roll, called a lap. It resembles a roll of cotton

batting.

2. Carding. A process which straightens the fibres and forms a sliver.

In the lap stage the fibres are still in a tangled mass and contain waste

material. The carding machine unrolls the lap and draws it over a cylinder

covered with fine wire bristles. This operation removes the impurities and

the fibres that are too short for spinning. It disentangles and straightens

the remaining fibres. Carding is the first step toward placing the fibres in

parallel order for spinning.

The cotton leaves the carding machine in a thin, filmy sheet, which is

drawn together to form a soft, untwisted, rope-like strand about the size

of a broomstick. The rope-like mass is called a card sliver (pronounced

sly-ver). Card slivers produce carded yarns to be woven into serviceable,

inexpensive, carded cottons.

3. Combing. A process which straightens fibres and removes short fibres.

Combing is an additional straightening process, which arranges the

fibres in an almost parallel position. The shorter fibres, called noils, are

combed out, leaving the long fibres. The sliver is called a comb sliver and

will produce a smooth, strong combed yarn to be woven into goods of

better quality known as combed cottons.

4. Drawing. An operation which parallels, blends, and reduces the size

of the sliver.

After leaving the carding or combing machine, the sliver is moved to

the drawing frame. Several slivers are combined and drawn out to the

thickness of a single sliver. This process gives further blending, makes a

uniform sliver, and secures greater parallelism in the fibres.
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5. Roving. A procedure to reduce further the size of the sliver.

Roving is a further drawing out, changing the sliver into roving, which

varies in size from a pencil to a shoelace depending on whether coarse,

medium, or fine yarns are desired. The roving is given a slight twist and

is wound on bobbins.

6. Spinning. A process which twists and winds the final yam.

Spinning completes the drawing out of roving, gives the proper amount

of twist, and transforms it into yarn.

Preparation for weaving
The lengthwise or warp yarns form the basic structure of the fabric and

are generally stronger and closer together than the filling yarns, because

they will be subjected to greater strain.

Following spinning, the filling yarns are ready for the loom, but the

warp yarns go through three more operations:

1. Spooling The contents of several bobbins are wound on larger spools

or cones, which are placed on a rack.

2. Warping The thread from hundreds of spools is wound in parallel

rows, very close together, across a warp beam (a huge spool). The threads

on the beam resemble a large piece of cloth with the filling threads

pulled out.

3. Slashing The thread is unrolled from the warp beam through a solu-

tion of hot starch called slashing. The yarns are dried and rewound onto

another beam. The starch binds the fibres and increases the tensile strength

of the yarn so that it will withstand the chafing action of the loom. This

starch is removed later when the goods are bleached or dyed.

Yarn to fabric—Weaving
Cotton fabrics may be produced in any weave, some of which are:

Plain Weave (no variation)

Chambray—coloured warp yarns and white filling yarns.

Dotted Swiss—plain background with lappet or swivel dots.

Flannelette—napped surface.

Gingham—yarn dyed, woven in stripes, plaids, and checks.

Lawn—thin cotton fabric; carded or combed yarns.

Muslin—firm cotton cloth ranging in weight from dress sheer fabrics to

heavy bed sheeting.

Nainsook—a fine, soft cotton.

Organdy—a thin, transparent, stiff fabric; fine combed yarns.

Percale—medium weight; firm, smooth finish; carded or combed yarns.

Plisse—has a puckered or blistery effect which is durable.

Print—a term used to refer to cottons with the design printed on the

fabric.

Seersucker—a fabric with a crinkled stripe made by weaving some of the

warp threads slack and other warp threads tight. It is often confused

with plisse.
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Shantung—has occasional slub yarns.

Sheeting—cotton muslin or cotton percale woven to bed size; bleached

or unbleached.

Voile—thin, transparent fabric.

Plain Weave (rib variations)

Bedford cord—vertical rib due to extra filling yarns on the back.

Broadcloth—fine crosswise rib.

Dimity—thin, fine cotton with corded bars or stripes; carded or combed

yarns.

Poplin—crosswise rib, similar to broadcloth but with a heavier rib.

Tissue gingham—thinner than ordinary gingham, may have a corded design

or a woven embroidered design.

Pique—a raised cord effect, usually running lengthwise due to extra filling

yarns and stuffer yarns on the back of the fabric. The cords are known

as wales. When made in a honeycomb weave, the fabric is known as

waffle pique. Some other versions are bird’s-eye, woven dots, novelty

wales.

Plain Weave (basket variation)

Hopsacking

Monk’s cloth

Satin Weave

Sateen—may be warp-faced (stronger) or filling-faced (softer); carded

or combed yarns.

Twill Weave

Denim—usually coloured warp yarns and white or natural filling yarns.

Drill—durable fabric; diagonal 2x1 running to the left selvage. “2 x 1”

means that one warp thread goes over two filling yarns, then under one.

Pile Weave

Corduroy—cut pile.

Velveteen—cut pile, plain-weave back or twill-weave back (stronger).

Terry cloth—uncut loops on both sides.

Jacquard Weave
Cotton damask

Tapestry

Gauze or Lena Weave
Marquisette

Mosquito netting

Swivel Weave
Dotted Swiss (swivel yarns unfastened).

Curtain fabric

Lappet Weave
Dotted Swiss (ends fastened securely).
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Yarn to fabric—Knitting

Cotton fabric is also constructed by knitting.

Balbriggan (underwear, hosiery, sweaters)—a lightweight plain knit

fabric.

Jersey

Cotton fabrics can also be made by felting, braiding, and netting.

Finishing processes used on cottons

Cotton fabrics may be given one or more of the following finishes:

1. Bleaching—whiteness.

2. Mercerizing—strength, lustre, dye affinity.

3. Singeing—smoothness.

4. Sizing—body, smoothness, stiffness.

5. Weighting—bulk, weight.

6. Preshrinking

7. Sanforizing—shrinkage less than 1%.
8. Calendering— (ironing) lustre.

9. Schreinerizing—temporary lustre (low-priced cottons).

10. Beetling—flattened effect, imitates linen.

11. Napping—softness, absorbency, warmth.

12. Crepeing—wrinkle resistance (yarns are hardtwisted).

13. Water repellency.

14. Drip-dry—little or no ironing.

15. Embossing—imitation crepe effect; plisse, seersucker.

—decorative effect; enhances appearance.

—finish may or may not be permanent.

16. Permanent crisp finish.

How cottons are made to imitate other textiles

1. To imitate linen—by using slub yarns, by beetling and sizing.

2. To imitate silk—by using very fine smooth yarns; by singeing and

mercerizing.

3. To imitate wool—by using loosely spun yarns and by napping.

Cotton is often blended with other fibres or combined with other yarns,

such as wool, linen, silk, or any of the chemically made fibres. The cotton

contributes to the comfort, absorbency, washability, and smoothness of

the fabric as well as reducing its cost.

Advantages of cotton fabrics

1. Versatile. Cotton fabrics range from coarse, sturdy fabrics to sheer,

soft fabrics.

2. Inexpensive—as compared with other textiles.

3. Easy to care for—because of its resistance to alkali.

4. Durable—when the fibres, yarns, weave, and finish are durable.

5. Comfortable—because it is absorbent; it is cool in summer; and the

napped fabrics are relatively warm.
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Attractive—because the appearance can be enhanced by weaves,

prints, dyes, embroideries, and textures.

Disadvantages of cotton

1. Wrinkles easily.

2. Shrinks even after several washings.

3. Soils easily.

4. Mildews.

5. Burns readily.

Uses of cotton

Large yardages of cotton fabrics are used to produce other articles of

commerce. Some of these are: footwear, upholstery fabrics, household

linens, luggage, transportation equipment, tents, awnings, and tarpaulins.

Meat packers wrap their products in cotton fabrics. Dairy and food

industries use cotton fabrics in their processing and packaging.

The electrical industry uses cotton in coverings for wires and for friction

tape. Heavy industry requires cotton belting, hose, filter fabrics. The fishing

industry uses cotton in lines and nets. Other common cotton articles are

sewing thread, tapes, labels, shoe laces, and medical supplies, such as

bandages and surgical sponges.

Laundering cotton fabrics

1. Soak white cottons to loosen surface dirt. Cotton is not injured by

alkali, so that a strong soap can be used. White cottons can be boiled and

bleached.

2. Coloured cottons should not be soaked unless the colours are known
to be colourfast. Use warm water and pure soap. Handle coloured cottons

as quickly as possible. Vat-dyed fabrics are usually colourfast to washing

and to sunlight.

3. Use a small brush to rub badly soiled areas.

4. Resin-finished cottons should be laundered according to the instruc-

tions on the label. If this information is not available, use warm water

and a pure soap. Wrinkle the fabric as little as possible while washing;

never wring; and let the garment drip dry.

5. For glazed and polished cottons, use a pure soap and cold water so

as to preserve the finish.

6. Resin-finished white cottons that have yellowed can be whitened with

colour remover, which can be bought where dyes are sold. Never use a

chlorine bleach unless it is recommended on the fabric label.

7. Do not wring embossed cottons. Blot out the moisture with heavy

towels or drip dry.

8. Some fabrics require starching to restore their original stiffness. The
amount of starch depends on the fabric. The directions on the starch con-

tainer should be followed carefully.
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White starch shows on dark fabrics. Tint the starch—tea or coffee for

browns, bluing for blues. Tinting products may be purchased for this use.

Cottons that will be stored for a long time should not be starched.

9. Dry printed, coloured garments and plain, coloured garments wrong

side out and in the shade. Iron them while they are still slightly damp.

Do not roll them up while they are damp unless you are sure the colours

do not “bleed”.

Pressing cotton fabrics

1. Use a hot iron for medium-weight and heavyweight cottons.

2. Use a warm iron for sheer cottons.

3. For starched garments the iron must be hot enough to glaze the

starch, or else the fabric will stick to the iron and become scorched or dis-

coloured.

4. If drip-dry cottons require a little pressing, press them while they are

slightly damp.

Dry-cleaning cotton fabrics

Because cotton fabrics are versatile and attractive, they are used for

garments for every occasion. If the garment has been constructed with

underlining, lining, and interfacing, or if it has elaborate draping, do not

attempt to launder it. Have it dry-cleaned. It is almost impossible to press

such garments satisfactorily at home.

What to look for when buying cottons

1. Label information. Read all labels carefully. If label information is

incomplete, inquire about desired characteristics. Ask for a sample for

home testing.

2. Carded or combed yarns. Combed yarn cottons are smooth and flat.

Carded cottons have a slight fuzz and the yarns vary in thickness; this

variation can be seen if the fabric is held up to the light.

Unravel a yarn from the fabric. Untwist the yarn. In combed yarns the

fibres are of equal length and lie parallel. In carded yarns the fibres are of

unequal length and the short fibres branch out from the centre of the yarn.

3. Thread count. Thread count depends upon the fineness of the yarn

and the closeness of the construction of the fabric. (See page 5.)

4. Sizing.

5. Shrinkage.

6. Fastness of dye. Check the label for information. If necessary, test a

sample. (See pages 24-25.)

7. Special finishes. Crease-resistant, water-repellent, etc. Be sure that

the label indicates the care required.

See Chapter 1 for tests for cotton fibres.
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LINEN

Linen is a cellulose fibre obtained from the flax plant.

Sources and Grades of Flax and Linen

1. Belgian flax produces the strongest and finest yarns. Belgian linen is

of the best quality.

2. Ireland is noted for the best workmanship, and Irish linens are strong

and have a fine white colour.

3. French linens are noted for their fine designs.

4. Scottish linen is used for heavy-grade fabrics, twine, and coarse canvas.

5. Russian linen is not produced very carefully and tends to crack,

6. Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland produce a medium-

grade linen.

7. In Canada flax is produced for fibre and for seed. Oregon, in the

United States, produces a limited quantity of good quality flax. Research

is being done in both Canada and the United States to improve the

production processes.^

Production of flax

The flax plant is raised according to the use for which it is intended—for

its seed or its fibre.

Countries producing flax for textile use require an abundance of water

and rich land and a cool, damp climate. Because much of the work is

done by hand, labour must be relatively cheap.

Growth. Flax requires a rich soil, a temperate climate, and an abundance

of moisture. To maintain soil richness, flax for fibre can only be grown

on the same land about one year in seven. Long dry periods stunt plant

growth and cause premature ripening.

The plant grows to a height of 20 to 40 inches and produces a small

flower, which is eventually replaced by small seed bolls. Thick sowing

produces plants with unbranched stems. Weeding is done by hand.

Harvesting. Flax must be harvested at the exact time it matures, for over-

ripening destroys the value of the fibre. Plants grown for fibre are pulled

by hand and tied into bundles. The seed ends of the stalk are passed

through a machine to remove the seed bolls. Great care must be taken not

to break the length of the fibre.

When the plant is grown for its seed, the harvesting method is similar

to that of other grains. The seed is used as a source of linseed oil, which

1 Booklets—The Irish Linen Guild of Canada, 525 Dominion Square Building, 1010 St. Catherine

St. W., Montreal 2, P.Q.
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is used in paints, varnishes, oilcloth, linoleum, patent leather, and oiled

silk. The seed residue is valuable for livestock feed.

Research is being done on the fibres from seed flax plants, in the hope

that these fibres can be used in the production of textiles.

PREPARATION OF THE FIBRE

1. Retting is the process of rotting the stalk in order to obtain the flax

fibres inside. After the seeds and leaves have been removed, the bundles of

plants are placed in water (sometimes pools or streams) and left for the

stalk to decompose.

The pool or hole method is common in Ireland. In Belgium, the bundles

are anchored in a river. In Russia, the stalks are spread in the fields and

the dew rets (rots) the stalks.

A quicker method of retting is using chemicals to break down the stalk.

This method is more expensive, and it affects the colour of the fibres and

weakens them.

The retted stems are shaken out by hand and spread out to dry.

2. Breaking and scutching can be done by hand, but these operations

are usually done by machines. The stalks are beaten or passed through

rollers to crush the woody part of the stalk. The rolled stalks pass through

another machine, which scrapes the woody stalk from the flax fibre.

The scutched flax is sorted and graded.

3. Hackling is a combing process which separates the long fibres from

the short fibres and leaves them parallel to one another. For fine linens,

hackling is done by hand.

The short fibres are called tow and are used to produce heavy, coarse

materials, such as linen crash, towelling, and dress linens.

The long fibres are called line and are used for fabrics in which even,

fine yarn is essential. Handkerchief linen and table damask are such fabrics.

Line fibres vary from 12 to 20 inches in length.

A tow linen yarn resembles a carded cotton yarn; whereas line linen

yarn is similar to a combed cotton yarn.

Fibre to yarn

Line fibres are laid parallel and end to end in the form of a ribbon on a

moving belt. The ribbon is narrowed, then drawn out to the width desired

for its intended use. The sliver (ribbon) is given a slight twist to form

roving for the spinning process.

Spinning. Although linen fibres are very strong, they are inelastic and

will snap if stretched, so that they must be handled carefully during

spinning. It is necessary to control the moisture and temperature to

produce fine yarns.

( 1 ) Wet spinning is done in a room of controlled temperature. The

roving passes through water before being drawn and twisted. Fine, soft,

even yarns are produced.
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(2) Dry spinning uses no moisture, and rough, uneven, weaker yarns

are produced. There is a certain amount of warmth and moisture in the

room where the spinning is done.

Most linen single yarns have the strength necessary for their intended

use.

Ply yarns of linen can be used to make novelty textured fabrics.

Linen fibres will blend with cotton, silk, wool, rayon, and chemically

made fibres to produce blended yarns. The presence of the linen fibres

contributes to the texture and the strength of the fabrics manufactured

from the blended yarn.

Yarn to fabric
Linen fabrics are woven in a very moist atmosphere so that the chances

of fibre breakage are lessened.

Linen fabrics have a square or balanced construction (the same size

of yarn is used for warp and for filling). Linen thread count is usually

expressed by one number.

1. Plain weave is the commonest linen weave. Basket weave (a variation

of the plain weave) is used for some fabrics for sportswear.

2. Twill weave is used occasionally in plain twill or herringbone con-

struction for beachwear and sportwear fabrics.

3. Jacquard weave is a combination of plain and satin weave woven on

a Jacquard loom to produce a reversible pattern for table damask.

( 1 ) Single damask has the same number of warp and filling yarns.

(2) Double damask has twice as many filling yarns as warp yarns.

Finishes for linen

1. Bleaching

( 1 ) Grass bleaching The linen fabric is spread out in the fields and

exposed to sun and dew. It is left until it is of the desired whiteness.

The sunlight does not injure the fibres.

(2) Chemical bleaching This is a quicker method, but it weakens

the linen fibres. This process is used to produce four grades: fully

bleached, three-quarters bleached, half or silver-bleached, and one-

quaher bleached.

2. Beetling—flattens and softens the fabric.

3. Calenderizing—gives smoothness and lustre to the fabric.

4. Mercerizing—also gives lustre.

5. Sizing—gives body to inferior grades of fabric.

Special finishes

1. Sanforized

2. Crease resistant

3. Water repellent

Dyeing and printing
Linen is seldom yarn dyed, because gray linen goods can be stored, then

dyed as the demand arises for certain colours.
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It is difficult to dye linen to the centre of the yarn; for this reason the

fabric must be bleached first to break down the tissue of the yarns so

that they will absorb the dye. Bleaching, however, lessens the durability of

the fabric; highly coloured fabrics have been fully bleached before dyeing,

hence are less durable.

A printed linen is only surface-dyed.

It is important to read the fabric label for the degree of colourfastness;

e.g. Is the fabric colourfast to sunlight? to washing?

If you pull out a yarn from a coloured linen fabric and untwist it, you

will notice the white core. You can also see the degree of colour penetra-

tion in the yarn.

Uses of linen

Like cotton, linen is versatile and can be used for many purposes.

1 . Home furnishings—sheets, pillow cases, towels, table linens, draperies,

and upholstery fabrics.

2. Wearing apparel—dresses, suits, hats, shirts, shoes, handbags, hand-

kerchiefs.

3. Lace

4. Sewing thread.

What to look for when buying linen

When linen fabrics are chosen wisely, they are well worth the additional

cost. Fine household linens often remain in families as heirlooms for

generations.

1. Look for a label indicating “pure linen”.

2. “Vat-dyed” indicates excellent colourfastness.

3. Thread count:

Single damask varies from 100 to 200 yarns per inch.

Double damask varies from 165 to 400 yarns per inch.

Table crash—77 yarns per inch is an excellent grade; 55 yarns per

inch is poor (used for luncheon cloths).

Art linen— 140 thread count is excellent and 60 is poor (linen used

for embroidery purposes).

The higher the thread count, the more durable is the cloth.

4. Evenly spun yarns wear longer.

5. Fuzziness on the fabric indicates the use of short fibres or the presence

of cotton.

6. Long float threads in damask enhance its appearance but reduce its

durability.

7. Bleaching—the degree of bleaching and the method of bleaching

affect the fabric’s durability.

Linen compared with cotton

Advantages: Disadvantages:

Linen is—cooler Linen is—more expensive

—more lustrous —more likely to wrinkle
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Advantages: Disadvantages:

—more durable —more difficult to launder

—more soil resistant

—more absorbent

—faster drying

—less likely to lint

—more resistant to insects and mildew

Laundering linen

White linen

1. Remove any stains.

2. Wash separately—lint from other fabrics dulls the lustre of linen.

3. Use warm water and rich suds of a pure, mild soap.

4. Do not rub or scrub. Squeeze suds through the fabric.

5. White linens may be boiled if necessary.

6. If bleaching is necessary, spread the garment in the sun to dry or

use a mild bleach and rinse well.

7. Linen is rarely starched. If starch is desired, use it sparingly because

it detracts from the natural sheen.

8. Dry white linens in the sun, if possible, to maintain whiteness.

Coloured linen

1. Wash separately from white linens.

2. Do not boil.

3. Do not soak for any length of time.

Crease-resistant finishes on linens permit laundering without affecting

the crease-resistant properties, which usually last for the life of the fabric.

If linens freeze while drying outdoors, allow them to thaw thoroughly

before handling or you will damage the thread.

Pressing and ironing linen

1. Use a lint-free ironing board cover.

2. Press linen while it is damp with a moderately hot iron.

3. Iron household linens on the wrong side first, then the right side. The

side that is ironed last will have more sheen. To produce a lustre, move
the iron crosswise on the cloth—from selvedge to selvedge. Do not press

a sharp crease in household linens.

4. Press linen garments from the wrong side only.

5. If a scorch occurs, place the dry fabric in direct sunlight.

6. Store linen fabrics away from heat, as it tends to dry the fibres and

make them brittle. If the fabrics are to be left for any length of time, it is

better to roll, rather than fold, them.

Dry-cleaning linen
Linen garments can be dry-cleaned, but washing enhances the beauty

of the fabric. If the style of the garment is suitable for laundering, wash

the garment.

Some tests for linen are described in Chapter 1.
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When we use the term “wool”, we generally mean the fibres of the fleece

of the sheep, because sheep are the commonest wool-producing animals,

therefore the most important economically.

Factors determining the grade or quality of new wool fibres

1. The breed of sheep. There are many different kinds of sheep, and by

cross-breeding, sheep raisers have obtained more desirable characteristics

in the wool grown on the animals.

2. The climate and the amount of seasonal rainfall affect the wool.

Excessive moisture dries out the natural oil in the fleece, and the tempera-

ture affects the strength and heaviness of the fibre.

3. The food, care, and general health of the sheep have a bearing on

the kind of wool grown.

There is a wide variety of wool. Mountain sheep produce long, coarse,

and hairy wool that is used for making rugs and carpets. The finer grades

of these wools can be used in blends with less hairy types to make rough

woollen fabrics such as Harris tweed.

The finest wools, which are also shorter in length, come from Merino

sheep, a breed raised chiefly in Australia and South Africa. These wools

are very soft, yet tough, and make materials that wear well. These wools

are used for underwear and knitted outerwear and fine, smooth fabrics with

a soft “hand”.

There are intermediate grades of fineness and softness between these

two extremes.

The finest fibres can be spun to produce fine, soft, light yarns, or to

make soft, heavy, thick yarns.

Remember
In general the fineness of the fibre used in the construction of

the fabric is a good guide to its quality.

Fine new wool fibres are the most expensive.

Fine yarns are more expensive to make than coarse yarns.

The finer the texture of the cloth, the more expensive it is to

weave.

Quality

The word “quality”, when applied to wool fibres, means the kind of

fabric the fibre will make. Quality is determined by;

(1) the diameter or fineness of the fibre.

(2) the length of the fibre
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(3) the strength

(4) the resilience (Resilience is the fibre’s ability to stretch, then

snap back to its original length. The more curls or crimps or waves

there are in the fibre, the greater its resiliency.)

Classification of sheep bred for wool
1. Merino—a strong, fine, elastic, and resilient fibre

2. Class Two—a very good quality wool with good crimp

3. Class Three—a longer, coarser fibre with less crimp, so that the

fibres are smoother and more lustrous but are less elastic and less resilient.

4. Class Four—from a mongrel group of sheep—coarse, hairlike fibres.

Classification of fleeces

When a sheep is sheared, the wool is taken off in one large piece, called

a “fleece”. On large ranches the shearing is done by power-driven clippers;

on smaller ranches, by hand shears.

1. Lambswool is the first fleece sheared from a lamb. The wool is fine

and soft but not so strong as fully developed wool.

2. Fleece wool is wool shorn from a living sheep.

3. Pulled wool is the wool taken from the skin of animals slaughtered

for meat. It is not of as good grade as fleece wool and is used mainly for

felts, flannels, and blankets.

4. Dead wool—is from sheep that have died or have been killed acci-

dentally. It is very inferior in quality and is used in low-grade fabrics.

Government classification of wool
1. New wool or Virgin wool—wool that has never been made into cloth

or been worn. It comes directly from the fleece.

2. Reprocessed wool—wool that has not been worn but has been re-

claimed from samples of fabric and from cuttings or scraps from garment

manufacturers’ work rooms.

3. Re-used wool—wool fibres salvaged from used goods. If the re-used

wool was of excellent quality when raw, even though it is used a second

time, the resultant fabric may be of better quality than a low-grade new
wool.

Fleece to fabric

1. Sorting. When the fleeces are received at the mill, they are classified

by skilled sorters who, by sight and feel, separate the parts of the fleece

according to the fineness, softness, and length of the fibres. One fleece

may yield twenty different qualities of wool fibres. The best quality comes
from the shoulders and sides, the poorest from the legs.

2. Scouring is the removal of greases, perspiration, dirt, and vegetable

matter by the use of warm, soapy water and an alkaline solution. A by-

product of this scouring is lanolin.

3. Drying. After having been washed, the fibres are passed into a drying

machine. If the wool is badly contaminated with vegetable burrs, it has
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to be carbonized. This is done by soaking the wool in dilute sulphuric

acid. When the burry wool is heated in the drying machine, the vegetable

matter is reduced to dust and is easily removed. The acid is diluted enough

that the wool fibres are not damaged.

4. Oiling. The fibres are sprayed with a light oil to prevent brittleness

and to lubricate them for spinning.

5. Dyeing is sometimes done at this stage if coloured fibres are required,

or it may be done after the yarn has been spun or after the cloth has

been woven.

6. Blending. Fibres of different quality are blended in varying amounts

to produce stronger yarns and yarns for use in less expensive fabrics.

Sometimes cotton fibres, silk fibres, or manufactured fibres are blended

with wool. The percentage of each fibre in the blend must be shown on

the label.

At this point the manufacturing processes differ depending on whether

the yarns spun will be made into “woollen fabric” or “worsted fabric”.

Processes for woollens

1. Carding. The fibres are disentangled and laid almost parallel to one

another, but the yarn has a fuzzy surface.

2. Spinning. The carded sliver is drawn out and spun with a slack twist,

producing a soft, fuzzy yarn.

3. Weaving. For woollen fabrics either the plain weave or the twill

weave is used, depending on the strength desired. The fuzzy surface of

the fabric often conceals the weave. Woollens are not constructed so

firmly as worsteds, and the nap may conceal poor construction.

Woollen fabrics are warm because they are soft, fuzzy, and thick. The

napped surface soils readily, but stains are easily removed.

4. Fulling (felting or milling). The fabric is placed in a bath of warm,

soapy water, where it is pounded and twisted so that the fibres interlock.

Fulling shrinks the cloth, makes it compact and thicker, and increases the

strength of the fabric.

5. Flocking. Short wool fibres are sometimes forced and felted into the

back of woollen fabrics to make them firmer and thicker. Many winter

overcoat fabrics are flocked. If the flocking fibres are of good quality,

flocking does not decrease the value of the fabric. Inferior fabrics are

sometimes flocked to make them appear to be of better value.

To detect flocking, scratch the back of the fabric with your fingernail;

if short fibres fall out, there is probably some flocking.

6. Napping. Napping produces a distinct fuzz on the surface of the

fabric. This is done after the fabric is fulled, washed, dried, and tentered.

Napping may be done by a machine that has rollers covered with short

wire bristles, or the fabric may be brushed by hand with teasels. A teasel

is a vegetable burr with stiff bristles.

After napping, the nap is sheared to a desired length.
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The final finishing processes for woollen fabrics are usually steaming,

sponging, and pressing. A water-repellent treatment or a waterproofing

finish may be applied.

Processes for worsteds

1. Carding.

2. Gilling and combing. The gilling process removes some of the short

fibres. Then the sliver is combed to remove more short fibres and to lay

the long fibres as nearly parallel as possible to one another.

The short fibres are called ''noils”. They are classified as reprocessed

wool and are used in making filling yarns for other fabrics.

3. Drawing. Drawing is a process used only for worsted yarns. It is an

additional combing process which doubles and redoubles the slivers of

wool, draws them, and twists them, reducing them to fine, firm yarns.

4. Roving. Roving is the final process before spinning. It is a light twist-

ing operation.

5. Spinning. The roving is spun into a strong, tightly twisted, smooth

yarn.

6. Weaving. The pattern of a weave made from tightly twisted yarns

shows clearly, and part of the beauty of a worsted fabric is the pattern.

For this reason, the plain weave is seldom used; instead, a twill or one of

its variations is used.

7. Fulling. A slight fulling process is used to soften the cloth without

causing it to felt.

Further processes of singeing, steaming, and shrinking are given to

improve the appearance and to set the fabric to a proper width.

Some worsteds are given a slight nap, which somewhat hides the weave;

such fabrics are referred to as “unfinished worsteds”. This term is mis-

leading, because this nap is a finish on worsteds, which are ordinarily left

with a smooth surface.

WHAT IS A WOOLLEN FABRIC?

A woollen fabric is made from woollen yarn that comes from wool that

is carded but not combed. Both short and long fibres are intermingled.

WHAT IS A WORSTED FABRIC?

A worsted fabric is made from worsted yarn that is both carded and

combed, leaving the long fibres only, to produce a smooth uniform yarn.

WHAT IS PILLING?

Pilling is the formation of little balls of fibres called “pills” on the surface

of the cloth. Pills are caused by abrasion in wear and occur on yarns spun

from certain short fibres.

Pilling occurs mostly on heavily napped fabrics and on fabrics made
from wool fibres or produced to resemble wool.
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Differences between woollen and worsted fabrics

Woollen Fabric Worsted Fabric

Fibre mostly short, curly fibres long, straight fibres

Yam carded only, slack twist,

weaker yarns

carded and combed, tight

twist, stronger yarns,

usually yarn-dyed

Weave usually plain weave,

occasionally twill weave,

indistinct pattern, less

thread count than worsteds

chiefly twill weave, distinct

pattern, closely woven

Finishing soft finish, napping,

steaming, fulling, flocking

hard finish, singeing,

steaming, napping for

“unfinished worsteds”

Appearance

and feel

soft, thick, fuzzy hard, flat, smooth

Characteristics warmer than worsteds, not

so durable, does not shine

as readily, soils more easily

but stains removed easily

wrinkles less than woollens,

more durable, becomes

shiny with wear, resists soil,

holds press and shape,

harsh when worn next to

skin

Uses less expensive garments,

sportswear, blankets.

more expensive garments,

tailored coats and suits

Typical fabrics flannel, tweed, broadcloth serge, gabardine, worsted

suitings, tropical worsted,

poplin, bedford cord

Properties of wool fabrics

The chart of differences between woollen and worsteds lists some of the

properties of wool and of wool fabrics. It also illustrates the versatility of

wool. Wool is used for all types of clothing, in all parts of the world, and

in all climates. Wool yarns are woven into all weights of fabrics from very

sheer to very thick.

Other properties are

:

1. Wool is a natural insulator and protects the body from heat and

cold.

2. Wool is absorbent and feels dry and warm even when the fabric is

damp; it does not cling to the body or feel clammy. This quality makes it

suitable for swimming apparel and for infants’ wear.

3. Wool is an elastic and resilient fibre, so that it is comfortable to wear.
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4. Wool handles well in dressmaking and tailoring, shapes well, and

retains creases for trousers and pleated skirts. It has good recovery from

wrinkles.

5. Wool requires extreme care in laundering. Due to its natural felting

qualities, it may shrink and mat or felt.

6. Wool is damaged by strong alkalies; a pure soap should be used for

washing.

7. Wool has a good affinity for dyes, and the colours are usually perman-

ent.

8. Wool does not burn readily and is safer for clothing and household

furnishings than some of the other fibres.

9. Wool is attractive to moths and needs protection against moth

damage.

10.

Wool is injured by strong acids.

Care of wool garments

Wool garments are expensive. Regular care is important, because it

eliminates too frequent pressing and cleaning which, in time, weaken the

fabric.

1. Brush frequently with a soft but firm brush; stiff bristles may loosen

or pull out the wool fibres.

2. Use the right kind of clothes hanger, so that the garment will retain

its shape and not wrinkle. Do not hang the garment too tightly in the

clothes closet.

3. Air woollens occasionally; fresh air revives wool fibres.

4. Alternate wear of wool garments to give them a rest and they will

rid themselves of wrinkles.

5. Never store wool garments unless they are clean. Use a recommended

moth preventative and store garments in a tightly closed bag.

6. Protect wool garments from perspiration; wool tends to retain body

odours, which are difficult to remove in dry cleaning.

Laundering wool garments

1. Examine the garment for stains, and remove them by an approved

method, (see section on stain removal).

2. Repair torn places before washing the garment to prevent enlarge-

ment of holes.

3. Do not soak woollens any longer than it takes the fabric to become
saturated with the suds. Wool fibres are softened by moisture and heat.

4. Use lukewarm water.

5. Use neutral or pure soap.

6. Do not rub, but squeeze the soap solution through the fabric—rubbing

will cause the garment to felt and shrink.

8. Squeeze out the water or blot it out with heavy towels; do not wring.

If a wringer is necessary for blankets, set the wringer loosely.
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9. Dry the garments away from heat. Dry knitted garments on a flat

surface, shaping them as necessary.

Pressing wool garments
1. Use a smooth, well-padded board.

2. Set the iron for the correct temperature and test before using; soft,

fuzzy wools scorch very easily.

3. Use a damp press cloth.

4. Press knitted fabrics lightly.

5. Press woven fabrics as you would when constructing a wool garment.

See chapter on pressing; also see scorching.

Dry-cleaning wool garments
Woven wool garments dry-clean very satisfactorily.

Most cleaners do a good job on knitwear, and some of them specialize

in reblocking garments to size.

Shine on wool garments
Shine can be removed temporarily by:

(1) steaming.

(2) sponging with a solution of ammonia in water.

HAIR FIBRES
The hair fibres of certain animals throughout the world are used for

textiles. These fibres differ enough from the fibre of the sheep to be

classified as hair fibres. The hair fibres from different animals have minor

variations in physical structure, fineness, length, and softness.

Some of the animals are bred for fleeces that produce the most expen-

sive fibres in the textile industry. Hair fibres are used alone or in combina-

tion with wool fibres for fabrics whose cost varies with the amount and

the quality of the hair fibre used. Hair fibres give warmth without weight

and add to the fineness and beauty of the fabric.

Goat family
1. Angora goat. Mohair is the hair of the Angora goat. The mohair

fibre is smooth, strong, and resilient with a silk-like lustre; it resists soil

and wrinkles, does not mat readily, and produces a durable and service-

able fabric.

2. Cashmere goat. The fleece of the Cashmere goat has a long, coarse

outer hair of little value, but the under-hair is a soft, delicate fibre. It is

obtained by frequent combings. Cashmere is used for sweaters and for

quality fabrics; cashmere fabrics are not so durable as wool.

Camel family
1. Camel. Camel hair for textile use is obtained from the two-humped

camel of Asia. The hair is a non-conductor of heat and cold and is

naturally water repellent. In the spring the hair hangs in matted tufts and

strands and falls off in clumps. The clumps are gathered and sold.
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Camel hair is divided into three grades. Grade 3 has no value for textile

use. The short, soft, fine fibres are used in high-grade fabrics. The quality

of a camel hair fabric can be judged best by the feel. Camel hair

is used for sweaters, gloves, and garment fabrics.

2. Llama. The llama is a native of South America. Its hair fibre is mixed

with other fibres to produce high quality fabrics for outer wear. The fibre

is coarse and adds qualities of durability and wrinkle resistance.

3. Alpaca. The alpaca is native to South America. The best alpaca hair

fibre is as soft, lustrous, and delicate as the finest silk, yet it is stronger

than sheep’s wool. It does not conduct heat or cold and is water repellent.

4. Vicuna. The vicuna is a native of the Andes Mountains. Its fibre is

the softest, finest, rarest, and most expensive of all textile fibres. It is used

for costly suitings and overcoat fabrics.

Other hair fibres

Angora. Angora is the hair of the Angora rabbit. The fibre is obtained by

combing and plucking. It is fairly long, fine, soft, fluffy, and slippery, and it

requires a special processing in order that it may be spun. The supply of

the fibres is limited; thus. Angora yarns are very expensive.

Cow hair, Horse hair. These fibres are used mostly in house furnishings.

Horse hair is used in canvas for interfacings for garment construction.

Rabbit hair. Rabbit hair is used in producing felts and in some garment

fabrics.

The hair of various other fur-bearing animals is used from time to time

to add interest to many garment fabrics.

Comparing hair and wool fibres

Hair fibre

1. When viewed under a microscope, hair shows a central canal and is

straight, smooth, and lustrous.

2. Hair fibre is stiff and wiry.

3. Hair fibre does not felt well.

4. Hair fibre is inelastic.

Wool fibre

1. When viewed under a microscope wool shows an outer fuzzy skin of

scales, which overlap like fish scales. This property causes the fibres to

interlock. Wool fibre has an inside core, like a tiny cable, which gives

strength. Between the core and the scales is a layer of tiny air pockets that

act as insulators.

2. Wool fibres are soft and warm to touch.

3. Wool fibres felt well.

4. Wool fibres have a natural curl or crimp, which gives elasticity.
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SILK a protein fibre

Silk is a protein fibre and is the strongest of the natural fibres. It is often

referred to as the “queen of the fibres”.

Japan is the world’s largest silk producer. Other silk-producing countries

are China, Spain, Austria, Iran, Turkey, Greece, Syria, Bulgaria, and

Brazil.

Attempts were made to raise the silkworm in the United States, but

the industry was doomed to failure because of the high cost of labour and

production involved in silk manufacture. The countries that produce silk

profitably usually have a large, cheap labour force .

England and America import large quantities of raw silk and many
beautiful silk fabrics are woven in their mills.

Sources of silk

Silk is the filament that the silkworm spins for its cocoons. There are

two kinds of silkworms, wild and cultivated. Today the term “silk” usually

refers to cultivated silk.

Silk culture
Sericulture is the name given to the production of cultivated silk. The

cultivation of the silkworm requires extreme care and close supervision.

The reeling of the filament from the cocoons is done by skilled operators

whose training is the result of many generations of experience.

There are four stages in the life cycle of the silk moth:

1. The egg, which develops into the larva or caterpillar referred to as the

silkworm.

2. The silkworm, which spins its cocoon for protection to permit its

development into the pupa or chrysalis.

3. The chrysalis, which emerges from the cocoon as the moth.

4. The moth, of which the female lays eggs, thus continuing the life

cycle. The life cycle is about two months.

Breeder moths are selected with great care, and the eggs undergo many
tests to ensure perfect, disease-free worms. Under natural conditions,

breeding occurs only once a year. Under scientific breeding, silkworms

may be hatched three times a year. One moth lays hundreds of eggs, each

of which is the size of a pinhead.

The eggs are placed in an incubator under controlled conditions of

temperature and moisture. In a week or so they hatch into tiny worms

one-eighth inch long and about the diameter of a hair.

The worms are fed solely on mulberry leaves, and they are kept under

carefully controlled temperature in clean surroundings, free of odours and
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noises, for about 30 days. Within the body of the worm, the food is changed

into a substance that is excreted as silk filament. When the worm has eaten

its fill, it is about 314 inches long and is ready to spin its cocoon.

There are two tiny glands, one on each side of the silkworm’s head,

that excrete the fluid. The two streams of fluid unite to form a single

strand or filament, held together by a gummy substance called sericin.

The worm attaches itself to a twig; then, moving its head from side to

side, it lays the filament in an endless series of figure eights, which build

up walls within walls. The sericin, which dries and hardens soon after it

has been exposed to the air, holds the cocoon together.

When the cocoon is completed, the worm inside shrinks into a nut-like

chrysalis or pupa. In about two weeks it develops into a moth and is ready

to emerge. If permitted, the moth would excrete a fluid that would dissolve

the filament and cut through the cocoon, breaking the one long silk fila-

ment into many short ones. It is necessary, therefore, to destroy the

chrysalis within the cocoon if the silk is to be reeled.

Carefully selected cocoons are reserved for breeding, and the moths are

allowed to emerge. The other cocoons are put through a stifling or

smothering process to kill the chrysalis. The cocoons are delivered to a

factory known as a filature.

Filature operations
1. Sorting. The cocoons are sorted according to size, colour, shape, and

texture.

2. Softening the sericin. A small portion of the gum or sericin is removed

and the remainder left for protection while the fine, delicate filament is

unwound.

3. Reeling. The filament is unwound from the cocoon. A single silk

filament is too fine for reeling, so several cocoons are unwound at the

same time. By a simple system of pulleys, the filaments are drawn together

through a tiny porcelain eye, and the softened sericin glues the silk fila-

ments into a single thread. The long fibres so obtained are known as

reeled silk. A single filament is from 800 to 1300 yards long. The entire

filament is not always usable for reeled silk. The short lengths are used

to produce spun silk.

Filament to yarn
1. Throwing. Long continuous filaments need not be spun and twisted

to form yarn for weaving. Silk yarn (also called thread) is formed by a

process referred to as throwing. A number of silk filaments are twisted

together to form a yarn of the type desired for a particular fabric.

Yarns used for satin have very little twist, so that they produce a smooth,

lustrous fabric. Yarns intended for crepe have a tight twist and less lustre.

2. Degumming. The remaining sericin is removed by washing the yarn

in a warm soapy bath. Degumming may take place after the fabric is

woven. A small amount of sericin is sometimes left in the yarn or fabric

for added strength or a dull finish.
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Weighting. During the degumming process, silk loses much of its

original weight. The lost weight can easily be replaced during the dyeing

process by immersing the silk in a solution of metallic salts, such as tin,

iron, or lead salts. The silk absorbs these metallic substances, and the

fabric becomes firmer, crisper, and more lustrous.

Manufacturers buy silk by weight; the price is quoted per pound. Pure

silk, or “all silk”, is expensive.

Weighted yarns give firmness and body to the fabric, but overweighting

causes deterioration of a fabric. Weighted silk must be marked as such

and the percentage of weighting indicated.

The consumer can test a fabric to determine whether it is pure silk

or weighted silk by applying the burning test to a sample of the fabric.

Weighted silks char but do not burn; pure silk burns fairly rapidly, leaving

a beady ash.

Spun silk

If the moths are allowed to emerge from the cocoons, the cocoons will

have many broken filaments. Short lengths of filament are also obtained

during the production of reeled silk. When the short filaments from these

two sources are spun into yarn, the yarn is called spun silk. Because the

short fibres tend to stick out from the centre of the yarn, spun silk yarns

have a low lustre and may have a fuzzy surface.

Spun silk yarn is used for silk broadcloth, washable silk, underwear,

silk velvet, etc. It is also used for filling yarn in some fabrics.

Spun silk is less expensive than reeled silk. It has less lustre, less

strength, less elasticity, and is not so smooth as reeled silk.

Finishing processes
One or more of the following processes are used to enhance the appearance

of silk fabrics and to add to their serviceability.

1. Singeing—for smoothness

2. Bleaching—to whiten

3. Stiffening—to give crispness or improve inferior grades

4. Embossing—for pattern effects such as moire

5. Calendering—for smoothness

6. Steaming—for pile weaves

7. Wringing and stretching—to soften fibres and increase lustre

8. Pressing.

Buying silk fabrics

When you are judging silk fabrics, consider the following points:

1. Is it pure silk or weighted silk?

2. Is it pure silk or a mixture of silk and another fibre?

3. How is the yarn twisted? Unravel a yarn; note the number of strands

and the tightness of twist.

4. A plain crepe fabric with a crepe-twisted yarn is stronger than a crepe

back satin fabric.
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5. Satins with long float threads have more lustre than those with shorter

floats but are weaker.

6. Will the silk water-spot?

7. Is the crepe in the finish or in the twist of the yarn? Some fabrics

with a slight crepe in the yarn are embossed to give a heavier crepe effect.

These fabrics are difficult to clean and may not maintain their original

shape and size.

Wild silk

Wild silk or Tussah silk is the silk filament obtained from uncultivated

silkworms. The production is not controlled; the silkworms feed on oak

leaves and spin cocoons under natural conditions.

Wild silk is coarse and uneven. It is often used in its natural colour

because it does not dye so well as cultivated silk.

Sometimes two silkworms get close together and spin their cocoons

together. The yarn from these double cocoons is uneven, irregular, and

large in diameter. This silk is called douppion.

Wild silks produce fabrics with interesting texture and weave. They are

commonly referred to as “raw” silk—e.g. shanting and pongee. Wild silk

fabrics are durable, washable, and generally less expensive than cultivated

silks.

Honan is a good-quality, wild silk fabric in the pongee class, made in

Honan, China.

Pongee is a lightweight, natural-coloured silk fabric originally made of

Chinese wild silk. It has a rough, uneven weave.

Shantung is a silk fabric very similar to pongee with the same nubby or

slub surface; it was originally made of wild silk.

Tussah is a silk fabric whose filament is derived from wild silkworms. It

is coarse, strong, uneven, and tan in colour and is difficult to bleach.

Pure-dye silk. Pure silk and all silk are silks that do not contain metallic

weighting or finishing materials exceeding 10%. 15% is allowed on black.

Raw silk. “Silk in the gum” is silk reeled from the cocoons and still

containing the natural gum. (Any fibre in its natural state is termed as a

raw fibre—raw cotton, raw wool, etc.)

Properties of silk

1. Silks may be woven on any type of loom into fabrics of any degree

of crispness, softness, thickness, or transparency.

2. Silks have a natural gloss and beauty which cannot be imitated. They
glow with a soft, diffused lustre.

3. Silks take a pure, clear dye.

4. Silks print very well.

5. Silk filament is strong and very durable.

6. Silk fabrics feel cool in summer and warm in winter due to their

insulating properties.
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7. The natural elasticity of the filament gives resistances to crushing and

to strain.

8. Silk is absorbent, so that silk garments do not feel clammy or damp,

9. Silk is not harmed by moths.

Laundering of silk

Some silks are washable; others are not. Always check the label.

1. Make a thick suds in hot water with neutral or pure soap flakes.

2. Add enough cold water to make the water lukewarm.

3. Squeeze the suds through the fabric; do not rub.

4. Rinse several times.

5. Roll the garment in a heavy towel to remove as much of the water

as possible.

6. Hang the fabric indoors, away from direct heat, until it is damp-dry.

7. Roll the garment in a towel again until you are ready to press it.

Pressing silk

1. Press from the wrong side.

2. Use a warm iron.

3. Finish pressing the seams, collars, hems, etc. from the right side

using a thin press cloth to protect the fabric.

Pressing between cleanings may be done in the same manner.

Spot-cleaning silk

Some silks should not be spot-cleaned. Check the fabric label.

1. Grease spots may be removed by using a recommended spot remover

and following the directions given on the container.

2. Water spots can often be removed by rubbing with a part of the

fabric, with tissue paper, or with a shiny nickel coin.

3. Scorch stains may be removed with soap and water if they are not

too deep.

Many spots and stains are best left to a reliable dry-cleaner.

Dry-cleaning
Silk fabrics dry-clean well.

MINOR NATURAL TEXTILE FIBRES
There are some minor textile fibres grown in various parts of the world

that are very useful in producing yarns and fabrics for an intended pur-

pose.

Jute
Jute is a coarse, brown fibre from the stalk of a plant grown chiefly in

India. It is used mainly for burlap and backing for rugs and carpets.

Hemp
The hemp plant has a harsh, stiff, woody fibre and is grown in temperate

and tropical climates. It is used for coarse fabrics and in carpet and rug

manufacturing. Hemp is not weakened or rotted by water.
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Sisal
Sisal is a natural fibre obtained from the leaves of the sisal plant, which

is grown in the West Indies, Florida, and Central America, Sisal is used

for twine, rope, inexpensive brushes, and instead of horsehair in upholster-

ing. Sisal disintegrates in salt water.

Kapok
Kapok is a soft, light fibre obtained from the seed pods of the kapok

trees and plants grown in Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and Central America,

It is used as stuffing for pillows, mattresses, and life-preservers; as sound-

proofing in airplanes; and for insulating material in refrigerator cars and

trucks.

Ramie
Ramie is a fibre, similar to flax, obtained from the stalk of a plant grown

in United States, China, Japan, and southern Europe. It can be used for

textile yarns, but its retting operation is costly, making it unprofitable

for general use. It is used for filling yarns in mixed woollen fabrics, as

an adulterant in silk yarns, and as a substitute for flax for table linen.

Ramie is also used for rope, twine, and nets.

Coir
Coir is a coarse, brown, natural fibre obtained from the husk of the

coconut. It is used for mattings, cordage, and sailcloth, and as a sub-

stitute for horsehair in upholstering.

Pina
Pina fibre is obtained from the leaves of the pineapple plant. The fibre

is white, soft, and lustrous. The yarn is woven into pina cloth and coarse

grass cloth and is used for clothing, bags, and mats.

Asbestos
Asbestos is a natural fibre obtained from varieties of rock that are fibrous

in structure. Canada is the largest asbestos-producing country. The fibre

is resistant to acid and rust; it will not burn, but it will melt at a very

high temperature. Asbestos fibre can be pressed into sheets, and the

better qualities can be spun into yarns for weaving fire-resistant fabrics

for theatre curtains, draperies, firefighting suits, and firefighting equipment.

Asbestos is also used for ropes, pipe coverings, brake linings, shingles,

plaster board, etc.

Metal threads and tinsel yarn
Metallic and tinsel yarns are used to ornament fabrics. The yarns are

made round or flat and may be twisted with any of the other major

textile fibres. Gold, silver, copper, and cheaper alloys are used to produce

these yarns. To reduce the weight of metallic yarns, a special process was

developed which laminated layers of polyester film called Mylar on each

side of a very thin strip of metal. This component permitted the use of

colour and made the yarn non-tarnishing, odourless, and moth resist-

ant. If the fabric containing the metallic yarn is washable, the metallic
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thread will withstand washing. It remains soft and pliant for the life of

the fabric, can be dry-cleaned, is fade-resistant, and is not affected by

chlorine or salt water. It can be ironed at a low heat setting.

Several companies produce metallic yarns under their own trade names.

Examples are: Lurex, Mellon and Metlon-with-Mylar

,

and Reymet.
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Mari'-made fibres

Man-made fibres are also referred to as manufactured fibres and chemical

fibres. The term “man-made fibres” includes all textile fibres not provided

by nature.

“Synthetic fibres” is a term used loosely for all man-made fibres.

Actually the term includes only textile fibres made by chemical synthesis.

The first man-made fibres were created from certain fibre-forming

substances found in cotton and wood pulp. Later, man discovered how to

produce fibre-forming chemicals from simple elements found in coal, pet-

roleum, air, salt, and water. Today man can produce fibres with almost any

desired combination of properties and can construct a fabric for a special

purpose.

As each new type of fabric was developed, it was given a name. Many
companies produced identical fibres under their own trademark. Some
companies used trade names which did not define the type of man-made
fibre, leading to great confusion among consumers.

To assist the consumer, the Federal Trade Commission in the United

States passed an act assigning seventeen generic names for the various

types of man-made fibres. Each generic name is defined by the Commission

according to the chemical composition of the fibre-forming substance,

rather than its properties. These names are also used in Canada.

The use of generic names has made it possible to group man-made fibres

according to their general characteristics.

The Man-Made Fiber Producers Association Inc. has grouped these

fibres according to the general characteristics of the generic type to assist

in the study of man-made fibres:

I. Cellulosics. The fibres are so called because they are derived from

cellulose. The generic names for these fibres are:

rayon, acetate, triacetate.

II. Fibres from synthetic long chain polymers. The fibres are made from

man-made chemicals derived from coal, petroleum, air, salt, and water.

The types of chemicals that are capable of forming fibres are called long

chain polymers.

The generic names for these fibres are:

Nylon Olefin

Modacrylic Saran

Acrylic Vinyon

Polyester Vinal

Spandex Nytril

55
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Mechanical spinning. Chemical spinning.

m. Fibres manufactured from nonfibrous natural substances. Nonfibrous

natural elements are converted by man into fibre-forming substances.

The generic names for these fibres are:

Glass

Metallic

Rubber (used as a core for elastic threads)

Azlon (made from natural proteins including casein, corn kernels,

peanuts)

In choosing a fabric for an intended use, it is important to know more

than the generic name, because the chemical composition alone does not

determine the properties of the fibre or of the fabric constructed from it.

The properties of a man-made fibre are determined by:

1. chemical composition.

2. the production process.

The properties of a fabric are determined by:

1. fibre content

2. yarn construction

3. fabric construction

4. dyeing

5. finishing

These properties assist the consumer in choosing fabrics for construc-

ting garments, because the properties of the fabric indicate:

1. appearance and serviceability.

2. type and style of garment suitable for the fabric.
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3. how to handle the fabric when cutting, sewing, and pressing.

4. construction techniques required.

5. type of seam finish necessary.

6. care and cleaning of the finished garment.

This knowledge will enable you to get good value for your money

when buying ready-made garments, household furnishings, and fabric by

the yard.

Many manufacturers provide some of this information on tags, labels,

free leaflets, and instruction cards. Such information should be acquired,

studied, and followed. When purchasing draperies, upholstered furniture,

and carpets, where a large sum of money is involved, it is advisable to

learn as much as possible about the textiles concerned before making the

investment. Any garment that is a long-term investment, such as a basic

coat, suit, or dress, should be of good quality.

RAYON a regenerated cellulose product

For over 300 years scientists worked to find a process to produce chemi-

cally made yarns that could be woven into textiles. The process that evolved

is patterned after the natural process by which silk is made. The silkworm

changes the mulberry leaves into a spinning solution to form two tiny

filaments, which it excretes through the small glands on each side of its
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head. Scientists have produced spinning solutions, which are forced through

a small, thimble-like, metal cap or nozzle.

This nozzle, called a spinneret, is perforated with tiny holes. A filament

is extruded through each hole and solidified by a liquid bath or by air as

it comes from the spinneret. The number and size of the holes in the

spinneret may be varied, so that manufacturers can produce a yarn suitable

for a particular type of fabric.

Three methods of producing rayon were developed:

1. Nitrocellulose process

2. Cuprammonium process

3. Viscose process

Rayon is a “regenerated cellulose product”, that is, a pure cellulose

product which, during the manufacturing process, is changed from a solid

to a liquid, then changed back (or regenerated) into a solid form of pure

cellulose without a chemical change.

Rayon is second only to cotton in the amount used by consumers.

People of every economic level can buy rayon fabrics that have the beauty,

appearance, and “hand” of silk or wool.

Methods of producing rayon

1. NITROCELLULOSE PROCESS— used.

2. CUPRAMMONIUM PROCESS
Cotton linters or wood pulp are the source of the pure cellulose used.

(1) The cellulose is boiled in caustic soda and soda ash, bleached

with chlorine, washed, and dried.

Stages of rayon production — solid to liquid to solid (courtesy American Viscose
Corporation).
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(2) The resulting pulp is dissolved in copper oxide and ammonia,

forming a spinning solution.

(3) The solution passes into storage tanks, where it is aged and

filtered.

The solution is then ready for a process called stretch spinning. The

special feature of this process is that it makes possible an extremely

fine filament that can be woven into the sheerest of fabrics.

(4) The solution is forced through a spinneret with holes that are

intentionally larger than the diameter of the finished filament to allow

for the stretching and twisting that will follow. The spinneret is fitted

into a glass cylinder containing a long glass funnel through which water

flows at a constant temperature. On the way through the funnel, the

filament is stretched and twisted.

(5) As the filament leaves the funnel it enters a bath of sulphuric

acid, which removes the copper and ammonia, leaving a solid filament

of pure cellulose.

(6) The finished yarn is ready to be wound on cones or to be put

out in skein form for use by the manufacturer. The yarn is called

a rayon filament yarn.

3. VISCOSE PROCESS FOR RAYON FILAMENT
The source of cellulose is cotton linters or wood pulp.

( 1 ) The cellulose is delivered to the plant in the form of white sheets

resembling blotting paper. They are steeped in a solution of caustic soda,

which reduces them to a pulp.

(2) The pulp is shredded into crumbs, stored in tanks, and aged.

(3) The crumbs are treated with carbon disulphide.

(4) They are then dissolved in a dilute caustic soda solution, form-

ing viscose liquid, which resembles honey in appearance.

(5) The viscose solution is aged and filtered to remove any foreign

matter, then pumped into spinning tanks and delivered to the spinning

machines.

(6) The viscose solution is forced through the holes of a spinneret

into a sulphuric acid bath, from which it emerges as solidified filaments.

(7) The filaments are combined to form a yarn.
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(8) The yarn leaves the spinning machine in the form of cylindrical

cakes. After chemical processing and drying, the yarn is wound onto

cones. The yarn is referred to as rayon filament yarn.

Rayon staple fibres are rayon filaments cut into fibres of desired

lengths. The processes for producing rayon staple are similar to those

for rayon filament yarn from the shredding of the cellulose through the

dissolving of the crumb in the viscose solution. (See steps 1 to 5 under

viscose process.)

The type of spinneret used for spinning the continuous filament yarn

is small or thimble size. A larger type is used to spin rayon staple and is

referred to as a jet. Jets of two inches in diameter containing 5000 or more

holes may be used.

Method: Steps 1 to 5 are the same as for viscose filament yarn.

6. The spinning solution is pumped through the jets, forming a strand

of individual filaments.
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7. The strand or tow is collected on a machine and guided to cutting

blades.

8. The tow, containing thousands of continuous filaments, is fed into the

cutting blades. These filaments are cut into precisely controlled lengths,

producing rayon staple.

9. The rayon staple is washed thoroughly, desulphurized, and bleached,

then passed into driers, where the mass of fibres are “opened” or fluffed

up.

10. The fibres are made into bales ready for shipment to a textile mill,

which will spin the fibres into yarns.

Spun rayon
Spun rayon yarns are made from rayon staple fibres of controlled lengths.

Staple fibres can be given a “crimp” to resemble wool and to blend

with other fibres.

Rayon yarns
The count of rayon yarn is expressed in denier. The types of yarn are:

1. Monofilament yarns, composed of a single filament extruded through a

spinneret with a single hole. The diameter of the hole controls the denier

of the yarn. Hosiery is made from monofilarppnt yarn.

2. Multifilament yarns, composed of more than one filament twisted to-

gether; usually a great many very fine filaments.

3. Spun yarns, made from rayon staple fibres of controlled lengths.

Finishing processes for rayon
The many types of yarn that can be made from rayon filament and from

rayon staple permit a wide variety of fabrics. Rayon filament yarns can

be made into fabrics resembling silk. Spun rayon yarns can be made into

fabrics resembling cotton, linen, or wool. These fabrics can be given

various finishes to improve their serviceability and appearance. The finish

of the fabric is determined by the texture desired and the uses to which the

fabric will be put.

The commonest finishes are:

( 1 ) preshrinking—for controlled shrinkage

(2) napping—only on spun rayons

(3) embossing—for decoration

(4) sizing—for stiffness and body

(5) calendering— (pressing) for smoothness

(6) wrinkle resistance—may be a permanent finish

(7) water repellency—may not be permanent

( 8 ) Sanitizing—to eliminate the odor of perspiration

Delustred rayon
The naturally high lustre of rayon yarn is not always desirable. A delust-

rant may be added to the spinning solution. Depending on the amount of

delustrant used, yarns may be made in three degrees of lustre: bright,

semi-dull, and dull.
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Care of rayons
Rayons are considered to be “fine fabrics”; that is, they must be cleaned

or laundered in a special way. Most labels on rayon garments give instruc-

tions regarding their care. Do not wash rayons unless they are labelled

as washable. When buying rayon yarn goods, inquire as to their washa-

bility.

Laundering rayons
Rayon fibres are weak when wet, so that they must be handled gently.

1. Use lukewarm water and a neutral soap.

2. Squeeze the suds through the fabric—do not rub.

3. Rinse well.

4. Rayons stretch. Do not wring; instead, roll the garment in a towel to

absorb the moisture.

5. Knitted garments must be dried flat, because if they are hung, they

will dry longer and narrower than the original measurements. Clothes pins

often distort the fabric.

6. Dry the garment in a cool, shaded spot (away from strong sunlight

and extreme heat).

Pressing rayons
1. Use a warm iron.

2. Iron from the wrong side when the garment is slightly damp. There

should be an even distribution of dampness throughout the garment.

3. If the garment is dry, use a slightly damp press cloth.

4. For deep wrinkles, a hotter iron may be used if a wool cloth is placed

between the damp press cloth and the iron.

5. Use a press cloth for any pressing done from the right side—rayon

shines very easily.

Dry-cleaning rayons
1. All articles made of rough rayon crepe and rayon novelty fabrics

should be dry-cleaned.

2. Send them to a reliable dry-cleaner.

ACETATE a chemical compound of cellulose

Acetate is a chemical compound of cellulose. It is a thermoplastic, which

means that it will melt under extreme heat.

The acetate process derives its name from the chemicals used in the

production of the yarn. The process converts cellulose, in the form of wood
pulp or cotton linters, to a liquid and then back again to a solid, but the

end product retains some of the chemicals used, thus producing a new

chemical compound, cellulose acetate.

The filament produced by the acetate process has characteristics differ-

ent from rayon, and it must not be confused with rayon. Acetate differs

chemically from rayon; it reacts differently in use and requires different

care.
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Estron

acetate yarn
Chromspun
acetate yarn

Production of acetate.
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Method of production
1 . Shredded cellulose is weighed in aluminum pans and sent to the steep-

ing room, where chemical action is started by adding acetic acid to the

cellulose.

2. The steeped pulp is aged and then mixed with acetic anhydride in a

kneading machine.

3. The resultant solution is a clear liquid called “acid dope”, which is

aged in metal containers that assist in the hydrolysis by which cellulose

is made soluble in acetone.

4. The cellulose acetate or “acid dope” is next forced into precipitating

tanks. Water is admitted to precipitate the liquid into a solid form. The

solid is then washed free from acetic acid, screened, and dried.

5. The dry cellulose acetate granules are dissolved in acetone, forming a

liquid known as “spinning dope”. The spinning dope is filtered, stored in

tanks, and aged.

6. The spinning solution passes into a spinning apparatus and is forced

downward through small holes in a spinneret; individual filaments are

formed as the warm air in the spinning tube evaporates the acetone. The

solid cellulose acetate filaments are twisted together to form yarn.

7. The yarn is wound on bobbins, further processed, and shipped to

textile mills in the form of cones or spools.

Acetate staple fibres are also manufactured for spinning into spun ace-

tate yarn. The staple fibres can be given a crimp to resemble wool and to

blend with other fibres.

Types of acetate yarns

1. Monofilament yarns

2. Multifilament yarns

3. Spun yarns

Finishes for acetate fabrics

Because acetate is thermoplastic, it can be heat-set into a particular shape

and can be permanently embossed and moired. Creases and pleats, when

heat-set in acetate fabric, are relatively durable. The following finishes

are the commonest ones

;

1. embossing 5. heat-setting

2. moireing 6. water repellency

3. napping 7. wrinkle resistance

4. sizing

Care of acetate fabrics

The care of acetate is not the same as that of rayon.

1. Acetate fabrics should be ironed at the lowest temperature setting on

the iron.

2. Acetate fabrics are either washable or dry-cleanable, depending on

the use for which the fabric was made. If acetate is combined with other
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yarns, the other yarns may determine the washability of the fabric. Check

the label.

If the fabric is washable, dip it lightly in lukewarm water and use mild,

pure soap. Rinse it well; either let it drip dry, or blot out the excess

moisture.

3. When the fabric is evenly damp, iron on the wrong side with a gentle

light touch.

4. Do not iron out all the moisture. Just smooth out the wrinkles and

finish from the right side, using a press cloth where necessary.

5. Hang the garment on a hanger, and let the air finish the drying.

Judging rayon and acetate fabrics

To judge any fabric properly, the kind of fibre, the type of yarn, the kind

of construction, and the method of finishing should be considered. A com-

parison of some of the properties of the fabrics should also be helpful

when you are choosing fabrics.

1. Acetate is weaker than rayon but is sufficiently strong to produce

durable dress and suit fabrics.

2. Acetate is stronger than rayon when wet, but both require care dur-

ing laundering.

3. White acetate and white rayon fabrics remain white and do not

require bleaching.

4. Rayon fabrics can take a warmer iron than acetate.

5. Acetate fabrics require less ironing.

6. Acetate is more elastic than rayon and so is more wrinkle-resistant.

7. Acetate is more resistant to sunlight than rayon. Curtains and

draperies of acetate should last longer than those of rayon.

8. Rayon absorbs more moisture than acetate, so that it is more com-

fortable for wear in warm weather. Acetates worn next to the skin feel

damp and uncomfortable, because they do not absorb perspiration.

9. Rayon has a tendency to mildew, whereas acetate is highly resistant

to mildew.

10. Both are resistant to moths.

11. Both are injured by alkalies, so that a pure soap should be used for

laundering.

12. Acetate is more resistant to acids than rayon.

13. Both fabrics dry-clean well.

14. Both fabrics drape well.

How to identify acetate and rayon
BURNING TEST. Acetate burns slowly, and the acetate fabric melts or

fuses. Viscose and cuprammonium rayons burn rapidly, leaving a slightly

charred edge.

ACETONE TEST. Acetone (contained in nail polish remover) will dis-

solve acetate fabric. It does not affect rayon.

FLAT-IRON TEST. Put a drop of liquid deodorant on a piece of rayon
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fabric and on a piece of acetate fabric. Allow the drops to penetrate the

cloth. Place the fabrics between two pieces of paper and press with a hot

iron. (Do not use too hot an iron, as it will melt the acetate fabric.) The
spot of deodorant will turn black on the rayon fabric, but the acetate will

show no change of colour.

Note: The same test applied to cotton, linen, silk, and wool will turn the

cotton and linen black but the wool and silk will not change in colour.

It is important to avoid using liquid deodorant when you are wearing

a dress of viscose rayon, cuprammonium rayon, cotton, or linen. If it is

necessary to do so, the deodorant must be allowed to dry thoroughly before

you dress; consider the use of dress shields.

Terminology
1. Rayon—a fibre manufactured from regenerated cellulose.

2. Cellulose—a woody substance found in vegetation; the base of rayon

and acetate.

3. Thermoplastic—a term applied to a substance having the property of

softening at higher temperatures. All true synthetic fibres are thermo-

plastic.

4. Acetate—a manufactured fibre in which the fibre-forming substance is

cellulose acetate.

5. Triacetate—differs from regular cellulose acetate, which is a di-

acetate. The description implies the extent of acetylation and the degree

of solubility in acetone. The triacetate fibre resists more heat than acetate;

it also retains pleats, shape, and texture.

6. Synthetic resins—chemical compounds used widely in the finishing of

textiles. There are many kinds of synthetic resins. They may be impreg-

nated in the fabric, or they may be used to coat the fabric, and they give

one or more desired properties to the cloth. One type of resin is used

merely to give stiffness and body to rayons.

7. Cellulosics—the name given by United States rayon producers to their

new fibres. They differ from rayon and acetate, have high tensile strength

when wet, and have low shrinkage. They have a firm pleasant hand and

can be given many well-established finishes. It is expected that they will

compete strongly with other materials in price, colour, drape, lustre, hand,

wash and wear, and utility. Their high wet strength makes them ideal

blending fibres.

8. Crosslinked cellulosic fibres—Crosslinking is a chemical process

which controls the space between the molecules that make up the fibre.

This process improves the fibre. A crosslinked cellulosic fibre is like a

cross between a man-made fibre and a natural fibre, with some of the

advantages of both. These fibres give the fabric a more luxurious appear-

ance; improve the hand and drape of the fabric when blended; give a finer

grain; and improve the fabric’s wet strength.
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The following are some trade names found in over-the-counter fabrics

and in ready-made articles:

Topel and Corval are both crosslinked rayon fibres manufactured by

Courtalds. Topel is used in smooth, silky fabrics. Corval gives a bulkier,

wool-like feeling to fabrics. Both are resilient, have lustre and warmth,

and give an expensive look to fabrics.

Avron is the trademark of American Viscose Corporation for a high-

strength, low shrinkage, rayon fibre for wash-and-wear fabrics.

Cotron is the trademark of American Viscose Corporation for a fabric,

not a fibre, that contains 50% cotton and 50% Avisco rayon. Cotron

fabrics are lustrous, durable, and washable and lend themselves to wash-

and-wear finishes without loss of strength.

Cupioni is the trademark of American Bemberg Corporation for thick and

thin cuprammonium rayon filament. The fabrics have a characteristic slub

and a silky hand. The fibres blend well with cotton fibres.

Celaperm is the trademark of Celanese Corporation for solution-dyed

acetate yarns. For the care of Celaperm and Celaperm-blended fabrics,

it is best to follow the instructions given for the care of acetate.

Fortisan is the trademark of Celanese Corporation for a very strong, very

fine, regenerated cellulose yarn. Fabrics may be all Fortisan or a combina-

tion of Fortisan and another yarn.

Fabrics of Fortisan alone should be dry-cleaned. Fortisan can be ironed

at a cotton setting, but if it is combined with another fibre, it is extremely

important to check the label for the other fibres and to follow the care

suggested.

Arnel is the trademark of the Celanese Corporation for triacetate yarns

and fibres with a cellulose base. The Arnel fibre is thermoplastic. Its

properties differ from those of other cellulosic fibres, depending on how it

is woven or how it is combined with other fibres.

In combination, Arnel contributes many desirable properties to the fabric

:

1. Arnel can be heat-treated to make fabrics that will not shrink or

stretch.

2. It resists wrinkles even in humid weather.

3. It retains pleats through repeated washings.

4. It gives fabrics a soft, comfortable feel and adds to their drapability.

5. White Arnel fabrics stay white.

6. Arnel can be washed in hot water with soap or detergent.

7. Arnel fabrics may be tumble-dried or drip-dried. They are quick-

drying.

8. Arnel fabrics may be ironed when dry with a steam iron or a dry

iron set at a wool setting.

9. Check all labels for care instructions, as they will depend on the fibre

that is blended or combined with Arnel.
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NYLON a chemical fibre

Nylon was the name given to the first commercially successful chemical

fibre. It has no special meaning. Nylon is a generic name rather than a

trade name. A generic name is one applied to a group or a class of com-

pounds and is descriptive of them as distinct from other groups.

Rayon was the first fibre made entirely by man. It was a semi-synthetic

fibre made from cellulose, a basic material found in vegetable matter.

Chemists thought it might be possible to produce a completely synthetic

fibre—a fibre completely removed from animal and vegetable sources. The
result of their research was the discovery of nylon. In 1938 nylon first

appeared on the market in the form of bristles for tooth brushes; in 1940

the first nylon stockings went on sale.

Following are explanations of some of the terms referring to new
fibres and the processes by which they are produced. These explanations

should help you to interpret labels and tags that appear on fabrics and

garments, and to understand the process by which nylon and many other

new fibres are made.

Molecule—the smallest quantity, of any substance, that is capable of

existing in a separate form.

Polymerization—a simple chemical process by which small molecules are

joined together to form large or giant molecules.

These giant molecules are called a linear or long chain polymer. The

molecules are joined in an orderly manner, similar to a chain of paper

clips.

Each small unit is called a monomer and the larger units are called

polymers. When monomers of unlike substances are joined together, they

form copolymers.

Polymer blending is the mixing of two types of raw material, dissolving

them in a common solvent, and spinning from the mixture a blended fibre.

Cellulose is a natural polymer from which rayon and acetate are derived

by chemical action. (Dynel is an example of a copolymer fibre.)

The terms polyester, polyamide, acrylic, and so forth are derived from the

chemicals involved in producing the various fibres by the process of poly-

merization.

The fibres produced derive their names from the chemicals used in

their production, or else the names of the fibres are the trademarks of

the manufacturer for the particular fibre formed. For example:

1. Dacron—the trademark of Du Pont for polyester fibre.

2. Terylene—the polyester fibre produced in Canada by Canadian

Industries Limited. The name was derived from the chemical compound

used in production, and was given to the fibre by the British chemist who
invented it. The Imperial Chemical Company obtained world rights to

make and market the fibre, except in the United States, where it is known

as Dacron and is manufactured by Du Pont.
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Acrilan—the trademark of acrylic staple fibre produced by the

Chemstrand Corporation.

Production of nylon

Basically, nylon is derived from petroleum, air, and water, but the manu-

facture of nylon is a complicated procedure.

1.

The basic raw materials are subjected to long, complicated processes

to produce two chemicals that are combined to form “nylon salt” solution.

The nylon salt solution is stored in tanks.

2.

When the solution is required, it is pumped into an evaporator, where

part of its water content is removed.

HEXAMETHYLENE
DIAMINE

TWISTING

Production of nylon.

3. It then passes to a giant pressure cooker called an autoclave. Here

the rest of the water is removed, and the molecules of nylon salt join end

to end to form very large molecules called polymers. (These help to give

nylon its toughness and elasticity.)

4. The molten polymer mass is extruded through a narrow slit onto a

big drum, where it hardens in the form of a white ribbon.

5. The ribbon moves along to a chipper, a rotary cutter that chips the

hard nylon into ivory flakes about the size of soap flakes.

6. The nylon flakes are dumped into a hopper and melted, forming

molten nylon. The molten nylon is forced through a spinneret to form

nylon filament.

Nylon reaches the textile industry in three main forms:

monofilament yarn, multifilament yarn, staple fibres

Nylon is measured in “denier.”

Fibre to fabric

Knitters and weavers use nylon in their fabrics in three basic ways:

(1) 100 per cent nylon fabric.
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(2) Blends—nylon fibres mixed with other fibres and spun into yarn.

(3) Combination—a nylon yarn combined with a yarn of another

fibre.

Nylon yarn is often used to reinforce the parts of some garments that

receive hard wear, such as the heels and toes of socks.

Finishing

1. Embossing—for pattern or design.

2. Heat-setting—for permanent shape.

3. Moireing—for effect.

4. Nylonizing—to increase absorbency.

5. Water repellency.

Properties of nylon

One hundred per cent nylon

—

1. is strong, lightweight, and long-wearing.

2. resists abrasion, withstands hard wear.

3. washes easily.

4. dries quickly.

5. needs little or no ironing.

6. does not shrink, retains shape.

7. sheds wrinkles.

8. retains pleats permanently.

9. resists moths and mildew.

New processes for nylon

New texturing processes have changed the original nylon by making it

into a variety of yarns, some of which are bulky and give a dry, warm
feeling; others make the yarn highly elastic where stretchiness is desired.

Washing nylon

1. Wash by hand or machine in warm water with soap or detergent.

2. In hard-water areas, it is advisable to use a water softener in the wash

and in the rinse waters.

3. Wash white nylon separately.

4. Squeeze gently. Do not wring.

5. Rinse thoroughly several times.

6. Let the fabric drip dry, smoothing creases, seams, and pleats with

your fingers.

7. Garments may be tumble-dried at a low to medium heat setting.

Ironing nylon

1. If pressing is desired, press from the wrong side of the fabric.

2. Use a steam iron or a dry iron with a damp cloth where necessary.

Set the iron at rayon or synthetic control.

Bleaching nylon

1. 100% nylon fabrics may be bleached by ordinary methods, similar to

those used for cotton.
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2. If white nylons have yellowed, whiten them with colour remover used

for dyeing or, after the garment has been washed and rinsed well, soak

it for one hour in a solution of:

I gallon of warm water

1 tablespoon of white vinegar

3 tablespoons of standard liquid chlorine bleach

Rinse well in clear, warm water.

Special rinses

There are special rinses that enhance the look and feel of all washable

fabrics. Some give a fluffy softness and also act as anti-static agents, reduc-

ing the tendency of fabrics to cling in dry, cold weather. These products

are usually included in the final rinse.

Dry-cleaning nylon

Dry-cleaning may be advisable if all of the findings or the linings used in

the garment construction are not guaranteed to be washable. Check the

manufacturer’s label for instructions as to the care of the garment.

Filament yarn textured by looping. Filament yarn textured by twisting.

Regular filament yarn compared with three examples of textured yarn.
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An example (magnified) of fine filament nylon
yarn and heavy nylon monofilament (used for
brush bristle), illustrating the size range possible

when spinning nylon.

Nylon staple photographed with a pencil to

illustrate actual size.

Note the crimp to facilitate the subsequent
spinning of the fibres.

Nylon monofilament and staple fibre.
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DACRON AND TERYLENE polyester fibres

Dacron—the trademark of a polyester fibre produced by Du Pont.

Terylene—the name of the polyester fibre invented by a British chemist

and first produced in Canada by Canadian Industries Limited in 1955.

The process of manufacturing these fibres is similar to that of nylon,

but the chemicals used are different. The fibres are thermoplastic—excep-

tionally strong and exceptionally resistant to creasing and wrinkling.

Dacron and Terylene are produced in two forms:

(1) filament yarn

(2) staple fibre—a mass of short, curly fibres similar to wool.

Fibre to fabric
From these two forms come an unlimited range of fabrics, from very

sheer materials to tough, hard-wearing utility fabrics.

The fibres may be blended with other fibres and spun into yarns. The
tags or labels on the fabric give the proportions in the blend and the

instructions for proper care.

The fibres are also made into sewing thread.

Properties of Dacron and Terylene
1. will not shrink or stretch out of shape.

2. quick-drying; little or no ironing necessary.

3. resists wrinkles, holds pleats through washing.

4. moth- and mildew-proof.

5. not damaged by perspiration.

6. long-wearing.

Home Sewing
Cutting

1. Use sharp scissors; leave generous seam allowances to prevent fray-

ing.

2. Do not try to tear the fabric.

Sewing
1. It is recommended that the thread be of polyester fibre (Dacron or

Terylene), as cotton thread tends to shrink slightly and leave a puckered

seam.

2. Use a sharp machine needle.

3. Loosen both the upper and the lower tension slightly.

4. Hold the fabric firmly and guide it gently through the machine to

avoid puckering.

5. Knots may not hold; backstitching is recommended.

6. For hand sewing, use a short thread to avoid tangling. Cut the thread;

it is too strong to break readily.

Pressing
1. Use a cool iron or a steam iron.

2. Flatten hems and seams with a steam iron or with a damp cloth and

a dry iron.
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3. Test a scrap before pressing the garment or fabric.

4. If the fabric is a blend or combination of fibres, check the labels

carefully for instructions.

Care
1. Wash thoroughly in warm suds.

2. Rinse well.

3. Do not wring or twist, as the creases so formed are difficult to remove.

4. Let the garment drip dry, smoothing collars, cuffs, seams, and hems
while it is wet. Do not tumble-dry unless the dryer heat is set very low.

5. Dry-cleaning is recommended for some blends. Check the labels.

ACRYLIC FIBRES
An acrylic fibre is one composed of 85% or more acrylonitrile, a liquid

derivative of natural gas and air. It is basically a type of plastic produced

by polymerization.

Some of the acrylic fibres used for fabrics are

:

Orion, Acrilan, Dynel, Creslan, and Verel.

These names are the trademarks of the different companies that produce

the fibres.

Some of their properties are similar, others are different, according to

their related chemical composition and their methods of production. They

may be used alone or blended with other fibres.

ORLON
Orion is Du Font’s trademark for acrylic staple fibre.

Orion is thermoplastic and may be permanently pleated at home using

a steam iron or a dry iron and damp cloth.

Orion yarns can be produced in a variety of forms—some are firm and

smooth, soft as cashmere, thick and spongy (high bulk yarns), crimped

and fuzzy.

Like other thermoplastic fibres, orlon may be blended with wool, cotton,

silk, rayon, acetate, nylon, and dacron to produce fabrics suitable for many
purposes, such as knitted wear, suitings, dress fabrics, curtains, draperies,

and awnings.

Care
Similar to nylon.

Care of deep pile coats of Orion
These coats should be cleaned by methods used for cleaning fur coats or

dry-cleaned by a reputable dry-cleaning firm. These methods will keep the

pile soft and lofty and avoid the possibility of shrinking the fabric backing,

which is often made of some other fibre.

ACRILAN
Acrilan is the trademark for acrylic staple fibre produced by the Chem-

strand Corporation.
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It is a thermoplastic fibre of unusually light weight; consequently it is

often blended with wool to provide warmth without weight. It also blends

well with other fibres.

Acrilan fabrics are made only from spun yarns. They are soft and do

not irritate the skin, so that they are very suitable for clothing and for

blankets. Acrilan fabrics do not wrinkle easily and resist moths, mildew,

perspiration, and light.

Care
1. Use warm water and a pure soap.

2. Iron with a moderately warm iron; too hot an iron causes light-

coloured Acrilan to yellow.

3. Acrilan fabrics dry-clean readily.

DYNEL
Dynel is the trademark of Union Carbide Corporation for modacrylic fibre

—a modified acrylic. Dynel is a thermoplastic fibre and is less expensive

than the other acrylic fibres. It is light in colour, so that it takes a clear

pastel dye.

Dynel yarns have high bulk and are used for blankets, fleece coatings,

and knitwear. Dynel is also used for suitings and dress fabrics.

Dynel fabrics are strong, durable, and relatively unaffected by strong

soaps, detergents, and bleaches.

Too hot an iron will cause Dynel to stiffen and shrink. Set the iron at

a very low heat setting.

Another important property of Dynel is its low flammability.

CRESLAN
Creslan is the trademark of American Cyanamid Company for an acrylic

staple fibre.

Until 1958, fabrics were made only of 100% Creslan fibres. It is

expected that it will blend successfully with many other fibres and will be

used to produce a wide variety of fabrics, their uses depending on the

type of yarn spun and on the method of construction of the fabric.

The fibre compares well with other acrylic fibres.

VEREL
Verel is the trademark of Eastman Chemical Products for modacrylic

staple, filament, and yarn.

Verel is a thermoplastic fibre; fabrics of Verel retain pleats and do not

stretch or lose shape. It resists wrinkles and blends well with other fibres.

Fabrics of Verel and cotton blends are used for underwear, sleeping

garments, sport shirts, and outerwear.

Care
1. Verel launders and dry-cleans well.

2. Like Dynel, if ironed with too hot an iron, Verel will stiffen and glaze.
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SARAN
Saran is the generic term used for a particular type of plastic fibre derived

from petroleum and salt. A complex mixing of the chemicals from these

ingredients results in a powdered synthetic resin, which is heated and then

made into a liquid. The liquid is forced through a spinneret and hardened

in water. The hardened filaments are saran fibres.

Saran is made in three forms:

1. Monofilament yarn—used for window screens, handbags, millinery

fabric and trimmings, automobile seat covers, railroad upholstery, outdoor

furniture.

2. Multifilament yarns—used for brocades and other fabrics for home
furnishings.

3. Staple—outerwear, linings, filter cloths, and for blending with wool

for carpets.

Saran is very resistant to hard wear.

ROVANA
Rovana is the Dow Chemical Company’s trademark for products including

saran fiat monofilament. It is used primarily in the warp of the fabric.

Rovana is used for home furnishing—curtains, draperies, Venetian blind

cords and tapes, lampshades, wall coverings, tablecloths, and placemats;

handbag fabrics, millinery, decorative yarns and braids; artificial Christmas

trees, filters, nettings; snow and garden fence fabrics.

Some of its properties are : flame-resistance, flex and abrasion resistance,

colourfastness, stretch and shrink resistance, mildew and moth resistance,

chemical resistance.

The fabrics can be laminated, heat sealed, embossed, and molded into

unusually attractive patterns.

Fabrics containing Rovana, depending on their intended use, have good

draping qualities and can be sewn and pleated easily. A loose stitch of

low tension and preshrunk sewing thread are recommended. Seams are

easily pressed with a cool iron and damp cloth.

Laundering
1. Use a mild soap.

2. Handwash and drip dry or machine wash and tumble dry at a low

setting. Rinse the fabric in lukewarm water, and hang it up as soon as

possible.

Dry-cleaning
Rovana can be dry-cleaned by a reliable dry-cleaning establishment.

FIBERGLAS
Fiberglas is the trademark of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation for

a fine filament glass fibre woven into fabrics that resist soil, fire, and

chemicals.
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To make glass fibres, glass marbles are melted in an electric furnace.

The molten glass is drawn downward through spinnerets that have more

than two hundred tiny openings. While the strands of multiple filaments

are still molten, they are drawn and twisted into yarn. Fiberglas is also

produced in staple fibres, which are spun into yarn.

Fine, sheer Fiberglas fabrics look and feel like silk. They are usually

made from filament glass fibre.

Fiberglas is used extensively for curtains and draperies. The fabric

does not stretch; spots and stains can be wiped off. If the fabric is washed,

rubbing and twisting should be avoided—the fabric dries quickly and, if

hung properly, requires no ironing.

Bending and abrasion of Fiberglas fabrics should be kept at a minimum.

Do not allow the wind to whip Fiberglas curtains. The bottom of curtains

or drapes should not touch the floor or window sills.

White Fiberglas fabrics tend to become grey. Washing does not clean

them and dry-cleaning is not recommended.

Fiberglas fabrics are used as interlining in jackets and coats, providing

excellent insulation. These fabrics are made from staple fibre yarns.

Fiberglas staple is used in the form of batting for insulating refrigera-

tors and stoves.

ZEFRAN a nitrile-acrylic alloy fibre

Zefran is the trademark of the Dow Chemical Company for its nitrile alloy

textile fibre. Zefran acrylic can be spun into yarns of 100% zefran acrylic

fibre or can be blended with almost every fibre known. It enhances the

appearance and feel of wool, cotton, linen, silk, cashmere, and rayon.

It can be spun into:

spun yarns—varying in smoothness or fuzziness;

bulk yarns—low in weight and of high bulk.

Some of the properties of the yarns and fabrics made from Zefran

acrylic fibres are:

—good affinity for dyes, colourfast.

—good dimensional stability; resilient but does not sag, so that gar-

ments keep their shape and wrinkles hang out.

—pleats well.

—resists pilling.

—low shrinkage, washes easily, and dries quickly.

—resists body odours.

—mildew and moth resistant.
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Colour magic

There are so many interesting facts about colours and colour “behaviour”

that whole books have been written on the subject. A person highly

trained in the use of colour is called a “colour engineer”, and his or her

work consists of selecting suitable colours for schools, stores, hospitals,

restaurants, and other public buildings.

Colours have a definite effect on human behaviour, because colours

act upon the nervous system and produce definite sensations. It has been

proven that people will feel cool in a blue room and warm in a red room
of the same temperature.

Cool colours are very soothing and restful; that is why certain colours

are chosen for hospital rooms and doctors’ offices. Some people are more

sensitive to the soothing or disturbing effect of colours than others. This

is because of the difference in the temperaments of individuals. Haven’t

you often heard someone say, “I just can’t stand that shade of purple.”

It is probably because that shade of purple has an unpleasant effect on

his or her nerves.

Did you know that colours control temperature? Black absorbs so much
heat that polar expeditions keep their drinking water from freezing by

painting the containers black. White reflects sun rays so much that white

is the colour worn most in tropical countries. Pastel shades absorb very

little heat; that is why they are cooler for outdoor wear in hot weather.

Green and brown containers are used to protect medicines and to preserve

foods from harmful rays. Yes, there is magic in colours!

The appeal of colour is universal, and great enjoyment can be gained

by the ability to use colours beautifully. Colours take up no room, and

the right colour costs no more than the wrong one. Some people have

a natural gift for combining pleasing colours; others learn to use colours

beautifully by learning colour rules or laws.

Just as every object has length, breadth, and thickness, every colour has

three dimensions.

1 . Hue—which gives the colour its name, such as blue or green.

2. Value—which is the lightness or darkness of the colour, e.g. light

blue, dark blue.

3. Intensity—which is the brightness or dullness of a colour, determined

by the amount of pure rays reflected; e.g. brilliant blue and greyed

medium blue.

Our magazines occasionally have a picture of a colour wheel or chart.

Many paint companies put out free booklets containing colour charts
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and facts about colours. The next time you spy one, save it for your

scrapbook. These charts vary, so save as many different ones as you can

find. You will find that you refer to them often for help in combining

colours in your clothing, interior decorating, or needlework. Whenever

or wherever you are combining colours, the same rules apply.

The colour chart shows you the positions of the colours on the wheel.

Study one and become familiar with their positions and their relationships

to one another.

Part of the wheel is made up of warm colours—beginning with red-

purple around to yellow-green. The cool colours make up the rest of the

wheel—beginning with green and ending with blue-purple.

A brief review of colour facts you already know:

PRIMARY COLOURS—h\\XQ, red, yellow

SECONDARY COLOURS—made by mixing two of the primary colours

together—orange, green, purple.

COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS—directly opposite each other on the

colour wheel. They emphasize and enrich each other. For instance, the

coldest colour is blue and its complement is the warmest colour—orange.

There are many possible colour combinations. They may be divided

into harmony of likeness and harmony of contrast.

Harmony of likeness

Monochromatic colour schemes or one-colour schemes; that is, different

tones, values, or intensities of one colour; e.g. light blue, medium blue,

and dark blue.

Analagous colour schemes—made by colours that are “next to each other”

on the colour wheel and are harmonious because they have different

quantities of a common colour: e.g. yellow, yellow-orange, orange—yellow

is the common colour.

Harmony of contrast

Complementary colour schemes—pleasing combinations that are found

often in printed or plaid fabrics. The complementary colour combinations

are: red and green, blue and orange, yellow and purple. Complementary

colours are usually grayed or dulled when used for clothing, as they are

rather harsh when used in their full intensity.

Double complementary—attractive combinations of two sets of com-

plementary colours, such as purple and blue-purple used with yellow

and yellow-orange.

Split complementary—a combination of a primary colour with the two

colours on each side of its complement—yellow with red-purple and blue-

purple. Very pretty, too.

Triad harmony—three colours which make an equilateral triangle on

the colour wheel. This is a most pleasing combination and is used in many
printed fabrics; e.g. red, blue, yellow or green, purple, orange.
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Neutral colours are black, white, and gray. These may be used in any

colour combination without disturbing the colour harmony.

All fabric designers, clothing designers, interior decorators, in fact all

people working with colours, observe certain colour laws or rules in order

to secure the most pleasing or desired result. These rules are

;

1. Law of background. Backgrounds should be more neutral than the

objects shown upon them (a grayed-blue dress with luggage tan acces-

sories )

.

2. Law of intensity. The larger the area, the less intense the colour

should be; the smaller the area, the more intense the colour may be (a

navy costume with bright red accessories).

Let us see how we can apply this basic knowledge of colours and com-

binations of colours to dressing becomingly. Becoming colours make the

wearer happy and please the observer, too.

Complementary colours intensify each other, so that individuals with

much yellow in their skin tone should not wear purple. An orange tone in

the skin is emphasized by bright blue, which is the complement of orange.

Warm colours are advancing and cool colours are retiring. Because of

this fact, cool colours are more slenderizing and warm colours make a

figure appear larger. Landscape gardeners use this knowledge to make
their gardens appear more spacious—they plant blue flowers in the back-

ground and the brightest shades in the foreground.

Light or brilliance in objects increases their size; grayed colours and

dull textures decrease size. Pure colours can be worn only by those who
have flawless complexions.

A great artist once said, “When women realize the beauty of soft,

neutralized or grayed colours, then will they become artists in dress.”

CHOOSING BECOMING COLOURS
Every individual has a basic skin tone. You must know your own skin

tone as well as its relation to the other colours of the colour wheel before

you can choose your most becoming colours.

Golden. Individuals who lack natural colour are said to have a golden

or yellow-orange skin tone. The degree of this basic colour varies with

the individual, from those who have creamy (very pale yellow) skin to

those who have almost a brownish tone (yellow-orange base). Some
colours make a golden skin tone appear sallow.

Pink. Individuals who have natural colour are said to have a pink (a

tint of red), red-orange or red-purple (a bluish cast) skin tone. The com-

plexions of these individuals vary from those who have a rather pale
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skin with a slight pink in their cheeks to those who have very rosy cheeks.

These skin tones are often referred to as “ruddy”.

Of course, girls can solve many of their complexion problems by the

skilful use of make-up. Remember, though, that your rouge and lipstick

must be chosen with care to emphasize your natural skin tone. Your

natural skin tone cannot be changed and your cosmetics must be in

harmony with it.

One method of determining your skin tone is the skin shadow test.

Take a mirror and stand in the daylight. Observe the shadow along the

line of the cheek bone and of the jaw bone. It will have a slight yellow,

yellow-orange, red, red-orange, or red-purple (bluish) tone. Have some-

one help you decide. It may be more obvious to them than to you.

You have settled the matter of your skin tone—now, decide on your

becoming colours.

Collect as many different tints and shades of different colours of cloth

as you can, and a variety of textures in the same colours (satin, crepe,

velvet) . These might be scarves, garments, or pieces of fabrics. Hold each

piece under your chin (drape it around your neck) and observe the effect

on your skin.

You will find that you can wear one shade of a colour more becomingly

than another. Try the colours in daylight; try them in artificial light. You
will observe that dull textures are more flattering than very shiny ones;

some colours can be worn under artificial light but not in daylight. These

facts are important to remember when you are choosing evening dresses.

While you have all your colours handy, try them on as hats. Place them,

first, close to the face, then with an outline of hair showing. You will be

surprised to discover that you can wear certain colours for a hat which you

could not possibly wear for a dress.

One reason for this is that your hair forms a break between the colour

and your face. Another reason is that colour casts its own reflection down-

ward but brings out its complement above. So, a red hat will give a rosy

glow to the face but a red dress will bring out green in the skin.

By this rule of colour behaviour, a green hat worn close to the face

will reflect a greenish cast on the face but could be very attractive, with

certain costumes, worn back of the hair line. A green dress will bring

out rosy tones in the skin.

Choose your becoming colours by the degree of colour in your skin

tone—and remember the rules of colour behaviour.

Remember
1. Complementary colours intensify each other, so that an

individual with too much yellow in her skin should not wear

purple. Bright green would emphasize a red skin tone, but very

dull and very grayed tones of these colours could be becoming.

2. A colour which repeats the skin tone will emphasize that
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colour in your face. Yellow worn with a very yellow skin will make your

skin seem more sallow—but orange or red-orange (some yellow present) will

blend with the skin, yet have sufficient contrast and warmth to be flatter-

ing. A good rule to remember in wearing colours that are the same as

your skin tone is that when the colour is very intense, the colour in the

face is neutralized.

Compare the texture of the skin of the girls in your class. You will

notice that some skins are fine and smooth-grained; others are coarser.

Smooth skins have more power to reflect colours than coarse-textured

skins. This explains why girls who appear to have the same colour of

skin, hair, and eyes cannot wear the same colours, and why colours which

were becoming when you were a child are often less becoming as you get

older.

When trying on the various colours as dresses and as hats, consider

how they affect your hair and eyes. A becoming colour should “do

something” for your skin, your hair, and your eyes. If you have a flawless

skin—emphasize it. If your hair is your outstanding feature, make the

most of it. If your eyes are your best point, dress to enhance them. But

remember, never enhance the hair or eyes if your skin will suffer. Dark

colours will emphasize blonde hair. If a blonde has blue eyes, dark or

medium dark blues may be most flattering to the skin and hair and also

emphasize the blue of her eyes. Blondes with brown eyes may find that

certain shades of dark or medium brown are very becoming.

Often a very pleasing effect can be obtained by repeating your own
colouring in your clothing and adding a sharp note of contrast—such as

a blonde wearing a pale beige dress with a coral scarf or jewellery, or

a brown-haired, brown-eyed girl wearing a brown costume with a note

of moss green for contrast.

The best way to find out which colours are becoming is to try them on.

A few general suggestions about colours are: colours should never be

conspicuous by themselves but should enhance the wearer; if you are in-

clined to be sallow, do not wear colours too similar to the colour of your

skin but, instead, choose those which are warm enough to be harmonious.

Avoid tans and grays unless a becoming colour is between it and the face

—a scarf or collar. Avoid unrelieved black. Dull textures and dull colours

will make a complexion look brighter by contrast. A touch of creamy

white near the face will add to the becomingness of dark shades.

If you have pink skin, you can subdue the colour in your cheeks by

wearing the darker shades of your becoming colours.

If a colour is dark enough or dull enough, almost everyone can wear

it—or in other words, there is a right shade of every colour for every

person.

If you are unfortunate enough to have some clothes in your wardrobe

whose colours you have never been too pleased about, perk up the
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costumes with a scarf, tie, coloured necklace, or collar in one of your

more flattering colours.

Unrelated colours are often used successfully by designers, but they

are held together by a large area of a neutral tan or gray. Because grays

and tans are colours which are made by combining all of the colours,

they have the power to absorb or subdue colours used with them, so

that vivid contrasts can be used. Because white reflects colour and black

absorbs colour, they form a good background for unrelated colours.

A good rule to follow in making colour combinations is to have one

colour vivid, one tinted, and one neutralized or greyed. Neutralized or

greyed colours are kinder to most skins than harsh and vivid colours, so

that they are best for large areas.

Try planning costumes using different colour harmonies, such as:

monochromatic—dark green coat, medium green dress, light green scarf

and gloves; triad harmony—say green, orange, and purple—a moss green

coat, a rosy-violet dress, and creamy scarf and gloves; split complemen-

tary—red, blue-green, and yellow-green—a greyed-red coat, blue-green

dress and hat, yellow-green scarf and gloves.

Any colour may be used as the basic colour for a related wardrobe.

Consult your colour wheel. Plan costumes using actual colours—swatches

of fabric, paper, scraps of knitting wool or embroidery threads. From the

combinations which appeal to you and which you know will be becoming,

plan your coat, dresses, suits, blouses, sweaters, hat, scarf, gloves, and

purses. Plenty of variety is possible, yet economical, because well-planned

accessories can be used with many costumes. Black or brown shoes and

bags can be worn with many outfits.

For interesting colour combinations in costumes, study nature—it

affords endless suggestions. Notice the amount of colour and contrast in

nature, the related values of light and dark, the intensity 'or brightness of

each colour in the combination. Study paintings by old masters; study the

colours of birds, flowers, autumn leaves, oriental rugs, and tapestries.

Study your individual colouring and your temperament. Be sure that

your colours are appropriate for the season, the time of day, the occasion

and the place. Learn to show cheer and gaiety, elegance, dignity, and

refinement or good taste.

There is witchery and magic in colours if used correctly and the right

colours cost no more than the wrong ones—so choose colours carefully.
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Becoming lines

Knowing that she is dressed correctly as well as becomingly will give

confidence to every girl. Good taste is a sense of fitness—knowing what

clothes and what accessories are suitable for each occasion. When you

have learned this, you can relax and enjoy yourself in any gathering

and not worry about your appearance, and the people you meet will be

impressed by the suitability of your costume.

Your wardrobe need not be extensive or expensive, so long as it is

becoming. To achieve a “well-dressed” look, you must know what

certain lines, colours, and textures do to your appearance and be able to

choose clothes or patterns with “good lines”.

A garment with truly good lines can be worn for years and will always

look well. Good lines are planned, cut, and sewn in a garment.

Once you know which styles are best for you, you can choose clothes

or patterns that suit your figure type.

Custom-made clothes are those styled for an in-

dividual in the colours and textures best for her size,

her type, and her needs. All great designers who
create whole wardrobes for world-famous best-dressed

women put becomingness first and fashion second; this

is the secret of their success.

Never make or buy garments of the latest fashion

unless they will “do something” for you. Learn to

adapt, not adopt, fashions.

If the lines of any object, whether it be a piece of

furniture, a vase, or a garment, are artistically

planned and made, it is very pleasing to look upon.

If the lines are poorly planned and made, the appear-

ance is unpleasant.

There are three types of lines to be found in gar-

ments:

1. Strong Lines. Straight lines, rather severe in cut, are becoming to

certain people. These lines are found in strictly tailored garments, modelled

after men’s suits, and are suitable for the office, for street wear, and for

sports.
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2. Graceful Lines. Curved details

have a more feminine touch and are

more becoming to some women.

Graceful lines are found in rounded

lapels, scalloped edges, rounded

pockets and pocket flaps, etc. Busi-

ness and sports garments can have

this added touch of grace and still

be suitable for their intended pur-

pose.

3. Weak Lines. These are lines

that seem to have no particular pur-

pose. They are found most often in

afternoon dresses and party gowns that are overdeco-

rated and have too many bows or ruffles bearing no

relation to the basic lines of the gown. Their designer

has forgotten that simplicity is the keynote of good

taste.

Look at lines A and B, Figure 1, on page 86. They

are exactly the same length, but B appears to be longer.

This illustrates a principle used by all designers. It is

called an “optical illusion”—a trick which deceives

the eye. By using this magic or optical illusion, you

can add inches to your height if you are short; and if

you are stout, these added inches will make you appear

slimmer. If you are overly tall or very thin, “lines”,

cleverly used, can seem to take inches off your height or give you a

plumper figure. For example, bodices with horizontal details, large fur

collars on your coat, hats with brims, and full skirts will all help to cut

your height. Vertical details will add to your height.

This is one of the simple secrets to keep in mind: Make the lines of

your garment work magic with your figure by means of optical illusions.

There are many optical illusions which do wonders for imperfect figures.

In clothing the direction of lines may be found in the seams, darts,

tucks, pleats, soft folds, lapels, pockets and pocket flaps, buttons, or belts.

Lines are sometimes found in the fabric, as in stripes or plaids; and the

way in which they are placed on the figure can create the illusion of height

or lack of height and of slimness or stoutness.

Whenever lines carry the eye upward, they give the effect of greater

length. This effect can be observed in the lines of lapels. Vertical seams

that taper into the waist make the shoulders appear wider, and so the waist

and hips appear narrower.

Look at Figure 2. Here is another optical illusion. The two vertical

lines appear to bulge in the middle. Actually, they are parallel. Dress
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designers use this trick to add pounds to small busts or hips, usually with

gathers or unpressed pleats, which place the fabric in folds. The edges of

the folds deceive the eye, and the body appears to have curves where there

really are none.

Look at Figure 3. Lines A, B, and D are the same length. However,

line D appears to be shorter than B because the line C, above D, is longer

than the other lines. Designers use this trick when broadening shoulders

to make waistlines and hips appear slimmer by contrast.

Look at Figure 4. We find the lines used in drawing B on garments

designed to conceal a thick waistline. This trick is used in dresses with a

front panel effect and in tuxedo front coats and jackets.

Figure 5 shows still another optical illusion of height and slimness

created by vertical lines emphasized by trimmings.

The magic used in Figure 6 is for individuals who are very tall or very

thin. Horizontal lines are best for them to create the illusion of extra

pounds or a shorter figure.

The following illustrations show you how the lines of the neckline of

your garment can alter the apparent shape of your face.

*Oblong Face. The trick to shortening your face is to have a point of

interest smack under your chin: a small collar,

a bow, or some ornament, such as a button.

Your best necklines are high and close. Your

next best are those with width. Add width in

your hairdo. Roll it back from your face or

sweep it across from a side part. When you

make a dress, you are not creating a work of

art that exists completely in itself. Your dress

is intended to make you look your best, and

every other consideration takes second place to that. Beautiful fabrics and

perfect construction produce the finished effect of style, but the ultimate

question is, “What does this dress do for you?” And what it does to your

face is most important of all. Therefore, take great care in choosing a

neckline that will flatter the contours of your face and make people say the

words you had in mind all the time you were stitching those seams with

such care: Not, “Oh, a new dress!” but, “How pretty you look today!”

*Round Face. Wear your neckline long. Any
deep neckline is good for you, and a row of

buttons marching down your bodice will help

the illusion of length. Never wear a collar that

echoes the circle of your face. That applies to

hair styles too.

Courtesy of Butterick Co., Inc.
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*Square Face. Soften your jawline with depth

in your neckline. A deep V will distract eyes

from the square look. The horseshoe neckline

is good for you, and so is the sweetheart neck

if it hugs closely enough to give an illusion of

length.

*OvaI Face. You’re lucky. Oval is the ideal

shape for faces, so make the most of yours.

Don’t clutter up your hairdo. You can wear

a centre part and the severe classic styles.

Almost any neckline looks well on you, but if

your neck is thin, keep your neckline high

around it.

*Triangular Face. Your heart-shaped face is at

its best above a sweetheart neckline. Any style

that brings width to a narrow chin is flattering:

the bateau neck, the high cowl, a curved

or square neckline that has more width than

depth. To minimize your forehead—how about

bangs?

To determine the shape of your face, draw

the outline of your reflection in a mirror with

a piece of soap.

Becoming lines can work wonders for all parts of your body. They can

apparently change the shape of your face; make you shorter or taller,

stouter or thinner; and make you appear to have an almost-perfect figure.

DO'S AND DONTS FOR FIGURE FLATTERY
What are your best points? What are your bad points? Take stock of

yourself in a full-length mirror. Look over the whole situation—your face,

hair, neck, shoulders, bust, waist, hips, thighs, legs, ankles, and feet, as

well as your arms and hands. Be honest. How can you conceal your bad

points if you don’t admit them? After all, there are only a few fortunate

souls who have perfect figures—the rest of the “well-dressed” girls have

learned to appear attractive. They have bad points too, but they are so

clever in choosing becoming garments, that people just do not notice their

faults. Remember that about half the world sees your back, so, when

studying yourself, check the rear view and the sides. All views are very

important if you wish to appear well-dressed to everyone who sees you.
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The first step toward being well-dressed is wearing well-fitting founda-

tion garments. Well-dressed girls and women have always realized the

value of well-fitting girdles, brassieres, corselettes, slips, and panties.

“One of the greatest friends to the plain woman is a well fitting corset.”

—this quotation appeared in a women’s magazine, “The Delineator”, in

1898.

Great designers insist that their customers wear well-fitting under-

garments. In fact, they often design the undergarments to be sure that

their clothes will be worn to their best advantage.

Paris has long been recognized as a leading fashion centre of the world,

and French women have a knack of choosing styles suited to their person-

alities. We can learn much from them.

The Delineator, January, 1896, says, “The French woman best under-

stands how to make the most of ‘nothings’ in dress. She eschews bracelets

if her wrists are large; if she has a dainty ear, no earring, even the tiniest,

ever mars it. If her waist is short, the belt of her bodice is narrow and

pointed back and front, while if she is longer waisted than is artistic, her

belt is worn wide. She is a slave to no modiste’s opinion, but changes a

style here and adds to it there to make it suit her individual requirements.

She well knows that many really pretty women are made plain and unat-

tractive by shapeless, ugly clothing and the wearing of colours that do not

harmonize, and that even a plain woman becomes charming when perfectly

dressed. She is of all women well-groomed, and her clothes never suggest

carelessness. . . . The French woman’s belongings are carefully kept in

repair. Her street boots never show signs of wear, a condition resulting

from careful polishing, and the needed taking of the shoemaker’s stitch in

time. Hence, it results that even when she has little money to expend upon

her dress she always looks well.”

So, you see, the art of being well dressed is not new, and optical illu-

sions have been used by clever girls and women for many, many years.

Remember

1.

Emphasize your best points. For example, if you have a

perfect chest, wear closely fitted bodices, completely untrim-

med. Low-cut necklines flatter perfect necks and shoulders.

Light hose and pretty shoes draw attention to attractive legs

and trim ankles.

2. Never emphasize a good point if it will bring out a bad point. A full-

busted girl who emphasizes her slender hips only makes her bust appear

larger than it really is.

3. Hide your bad points. A large-hipped girl could draw attention to

her shoulders by padding them, thereby making her figure of better pro-

poftion.

4. Never repeat a bad line. If you are very tall, don’t wear vertical
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lines. If your hips are wide, never wear a jacket that ends at their widest

point. Your jacket should end either above or below this point.

5. Light colours increase size. This principle applies to all parts of the

body—so remember it even when buying gloves or shoes.

6. Bright colours increase size.

7. Shiny fabrics increase size.

8. Bulky fabrics add pounds. That is why thin, angular girls should wear

tweeds, velvets, and corduroys; that is why coat-dresses are more slender-

izing than suits—there is only one layer of material at waist and hips.

9. Sheer fabrics and knit fabrics leave no doubt as to the shape of the

figure underneath them. Sheer dresses must have yards of fullness unless

worn over heavy taffeta, which holds its own shape. Silk or wool jersey

must have ample fullness so that it cannot cling to the body.

10. Large bold prints or clear-cut patterns increase size. Stout girls should

choose pin-point dots—closely spaced and closely related in colour—or

misty, blurred-looking prints of no definite pattern.

11. Choose hats and gloves carefully. Never buy a hat unless you have

viewed yourself in a full-length mirror from all sides—it may be becom-

ing to your face, yet when you are standing, take inches off your height

or add inches when you don’t need them. This also applies to hair-do’s.

Be sure gloves are suitable for your costume; if in doubt, choose a plain,

simple style that you can wear with any outfit. Light gloves make your

hands appear larger.

12. Choose your accessories to suit your size. A large girl with a tiny

purse looks as if she were carrying a child’s purse and she looks larger by

contrast. A very short, slim girl with a big purse looks as if she were carry-

ing a suitcase.

Purses, scarves, glamour pins, rings, corsages, and fur neckpieces should

be in proportion to your size.

All of these rules are just common sense. You don’t need money to

follow them. Be like the French women—make the most of “nothings”

in your dress.

A word about skirt lengths. Each season fashion designers set the

fashionable length—so many inches off the floor. This is very often mis-

understood by people not connected with the fashion

world. If the length is 13 inches off the floor, girls

or women of average height and with legs of aver-

age length will wear their hems 13 inches from the

floor. Thirteen inches on a girl of average height usu-

ally means 12 inches on a short girl and 14 inches on a

tall girl. These lengths will cut their legs at the same

point. Study the point on their legs at which the

hems stop, and adjust your own skirt length accord-

ingly. Also consider the shape of your legs and the

WRONG RIGHT
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length of your legs in proportion to the rest of your

body.

Good lines for the short figure
The short figure is not necessarily stout, but rather

the one that usually takes a size 10 or 12 and is

below average in height.

1. Use long unbroken princess lines—coat-dresses

rather than suits.

2. If a belt is worn, be sure that it is of the same

fabric as the dress and very narrow. If worn slightly

above the normal waistline, it will give added leg

length, which will, in turn, give the illusion of greater

height.

3. If you must wear a suit, remember that very

short jackets give you a long-legged look. Boleros,

weskits, and bell-hop jackets are good. Little

shoulder capes are also smart.

4. Two-tone costumes—such as a blouse or jacket

with a contrasting-coloured skirt—form a definite

horizontal line that cuts your height.

5. Wear skirts slightly longer than average, and

avoid very light-coloured hose with dark costumes.

6. Emphasize vertical closings — buttons, front

edges bound with contrasting fabric, a vertical band

of fur on a princess coat, etc. will all help to draw

the eye up and down.

7. Wear detail on the bodice only—glamour pins or small bunches of

flowers worn well up on the shoulder, breast pockets, shoulder trimmings,

pretty collars, etc.—and keep skirts very plain. Be sure that all trimmings

are dainty and in keeping with your size.

8. If choosing a striped fabric, remember that small

stripes are best; so are small plaids with the most

pronounced colour in the lengthwise threads; small

prints should be your choice.

9. Wear small, short-haired furs and fur trimmings.

10. Choose small, dainty jewellery.

11. Wear small hats, carefully chosen to give

height—all lines upswept.

Tall girls need not stoop
Overly tall teenage girls are very conscious of their

height, particularly in public school, where there are

younger and shorter girls, and they often stoop so

as to appear shorter. Stooping only makes them

more conspicuous as well as spoiling their figures.
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Do not let your height ruin your posture or your

self-confidence—be proud of it. You can wear lovely

full skirts and large, beautiful prints, stripes, and

plaids that so many short girls would like to wear

but must not. You can wear all the small designs as

well; just emphasize horizontal lines.

Manufacturers and fashion designers make
especially designed for tall girls—teenagers as well

as older girls. Study these clothes in magazines. If

you happen to be in a large city, inquire as to the

whereabouts of shops or departments that specialize

in clothes for tall girls — they even have shoes

specially designed for them.

Tricks for tall girls

1. Cut your height with line or colour. You can

have a lovely time with the most delightful colour

combinations.. Make a study of colour and make un-

usual colour combinations your trademark—such as

a white blouse, black skirt, and brightly coloured

belts or cummerbunds; coral blouse, brown skirt, and

green belt, etc. Choose soft or greyed tones and dull,

rich tones in flattering shades and you can be the

envy of all who have not learned the magic which

lies in colour and line.

2. Contrasting jackets or shortie coats are ideal

for you.

3. Because your legs are longer than average, you

should wear your skirt at least an inch shorter than

the length suggested for each particular season.

Your stockings may be lighter than your costume— wt^v^iNo Kiuni

a break in colour is a break in height.

4. Make the most of your slenderness, but stress the horizontal line—full

skirts and unpressed pleats, tiered skirts, border prints, well-padded

shoulders in your coats and suits.

Many actresses are rated among the world’s best-dressed women. If you

are a tall girl, take note of the clothing worn by tall actresses—notice the

shoulders of their suits and coats. These garments are beautifully cut,

sewn, and padded to emphasize the wearers’ small waistlines. These girls

wear many full skirts, unusual belts, and sashes.

5. Keep your hats in proportion to your height and size. Beautiful picture

hats (worn for the correct occasion) are very flattering to tall girls.

6. Do not wear tall hair-do’s. Be sure to view yourself in a full-length

mirror when buying a hat or choosing a new hair style. It is the overall

picture that others see.
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7. Bulky fabrics are good—lovely nubby tweeds, poodle cloths, fur

fabrics, elegant velvets, etc. are all yours. You have a tall, regal figure, so

make the most of it.

8. Choose your shoes as carefully as your hats. You likely have a long

foot, so cut its length with open-toed shoes for dress. Choose medium heels

instead of very high ones. Wear low heels when appropriate, and avoid

extremely pointed toes.

9. Wear large accessories—heavy necklaces, large-stoned rings, large,

wide bracelets, large flowers, etc.

10.

Long-haired fur collars on your cloth coats, fur trimming on the

hemlines of coats, long-haired fur jackets, fur pockets, or fur trimming on

suits are all very elegant when in fashion and are very becoming to the tall

figure.

Designed for the pleasantly plump

The plump figure is probably the most difficult

to dress, but much can be done and there are

many styles which will do wonders for your size.

For you, a good foundation garment is a must.

Be neat and trim and half the battle has been

won.

As a person puts on weight, she becomes

shorter-waisted, because flesh forms above the hip

bones as well as around them. Keep this fact in

mind. Try to conceal the thickness of the waist as

well as the flesh on the arms and shoulders.

You probably have a lovely neck and shoulders—no bones showing

—

and pretty hands and wrists, so draw attention to these points as much as

possible.

1. Choose fabrics without bulk and wear a coat-dress rather than a suit.

2. Avoid all clinging fabrics.

3. Stress the vertical line—side closings are very flattering.

4. Wear loose top coats rather than fitted or belted models.

5. Avoid belts as much as possible—use half-belts, skirts set on to

bodices with points. If you do wear belts, keep them narrow and always

of the same fabric as your dress.

6. Wear loose-fitting armholes and proper shoulder padding to make
your waist and hips appear more slender.

7. Plain dark colours and dull textures will work magic. Quoting from

The Delineator of 1896, about the plump girl, “
. . in no colour does she

appear so well as in black, but even this must not be black satin; it is

essentially a material for the slender.”

8. Wear your skirts slightly longer and with sufficient ease for grace

and comfort. A slight flare starting at the hipline will be most becoming.
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Choose interesting necklines to show off your pretty neck—a pretty

pin or clip worn on the neckline will draw the eye to that point. Tuck a

gay handkerchief in a pocket set high on the bodice of a plain, dark dress.

10. Take special care to keep your hair neat and smart.

11. Because the rest of your costume is plain and darkish, wear very

pretty, bright-coloured hats—well-chosen to add height—never a turned-

down brim.

12. Wear comfortable but attractive shoes.

13. Draw attention to your hands with pretty bracelets and rings. Always

keep your hands well-manicured. They are one of your best points.

14. Choose flat, short-haired furs and fur trimmings.

15. Remember, most stout girls have a happy disposition and a charming

smile; if you are extremely neat and well-groomed, you will probably be

more popular than some of your slimmer friends. Happy, good-natured

girls rarely sit home by themselves.

The angular figure

The angular figure may be of any height, but

it is inclined to be boney. The tall, angular

girl is probably the most conspicuous. Moth-

ers usually say, “Poor Janey, she’s just at that

awkward age, all arms and legs—it is really

a problem to dress her becomingly.” Well, it

doesn’t need to be a problem.

1. Avoid all straight lines, such as box

jackets and pencil skirts. You have enough

straight lines of your own, so don’t add to

them.

WRONG RIGHT 2. Choose double-breasted jackets, well-

padded in the shoulders, and pleated skirts.
‘

3. Wear dresses with full-skirts, bat-wing sleeves, or full sleeves gathered

into a cuff.

4. Choose blouses with gathers and fullness and with high necklines to

cover your bones.

5. If you are tall as well as angular, use horizontal lines as often as

possible. All suggestions for the tall girl will help you, too.

6. Wear fabrics with plenty of bulk and body—stiff fabrics that will stand

out and appear to give you curves.

7. Wear ruffles and frills whenever they are suited to the occasion, and

remember that light and bright colours and shiny fabrics increase size.

There is plenty of grace in the soft folds of pretty fabrics, and people

will never call you “awkward” or “boney” if you choose your clothing

carefully.
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The wide-hipped figure
1. Wear light colours above the waist whenever

possible, and keep all details and trimmings above

the waist.

2. Balance your hip size by well-padded shoulders

and horizontal tucks in bodices.

3. Beware of three-quarter or bracelet-length

sleeves that end at the hip line, because when your

arms are at your sides, the hip width will be empha-

sized. Large cuffs, fancy cuffs, and bracelets will do

likewise.

4. Diagonal lines are magical—skirt pockets set

slantwise, jackets with well-rounded corners or slant-

ed lower front edges.

The full-breasted figure
1. Always have a little soft fullness from the top

of the shoulders to the bosom, and fit the bodice

neatly below the bosom so that there is no extra

bulk at the waistline.

2. Be sure that the bodice is well-fitted in the

shoulders.

3. Wear long, narrow necklines to carry the eye up

and down, light-coloured vestees to break the bust

width.

4. Use surplice bodice closings—diagonal closings,

usually from the right shoulder to the left side of the

waist.

5. Wear skirts with enough flare to balance the

bust and do away with that “top-heavy” look.

6. Wear medium-sized hats, to balance the bust, and upswept lines to hair

and hats.

7. Be sure to consult your full-length mirror; view your costume from all

angles; try to appear to have a better-balanced figure. Interesting hats,

earrings, or carefully chosen necklaces will keep the eye well above the

bust.

For all types
Remember that the same rules apply whether you are planning a single

garment, an ensemble, or an entire wardrobe. For a pleasing, unified result

you must have harmony—harmony in line and style, harmony in purpose,

and harmony in texture and colour.

The following will give you a general idea of how the elements of har-

mony depend upon one another.

Harmony in line and style. A fitted coat does not look well over a

tailored suit. The flattering lines of the coat are lost in the bulk of the
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garments underneath. A box jacket does not look well over a flared skirt

—neither garment is shown to advantage.

Harmony in purpose. Dainty, high-heeled shoes were not designed for

street or sports wear and certainly do not give the wearer the appearance

of being well-dressed if worn for such occasions.

Harmony of texture. Plain leather gloves worn with a wool tweed suit

give the pleasing effect of belonging together. All harmony of either

purpose or texture is lost when sheer or fancy gloves are worn with fabrics

suited for service and durability.

Harmony of colour. When combining colours, do not forget to con-

sider the other elements of harmony. The presence of a dominant colour

will help to tie parts of a costume together but will not automatically insure

harmony of line and texture. When using colour in accessories for a note

of contrast, never have more than two accessories in contrast to your

costume. Use contrasting colour in moderation, and when possible, use

contrast to draw attention to a good point.

As a final guide for being well-dressed, remember that simplicity is

the keynote of good taste—simplicity of line and style, simplicity of tex-

ture and colour and simplicity in trimmings or decoration; simplicity in

a single garment, in an ensemble, and in an entire wardrobe.

Harmony of parts to each other will form a connected or unified whole.
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On being welbdressed

To be well-dressed, a girl must be suitably dressed for the occasion. The

right dress may get you a job. If all men and women realized how often

their clothing is judged when they are applying for a position, they would

make a study of what to wear, when to wear, and how to wear.

Your clothes affect the way you feel and think about yourself; they

also affect the way the observer feels and thinks about you. If you are not

appropriately dressed for an important occasion, you feel uncomfortable,

lack poise and assurance, and have an inferiority complex.

When designing a garment for a particular occasion, designers consider

the suitability of the fabric, the texture, the colour, and the lines and style

of the garment. Hardy Amies, who designs clothes for Queen Elizabeth,

says, “A good dress is one which can be made to fit and flatter the great-

est number of women of all shapes, ages, and sizes, and which can be

worn on the greatest number of occasions.”

STYLE, FASHION, AND TASTE
If the lines of a garment are good, it will not go out of fashion, and it can

be worn for many years; the length of the skirt may need to be altered,

but the basic lines are still good. Such garments are the backbone of any

wardrobe.

Style is a particular mode of costume. Fashion is a style accepted and

used by many people at a given time.

Taste is the knowledge of what is appropriate, harmonious, or beautiful.

It is an appreciation of the right way to behave and the right way to look

at the right time.

Fashion can be bought and can be followed more or less by anyone.

The intelligent girl exercises her skill and judgement in adapting the best

in fashion and in style that does the most for her temperament and figure.

Making use of the current fashion to suit your needs requires taste.

People with good taste realize the importance of wearing the right clothes

for the right occasion; for the time of day; for the time of the year; for the

climate and weather; for the locality; and for the activity. People with

taste also realize that their behaviour must be in good taste, because lovely

clothes have little meaning if they do not reveal a charming and attractive

personality.

When dressing for any occasion, consider the circumstances and the

people with whom you are going to mix. It is the height of bad taste to

97
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overdress and to make others feel shabby. It is equally bad to put on old

clothes and make them feel that they are not worth dressing for.

Good taste is also reflected in a pleasing voice, good posture, and grace-

ful movements. Learn to control your voice and your laughter. Learn to

walk, stand, and sit gracefully.

Mr. Powers of the Powers School for models in New York says, “I have

never met an unattractive woman—only the one who did not know how
to make the most of her natural attractive self.” He also says, “.

. . a woman
who strives for an attractive appearance and a pleasing manner is well on

her way to being a charmer. She sincerely desires to please the eyes, the

ears, and the feelings of those about her. Charm cannot be defined or

measured; still we know when we are in its presence; we are warmed by

it and made to feel that life is good.”

The woman who dresses with taste knows herself—studies herself in

a mirror, dresses for the life she leads. Taste can be acquired by studying

good pictures for colour combinations and colour accent; studying good

architecture for good lines; window-shopping at expensive stores; observing

how women of taste wear their clothes; studying the hats, shoes, gloves,

bags, jewellery, or ornaments that are worn with different types of cos-

tume.

Beware of “fads”—they go out of fashion quickly. Beware of over-

dressing and wearing “too much” in the way of scarves, flowers, and jewel-

lery. One deliberate accent will be more effective than many. Do not wear

fancy shoes with a tailored costume; elaborate hats with sports clothes;

glittering jewellery for business, school, or travel; a heavy tailored bag

with a filmy dress.

All fashion experts place the importance of the individual first in their

code for being well-dressed—good grooming, good posture, charming

manners, and a pleasing personality. Next they list the life you lead—the

locality and your position in the community; your social life; your leisure

time activities; your income.
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A FEW TIPS FOR SELECTING CLOTHES
1. Stand up when you buy a hat, so that you can be sure that it is in

proportion to your figure.

2. Sit down when you buy a dress, a skirt or a foundation garment; then

stand and walk about. Can you move gracefully and with comfort?

3. Consider the colour in daylight and in artificial light.

4. Be aware of the current fashion trends. Watch hemlines and use your

own judgment as to becoming length. How long are your legs? Do the leg

muscles bulge? Are extremely short skirts for you? Be honest. Consider

the back view of the legs. A noted French designer once said that the back

of the knee is the ugliest part of a woman’s body—and a skirt ending at

that point draws attention to it.

When buying or making shorts, consider their length—are they long

enough to cover the ugly part of the knee, or are they short enough to

take the eye above that point?

A BASIC WARDROBE
A good basic wardrobe enables you to dress correctly and attractively at

all times. Five basic costumes will enable you to go anywhere if they are

colour-related and becoming. Compose your wardrobe; plan it as a whole

—do not just “buy it”. Consider the colour carefully. Choose for elegance

and economy. Interchangeable accessories will do duty for many costumes

and give variety with little cost.

1. Basic coat

This is the most costly item, so buy the best you can afford.

( 1 ) A coat of good fabric, well cut, will last for a number of years.

(2) Choose a colour and style that will go over and go with every-

thing else in your wardrobe.

(3) A roomy, full-length, untrimmed coat suits every occasion if the

style and the fabric have a good balance between sportiness and dressi-

ness. Other types of coats are considered extras.

2. Basic suit

This is also a fairly expensive item, so choose it carefully.

( 1 ) It should be softly tailored, completely uncluttered, and capable

of being dressed up or down with a change of accessories.

(2) It can be worn for business, shopping, informal lunches, after-

noon calls, club meetings, church, and travelling. Suitable accessories

will make it appropriate for all these purposes.

3. Basic daytime dress

A dress that can be worn as a change from your softly tailored suit and

for the same occasions. It can be donned for day and evening gatherings in

your home or elsewhere.
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4 . Basic casual costume

A casual sports dress, either one- or two-piece, or separates will solve

the problem of what to wear for many outings. The shirtwaist style is an

excellent choice and will double for business wear or for school.

5 . Basic after-five

This should be rather dark in colour, beautifully simple in style and detail,

so that a change of jewellery or a sash or belt will make it seem like a

different dress. Choose a solid colour rather than a print. It can be worn

later to school or for business.

Basic colour

A basic colour is not always your most flattering, but it is a colour that

combines well with many other colours which you have found becoming.

Follow a colour pattern and choose things that go together. Often a suit

jacket is just right to wear over some of your summer cottons if you have

chosen styles and colours that predominate in your wardrobe.

Your colour for winter and for summer should permit you to use some

of your blouses, sweaters, shoes, gloves, and purses for all the seasons.

Basic hat

If this matches your coat in colour it will go with your other basics. If it

is a plain, classic type in a becoming style, it can be changed with the

addition of a flower, a feather, a veil, a jewelled pin or clip.

Remember

1. Watch the suitability of your fabrics for their intended use,

2. Study new fabrics. Look for value, service, and minimum
amount of care.

3. Look for well-cut, simple lines, good fit, and good work-

manship.

4.

Be sure that you are not wearing too many accessories. One accent of

contrast is more elegant and most effective—never more than two notes

of accent. Couturier houses call this the Rule of Two.

YOUR BUDGET
Many parents give their children a weekly or a monthly allowance from

which they are expected to pay for some of their personal expenses. When
a girl reaches high school, this allowance is usually increased, and she is

expected to buy part of her clothing as well as to plan her spending for

other personal expenses.

This training is very important, because when she has a home of her

own, she will be responsible not only for the selection and care of her own
clothing, but also to a great extent for her husband’s and, later, for their
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children’s clothing. Added to this responsibility there will be household ex-

penditures which must be considered when she is making an allotment for

clothing.

Careful planning and wise spending will help to eliminate much un-

happiness and financial worry in a home. In every home the wife should be

willing to share the responsibility of making the family income take care

of the expenditures and also to work toward financial security.

A personal budget before marriage will be an aid to this responsibility.

If the girl goes away from home, her budget will include her food and

lodgings.

Planning a budget

List the items of the budget.

1. Housing

2. Food
3. Transportation

4. Personal and health care (cosmetics and other personal supplies,

medicines, etc.)

5. Clothing

6. Church and charities

7. Recreation

8. Gifts (Christmas, birthdays, family and friends)

9. Savings

10.

Emergency Fund for unexpected gifts, a weekend away from school

to the home of a friend, etc.

The amount that you decide on for each of these items depends on your

income, your tastes, your habits, where you live, etc. Go over these allot-

ments with your family, and work on your budget until you have one that

suits your needs. Undoubtedly, your budget will be revised each year be-

cause of your previous year’s experience, a change of financial conditions,

and new interests and wishes.

Your clothing allotment

Remember when planning your wardrobe that you can stretch your dollar

by:

1. planning ahead and saving toward major items so that they can be

purchased when stores have reductions.

2. repairing your present wardrobe.

3. sewing your own clothes. A change of hemline, a change in neckline

or shoulders, sleeves shortened or removed, a change of trimmings such as

an interesting set of buttons or a bit of coloured binding, a new belt or

sash can stretch your dollars considerably.

4. dyeing some garments. Always dye to a darker tone than the original

colour.

5. doing your own alterations on new garments.
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6. considering the colour of any garment before buying it. Does it fit in

with your present wardrobe or will it necessitate the purchase of new

accessories?

7. not buying too much. Buy what you need at the time and make it serve

you well.

8. considering the number of times the garment will be worn; e.g. an

expensive bathing suit or a ski outfit can prove a costly expenditure if only

worn a few times.

9. buying popular separates for afternoon wear or for informal gather-

ings. A skirt of swishy taffeta, jersey, or velvet with a dainty blouse—one

with sleeves, one sleeveless; a few colourful cummerbunds; attractive belts;

interesting jewellery; and simple shoes will give you many changes of

costumes for many occasions. If carefully selected, such items can be col-

lected over a period of time and remain in fashion and in your wardrobe

for many years.

10.

remembering that printed, plaid, or striped fabrics will limit your

combinations of separates.

A two-year plan

1. Make a two-year plan for your wardrobe. Divide your wardrobe into

winter and summer.

2. List the articles on hand, their condition, and their age.

(a) those to be discarded

(b) those to be repaired

(c) those to be remodelled

3. List

(a) necessary additions

(b) additions that you would like to have.

4. List your accessories

(a) hats

(b) shoes

(c) purses

(d) gloves

(e) scarves

(f) sweaters

(g) blouses

(h) incidentals—jewellery, flowers, party bags.

If you are operating on a monthly allowance, you will have to plan

when you will buy the various items and save toward the larger expendi-

tures. Beware of charge accounts and budget purchasing—the carrying

charges will add to the cost of the item. If you can save ahead, you will

have the carrying charge money to use for other things.

By keeping to a two-year plan for your wardrobe, you will find that

many of your basic items, such as a good coat or suit, can be worn for
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Winter basic wardrobe

Item Colour Fabric

Date purchased

or to be

purchased

Price

Coat

Suit

Daytime dress

Casual dress

After-five dress

Accessories

Hats

Shoes

Purses

Gloves

Scarves

Sweaters

Blouses

Incidentals

Summer basic wardrobe

Item Colour Fabric

Date purchased

or to be

purchased

Price

Coat

Suit

Daytime dress

Casual dress

After-five dress

Accessories

Hats

Shoes

Purses

Gloves

Scarves

Sweaters

Blouses

Incidentals
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more than two years, and the time will come when you can increase the

size of your wardrobe by making additions instead of replacements. You
can splurge and buy some of the “would like to have” items.

Tips on correct attire

1. You will never be embarrassed if you find out from your hostess or

some of the other guests what style of dress they are wearing. It is always

safe not to be overdressed, no matter where you go.

2. In case of doubts about wearing a hat, wear one—a simple one. A
little wisp of veiling will often suffice. You can always remove it after

arriving or carry it.

3. At formal luncheons, club breakfasts, receptions, and afternoon teas,

guests wear hats and gloves. Heavy winter wraps are removed on arrival,

but keep your hat and gloves. The hat is worn during the meal.

4. Well-dressed women wear gloves out of doors whenever wearing a hat.

5. Keep your gloves and bag in your lap, not on the table, when dining

in public places.

6. Wear a formal evening dress when your escort wears white tie and

tails. A semi-formal evening dress or dinner dress is suitable when he

wears a tuxedo and black tie.

College dances are usually informal.

7. When short evening dresses are in fashion, consult the other girls

before wearing a long formal.

8. For church, do not dress too elaborately. Most churches require a hat.

Remember
1. Simply cut and simply adorned costumes are in good taste

and are appropriate in any part of the world.

2. A fussy hat, too elaborate jewellery, and fancy shoes may
make you appear overdressed.

j,
3. Good grooming from the skin out, whether in slacks or a

formal gown, is the mark of a well-dressed girl.

4. Good taste is reflected in a pleasing voice, good posture, graceful

movements, and consideration for others.

How to stretch your clothing dollar

In order to get value for your money, the first and most important points

to consider when buying any article of which a fabric is a part are: the

fibre content and the properties of the particular fibre; the construction of

the yarn; the construction of the fabric and the finishing processes. If you

have considered these points and there is a question regarding the perform-

ance of the fabric, you are justified in taking the article back to the store

and lodging your complaint.

Read chapters on Fibres and Fabrics for helpful information concerning

fabrics and how they are manufactured for an intended use.

1. Stick to a unified colour scheme.
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2. Alterations can work wonders; check your present wardrobe for

possible alterations and re-making.

3. Avoid the cheapest. Good-looking, long-wearing garments cannot be

produced at extremely low cost. Inferior workmanship and material show

up in wearing and cleaning.

4. Take advantage of sales, but beware of clothing brought in especially

for a sale and of “no try-ons”. Look for reliable brand names.

5. Keep it simple—fancy fabrics and fads are short lived.

6. Replace a cheap belt with a good one.

7. Replace or remove cheap ornaments.

8. Replace cheap buttons.

9. Re-do the stitching on hems where every stitch shows.

10. Replace machine-hemming on sashes, bows, etc. with a hand-rolled

custom hem.

11. Re-stitch darts that have a “bubble” at the point. (Make a slim point

and press over a curved surface—a tailor’s ham or press mitt.

)

12. Overcast seams; reinforce weak stitching.

13. Look for linings in slim skirts, suits, and dresses.

14. Make silk scarves with hand-rolled hems. They can be made inexpen-

sively and a plain colour to blend with or to match your coat will add a

luxury look.

15. Choose plain washable gloves. They are always in good taste, and their

upkeep is inexpensive.

16. Remember that smooth leather shoes, bags, and gloves keep their good

looks longer than suede. Leather looks and feels better than plastic and

lasts far longer.

17. Choose tasteful costume jewellery; well made imitation pearls, sterling

silver, copper, and crystal are lovely, will complete a wide variety of

dresses and suits, and never look cheap.

What causes clothes to become unwearable.

1. Poor fit.

2. Extreme styling.

3. Colour that doesn’t fit in with rest of wardrobe.

4. Garment not appropriate for the activities in which the wearer takes

part.

5. Too short and hem not sufficient to let down.

6. Too tight and seams too narrow to be let out.

7. Garment not cared for properly when laundered or cleaned.

8. Garment that requires too much special care.

9. Fabric wrinkles badly and wearer always looks untidy.

What to look for on labels

1 . What is the fabric and what is its fibre content?

2. Who is the manufacturer?
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3. Is the fabric colourfast to light, washing, crocking, and perspiration?

4. Has it been pre-shrunk?

5. Are special-care instructions given, such as hand washable, machine

washable, use of automatic drier, water temperature, iron temperature,

dry-cleaning?

Terms used in fabric and garment buying
(See also Chapter 1.)

Blended fabrics—label should state the blend, so that you know how to

care for the garment.

Hand washable—commercial laundering may shrink the garment.

For further information see sections regarding the various fibres and

finishes and care suggested.

What to consider when selecting clothing.

1 . How much can you spend at this time?

2. Do you need the garment?

3. Is the style becoming?

4. Is the colour flattering? (see Chapter on Colour Magic.)

5. Will the garment fit in with the rest of your wardrobe?

6. Will it be necessary to buy extra accessories?

7. Can you give it the care it will require?

8. Is it suitable for your activities?

9. Will you enjoy wearing it?

GENERAL RULES FOR ALL GARMENTS
1. Examine the label for fibre content.

2. Examine the fabric construction. Is it firmly or loosely woven? Does

a nap conceal a loose construction? Will it keep its shape, hold a press,

wear reasonably well, be easy to care for? Are the finishes permanent?

3. Examine the garment construction.

( 1 ) Is it cut on grain?

(2) Do plaids, stripes, and cross seams match? On what part of the

body does the predominant stripe fall?

( 3 ) Are the sleeves well set?

(4) Is the collar well set?

(5) Are seams, pleats, and hems ample to permit changes?

(6) Are darts well tapered—no bubbles at the points?

(7) Do seams pucker?

(8) Is there evidence of piecing (flared skirts, shorts, slacks)?

(9) Is the thread a good match, the stitching strong, and the size of

the stitch suitable for the fabric?

(10) Are the hooks, snaps, zippers, and buttons sewn neatly and

securely, and are they suitable for the fabric and style of the garment?

(11) Have interfacings been used?

(12) Do facings or hems draw or appear conspicuous?
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(13) Are collar points, pocket flaps, lapels, etc. identical in size and

shape?

(14) Are pockets well-made and reinforced if necessary?

(15) Is the belt well-made? If garment is washable, will it wash?

SPECIAL POINTS TO CONSIDER
Coats and jackets

Examine carefully. Look under the lining to see how the garment is con-

structed.

(1) Interfacings should be used in fronts, shoulders, cuffs, collars,

sleeve edges, and any points where there will be strain or wear. All

interfacings should be well tacked and the tacking invisible.

(2) Lower edges of coat and sleeves should show no evidence of

hemming.

(3) Front edges and shoulder seams should be taped.

(4) Outer edge of collar should cover neck seam.

(5) Collar, lapels, and pocket flaps should not curl, and their under-

sides should not be visible along the edges.

(6) Shoulder pads should be smooth and well-tacked so that they

will not shift in wear or cleaning.

(7) Buttonholes should be well-made, with neat ends that will not

ravel. If they are bound buttonholes, check the corners for secure stitch-

ing.

( 8 ) Buttons should be suited to garment and the quality of the fabric

and should be sewn on with a shank.

(9) Lining—same size as garment.

—tacked along side seams.

—tacked around armholes and shoulder seam.

—full-length pleat in centre back.

If lining is hemmed separately, it should be tacked at intervals along the

hem. In suit jackets a Vi" fold should be left at the lower edge of sleeve

hem and jacket hem.

Is the lining of good quality, and will it last the lifetime of the coat?

Winter coat

Winter coats are for warmth and should have a wide front lap and should

button low enough to keep closed when one is walking. The neckline and

wrists should be close-fitting. Check the interlining to be sure that it is

adequate for warmth. It should come well below the waist and well below

the elbows. Can the coat be worn over a suit?

Dresses and blouses
1. Is the colour becoming and will it fit in with the rest of your wardrobe?

2. Is it washable or must it be dry-cleaned?

3. Will trimmings clean the same as the garment?

4. Are trimmings suitable and practical?
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5. Are shoulder pads cheap and lumpy?

6. Is the hem tape of poor quality?

7. Consider the general rules for all garments.

Sweaters
1. Examine label for fibre content and care.

2. Examine construction:

(1) Full-fashioned garments fit better and retain their shape when
washed or cleaned. Full-fashioned knitwear can be identified by the

fashioning marks near the seam where the stitches are added or are de-

creased to widen or narrow the garment to the shape required.

(2) The ribbing should be firm, elastic, and well-finished at neck

edges, sleeves, and waistband edges.

(3) Shoulder seams should be reinforced to prevent stretching.

(4) Buttons and buttonholes should be reinforced with ribbon, or

fabric.

UNDERGARMENTS
All undergarments should be selected carefully, because they affect the

appearance of your outer garments. Many dresses and dress patterns have

their own slip, so that the style of the garment will not be distorted by a

slip that is too limp or too bulky. Lingerie manufacturers work with dress

designers, and a wide variety of styles and types of lingerie are made suited

to all figure types. Each manufacturer specializes in certain types, so shop

around until you find the one best suited to your figure. This precaution is

necessary for all ages from the teen-ager right through to the mature older

woman.

General points to consider:

1. Fibre content determines care, warmth or coolness, and absorbency.

2. Fabric construction determines warmth or coolness, shape retention,

durability, and comfort. If coolness is desired, select a lightweight yarn,

open weave, or knit that is porous and allows air to circulate. Spun yarns

contain tiny air spaces; filament yarns do not.

To test porosity. Hold the two fabrics side by side over your hand and

breathe into them. You will feel more air through the more porous fabric.

3. Consider absorbency. Unless they absorb some moisture, undergar-

ments can become very uncomfortable in hot weather.

4. Consider washability. All elastics, trimmings, etc. should be of the

same fibre content as the article for uniformity in care as well as wear.

5. Check seam finishes for bulk, possible skin irritation, and durability.

6. Check lace trims for durability and quality. Have they been applied

neatly and securely? Remember that frills often produce bulk and are

noticeable under close-fitting outer garments.

Brassieres and girdles

A good fit is important, so have brassieres and girdles fitted. Different
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manufacturers specialize in different figure types. Choose a make that is

best for you.

Brassieres. A good fit is indicated when

:

1. no bulges of flesh occur across the back or under the arms.

2. breasts are not crowded together nor toward the sides.

3. breasts fill out the cups.

4. you can take a deep breath while seated and can move comfortably.

5. Shoulder straps are adjusted properly when the point of the bust sits

opposite the lower tip of shoulder blades—view your body from the side.

Girdles. A good fit is indicated when:

1. the garment curves with your body when you are seated or bending

and does not wrinkle or ride up when you stand straight.

2. the waistline is snug and there is no gaping or bulging of flesh when

you are standing.

3. there is no roll of flesh at waist or thighs when you are seated.

4. garters sit comfortably when you are sitting and standing. (Remember

that the length of the hose should be suitable for the type of girdle.

)

5. boning does not dig into the body. The front boning is usually more

comfortable if set in at an angle.

6. seam finishes do not irritate the body.

Take plenty of time in choosing the garment best for you. Sit, stand,

bend over, and walk around a sufficient number of times to be sure of

comfort.

Slips

1. should fit smoothly with no bunchiness.

2. should fall to about 1 inch above the dress hem and should not ride up

when you are seated.

3. should have adjustable shoulder straps of good-quality ribbon or

fabric, attached to the body of the slip rather than to the trimming.

4. should have well-finished seams.

5. should have a double panel in front or back to make the slip shadow-

proof.

6. should not have bulky frills at lower edge, which often are uncomfort-

able and unsightly under tight skirts when you are walking; they may also

rub or catch against hose.

Remember that lace trim or elaborate embroidery is not attractive under

a sheer dress or blouse. Most sheer dresses have a matching tailored slip,

which indicates that fashion designers consider a tailored slip best for sheer

garments.

Panties

A good fit is important for comfort and smoothness under close-fitting

outer garments. Discover brands which are proportioned to your figure.

Check for:
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1. well-finished seams.

2. elastic made from the same fibre as the garment.

3. stretchability of the waistband. It should stretch out to your hip

measurement and the ends should be securely fastened.

4. a reinforced, neatly attached crotch. Check seam ends at leg edges.

5. a practical knitting construction. Plain knit runs easily and warp knit-

ting is run resistant; consult label.

Shoes

Incorrectly fitted shoes may cause callouses, blisters, corns, and bunions.

Painful feet cause fatigue and can spoil an otherwise enjoyable day or

evening.

The feet should be measured when you are standing as well as sitting.

Many feet lengthen, others widen when a person is standing.

Simple classic styles are always in good taste with any costume.

1. The shoe should be % to 1 inch longer than the end of the big toe.

2. The ball of the foot should fit into the widest part of the sole of the

shoe. Stand and bend your foot.

3. The heel of the shoe should fit snugly and not slip up or down.

4. The upper should be designed to fit snugly around the foot yet be

comfortable when you are walking and not gape at the sides.

5. The arch should fit close to the foot and feel firm.

6. Cloth or leather linings aid in absorbing perspiration and cover join-

ings and seams that might otherwise irritate the foot.

There are many devices such as heel liners, inner soles, pads, etc. that

can be added to make a shoe fit. If the shoe requires several of these, it is

better to consider another make or cut and secure a better fit without

alterations.

Hosiery

You can save many dollars by buying wisely. Choose stockings that are

strong as well as sheer. Denier refers to the weight of the yarn—the higher

the number, the heavier the thread. Gauge refers to the number of stitches

per inch across the width. The closer the construction the greater the

durability. Choose a weight suitable for the use intended.

Full-fashioned stockings are shaped and seamed to fit the leg.

Seamless stockings cannot be tapered to fit the ankle as neatly as seamed

ones.

Correct size adds greatly to the wearing quality. Buy the size correct for

your foot and proportioned to the length and girth of your leg. Garters

should grip the hem or welt of the hose and not the part below the hem.

Remember that light tones emphasize the leg size, and slender pointed

heels minimize the ankle.

It is economical to buy two or three pair of hose of the same size

and colour.
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Nylon hose: Sheer 51 gauge — 30 denier

More sheer 66 gauge — 15 denier

Less sheer 45 gauge — 40 denier.

Gloves
“Gloves are the mark of a lady.” At one time a woman could not leave

the house without gloves and still be considered a lady. Today the etiquette

of gloves is not so strict. Kayser-Roth of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 5014,

London, Ontario, have issued a booklet on glove etiquette. It is an excel-

lent reference for any girl or woman.

Plain classic styles are always in good taste and harmonize with any

costume.

Points to consider

1. A good fabric glove is a better buy than a cheap leather glove.

2. Gloves must be very well cut. Be sure that the fingers are long

enough and the cut of the thumb is adequate for complete movement of

the hand when you are opening doors, driving a car, and so forth.

3. Vertical stitching on the back slenderizes the hand.

4. French seams (seam sewn flat) are slenderizing.

5. Hand-sewn, outside seams enlarge the hand.

6. Wrist-length gloves are permissible for a young girl at all times; they

are permissible for the older woman in the summertime with a short-sleeved

or sleeveless dress, and for other occasions if they meet the end of the

sleeve.

7. Button length has nothing to do with buttons. Each button refers to

one inch of length, measured from the base of the thumb to the edge of

the glove. For example, 12-button length is about elbow length.

Remember
Wear gloves to church, when travelling and shopping, and

to luncheons, teas, and receptions.

Keep gloves on while going through a reception line and

when shaking hands with a gentleman. The right glove may be

removed when you are shaking hands with an older woman,
particularly if she is gloveless.

Remove gloves when you are eating, drinking, smoking, and applying

make-up.

Long, above-the-elbow gloves worn with a formal gown are kept on

before dinner or while dancing. They are kept on the arm, with the

fingers tucked in at the wrist. They should be removed entirely and left

with your wrap when you are dining in a private home.

When dining at a very formal dinner in a public place, long gloves

should be removed as soon as you are seated at the table.

Every bride must wear gloves if she wishes to be correctly dressed.

The seam of the third finger of the left-hand glove may be opened if

she does not wish to remove the entire glove.
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Hats
A hat is the completion of your outfit. The line of a hat is just as important

as the line of a dress. Read the section on Becoming Lines for hats suited

to various figure types and face shapes.

1. Decide on colour, shape, and price before you go shopping.

2. Consider the hat from all angles, side, back, and front views when
seated and when standing.

3. Be sure that the headsize is correct and that it is comfortable.

4. Be sure that it does not interfere with the collar of your coat when
the coat is buttoned and when it is unbuttoned.

5. Consider the material used in the construction of the hat. Is it suitable

for the intended use? If it is for general wear, will it be durable under the

conditions in which it may be worn?

6. Will you enjoy wearing it?

Accessories

Buy good accessories. Cheap ones tend to cheapen your appearance. One
set of carefully chosen good accessories worn with different costumes is

better than a cheap set for each.

An inexpensive dress of good style and fit can look twice its value with

well-chosen accessories.

Simple gold or silver pins, pins of wood, leather, metal, or plastic may
add just the right touch to a costume.

Dressy jewellery is for dressy occasions and should not be worn to

school or office.

Flowers should look real. Discard them if they become bedraggled.
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Sewing equipment

Choose your sewing equipment with care. Good equipment will last for

many years and is necessary for good sewing.

Your basic equipment includes sewing machine, tape measure, ruler,

scissors, shears, pins, needles, and thimble. Extras, and once you have

used them you will wonder how you managed without them, are: plastic

square, tailor’s chalk, shirt marker, pinking shears, and beeswax.

A plastic tray or cutlery box is very handy for keeping your “tools” in

order.

Tape measure. Choose one of good quality that will not fray or stretch

readily and has metal ends. One sixty inches long, numbered on both sides,

with the numbers starting at opposite ends on either side, is best.

Rulers. Choose a 6-inch and a 12-inch transparent, plastic, flexible

ruler of the type used by draftsmen. These rulers are marked with parallel

lines running the length of the ruler, spaced Vs and Va, inch apart. The
parallel lines are very handy when you are marking bound buttonholes and

pocket openings and measuring strips of bias one inch or less—in fact, you

will discover many uses for these lines.

The 12-inch flexible ruler is indispensable for measuring curved edges

—armscye (armhole) seams, neckline seams, etc.—particularly if you are

using a sleeve or a collar from a different pattern. Measure the length of

the seamlines and you can judge if they will fit without alterations.

The 6-inch ruler is handier for checking seam allowances, buttonholes,

etc.

Scissors and shears. Buy the best you can afford—preferably those

that carry a lifetime guarantee. There are many reliable makes available

—guaranteed.

Scissors. The smaller cutting implements are usually referred to as

scissors. They range in length from three to six inches and are made with

ring handles.

Choose a pair SVi or 6 inches long with a thin, sharp lower blade. This

size is handy for hand sewing, for clipping seams and a thin, sharp lower

blade is necessary for cutting buttonholes and “set-in” pocket openings.

Shears. Cutting implements over six inches long are known as shears,

and have one handle larger than the other. They are used for cutting out

garments. Those with bent handles are the better type, because with them

you can cut material without lifting it from the table and thus cut very

accurately along the edge of the pattern. Choose shears of an overall length

of 9 to 10 inches, of good weight, and with a lifetime guarantee.
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Pinking Shears. These shears have saw-like edges. Buy a reliable make
about 9 inches in length so that they will be strong enough to use on wool

fabrics.

Pinking shears should never be used for cutting out garments because:

1. They are not efficient in cutting curved areas and notches.

2. The cut line is not definite and seam allowances are not always

accurate.

3. In some cases certain edges should not be pinked.

4. Pinking shears are difficult to sharpen and will last longer if used only

for finishing.

Care of shears and scissors. Use them for sewing only and use household

scissors for cutting other things. Never cut paper, oilcloth, flowers, or thick

cord with sewing scissors or shears. It will ruin them. Handle your scissors

and shears with care—dropping them can spoil their edge. When cutting

material, be sure all pins are out of the way. Have your scissors and shears

sharpened by a reliable person—one who is qualified to sharpen them.

Good shears and scissors hold their edge for a long time and, if well

cared for, will not require sharpening very often. A drop of sewing machine

oil on the blades, near the screw, will help them to work easily. If the

blades “drag” or “bite” each other, the screw needs adjusting.

Because pinking shears require a special type of equipment to be sharp-

ened, they must be sent back to the manufacturer when they are dull.

Do not lend your scissors or shears unless you know they will be handled

with care and used for cutting materials only.

Pins. Buy number 5 or 6 best steel dressmaking pins, with needle points.

Poor pins will snag delicate fabrics and will leave a mark like a lead

pencil on light-coloured fabrics.

Needles. Choose needles of assorted sizes — 5/10 sharps or betweens

will give you fine needles for handwork; medium and coarser are fine for

basting and for heavier materials.

Pin cushion. Make a fair-sized one of dark denim or drill—about V/i x

5 inches will hold plenty of pins for pinning patterns on fabric. Stuff the

cushion as firmly as possible with sawdust or bran. Pack the stuffing in

with a wooden stick, so that it is very firm. Close the opening. Fill one

side of the cushion with pins, and put your needles in the underside, so

that they lie flat against the cushion (take a couple of stitches in the fabric)

and they will be less apt to go inside.

Emery bag. Emery bags can be bought in notions departments. They are

usually “strawberries” filled with emery powder. Use the bag to polish

pins or needles by pushing them in and out of the bag. Never leave pins

or needles in the emery bag, because they will rust.

You can make a good substitute by making a tiny cushion, \V2 inches

square, and stuffing it firmly with very fine steel wool.

Yardsticks. One of good-quality wood is indispensable for marking long.
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straight lines and can be used for measuring hems if you do not possess

a skirt marker. To use it for a skirt marker, fasten a monkey wrench on

one end of the yardstick and the yardstick will stand upright. Place a

clothespin at the inch marking the hem line (13 or 14 inches, or whatever

is the current fashion, from the floor). Place pins opposite the clothespin,

and move the marker around the person.

Skirt marker. There are several types available. Those which use pins

are good for all colours and fabrics and are very satisfactory.

Beeswax. This comes in small cakes and is used

to wax thread for sewing buttons on coats and

suits. It is not used for washable garments, as the

wax would wash out. A little wax applied to the

thread when you are hand stitching helps to

prevent the thread from twisting and snarling.

Tracing wheel. This is a sharp-toothed steel wheel

attached to a handle. It is usually used with

Dressmaker’s Carbon Paper but is also handy

when you are making patterns or transferring

patterns on brown paper. Lay a magazine or news-

paper under the brown paper and place the paper

pattern over the brown paper. Run the tracing

wheel down seamlines, darts, etc., and a per-

forated line will mark the brown paper. If you

lack a tracing wheel, use your sewing machine

(not threaded) and you will obtain the same

results.

Dressmaker’s carbon paper. This is used with a

tracing wheel to transfer pattern markings to

fabric. This paper comes in packages of assorted

colours and the directions and illustrations for its

use are printed on the package.

Dressmaker’s carbon paper should be used

with discretion. The marks are very difficult to

remove from some fabrics, and so cannot be

used on the right side of the fabric. It is advisable

to use tailor’s tacks for many parts of your

pattern.

Plastic triangle. This is an 8", 45° set square of

the type used by draftsmen. It is useful for cutting

bias—lay one side of the right angle along a

grainline and the side of the triangle opposite the

right angle (the hypotenuse) marks the true bias.

It is also useful for “squaring” buttonholes

with the centre front line of a garment, etc.
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Tailor’s chalk. There are two kinds; both come in small, flat pieces. The
chalky type in white or in colours may be used on all fabrics. The waxy
type is for wool fabrics only. If the wax chalk is used on other fabrics, it

often leaves an oily mark when pressed, which does not occur on pure

wool. Tailor’s chalk can be used to mark alterations, buttonholes, pockets,

etc.

There are many gadgets available at notions departments and sewing

centres that may save time or be handy as “extras” for the home sewer.

Look them over from time to time if you wish to add to your sewing

equipment.

Bodkin. This is very useful for inserting elastic or ribbon. A bodkin re-

sembles a thick, blunt needle with a large eye and is made of plastic or

metal.

Basting thread. A soft, fine thread that does not readily mark the fabrics

when pressed. Pure silk thread leaves the least mark on velvet and other

pile fabrics.

Stiletto. A pointed instrument for making holes for hand-worked eyelets

in belts or laced openings. It is also used for making eyelets in embroidery

work.

Metal rod or knitting needle. A large knitting needle with the end blunted

or a metal rod -inch in diameter is useful for turning belts.

Orange stick. This is useful for shaping corners of collars, cuffs, or lapels.

Scrapbook

From time to time, many hints on the care of fabrics, stitching synthetics,

etc. appear in newspapers and magazines. Clip out these articles and

keep them in a large envelope.

Clip out garment illustrations that appeal to you. Some may have

interesting button arrangements, others, ideas for applying lace or eyelet

edging, rick-rack, bias tape; unusual pocket flaps or collar shapes.

Save attractive plaid or striped garments and attractive colour com-

binations.

After you have accumulated quite a number of clippings, sort them

and paste them in your scrapbook under suitable headings. You will find

that these suggestions are “dateless” and will prove helpful when you are

making new garments or re-styling old ones. Many patterns that you have

used successfully may be re-used and look quite different by tricks such

as changing the shape of the collar or cuffs, using a contrasting binding

or an unusual button arrangement, etc.



Use

threads

and

needles

(hand

sewing

or

machine)

in

fine

sizes

for

sheer

fabrics,

medium-size

threads

and

needles

for

medium-weight

fabrics,

and

coarse

threads

and

needles

for

heavy

fabrics.

These

are

described

in

detail

on

the

chart

given

below.

If

you

follow

the

directions

carefully,

your

success

in

sewing

will

be

greatly

increased.
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Please

note

that

the

three

kinds

of

hand

sewing

needles

differ

only

in

length.

With

experience

you

will

find

which

length

suits

you

best.

Embroidery

needles

with

a

long

eye

are

often

used

for

hand

sewing.
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Types of cotton thread

Six Cord Cotton Thread is spun of carefully selected long staple cotton

fibres. Six strands are twisted together to make a single thread which is

strong, smooth, even and elastic. In white it is made in ten sizes, from

size 10, very coarse, to size 80, very fine. In black it is made in eight sizes,

from 10 to 60. Size 40 is also made in numerous colours. Coloured Six

Cord is called Machine Cotton and is suitable for sewing on heavy fabrics.

Super Sheen is mercerized sewing thread. This means that cotton thread

has been given a special treatment with caustic soda at low temperature

which makes it strong, lustrous and easy to dye. It comes in many
beautiful colours which are fast to boiling.
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The sewing machine

When you are learning to sew, it is necessary to learn:

1. the names of the main parts of the machine.

2. how to thread the machine properly.

3. how to make simple adjustments.

4. the cause of common machine troubles and how to correct them.

5. how to clean the machine.

Repairmen for sewing machine companies receive many calls for simple

adjustments which anyone who uses a sewing machine should be able to

make. Why pay service charges when you can correct the trouble yourself?

The principal sewing-machine parts

The presser foot holds the fabric against the feed dog and is raised or

lowered into position by operating the presser bar lever.

The presser bar lever is located at the back of the machine and its pur-

pose is to lower and raise the presser foot or any attachment that is attached
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to the presser bar.

The throat plate is the part directly under the needle through which the

needle passes and through which the feed dog operates.

The feed dog is the mechanism which moves the fabric. When sewing,

the feed dog rises a precise amount above the throat plate, grips the material

against the presser foot and moves the fabric after each stitch is formed.

The principal parts for winding a bobbin

To prepare the machine
for sewing
There are general rules that apply

to the threading of all machines.

Wind the bobbin evenly. The
bobbin is filled with a thread identi-

cal to that used for the upper thread-

ing. The bobbin must be wound
evenly to work properly in the

machine. It must be wound in level

layers and should never be wound
so fully that it is tight in the bobbin

case. If the bobbin has thread on it,

always remove this thread before

winding,
. so that the thread can be

started on the bobbin by passing the

thread end through the eyelet in its

side. This method provides even

handling of the bobbin thread to the

very end, and is important because

the quality and regularity of the

stitch is influenced by the free flow

of thread from the bobbin.

1 . Loosen stop motion screw by turning it over toward you as illustrated.

2. Raise bobbin winder and position bobbin on spindle.

3. Press winder against the hand wheel.

4. Place thread on spool pin and lead between bobbin winder tension

discs.

5. Thread through hole in left side of bobbin as shown.

6. Hold thread end to start winding.
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7. Activate machine.

8. Full bobbin will automatically release.

9. Tighten stop motion screw.

Bobbin case threading

Z,3 4 5

To thread the bobbin case, raise the take-up lever to its highest point.

1. Hold bobbin so that thread leads off in direction shown.

2. Place bobbin in case.

3. Lead thread into slot 1 and under spring 2.

4. Draw thread into notch in bobbin case 3. Pull about three inches of

thread across the bobbin.

5. Close slide plate allowing thread to enter notch.

Upper threading
The upper threading of the Singer

sewing machine is simple and fol-

lows a natural sequence.

1. Raise take-up lever to highest

point.

2. Lead thread from spool pin

through threading points shown, and

in this sequence:

Thread guide

Tension

Thread guide

Take-up lever

Thread guides

Needle.

3. The direction for threading the needle varies in different class ma-
chines. Some are threaded from left to right, others right to left, and still

others front to back.

4. Draw sufficient thread through eye of needle with which to start

sewing.
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T0 prepare for sewing

1. Draw up bobbin thread by holding the needle thread lightly with the

left hand.

2. Turn hand wheel toward you until needle goes down and up again and

take-up lever is at its highest point.

3. Pull needle thread and bobbin thread will follow.

4. Pull end of bobbin thread through needle hole, using the right hand.

5. Place both needle and bobbin threads diagonally under presser foot.

This rule applies to all sewing machines.

All sewing machine companies have a book that accompanies their ma-

chines, outlining their operation and care. Learn the names of the main

parts of the machine; how to thread the machine and the shuttle or bobbin-

case; and how to care for the machine.

The care of the machine is very simple. Do not neglect it. Keep it clean

—

wipe off all dust on the machine head and underneath the head. Dust

and lint from the fabrics collect around the oily portions of the machine.

A well-tended machine will give faithful service and stitch well.

All oiling points are outlined in the instruction books and should be

followed carefully. If there is “gummed” oil in the moving parts, kerosine

will loosen it. Use a clean 1-inch paint brush dipped in kerosine; wipe

off the excess oil, then oil all moving parts with a good grade of machine

oil. Thread the machine and stitch on a piece of waste material until

all the surplus oil has been worked out.

If your machine is not feeding properly, the difficulty is often due to

pressure too light for the material sewn. (Remember that heavy materials

require more pressure; the finer the material, the lighter the pressure.)

Then again, the cause may be that the teeth of the feed dog have worn

smooth. Test the feed dog by running your finger over the teeth—if

worn, it should be replaced. The teeth wear smooth if the machine is

run with the presser foot lowered and no material under it. (Remember

to raise the presser foot at the end of each stitching.) Other causes of

improper feeding are: stitch adjuster set in neutral position; loose thumb-

screw in the feed lowering device; or needle slightly bent.

If the machine is working heavily, the cause may be: gummed oil; belt

too tight; belt too loose; bobbin winder left down, bringing pressure on

balance wheel.

One eommon cause of machine trouble is improper threading. Re-
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thread the machine and the shuttle or bobbin case.

Sometimes bits of lint become lodged between the tension discs of the

upper thread tension control or under the tension spring on the bobbin

case. Re-threading the machine and bobbin case will usually remove the

lint. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Another common problem is an improperly set needle. It may be set

in backwards or it may not be set in far enough. On most machines the

needle should be set in as far as possible, with the “groove” which runs

the length of the needle facing the side from which the machine is threaded.

For other troubles consult the instruction book that comes with the

machine.

The cloth guide

This is standard equipment with most machines. It is a help in straight

stitching. The guide is fastened to the machine by means of a thumb

screw and can be adjusted to various distances from the needle as desired.

If set for the width of the seam allowance, it helps you to keep an

accurate seam. It is also useful for edge stitching on garments and for

tucks.

If there is no cloth guide with your machine, a strip of adhesive tape or

a line scratched on the throat plate will act as a guide. If scratching a

line, do so carefully, and file off any rough edges, so that they will not

snag delicate fabrics.

Some machine companies have scored throat plates—the markings

indicate the various seam widths. These can be purchased and are more

satisfactory than using a cloth guide. The distance from the needle to the

outer edges of the general presser foot is V4 ". On the straight-stitch presser

foot, the left side is 14" and the right side is Vs". These measurements

are for your convenience in stitching specified widths.

SUGGESTIONS
Adjusting bobbin

When adjusting bobbin tension for elastic thread or for nylon thread,

first mark the “neutral” position of the screw with a pin or needle by

scratching a mark opposite the line of the screw. If you do not do so, you

will have difficulty in setting the screw back to the correct position for

ordinary sewing. To adjust, turn the screw 14 turn and test a sample. If

the tension is not loose enough, turn another 14 turn, and so on, until

satisfactory tension is obtained. It is advisable to make a note of the

amount you turned the screw and consult your note when setting the

screw in “neutral” position for regular sewing.

Sewing with elastic thread
Instructions often accompany the thread. Read them carefully. Elastic

thread is used on the bobbin of the sewing machine. Wind it loosely,

using the bobbin winder. Adjust the bobbin tension on the bobbin case
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so that the elastic thread pulls out easily with a little stretching. Be sure

that the thread is passed under the tension clip on the bobbin.

If you are shirring silks, woollens, or rayons, use a silk thread in the

needle. If shirring cottons or linens, use a mercerized thread. Use the

same colour as the fabric or a contrasting colour. Set the machine stitch

at about 7 stitches to the inch—two inches should shirr up to one inch.

Tighten the top tension slightly. It is always best to mark in pencil the

lines you want to follow in shirring. Test a sample of your fabric. A long

stitch will give full shirring and a short stitch gives tight shirring—adjust

to get the effect you desire. When the sample is satisfactory, sew your

material the same as you would if you were using ordinary thread. Hold

the material flat so that the needle goes through evenly and straight. You
will notice that the material shirrs as soon as it passes the presser foot.

Tie the ends of the thread together at the end of each row.

When sewing two or more rows, hold the previous row stretched out as

you work in order to keep the shirring even and the stitches opposite

one another for a pleasing effect.

Soft, lightweight materials shirr more easily than stiff or heavy fabrics.

For tips on sewing the various types of fabric, consult the section of

this book on “Fabrics That Present Special Problems.”

A FEW GENERAL RULES
1. Use a sharp needle.

2. Use a fine needle (size 9 or 11) for all closely woven fabrics and for

knitted fabrics.

3. Special needles are available for leatherette fabrics and for leather.

4. Make a number of practice seams. Always practise on two layers of

material. Stitch seams on the

(1) lengthwise grain,

(2) crosswise grain,

(3) bias grain.

These seams may be used later for practice pressing. Bias seams never

pucker as readily as those on the grainline.

5. Some fabrics handle more easily if held with one hand behind the

needle and the other in front of the needle. Guide the fabric evenly under

the needle.

6. Puckered seams. On some fabrics the puckering will appear to press

out, then come back. To avoid puckering, use a fine needle, stitch slowly,

and use the correct stitch length and tension. If necessary stitch over

strips of paper. Try different weights of paper.

Stitch length:

ordinary fabrics— 12-15 stitches per inch

heavy fabrics— 10-12

sheer fabrics— 14-16

very sheer— 16-20
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7. A narrow zig-zag stitch is most satisfactory for knitted fabrics because

the seam will “give” when the fabric stretches, and the stitching will not

break,

8. A zig-zag stitch is best for stitching elastic to garments.

9. Napped or pile fabrics should be stitched with the pile, not against

it. Use a slightly longer stitch for heavy nap or pile, so that the pile is not

held down too tightly.

10. Use heavy pressure for heavy fabrics and light pressure for lightweight

fabrics.

11. When joining a plain and a pile fabric, pin the entire seam; baste

with short stitches; then machine stitch with the plain fabric on top.

Often two rows of basting, one on either side of the stitching line, will

be more satisfactory than one row.

12. When joining bias to a straight seam, pin the entire seam, baste with

short stitches, and machine stitch with the bias on top.

13. To keep seams, particularly shoulder seams and neck edges, of

loosely woven fabrics from stretching, it is advisable to cut a strip of silk

seam binding in half and baste it to the seamline. Stitch through the tape

when stitching the seam.

14. When sewing plastic, use a fine needle and long stitch. Tissue paper

placed next to the machine will keep the plastic from sticking to the

machine. Some plastics have a powdery film on the surface and paper is

not necessary.

A clear plastic tape (“iron on”) is available and can be used to mend
plastic fabrics and to put up hems. Set the iron for rayon-low and always

use a thin press cloth.

THE BUTTONHOLER ATTACHMENT
1. Always use the feed cover plate.

2. Be sure to adjust the pressure (screw on the top of presser bar) so

that it is sufficient to hold the cloth firmly.

3. A piece of paper over the fabric will eliminate the danger of the

teeth catching into the threads of some fabrics. Slide the paper over the

fabric again when removing the garment after the buttonhole is finished.

4. A strip of paper placed under the fabric while you are making the

buttonhole helps with problem fabrics. The paper is easily torn away later.

Try sample buttonholes using different weights of paper, and select the

weight most suitable for the fabric.

5. Loosely woven fabrics and all knit fabrics should have an interfacing

of a firm fabric to keep the buttonholes in shape. Select the interfacing to

suit the fabric; e.g. organdy or fine lawn for lightweight fabrics and

sheers; firm cotton or taffeta for wool or rayon garments.

6. An eyelet template is available for your buttonholer.
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Pressing

PRESSING EQUIPMENT
Ironing board. A well-padded ironing board with a removable muslin cover

is recommended. The cover should be washed well to remove all sizing

before it is used. Change the cover often—a stained or scorched cover may
soil light coloured fabrics when they are pressed. Metal-insulated ironing

board covers are satisfactory for general use.

Sleeve board. Use a well-padded sleeve board with a removable cover.

Dry iron. It is preferable to use an iron with an automatic heat regulator

indicating the temperatures for different fibres.

Steam iron. A steam iron is very convenient. It can be used on the right

side of some fabrics without a press cloth. On all dark fabrics, it is

advisable to use a thin press cloth. Dark fabrics tend to shine easily,

particularly at seams, darts, tucks, and thick edges. Use of a press cloth

will avoid a shine.

Steam irons are available that can be used wet or dry and have an

automatic heat regulator.

Press cloths.

1 . For ordinary pressing and for lightweight fabric use a lightweight press

cloth, well washed to remove sizing and approximately 18 x 36 inches in

size. Lightweight muslin or a sugar bag is suitable.

2. Use a heavy press cloth of cotton canvas or cotton drill, approximately

18 X 36 inches, well washed to remove sizing, for pressing heavy fabrics

and for fabrics which shine readily.

An even distribution of moisture is obtained if the press cloth is im-

mersed in water and wrung out.

Some tailors prefer to use a linen canvas press cloth—inexpensive linen

canvas interfacing is suitable. Because linen holds more heat than the other

fabrics, a good press is obtained with little effort.

For the same reason tailors cover all their press mitts, hams, sleeve

boards, and ironing boards with linen canvas.

3. Chemically treated press cloths can be purchased which are to be
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used according to the accompanying instructions. These cannot be launder-

ed. They may be used instead of the heavy press cloth.

Press mitt. A press mitt can be made or purchased at a sewing centre or

notions department. It is excellent for pressing short, curved seams, puff

sleeves, etc.

Tailor’s ham or cushion. This is a large cushion

shaped like a ham. It can be made in any size (one

10 X 16 inches is very useful). A tailor’s ham is

necessary to press shaped sections (bust, hip, etc.)

which will not lie flat on the ironing board yet re-

quire a “good press”. It can be made as follows:

Make a paper pattern of desired size and shaped like an egg or ham.

Use 2 pieces of unbleached muslin (washed to remove sizing). Cut the

muslin. To shape the ham, make four darts 2 inches deep at the larger

end and two darts 1 V2 inches deep at the smaller end. Sew edges together,

using a small stitch and strong thread, leaving a short opening along one

side for stuffing.

Stuff very firmly; the stuffing tends to flatten with use so pack it as

hard as possible. Soft wool, used knit fabrics, used nylon hose, cotton

wadding, “waste” (cotton string used by mechanics for wiping grease),

or sawdust may be used.

Close the opening by whipping the edges together.

Some dressmakers and tailors have hams in assorted sizes that give

them a variety of curved surfaces for pressing.

Seam board. A rolling pin about 20 inches

long and 2V2 to 3 inches in diameter, with

one side cut flat so it will not roll. The

seam board may be padded slightly and

covered, if desired. Some tailors prefer them

uncovered for “pressing on wood” and

place a heavy cloth over them when they want a covering.

A seam board is very useful when you are pressing long, straight seams.

Lay the seam along the curved top of the board; finger press the seam

open, dampening your finger if desired. Use a press cloth and iron and

press the seam open. The edges of the seam will not mark through the

fabric.

The seam board may be used to press sleeve seams. Slip the board

inside the sleeve, seams outside. Press a very short portion of the seam

at one time, shifting the sleeves when necessary so as to maintain the

elbow shaping.

Some tailors make a sleeve cushion shaped like a sleeve. Use a two-

piece sleeve pattern, taking large seams, so that the cushion will be small

enough to slip inside all sleeves. Use circular or slightly oval-shaped sec-

tions to close the ends. Pad as for the tailor’s ham.
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Seam roll. A seam roll is a substitute for a seam board. It may be made
by rolling a magazine or magazines very tightly. Tie them with strong

thread at regular intervals or wrap the thread spirally to hold the roll.

Cover with strong, washed muslin. The seam roll will not prove as

permanent a piec^of equipment as the wooden rolling pin.

Wooden block. A wooden press block

is very useful for tailoring. Pressing heavy

fabrics against wood produces a flat edge

(collars, jacket fronts, cuffs, pockets)

and gives a professional finish.

The wooden block may be a piece of 1-inch

wooden plank 9 or lOx 15 or 16 inches, or

it may be shaped similar to a cheese. A cheese

block is more useful because you can use the

curved surface as well as the flat one.

Wooden paddle, (also called a clapper or spanker) This is a shaped wooden

tool with a finger grip hollowed on the side edges

for flattening the edges of wool fabrics. Spread the

edge to be flattened on the wooden press board.

Cover the edge with a heavy press cloth and dampen
it. Press with a moderately hot iron. While the

fabric is still “steamy”, pound the edges with the paddle to flatten them.

A flat edge may be obtained on most fabrics without pounding. Hold

the paddle firmly over the steamy portion. The wood absorbs the steam.

Turn the paddle occasionally and hold it on the cloth until all the steam

is absorbed. This treatment is excellent for pleats, trouser creases, collars,

cuffs, and lapel edges.

Be sure to hold the paddle on the fabric until all the moisture is ab-

sorbed. The fabric will feel dry while it is still warm, but when cool it

will be slightly moist, and the edge will not be so flat as it should be;

You can test for flatness by squeezing the edge with your fingers; if

it will flatten under the fingers it is possible to press it flatter.

It takes longer to absorb all the moisture from some fabrics than from

others.

A sponge or paint brush is useful for separating seam edges and damp-

ening seams slightly.

Beeswax or block of paraffin wax. Wrap the wax in cloth, and rub it

over the flat surface of the iron while the iron is slightly warm. This re-

moves the “coating” that forms on the iron when it is continually pressing

new fabrics. Rub off any remaining wax on old cloth or paper.

Irons may also be cleaned by placing salt on a piece of paper and rub-

bing the iron back and forth over the salt. The iron can be warm or cold.

Velvet press board.

1. This is a wooden board covered with very fine, short, wire bristles.
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Lay the velvet, pile down, against the wire board. Lay a dry press cloth

against the wrong side of the velvet. Lay a damp cloth over this. Bring a

warm iron close to the damp cloth (do not rest the iron on the cloth).

The steam will penetrate into the velvet and flatten seams or edges.

2. Velvet press kits are available at sewing centres or notions depart-

ments. They contain a specially prepared plush press pad and a special press

cloth. They should be used according to instructions. This kit is also useful

for pressing embroidered or beaded fabrics.

6" enamel bowl. This is useful to hold water for dipping the sponge or

brush to dampen the press cloth.

If you do not have a complete set of pressing equipment (such as

tailor’s ham, sleeve roll, cheese board, etc.) it is amazing how various

sizes of bottles, sealers, and pyrex bowls, covered with cloths, will solve

the problem of pressing curved or shaped seams. A turkish towel rolled

into a firm ball and covered with a smooth cloth makes a good substitute

for a press mitt.

To test samples of fabrics for pressing it is advisable to sew both a

seam and a dart in a sample. Most materials will shine when several thick-

nesses are pressed, but no shine is obvious on a single thickness of the

fabric.

PRESSING
See the section of this book on “Fabrics That Present Special Problems”

for definite suggestions for pressing certain fabrics.

When pressing all fabrics, press—don’t rub. This means setting the iron

on the fabric, then raising it very slightly and moving it to the next portion

of the fabric. Do not bear down on the iron and rub across the fabric

—

pressure and rubbing will stretch the fabric.

Always press with the grain of the fabric.

Cotton
A press cloth is not necessary to press most cottons. Dampness may be

applied directly to the fabric; a steam iron is good.

A fairly hot iron may be used. If your iron has a fabric dial indicator,

set it for cotton.

On dark-coloured cottons use a thin press cloth for more than one thick-

ness of fabric, such as darts, tucks, hems, etc. Press these portions from

the inside first, then press from the outside lightly.

Linen
Use the fabric dial or have the iron slightly hotter than for cotton.

Use a thin press cloth for dark linens and for the thick portions of the

garment.

Press from the inside first, then press lightly from the outside.

Pure silk

Set the fabric dial for silk or use a moderate iron. Test the heat on a

sample of fabric.
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Wash silks can be ironed, from the inside, without a press cloth. Use

a thin press cloth or tissue paper for outside pressing.

Rayon
Cellulose rayon will take a medium hot iron. Acetate will take a warm
iron. Test a sample of the fabric before pressing. Use a thin press cloth,

slightly damp.

1. Water-marking. Many silks or rayons water-mark when pressed with

a damp cloth. To avoid this, place a thin press cloth in water. Wring it

as dry as possible. Then run the iron over the entire press cloth to take

out the “sizzle” (excess water). This will leave the press cloth slightly

damp, so that it will not mark any fabric.

2. Press all seams on rayon fabrics from the inside. “Touch up” lightly

from the outside with a dry press cloth.

3. Seam edge marking. Cut strips of medium-weight brown paper 2

inches in width. Lay a strip under each edge and under the edges of darts,

tucks, and pleats. This will prevent the edges marking the body of the

fabric.

For curved or shaped seams, shape the paper strips to fit the seams.

Remember
Test all rayons before pressing. If the iron sticks even slightly,

it is too hot. Reduce the heat until the iron slides smoothly

over the surface of the fabric. There is no remedy for rayon

exposed to too much heat.

Wool
Wool takes a moderately hot iron but will scorch and shrink if too much
heat is applied. Teethe heat of the iron on a sample—soft, napped sur-

faces tend to scorch very quickly. It is pdssiblc"to scorch the wool fabric

and not the press cloth because cotton will stand more heat than wool.

Great care must be taken in pressing wool garments if you wish to

obtain a professional finish. Do not hurry. Good pressing is just as

important as good sewing.

Some tailors like to use a damp, thin, wool press cloth next to the

fabric and a dry, medium-weight, cotton press cloth over the wool press

cloth. Or they use a damp, wool press cloth under the fabric, a dry, wool

one on top of the fabric, then a damp, cotton press cloth on top of that.

This arrangement forces the steam into the fabric.

Do not press wool fabrics completely dry or they will tend to shine.

If a nap is present, it will be flattened. Leave a very slight dampness in

the fabric. Lay the garment flat on a table or place it on a hanger to dry.

In areas that require a very flat finish (garment edges, collars, cuffs,

etc.), be sure to absorb all the moisture with the wooden paddle.
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Press with the lengthwise grain of the fabric; “lower and lift” the iron,

moving it before it leaves an imprint on the fabric.

Lift the press cloth occasionally to release the steam.

Use strips of brown paper under the edges of seams, darts, tucks, and

pleats and under hem edges.

A scrap of the garment fabric used between the press cloth and the

garment will often prevent a shine.

A turkish towel laid over the ironing board or the pressing ham will

prevent many pile fabrics from becoming flattened. Place the pile side of

the fabric against the towel.

To prevent long straight edges from becoming curved, draw a chalk line

on the ironing board with a long ruler and use this as a guide for keeping

the garment edge straight.

If a shine does appear, “steam it off” immediately. Place a very damp
press cloth over the shiny area and bring the iron close to the wet cloth.

It will “sizzle”, forcing the steam into the wool fabric. Do not rest the iron

on the fabric. When the sizzling stops, lift the press cloth and brush the

shiny area with a scrap of the same fabric as the garment. Repeat this

procedure until the shine disappears.

If the shine is very difficult to remove, brush the fabric lightly, while it

is still “steamy”, with a wire brush of the type used for suede shoes.

Nylon, Orion, and other man-made fibres

Set the fabric indicator for synthetics. Test a sample; too hot an iron

will damage the fabric. These fabrics may be pressed wet or dry. You
can use a steam iron if you wish. If the fabric is dark in colour, you

probably will need to use a thin press cloth.

If you happen to be unfortunate and scorch a fabric, here are some
suggestions for scorch removal.

Cotton or linen
1. Dampen the scorched area and expose it to sunlight until it is dry.

Repeat until the scorch has disappeared.

OR
2. Sponge the scorched area with a solution of hydrogen peroxide— 1 part

of 3% hydrogen peroxide to 20 parts of water.
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Lay the fabric over a folded turkish towel. Sponge the fabric with the

solution, and leave it for a few minutes. Move the fabric to a dry section

of the towel, and sponge with clear water. Repeat if necessary.

As this solution is a mild bleach, it may affect coloured fabrics. Test

a sample before using.

Silk and rayon
A light scorch may be removed with water and sunlight or the peroxide

solution. Test a sample if you are using peroxide on a coloured fabric.

Deeply scorched rayons and silks are beyond remedy.

Wool
If wool is lightly scorched, rub the scorched area very lightly with very fine

sandpaper or emery board, such as that used for manicuring fingernails.

If the fabric has no obvious nap, brush it very, very lightly.

The hydrogen peroxide solution will not harm any fabric, but test a

sample if the fabric is coloured. A very small amount of ammonia added

to the solution makes it more effective for “difficult” scorches.

07
PRESSING VELVET
Rayon or silk

1. Use a velvet press board or the velvet pressing kit according to instruc-

tion.

OR
2. Use an ordinary iron, and place a folded newspaper or a magazine on

the ironing board for protection. Turn the hot iron on its side, between

two bricks. Lay several thicknesses of very wet cloth over the hot iron.

Steam will soon rise. Cover the wet cloth with a heavy press cloth (moving

it when it becomes damp).

Open the seams with your fingers. Hold the seam side down and draw

it lightly back and forth over the edge of the iron. Do not touch any por-

tion of the velvet that has been steamed or it will flatten. These marks are

very difficult to steam out.

Pressing velvet is a very slow procedure, as you can only do a small

portion at a time, and velvet must be thoroughly dry before you can

handle it for further pressing. However, if you plan your pressing and

sewing keeping this in mind, you can work on some parts of the garment

while other parts are drying.

Change wet cloths as soon as they stop steaming, and change the dry

press cloth whenever it becomes wet or it will mark your fabric.

Areas where there are several thicknesses of velvet (darts, tucks, cross

seams) will require more pressure when they are drawn over the edge of
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the iron. These portions may be slapped smartly with a whisk.

If you have not had experience in pressing velvet, practise on scraps

of fabric containing seams, darts, etc. until you acquire the “feel”.

Velveteen and corduroy
These fabrics are cotton and may be pressed with a thin, damp press

cloth and a steam iron, using a turkish towel over the ironing board. Use

very little pressure on the iron and press from the wrong side of the fabric.

For very thick areas, use wet cloths, a dry press cloth, a hot iron, and

a whisk as for silk velvet.

SUGGESTIONS FOR GOOD PRESSING
1. Press skirt seams from the lower edge up to the waistline; crosswise

seams from the outside in toward the centre of the garment. This follows

your direction of stitching and the garment is less apt to be pressed out of

shape.

2. Press curved seams over a tailor’s ham.

3. Armhole seams. Press only the top half, usually toward the sleeve.

The lower half of the armhole stands up under the arm. This procedure

does vary occasionally, depending on the effect desired. It is advisable to

consult your pattern guide before pressing.

4. Pleats. A piece of heavy brown paper or lightweight cardboard placed

between the garment and the pleat edge will prevent the pleat’s marking

the fabric. Use your wooden paddle for a sharp, flat edge—see page 130.

5. Gathers. Press with the point of the iron into the gathers, raising the

fabric off the board slightly to avoid pressing the gathers flat.

6. Hems. Press hems from the bottom edge up—never around the skirt,

or you may “ripple” the lower edge. Lay the hem lengthwise on your

ironing board.

Press sleeve hems from the right side, with brown paper between hem and

sleeve; otherwise the hem appears full when the sleeve is turned right

side out.

7. Zippers. Place a thick towel or folded cloth over the zipper and a

press cloth over that. This will prevent the shiny ridge that often results

when the fabric is pressed over the metal without some protection.
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Body measurements in relation

to pattern selection

It is necessary to know your body measurements in order to choose a

pattern of the correct size. Some alterations will, no doubt, be necessary,

because only about two people out of every hundred have a perfect figure.

Commercial patterns have been standardized, but ready-to-wear gar-

ments have not, so there will be little relation between the size you wear

in a ready-made garment and the size you require in a commercial pattern.

Patterns are designed for various figure types, and the pattern sizes are

based on actual body measurements. The different types and their cor-

responding measurements are listed in the pattern books. Study the char-

acteristics of each type and compare their body measurements with your

own. Decide which type is most like yours and determine the size and type

of pattern that you require.

TAKING BODY MEASUREMENTS
All measurements should be taken by one person. The individual being

measured should be wearing well-fitting undergarments, a slip, shoes with

comfortable and becoming heels. She should stand in a normal, relaxed

position, not stiff and unnatural, but not slumped. Tie a piece of string

around the natural waistline so that you will have a definite line from

which to take certain measurements.

Bust. Place a tape around the fullest part of the bust in the front, and just

touching the lower tip of the shoulder blade in the back. Keep two or

three fingers under the tape; keep the tape parallel to the floor. Keep the

tape snug but not tight. (On the normal figure the bust point is level with

Fig. 1

136

Fig. 3
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the shoulder blade point.) If the individual has a low, heavy bustline, add

an extra half-inch to the measurement for ease.

High bust measurement. In the case of a large bust

it is advisable to take a high bust measurement. If

there is a difference of several inches or more be-

tween this measurement and the measurement over

the fullest part of the bust, it is better to buy a size

smaller than the actual bust measurement and cut

the garment to fit the figure. The reason for this is

that the individual’s bone structure is not in keeping

with the bust measurement, and the garment will fit

better in the shoulders, neckline, chest, and armholes if the size is deter-

mined from the additional measurement.

The high bust measurement is taken by placing the tapeline under the

arms, straight across the back, and over the bust in front. Keep several

fingers under the tape at the side of the body, where the flesh is firm; keep

the tape snug but not tight.

Waist. The string marks the position of the natural waistline. This measure-

ment should not be taken too snugly. Keep four fingers under the tape

when measuring.

Hip. On a normal figure, the hip measurement is taken at a point 7 inches

below the natural waistline. Keep several fingers under the tape and keep

the tape parallel to the floor. The tape should fall over the fullest part of

the hip. As this point may be from 6 to 10 inches below the waist, it will

be necessary to note carefully the fullest part of the hip of every individual

that you measure. If needed, take another measurement in addition to the

7-inch level. Note the distance from the waistline and check the skirt pat-

tern at this point.

Neck to Waist. Measure from the “socket” or “collar button” bone down
the centre back to the waistline. You will add Vi inch for ease and for

shoulder pads if needed. Suppose the body measurement is 16—the

finished garment will measure I6V2. When you check the back neck to

waist measurement on your paper pattern, keep this extra half-inch in

mind or your finished garment may be slightly short-waisted.

Down centre front measure from the hollow at the base of the neck to

the waist.

On mature figures, take an “over the bust” measurement as well, mea-

suring from the centre of the shoulder, over the fullest part of the bust,

to the waist.

If the individual has a slightly rounded back, take an “over the shoulder

blade” measurement from the centre of the shoulder to the waist.

Important. You will notice in the case of low hip fullness, large bust and

shoulder blade fullness we took extra measurements—because extra length

and width will be necessary in the garment to accommodate these curves.
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If you allow this length and width when cutting your garment, it will

simplify the fitting and, later, alterations.

Sleeve. Place a pencil under the arm and have the individual hold it in

place to establish the base of the armscye (armhole) about Wi inches

below the highest part of the underarm hollow. This point is rather indefi-

nite, and it takes a great deal of practice to take accurate sleeve measure-

ments.

It is important to check the overarm measurement on your pattern. Note

whether the sleeve is set at the natural shoulder. The underarm measure-

ment on the pattern varies according to the cut of the garment—if the

armhole is loose fitting this measurement may be considerably less than

the body measurement.

1. Overarm measurement—taken from the shoulder tip point, over the

elbow point, down the back of the arm to the wrist, while the arm is

slightly bent. See Figure 1

.

To establish the shoulder tip point, feel for the end of the shoulder bone

—if the individual raises her arm, wrinkles will appear at this point.

2. Underarm—taken from the armpit or base of the armscye (pencil

marks the position) down the inside of the arm to the inside of the wrist,

the arm hanging naturally. See Figure 2.

3. Bicep—or girth of arm—taken in a position in line with the armpit.

(In standard size patterns, 2 inches is added to provide ease; this is the

minimum.) See Figure 3.

4. Wrist—taken around the wrist exactly over the wrist joint (1 inch

added for normal ease.)

Measure both arms, as they often vary in size.

Fig. 1
Fig. 3

Fig. 2
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For raglan or kimono sleeves
1. Sleeve length is measured in the same manner

as for a man’s sleeve length. Measure from the

socket bone at the base of the neck, along the

shoulder to the tip or edge, and down over the el-

bow to the wrist.

2. Fullest part of upper arm. Measure around the

arm at the fullest part, which is usually about 2"

below the underarm level.

3. Around the body measurement. This measure-

ment is useful in determining the amount of ease

allowed in a paper pattern for a raglan sleeve.

Place the tape around the body over the heaviest

part of the arms and across the chest and back.

Measure the distance from the neck down to the

tape

(1) at centre front

(2) at centre back.

Check the paper patten^ at this level; take

finished measurements. Do not include seam allow-

ances. Suggested ease is approximately 7"; in the

case of coats, approximately 10". The ease depends

a great deal on the individual. It is best to check

a garment of a similar cut that you have been wear-

ing and have found comfortable. m
Additional Measurements. Some custom dressmakers and

tailors take the chest width at a point 2>V2 to 4 inches below

the hollow at the base of the throat from armscye to armscye

(armhole to armhole); the across the shoulder width in the

back, 3 to 4 inches below the socket bone, and sometimes a

second measurement about 7 inches below the socket bone.

Fold the arms naturally across the chest to round the back

slightly, just enough to give the correct amount of ease.

t

surements on your finished garment and on the paper pat- CEN

tern will be greater, as body ease has been allowed in all

Shoulder point width. Taken from one shoulder tip to the

other in both the front and the back.

Neck to floor. Measure from the socket bone down to the

centre back of the waist and down to the floor. (If skirts

are worn 13 inches from the floor—subtract 13 and you will

have the finished garment length.)

For skirts—measure from the waist to the floor. Subtract STRE

13 inches and you will have the finished skirt length.

These are body measurements. The corresponding mea-
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cases. The amount of ease varies, depending on the style and purpose of

the garment. Working garments and sports garments have greater body

ease than those worn for dress wear. It is well to keep this fact in mind

when choosing a pattern—be sure that the style is suited to the purpose

for which you intend to wear the garment.

Check garments that you have been wearing for the ease that you re-

quire, because the amount of ease is definitely a personal preference. Make
a note of these amounts for the different areas of the garment and for the

different types of garments, and cut your garments accordingly.

General guide for normal ease
1. Back shoulder seam—about Vi inch for the curve of the shoulders at

back.

2. Sleeve cap ease—about V/i inches for the curve of the upper arm.

3. Ease through bust—2 to 4 inches.

4. Across chest

—

V4 to Va inch.

5. Across back

—

V2 to % inch.

6. Neck to waist— to V2 inch.

7. Around hips—2 to 4 inches.

8. Around elbow— 1 inch.

9. Lower arm

—

V2 to 1 inch.

10. Around waist— 1 inch.

1 1. Upper arm (2" below arm pit)—3" or more.

12. Shoulder tip to bent elbow

—

V2 ".

13. Shoulder tip and over bent elbow down to wrist—Vi" or 4^".

Remember
These measurements are only approximate and are for smooth-

fitting garments. Extra fullness is allowed if gathers, pleats,

tucks, or darts are used. So choose your pattern with care,

noting darts, tucks, and gathers in order to have the amount

of ease you desire. You cannot expect a lot of ease and full-

ness in a close-fitting garment, and if you try to “put it in”

by cutting the garment larger, you will probably lose the effect or style

intended by the designer and will wonder why your garment does not look

as attractive as the one pictured. Remember, good lines must be cut and

sewn into the garment—they don’t “just happen”. If you change certain

basic pattern lines, you may lose those good lines. Most patterns made by

reliable companies are excellent, and most failures in sewing are caused by

choosing patterns not suitable for the individual or the fabric; by careless-

ness in taking body measurements and in pattern alterations; by careless-

ness in cutting and in sewing; by not being accurate in seam allowances. So

take care in all these things and you will be rewarded by the appearance

and the fit of the finished garment.

Half-size patterns
Perhaps your figure type shows you that half-size patterns are best for you
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(they are designed for mature figures about 5 feet 3 to 5 inches). Probably

you prefer a style shown in the regular sizes. It is a simple matter to

change a regular size pattern to a half size. Proceed as follows:

1. Shorten the bodice about 1 inch.

2. Shorten the skirt 2 or 3 inches.

3. Shorten the sleeves V2 inch above the elbow and V2 inch below the

elbow—a total of 1 inch.

4. Enlarge the hips 1 to 2 inches.

5. Enlarge the waistline 1 to 2 inches.

If your own body measurements do not correspond exactly to those

alterations, make any further adjustments which are required for your

figure.

THE PATTERN
1. Decide on your figure type.

2. Consider the purpose of the garment; remember that a garment de-

signed to fit snugly will not have sufficient ease for activity.

3. Consider the fabric—is it suitable for the style you have chosen and

the purpose?

4. Consider the colour.

Remember that colour, becoming lines, and texture or type of fabric can

do wonders in concealing figure faults. Review the chapters on lines and

colour, and study how each can change the apparent size of the body or

various parts of the body. Use this information to best advantage.

Be honest about your figure faults. Ask yourself these questions: How
do I stand? Are my shoulders straight or slightly rounded? Is my back

straight or am I sway-backed? Is my bust normal, large, or small? Are my
shoulders broad or narrow? Am I short, tall, or of average height?

Choose a style that will conceal as many figure faults as possible. By
choosing your pattern and your fabric carefully, you can make yourself

appear to have an almost perfect figure; you can appear to add pounds if

you are too thin and appear to be slimmer than you really are; you can

conceal most figure faults.

Size of the pattern

If your shoulders are very broad and your bust large in proportion to

your hips, you may find it simpler to buy two patterns—one for the bodice

of the garment and the other for the skirt. Adjust each to the waistline

and you will have a well-fitting garment with a minimum of alteration.

This is rarely necessary for young girls but is often helpful for older

women. See note under High Bust Measurements.

When determining the size of a pattern, you choose the one nearest your

body measurements. If you are half-way between two sizes, choose the

smaller one and increase as necessary. You will obtain a better-fitting

garment.
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For example—if your bust is larger than normal, look at your figure

from the side view. Your body is thicker than normal at bust level, but

the bust points are no further apart than in a normal figure. The same is

true about the distance between the tips of the shoulder blades (bust level

in the back). So the extra fabric is needed at the side of the body. If you

put the extra fabric at the side, the bodice darts, front and back, remain

in their original position.

When patterns are drafted, all darts and shaped seams are carefully

planned to fall at certain points on the body in order to provide the correct

shaping for the body curves. Therefore, if a pattern is much too large and

it is made to fit by taking it in on the side seams, the garment shaping is

shifted to the wrong position on the body.

The same logic applies to skirts. You are not changing the position of

the darts or shaping if you increase on the side seams.

Occasionally the pattern shaping requires changing to conform to the

individual. For example, for very rounded hips, a larger curve is required.

A larger curve can be formed by increasing the width of the dart. This will

decrease the size of the waistline, so a corresponding amount must be

added at the side seams.

If the individual is very flat hipped, a less-than-normal curve is needed.

This can be achieved by decreasing the width of the darts. The waistline

becomes larger and the excess is fitted out at the side seams. The darts can

also be shorter.

The same procedures are used for a large “tummy” and for a very flat

“tummy”.

These procedures are very logical and are just plain common sense. It

is obvious that it is important not to change the position of the darts,

only to alter their width and length, if required by the individual, and to

add extra fabric at the side seams or fit out excess fabric, as the case

may be.

Remember
You obtain a better-fitting garment by increasing rather than

^ pattern if you are half-way between two sizes.

''w-'
gyy dress, blouse, suit, and coat patterns by bust measure-

ment.

Buy slacks and shorts patterns by hip measurement.

Buy slim skirts by hip measurement and alter at the waist as necessary.

Buy flared or full skirts by waist measurement.

CHECKING YOUR BODY MEASUREMENTS
WITH THOSE OF THE PATTERN
Fill in the following chart and check all points carefully before cutting

every garment. All of the points will not relate to every garment, but if
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you fill in the chart, you can check those which relate to the particular

garment being .made and list the alterations required.

Often many of these items are overlooked and you are disappointed in

the sleeve length, the width of the skirt, the width and depth of the neck-

line, the length of the jacket, etc.

On the back of the pattern envelope you will find:

1. length of finished garment,

2. width of lower edge of skirt.

Compare these measurements with a garment that you have been wear-

ing that is becoming and comfortable.

The length of sleeve in the case of those other than full length is a

matter of individual preference. Check this measurement on the paper

pattern and compare it with a garment you are wearing.

For depth and width of collarless necklines, hold the bodice pattern

against your body to determine if the finished neckline is becoming and

as you desire it.

I
Remember

1. A jacket should never end at the widest part of the hips,

as it will add width to the body.

2. Three-quarter sleeves should never end at the same level

as the jacket or they will add body width.

3. Short sleeves should never end at bust level because they^ ' will add body width.

4.

Short jackets, if boxy, should end at a level which shows a slight

body shaping for a more slenderizing effect.

5. Jackets that dip slightly in the centre back, producing a graceful curve

from side seams toward the back, are more flattering than those which are

square across—the usual amount of the curve is Vi ".

6. If a slim skirt does not have a centre back pleat, one may be added.

7. Pleats that extend from hem to waist are more satisfactory than those

that do not; the pleat is less apt to stretch. Cut the pleats to extend to the

waist, and tape the inner or back edge of the pleat. See hint on “taping the

back edge of the pleat”.

Individual’s

Measurement

Pattern

Measurement

Alteration

Required

Bust

Waist

Hip

Neck to waist

Neck to floor

Waist to floor

Hem to floor
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Individual’s Pattern Alteration

Measurement Measurement Required

Sleeve

1. overarm

2. shoulder to elbow

3. bicep

Raglan or kimono sleeve length

Finished length

1. blouse

2. jacket

3. dress

4. skirt

Width at lower edge

Check (before laying out and cutting the garment)

1 . Is the sleeve length as you desire?

2. Is there a pleat in the skirt? Does it extend from hem to waist?

3. Is the jacket length becoming?

4. If a % sleeve, is it the length you find comfortable?

5. How does the length of the sleeve compare with that of the jacket?

6. If the neckline is collarless, are the width and depth becoming?

R emember
Fashions change from season to season, and as they change,

the brassiere and foundation garment manufacturers change

their garments to give girls and women “the fashionable figure”.

If you are wearing new undergarments, re-check your body

measurements.

Pattern companies alter pattern ease to suit the current mode.

Each pattern company has a set of measurements in the front of their

pattern books and in their dressmaking books that they revise from time

to time. If there has been a definite change in the “silhouette” (the out-

line of the figure fashionable at a particular time), it would be advisable

to check these measurements.

The first point to remember in pattern adjustments is to keep the style,

the design lines, and the proportions of your pattern unchanged as far as

possible.

The second point is to keep the “structural” lines or seams unchanged

and located in the same place on the figure. For example, in a six-gored

skirt, if alteration is great, make a small increase or decrease in each gore

so as to keep a balance in the size of the gores.

The third point is not to lose perforations or dart lines when making

alterations in a pattern.
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Use “lined” paper to pin over the slashes when lengthening patterns,

and keep the lines parallel to the grainline.

The original outline of the pattern on curved or slanting seams will

be broken by the pattern adjustments. This break or jog in the seamline

must be corrected very carefully to keep a smooth-flowing seam line.

Check all adjustments carefully with your body measurements. Be sure

they are accurate before cutting material.

You will notice that taking body measurements and making necessary

pattern adjustments are matters of mathematics. If you have been very

careful and very accurate, your garment should fit quite well at the first

fitting. Unless you have a definite figure problem, your garment alteration

should be very slight. This is the method followed by custom dressmakers

and tailors: They sew by measurements and do not waste their customer’s

time as well as their own time by an unnecessary number of fittings.
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Selection of

fabrics and patterns

There are many points to consider and on which to decide before you

choose your fabric and pattern.

Is the garment to be worn in warm, hot, cool, or cold weather?

Is the garment for dress or utility wear?

If a sports garment, is it to be worn for active sportswear or for specta-

tor wear?

Is the garment to be washable or to be dry-cleaned?

How will the new garment fit in with the rest of your wardrobe and

accessories?

It is necessary to consider these points in order to buy wisely and get

good value for your money.

Your knowledge of fabrics, weaves, yarns, and fibres will enable you to

choose the material best suited to your garment and your pattern; keep in

mind the wear or use that the garment will be given.

You will judge the “quality” of the fabric by its appearance, feel, and

durability.

When buying fabrics, keep your own figure in mind. The correct fabric

can flatter you as much as the correct style and can make you appear

taller, shorter, stouter, or slimmer. It is important to choose wisely. See

the Chapters on Colour Magic and Becoming Lines.

INFORMATION ON PATTERN ENVELOPE
Read carefully the back of each pattern envelope for helpful information.

You will find:

1. a list of suggested fabrics. Experts have selected fabrics most suited to

each pattern.

2. whether the pattern can be used for stripes, plaids, or diagonal weaves.

3. whether a nap or pile fabric can be used.

4. if the pattern is suitable for a border print; one of the illustrations on

the front of the envelope will show the pattern made up in a border print,

if such a print is suitable.

5. the yardage given for the various sizes and widths of fabric.

6. suggested notions—such as the zipper length, number of buttons,

amount of thread, seam binding, etc.

7. the amount and type of interfacing required for the garment.

146
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YARDAGE
Nap and pile fabrics require greater yardage, because these fabrics have

an “up and down”, and all pattern pieces must be placed accordingly on

the fabric. Such fabrics are velvet, velveteen, corduroy, heavy satin,

brushed or sueded surfaces.

Rule for nap or pile

Take the two opposite ends of the fabric and hold them up against your

body. Look down on them. One end will appear darker and richer in

colour. Mark this end “top”, and place the top of all pattern pieces facing

the top of the fabric.

On some pile fabrics you can determine the “top” by rubbing your

fingers back and forth over the material to discover in which direction

the pile lies. When looking down into the pile, a richer and darker colour

is obvious.

Shaggy brushed fabrics (coatings) are usually made up with the shag

or brushing hanging “down”.

Unless all parts of the pattern are laid the same way on the fabric,

your finished garment will appear to be made of two different shades of

fabric.

Heavy satin must be treated in the same way as velvet.

One-way designs

The designs on some fabrics have an “up and down”,

and all pattern pieces must be placed one way in

order to keep the designs upright.

The yardage required will be the same as for nap

or pile.

Plaids and stripes require matching; so do large,

bold prints, thus using more material. Pattern envel-

opes do not state how much to allow for matching,

because the amount varies with the size of the stripe, plaid, or printed

design.

Many plaids and stripes are uneven or asymmetrical and so have an

“up and down”.

In plaids or stripes with an even design, the colour and sizes of stripes

repeat themselves in symmetrical order to right and left. This can be

illustrated best by using numbers to designate a particular colour and size

of stripe:

Even plaid or stripes— 4321234321234
Uneven plaid or stripe— 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Uneven plaids or .stripes require the greatest yardage, because it is neces-

sary to buy for “up and down”, as well as for matching the plaid on

adjacent garment pieces.

iE)
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How to determine allowance for matching
Styles suitable for plaids and stripes or large, bold designs do not have

many seams, or pattern pieces, because each seam breaks up the design

and much of the beauty of the fabric is lost.

Consider the size of the design. Supposing it repeats itself every six

inches; you decide the number of matchings required and buy accordingly.

The usual allowance required, supposing one complete pattern in the fabric

is 6 inches, would be

:

For a simple skirt— 1 extra pattern—6 inches

For a simple blouse— 1 extra pattern—6 inches

For a simple jacket— 1 extra pattern—6 inches

For a dress or coat—2 extra patterns— 12 inches.

ALLOWANCE FOR BORDER PRINT
If pattern illustrations show a border print, the yardage will be stated on

the back of the envelope.

These styles usually have a straight skirt, gathered or unpressed pleats,

or pressed pleats. The border is used at the hem edge. The bodice may be

trimmed with the border at neck edge, sleeves, or front closing. The

yardage required depends on the amount of border used.

SUITABILITY OF FABRIC FOR PATTERN
Tailored patterns with sharp pointed details (collars, cuffs, pockets, etc.)

require a firm, closely woven fabric.

Rounded details require a porous, more loosely woven fabric.

Tightly fitted styles require firm, closely woven fabrics. Loosely woven

fabric tends to pull at the seams or to stretch and lose its original shape.

Pleats require a firm, rather crisp fabric that will take a sharp crease

and retain the crease. ( Pleated soft fabrics require constant pressing, which

is not satisfactory.)

Draped effects require a fabric with “drapability”. The fabric must be

soft and pliable, yet have sufficient weight to drape gracefully.

Draped effects usually have a “bias cut”. To test a fabric for drapability,

take one corner and hold the fabric up, allowing it to fall in soft folds or

“to drape”.

Soft details (shirring, pin tucks, smocking) require soft, lightweight,

or sheer materials, such as voile, rayon or nylon sheer, sheer wool, etc.
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The more fullness in the style, the sheerer the material should be.

Intricate style features (such as fancy-shaped collars and cuffs, shaped

details cut in the body seams, top stitching, etc.) require a plain, smooth

fabric or the details are lost in the printed design or in the texture of the

fabric.

Jersey should be chosen very carefully. Some jersey fabrics are firm,

non-sag, and non-stretch—these give you more choice in patterns and

handle easily. Sleazy, stretchy jersey fabrics are most unsatisfactory in

every way. They are difficult to sew, cling to the body, and do not keep

their shape. Unless the style chosen has considerable fullness, it is best

to line the skirt with a firm, lightweight taffeta. This is a good procedure

for any wool fabric dress or skirt and is practised by all good custom dress-

makers, tailors, and high-priced manufacturers.

Remember
^ crepier the fabric, regardless of the fibre content of the

W-M the greater its tendency to shrink or stretch.

2. The smoother the texture, regardless of the fibre content

of the yarn, the more soil resistant it will be. (Taffeta and satin

^ linings in coats will soil less readily than crepe linings.)

^ 3. A glazed fabric tends to resist soil.

Fabrics for tailored garments should be chosen very carefully. Some

fabrics present pressing difficulties to the most experienced dressmaker.

Men’s wear—worsted and gabardines—are examples. (In discussing the

pressing of gabardine with an excellent tailor, he told me that you either

had the “feel” for the pressing of gabardine or you didn’t. Years of exper-

ience didn’t seem to matter. He had had tailors with fifteen years’ experi-

ence who still could not press gabardine—their other pressing was good.)

Men’s wear worsteds are only slightly less difficult to press than gabardine.

The reason for this is that these fabrics have a fine, hard-twisted yarn and

a close, firm weave and do not shrink or press into shape easily (sleeve

caps and bust shaping). These fabrics either have no nap or such a slight

nap that they shine readily when pressed—which presents another problem.

If you observe the sleeve caps on men’s suits, you will note that many
have slight wrinkles near the seam, and you will understand what is meant.

Those suits have been made by professionals. Note the fabric in those

suits—usually it is gabardine or a worsted with a firm weave and hard-

twisted yarn.

Very thick, spongy coatings and coatings with a heavy nap are also

difficult for inexperienced dressmakers to handle.

Dressmakers with limited experience are advised to choose, for tailored

garments, a wool fabric with yarn and weave soft enough to shrink and

take shape. There are many fabrics available that are soft, yet firm, and

have a slight nap: Your choice of fabrics will not be limited.
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TESTING A FABRIC FOR SHRINKAGE
If possible, procure a generous sample—at least 1x2 inches in size,

with a selvage—so that you can easily determine lengthwise and crosswise

grain of the fabric. If the sample is smaller, you can calculate the shrink-

age proportionately.

Trim the raw edges of sample, so that the edges are “clean cut”. Cut a

piece of paper the exact size of the sample. Wet the sample thoroughly and

lay it flat to dry. Do not press it dry.

When the sample is completely dry, compare it with the paper. The
slightest difference in size indicates shrinkage.

Supposing your fabric was cotton, 36 inches wide, and the shrinkage

was 1/32 of an inch in the lengthwise grain and 1/16 of an inch in the

crosswise grain. This may seem a very slight amount, but in a yard of

fabric, it is enough to result in a snug garment after laundering or dry-

cleaning.

Calculate the shrinkage per yard. If the lengthwise grain was the l-inch

side of the sample, the possible shrinkage is 1/32 x 36 = IVs inches.

If the crosswise grain was the 2-inch side of the sample, the possible

shrinkage is 1/16 x 36/2 = IVs inches.

Supposing your sample had been from 54-inch wool fabric. If the length-

wise grain was the 1-inch side of the sample, the possible shrinkage is

1/32 X 36 = IVs inches per yard.

If the crosswise grain was the 2-inch side of the sample and the fabric is

54-inches wide, the possible shrinkage is

1/16 X 54/2 = 1-11/16 inches or approximately 1% inches in width.

Generally speaking, all cottons unless “Sanforized” (guaranteed shrink-

age less than 1% ) shrink one inch per yard in length and in width.

Wool, rayons, and mixtures or blends, in 54-inch material, will shrink

as much as 1 to 2 inches per yard in length and 2 to 4 inches in width.

All-nylon and all-orlon do not shrink. Part-nylon or part-orlon may
shrink, depending on the other fibre in the blend.

Rayon fabrics that will be dry-cleaned do not need to be shrunk if your

dry cleaner is reliable.

Allowance for shrinkage

If you have tested a sample of the fabric to be purchased, you can cal-

culate the amount needed for shrinkage. If you have no opportunity to test

before buying, here is a general guide for the amount to allow for the

various types of garments.

blouse 1

skirt V allow Vs yard

jacket I
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dress

pyjamas

suit

coat

allow 14 yard

A floor-length garment, such as a wool housecoat, a washable evening

dress, or a cotton housecoat.

simple style 36" fabric — allow Vs yard

54" fabric — allow 14 yard

elaborate style 36" fabric — allow Vi yard

54" fabric — allow Vs yard

PREPARING FABRIC FOR SHRINKAGE
Straighten both ends of the fabric. All fabrics are woven straight but

frequently get out of line when being dyed or rolled on the bolts. If the

piece has been torn off the bolt by the sales clerk, it is straight. If it has

not been torn, it is necessary for you to straighten it. Pull a crosswise

thread of the fabric and cut along this thread.

Measure the length and the width of the fabric. Make a note of the

measurements in order to compare them with the length and width after

shrinking.

Cottons and other washable fabrics

Place the fabric in a large pan of lukewarm water. The fabric may be left

folded. Press the fabric up and down with your hands until all parts of

the fabric are wet thoroughly. Squeeze out the water. Do not wring, be-

cause wringing will stretch parts of the fabric. Hang the fabric over a door,

broom handle, or rod, to dry. (Hanging on a clothesline is not always

satisfactory unless the line is taut.

)

While the fabric is still slightly damp, fold the piece lengthwise; then

open it out and fold it crosswise to see if it will “lie square” (ends and sides

even). If it is not square, stretch it diagonally until it will “lie square”.^

Stretching. It will be necessary for s(;imeone to

assist you. You have no doubt helped your

mother to stretch a sheet or tablecloth that

would not “lie square” for ironing. The grain

must be straightened by stretching on a true

bias (45°). Start near one corner and work

across the end and down the sides (as indicat-

ed by numbers in diagram) pulling at 10- to

20-inch intervals. Then reverse the procedure

by working in the opposite direction (as indicated by

If the material is badly out of line, it may be necessary to repeat the

stretching. Material must be slightly damp for quickest and best results.
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After the material is “squared”, iron it dry, pressing in the direction of

the lengthwise grain. Do not rub with the iron; raise and lower it so that

the material is not stretched. If the material has a “bubbly” appearance, it

has been slightly stretched in some places and not in others, or you may
not have ironed it dry in some parts. Work slowly and carefully.

Measure the length and width of the material and compare these

measurements with the first set. Calculate the amount of shrinkage, and

make a note of the shrinkage. Keep a record of the shrinkage of all fabrics

that you use. As you use the different types of fabrics and fibres, you will

observe that some fibres and textures shrink more than others. This know-

ledge will help you to buy more wisely.

Wool fabrics

Straighten the ends of wool fabrics and measure—as with cotton. Wet
a sheet and wring it out by hand. Spread out the sheet on the floor or a

large table. If the fabric is 54-inch material, leave in the lengthwise fold

as it was when you purchased it (the right side is folded inside).

Lay the fabric on one side of the wet

sheet, and fold the remaining half of the

sheet over the fabric. Be sure that sheet and

fabric are smooth and flat and that all parts

of the wool fabric are covered by the wet sheet. If you have over 2 Vi or

3 yards of fabric, you will need two sheets. Fold in 10- to 12-inch folds,

folding back and forth. Leave it overnight. It is advisable to wrap folded

material in a sheet of plastic or brown paper to keep the outer surfaces

from drying too quickly.

Remove the fabric from the sheet. You will notice that the dampness

has penetrated through the wool. Check the fabric to see if it will “lie

square”, and stretch it if necessary.

Hang the fabric over a door, with the sides and ends even. This will

keep the grainline straight and “true” while the fabric is drying. Place

folded newspapers over the door to prevent the sharp edges of the door

from marking the fabric. Change the material on the door occasionally to

shift the weight and avoid stretching.

While fabric is still slightly damp, press it on the wrong side, using a

thin, dry press cloth. Press with the lengthwise grain, being careful not to

stretch the fabric. Press up to the fold, but do not crease the fold. Press

both sides; then open out the fabric and press the section that was folded

(press on the wrong side, of course, and remember that the inside of your

fabric is the right side, so that you can refold it in the same manner before

cutting).

If the material feels slightly damp, lay it flat on a table or bed until it is

completely dry. Material must be completely dry before it is cut.
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Measure the length and width and compare these with the first measure-

ments. Make a note of the shrinkage.

Non-washable fabrics or rayons or a mixture of fibres should be shrunk

in the same manner as wool fabrics.

London shrinking is a cold-water process of shrinking wool fabrics. This

process originated in London, hence the name. Lengths of wool fabrics

are placed alternately with wet blankets. The pile is placed under weight

or pressure and left for 24 hours (until the dampness has penetrated the

wool fabric). The fabric is then dried. Fabrics that have been pre-shrunk

in this manner are labelled “London shrunk.”

Many tailors think that the residual shrinkage of London-shrunk fabrics

is sufficient to warrant another shrinking before cutting. They think that

there is too much money involved in the price of good wool fabric to risk

shrinking during dry-cleaning or pressing.

Nylon fabrics

Nylon fabrics are “heat set” and often will not lie square when torn and

stretched diagonally. Stretch them a reasonable amount, then fold them

lengthwise, keeping the fabric flat, selvages even, and ends as nearly even

as possible. Literature published by nylon manufacturers states that at times

you will encounter pieces of nylon fabric that can only be treated in this

manner. Your garment will be satisfactory and keep its shape.

Knit fabrics

It is very difficult to pull a thread in a knit fabric—in fact, it is almost

impossible. You may be able to ravel the end to straighten some pieces.

If you look at the back or under-surface of the fabric, you can detect

horizontal lines or ridges. Place a row of pins along a continuous hori-

zontal line and trim.

The lengthwise edges on silk or rayon jersey are often curled or folded

over. Press these edges—the edges will be quite irregular but disregard

this; If the fabric is printed, the pattern may not extend to the edge in

some places. Watch for these unprinted portions when placing pattern

pieces on the fabric.

Shrink cotton or wool knit fabrics in the same way as woven cotton or

wool fabrics. Stretch to “lie square”. Knit fabrics, if shrunk carefully, re-

quire little pressing. Press very carefully, as some knit fabrics stretch easily.
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Fabrics that present

special problems

PRINTED FABRICS
Very small designs or indistinct all-over designs do not present much of

a problem when you are choosing a pattern; you consider the texture and

the weave and choose accordingly.

It is the fabric with a large, bold design or the fabric with a fairly large,

clear-cut, isolated design that requires thought. It is necessary to consider

every seamline and dart as to how it will distort or break up the design

of the fabric. The beauty of the fabric is in the design, and it can be lost

completely by too many seams and darts. Soft folds and unpressed pleats

do not distort a design so much as a stitch line.

The placement of a large design on the body must be considered. It is

possible to make very striking garments from these fabrics, but very hide-

ous effects are often the result of lack of thought and planning before the

fabric is cut.

( 1 ) Avoid placing large motifs on the bust or hip line.

(2) Consider the design in relation to the shape of the neckline of

the garment.

(3) Consider the location of the design in relation to all hem edges.

(4) The designs or motifs should meet as evenly as possible at seam

lines.

(5) Collars, cuffs, and pocket flaps will cause an overlapping of

designs.

(6) The belt or waistband will break up the design.

(7) If the design shows through when the fabric is double, the fabric

should be backed or underlined; otherwise the facings should be of a

plain fabric matching the lightest colour in the print.

PLAID FABRICS AND STRIPED FABRICS
Choose the pattern as carefully as for large printed designs. Darts and

seams will distort stripes and plaids. If one of the illustrations on the

pattern envelope shows the garment made up in plaid or striped fabric, you

will know that the style is suitable. Read the list of suggested fabrics; some

lists state that the style is not suitable for stripes or plaids.

154
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Buy an even or balanced plaid with the design woven in. Uneven plaids

must be cut one way and require greater yardage, and printed plaids may
be off grain.

Watch how the design of the plaid will fall at each end of the fabric

before it is cut off the bolt. Perhaps a few more inches will be sufficient

for a perfect matching of patterns.

It is always necessary to buy more fabric than the amount stated on the

envelope to allow for matching the plaid or stripes. The size of the plaid

and the number of times that it will be matched determines the extra yard-

age required. (See note on matching plaids, page 148.)

When considering the placing of the pattern pieces in relation to the

design and to the position on the body, consider that large, one-way plaids

for a dress or coat can take as much as IV2 yards of extra fabric.

The placement of each pattern piece on the plaid is an important factor

in the production of an attractive garment.

1. Every plaid has a dominant line, and centre fronts, centre backs, and

sleeve centres, if cut on the straight of the fabric, should fall on the domin-

ant line.

2. Notches that will match when you are constructing the garment must

lie on the same crosswise or lengthwise stripe of the plaid. Check the

notched points at the stitching line as well as at the cut edge of the seam.

3. Sleeve notches that join with the bodice front and bodice back should

fall so that one stripe of the plaid circles the body in that area. If it is im-

possible to match the sleeves with both the bodice back and the bodice

front, the back is the more important, because it is more noticeable when
the garment is being worn.

4. The side seams of the bodice must match in the area nearest the

waistline. An underarm bust dart will throw out the plaids near the arm-

hole, but this is not noticeable.

5. The side seams of the skirt must match throughout the entire length

of the skirt.

6. Consider the finished hem edge (not the cut edge of the hem before

turning) in relation to the dominant stripe of the plaid.

7. If bias cuts are used for decorative touches, the dominant stripes

should cross each other at the centre line of these sections.

8. If possible, place the waistline edges of the bodice and of the skirt in

such a way that the dominant stripes progress smoothly from the bodice to

the skirt. Remember to consider the belt that will cover the waistline seam,

unless a contrasting fabric belt or leather belt will be used.

9. The plaid design on all facings should match identically with the edge

of the garment, especially with sheer ginghams. If the front facing is cut

in one with the garment front, fold the fabric back on the fold line to

check how the lines will fall. If they do not match exactly there will be a

confusion of colours and lines.
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10.

Pockets usually match the portion of the fabric to which they are

applied unless the pocket is cut on the bias.

Note: Points to observe before cutting and their relations to the dominant

stripe.

1. Centre fronts

2. Centre backs

3. Bust level

4. Hip level

5. All turned and finished edges.

6. Finished edges of collar, cuffs, and pockets

7. Finished hem edge in relation to dominant stripe

8. Belt

9. Yoke
10. Sleeve—lengthwise dominant stripe usually matches with shoulder

seam

1 1 . Square neckline—in relation to dominant stripe

12. If the garment has a V neckline, the bodice is usually cut on the bias,

so that the lines of the plaid will follow the lines of the neck; similarly

with a surplice closing.

13. Consider the possible use of bias-cut bindings for finishing some edges

of the garment.

Hints in assembling plaid or striped fabrics

Slip basting from the right side of the fabric is helpful in matching the

lines perfectly.

When you are pin basting, place pins so that the stitch of the pin falls on

either side of the stitched seamline. This holds the lines in place on both

sides of the stitching line (pins set at right angles to stitching line). Stitch

down to the pin, remove the pin, and continue stitching to each succeeding

pin.

Remember
1. Choose a style that has a small number of pattern pieces.

2. Sleeves cut in one with the bodice eliminate some of the

problems of matching.

3. Absence of centre front and centre back seams eliminates

matching.

Keep trimmings, such as bindings and buttons, very plain and very

simple.

Make a collection of illustrations of plaid or striped garments. You will

find these very useful when selecting fabric and suitable patterns.

FABRICS MADE FROM THERMOPLASTIC
FIBRES
Such as nylon, orlon, dacron, acrilan, and dynel. This classification in-

cludes fabrics made from combinations or blends of these fibres with
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natural fibres. Thermoplastic fibres have certain properties which must be

considered in the way the fabric is handled.

Pattern

Since many thermoplastic fibres are non-shrinkable, it is best to choose a

pattern with sleeves that are cut in one with the bodice, that are set in

with a minimum of ease, or that are gathered.

Choose linings, interfacing, and tape that have the same characteristics

as the fabric.

Pinning and cutting

( 1 ) Cut with sharp scissors.

(2) If the fabric frays badly, cut generous seam allowances and

handle the fabric gently at all times.

(3) Use fine, sharp pins.

Stitching

(1) Use silk, mercerized cotton, nylon, or dacron sewing thread.

(2) Use a fine sewing machine needle—9-11.

(3) Experiment with thread tension, stitch size, and presser foot

tension before stitching garment. Generally, the tension should be

looser than with natural fibres. The most puckering occurs when you are

stitching on the lengthwise grain; if the stitch is satisfactory on the

lengthwise of the goods, it will be right for the crosswise and for the

bias.

(4) Stitch slowly and do not pull the fabric.

(5) If the needle hole in the throat plate is large, it will cause the

seams to pucker. Stick a strip of gummed paper over the hole, and

puncture it with the sewing machine needle. Change the paper when the

hole becomes enlarged.

(6) Do sew over pins.

(7) Finish seams by overcasting or zig-zagging. Pinking is satis-

factory if the fabric is very tightly woven or is knitted.

Pressing

Many of these fibres melt at high temperatures, so set the iron for rayon.

Test the temperature on a sample of the fabric.

SATIN AND BROCADES
The background of brocaded fabrics may be either satin or twill weave. If

the background is satin, the fabric must be handled as a satin. It will have

a decided up and down.

Hold up the two ends of the fabric, as for velvet, and look down on the

fabric. One end will appear darker than the other. Decide whether you

want a darker or lighter effect.

Check the yardage required. Place all pattern pieces one way and use

the layout for fabric “with nap”.
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Pinning and cutting

(1) Pins will mark the fabric, so place all pins within the seam al-

lowances wherever possible. Use fine, sharp pins or fine needles.

(2) Pin holes will show less if pins are placed along the lengthwise

grain.

(3) Satin tends to squirm around under the pattern when you are

cutting. Place a row of pins on either side of the cutting line. Pin fabric

to tissue paper if necessary before cutting.

Basting

Baste the garment and fit it carefully. You cannot “rip out” machine stitch-

ing without leaving a lasting mark.

Stitching

Seams tend to pucker. They will appear to press flat but the pucker will

come back when the fabric cools.

(1) Loosen the thread and presser-foot tension. Experiment on

sample seams. Press.

(2) Use a fine sewing machine needle.

(3) Stitch slowly, stitching over strips of lightweight brown paper if

necessary. When the seam has been stitched, the paper tears off easily.

Pressing

(1) Press with a dry iron from the wrong side. Touch up from the

right side, using a piece of garment fabric between the iron and the

garment to prevent iron marks.

(2) Test the heat of the iron on sample seams and darts.

(3) Use strips of tissue paper under seam edges and darts.

TAFFETA
Taffeta fabrics have a firm, tight construction, so that they are difficult to

“ease” when you are stitching. It is best to choose a pattern with sleeves cut

in one with the bodice or that are set in with a minimum amount of ease.

For basting, stitching, and pressing, follow the instructions given for

satin.

METALLIC FABRICS
Lame is a silk fabric in which metal threads form the pattern or the

background. It is expensive and requires special handling in sewing. Lame
garments require special care. Lame has been largely replaced by metallic

cloth.

Metallic cloth. The metallic yarns used in metallic cloth are produced by

several companies. Each company has its own trade name. Some of the

better known names are Lurex, Durastron, Metlon, and Reymet.

The metallic yarns are used for sparkle in woven and in knitted fabrics.

They are non-tarnishable and washable and can be dry-cleaned.
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Pinning and cutting

When the metallic content is high, guard against pin marks. Pin the

pattern pieces on the seam allowance.

Stitching
1. Use a 10-12 stitch and a medium-sized sewing machine needle. Make

a number of practice seams.

2. Avoid ripping and permanent creasing of the metal threads.

3. Some metallic fabrics ravel badly. Overcast, zig-zag, or bind seam

edges.

4. Avoid patterns that call for buttonholes.

Pressing
1. Test the fabric for heat and moisture before pressing the seams.

2. Use a moderate iron.

SHEERS AND OTHER TRANSPARENT FABRICS
Such fabrics are lace, net, chiffon, organza, and eyelet.

Pattern
Consider the draping qualities of the fabric—softef, filmier fabrics suggest

very full skirts and draped lines.

Pinning and cutting

Sheers and chiffons must be handled carefully to prevent slipping and

distortion of the pattern pieces.

Cover the table with a heavy cotton sheet. Use two rows of pins—one

on either side of the cutting line—pins placed close together, or pin the

fabric to large sheets of tissue paper and cut through the fabric and

paper.

Use sharp scissors. If in lace or eyelet the notch falls where the design

has a hole, mark the location of the notch with coloured thread.

Tailor-tacks
If the fabric is light coloured, turn over the cut sections while they are

still pinned to the pattern; the printed lines will be visible through the

fabric. Make the tailor tacks from the fabric side.

Use mending wool or six-strand embroidery cotton to tailor-tack net

or lace.

Stitching
Use a short machine stitch, 15-18, and stitch very slowly. Stitch over

strips of tissue paper and tear them away later.

Stitch sample seams to test the handling of the fabric.

Seams
Unless the fabric is backed with an underlining, the seams must be

beautifully finished, because they will show through the fabric. Make
samples of the different finishes to see which is most suitable for your

fabric

:

( 1 ) Narrow French seam
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(2) Seam edges double-stitched and overcast or zig-zagged—seam

kept as narrow as possible. Net or lace will not need to be overcast

—

just double-stitched and trimmed evenly.

(3) Lace seams are often appliqued. When cutting the lace, cut

beyond the pattern seam line on one section, cutting around the lace

motif so as not to interrupt the design. Mark the seamline with a

basting thread. Lay this section right side up on top of the right side of

the adjacent section, seamline on seamline. Attach the two layers by fine

hand-whipping around the motif. Cut away the excess fabric from the

under-section. Sewn this way, the lace looks like a continuous piece.

Hems
Hems are usually very wide or very narrow. Wide hems are usually turned

twice. Narrow hems:

(1) may be rolled. Stay-stitch near the cut edge; roll the edge

between your fingers and hand-stitch;

(2) may have narrow horse-hair braid stitched to the right side of

the fabric, then turned underneath;

(3) may have a narrow fold of net used instead of horsehair braid

for a softer finish;

(4) on net skirts need no other finish than a smoothly cut edge.

Facings

Unless the garment is underlined (backed with a lining fabric), all facings

will show through and spoil the transparent effect. Figured sheers are even

less attractive because of the confusion of the designs.

Very narrow double bias bindings make excellent edge finishes. Use

self-fabric or a contrasting fabric. Eyelet garments must be bound with a

plain fabric. Net binding may be cut on the straight, as it has no grain.

Linings

Use fine tulle or marquisette as a lining for lace if a transparent look is

desired. For an opaque lining, use taffeta or China silk.

Veiling

Veiling a garment with a transparent fabric gives an unusual and a rich

effect. Lace, eyelet, chiffon, net, marquisette, and organdy can be used over

another fabric to “veil” it. Lace and eyelet must be used over plain fabrics;

the others can be used over printed materials.

Choose the veiling carefully. Keep in mind the textures, the draping

qualities, and the colors of the two fabrics. Two tones of one colour make

a pleasing combination. Two contrasting colours of the same fabric will

give an irridescent effect. Drape the two fabrics together and view them

from a distance before purchasing.

Sheath dresses can be completely veiled. Cut the entire garment from

both fabrics. Place the veiling over the corresponding section of the fabric,

baste the two layers together, and handle them as one in sewing. Baste
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down the centre of all darts, so that the two fabrics do not separate when
you are stitching the darts.

When veiling a full skirt, seam and hem the layers separately, but pleat

or gather them together, and join them as one to the bodice.

The slip

Most sheer garments have specially designed slips, which are included

in the pattern. Choose the colour and the fabric carefully. The shoulder

straps are usually made of flesh-coloured ribbon or marquisette instead

of self-fabric.

If the slip is fitted, it is often boned and made strapless.

Buttonholes
If the sheer fabric is backed with an opaque lining, make bound button-

holes or loop buttonholes of the fabric.

If the garment is transparent, thread loop buttonholes are daintier than

fabric loops.

Stiffening
Many bouffant skirts are stiffened. Use silk organdy, net, or marquisette

—one or more layers, depending on effect desired.

Interfacings
Interfacings usually are not used. If they are needed, use net, organdy, or

tulle. Arrange the layers of fabric as they will be used before cutting to

be sure that they do not detract from the appearance of the garment.

When using net under lace, choose a net that has a mesh corresponding

in size to the net background of the lace.

Hint. To hang the dress, attach loops of ribbon to the waistline. The loops

should be slightly shorter than shoulder-to-waist length. The loops will take

the strain off the bodice of the dress.

KNITTED FABRICS
Knitted fabrics are not difficult to sew if you follow a few basic rules.

Pattern
Choose the correct weight of jersey for your pattern. For blouses—six- or

seven-ounce jersey is best. It is light enough to avoid bulk and sufficiently

firm for good draping;

dresses—eight- or nine-ounce weight is right. It is supple and firm and

holds its shape;

coats and suits—nine- or ten-ounce jersey or heavier.

Consider the use of linings and interfacings.

Grainline
Jersey must be cut on grain. The rib of the knit is the lengthwise grain.

Mark a continuous lengthwise rib with chalk or a basting thread. The
crosswise grain will be at a 90° angle from the lengthwise grain.

Wool jersey is seldom cut straight. Straighten the fabric by folding it

along the marked lengthwise grain, squaring it with the crosswise grain,

and steam pressing or dampening and laying it flat to dry.
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Nylon, orlon, and other thermoplastic fibres and mixtures of fibres are

heat-set and cannot be straightened if they are set off grain. They will

not assume another position when laundered or dry-cleaned.

Pinning and cutting

Pin pattern pieces on grain. Use fine, sharp pins. Hold the fabric flat when
pinning and cutting to avoid stretching. Do not let any excess fabric hang

over the edge of the table. Pin lightweight jersey to tissue paper, if neces-

sary, to keep it from creeping and stretching.

Interfacing

Interface any sections that have a smooth, flat, or tailored look. Choose an

interfacing to suit the weight of the fabric—organdy, lawn, or taffeta for

silk or lightweight wool jerseys. If the fabric is backed or underlined, the

underlining on each garment section will form the interfacing. Layer

samples of fabric and interfacing as they will be on the finished garment

to help decide whether or not to use additional interfacing.

There is a “press-on” interfacing that is very satisfactory on some silk

jerseys. It takes on the supple character of the fabric when applied, yet

gives an added firmness. Test a sample to check for change of colour or

appearance of the fabric.

Lining
Line any slim dress or skirt with a firm but lightweight fabric. A cotton

lining in a cotton knitted garment will have similar shrinkage and keep

the garment cool—fine cotton broadcloth, cotton lawn, or batiste. For

wool-knit fabric—silk broadcloth, firm silk crepe, or supple taffeta.

The method of lining the garment depends on the weight or texture of

the knitted fabric.

1. For a lightweight, firm-bodied knitted fabric, treat the lining and

fabric as one in the sewing construction. Place the lining on the wrong

side of each garment piece and proceed to construct.

2. Sometimes, in heavier fabrics, it is advisable to sew darts separately in

the lining and the garment and then place the sections together. Make two

test samples—one with darts sewn separately, pressed, and placed together;

the other with darts sewn in double fabric and pressed. If the darts are

sewn in double fabric, place a basting thread along the fold line of each

dart before stitching to keep the two layers of fabric together.

Slim skirt linings should be slightly less in circumference than the

garment.

Before cutting the skirt lining, make an Vs" tuck the length of each

major skirt pattern piece. In this way the lining will be slightly narrower

than the skirt.

Hint for skirt

Baste the lining pieces to the skirt pieces, leaving the lower edges free for

a depth of about 9 inches. Before stitching the side seams, clip the lining

seam allowance only at the 9-inch level. Starting at the lower edge, stitch
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the jersey seam only up to the lining. Clip. Tie

thread. Then, stitch lining and skirt in one seam

up to the waist. Be sure the lines of stitching meet

perfectly. Now, clip the jersey seam allowance at

the 9-inch level. Press seams open. Turn the lining

seam allowance under, forming a narrow hem.

Hem the lower edges of lining and skirt separately.

For bulky knitted fabrics, make the lining separately. If the garment

has set-in sleeves, tape the shoulder seams of the garment to prevent

stretching.

Fasten the lining to the garment at the side seams and waistline. Try

on the garment to check for “fall or hang” of the two fabrics. The lining

must not pull in any one area.

Let the garment hang 24 to 48 hours before hemming it.

Stitching

1. Stay-stitch all cut edges that might stretch.

2. Use a fine sewing machine needle, 9-11; a medium tension; 10-15

stitch. Work slowly. Make test samples on lengthwise and crosswise grain,

and bias grain. Avoid ripping out machine stitching—the holes made by

the stitching will show.

If an automatic machine is available, use a very small zig-zag stitch.

The seams will then give with the fabric and the stitches will not snap.

Stitch a test seam to determine the length of stitch; press the seam open.

3. When stitching long seams, use strips of tissue paper under the fabric

to prevent puckering.

4. Finish seam edges by pinking, overcasting, or making a row of straight

stitching or zig-zag stitching about 14" from the cut edge to prevent

curling.

5. Sew zippers in by hand.

Pressing

Press carefully to avoid stretching. Press from the wrong side, using a dry

iron and a damp cloth. Touch up lightly on the right side where necessary.

Care
Washable jerseys require the same care as any knit garment when being

laundered. Suds should be squeezed, not rubbed, through the fabric. Do
not wring. Absorb moisture with turkish towels, blotting the fabric as dry

as possible before hanging it; the weight of the water in the fabric will

cause stretching. The use of clothes pins will distort the wet fabric.

VELVET, VELVETEEN, CORDUROY
Velvet and velveteen are woven with either a plain back or a twill back.

Because the twill weave is the stronger weave, twill-back fabrics wear

better.

The durability of all pile fabrics depends on the closeness of construction
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of the background. To check for closeness of construction, hold the fabric

up to the light. If you can see light between the threads, the construction

is loose. To test for pure silk velvet, press your finger firmly on the pile.

If the fingerprint disappears when the pile is brushed up, the fabric is of

good quality. If the mark remains, some cotton is present.

Pile and nap fabrics have a definite up and down and the direction of

the nap affects the fabric’s colour. Nap that runs upward gives a rich effect

and a darker colour tone. Nap that runs downward has a silkier look and

a lighter colour tone. Pin and cut with the nap running up for a richer

effect.

To check for the direction of the pile, take the two ends of the fabric

and hold them up against the body. Look down on them. One end will

appear darker and richer in colour. Mark this end “top” and the top of

every pattern piece must face the top of the fabric; otherwise, the garment

will have a two-tone look.

Use the pattern layout for fabric “with nap”. These fabrics can never

be cut with a crosswise fold. If using a lengthwise fold, place the woven

sides of the fabric together and the pile side out.

Velvet crushes and marks easily, so roll, rather than fold, the fabric.

Velveteen and corduroy are cotton fabrics and do not require as careful

handling as velvet.

Stitching and pressing can present many problems, so use common
sense in the choice of a pattern. Buttonholes and intricate cuts are too

difficult for the unskilled dressmaker. Consider the use of loops, zippers,

or snaps instead of buttons and buttonholes. Select a simple style with

simple details. The beauty of the fabric will make a beautiful garment.

1. To straighten the ends, snip the selvage and tear the fabric across.

It is very difficult to pull a thread.

2. Cut extra large notches or mark notches with a coloured thread.

Regular-size notches may fray off.

3. Mark centres and darts on the wrong side with coloured thread.

4. To baste and stitch velvet, use silk thread (cotton thread will mark the

fabric).

5. Baste all seams and fit the garment carefully before machine-stitching,

because ripping and re-stitching shows on velvet.

6. For any pinning use very fine pins or fine needles.

7. Use a fine sewing machine needle and a fairly long stitch (10-12),

loosen the tension slightly, and lessen the pressure on the presser foot.

8. Stitch in the direction of the pile. The use of tissue paper under the

fabric helps to prevent slipping caused by the action of the pile against

the pile. Test-stitch on sample seams until you get a seamline without

puckers. (Keep your sample for test pressing.)

9. Sew zippers in by hand.

10.

Velvet facings are bulky. Use taffeta, organdy, net, or fine cotton.
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1 1 . Pinked seams do not prevent fraying. Overcast, zig-zag, or bind seam

edges.

12. Deep hems, particularly on velvet, will creep or stick. A taffeta band

or ruffle set inside over the hem will prevent creeping or sticking.

13. On bulky corduroys, hand gathering is easiest. For machine gathers

use a strong cotton thread and do not try to gather too long an area. Start

and stop your gathering threads about every 18 inches on gathered skirts.

14. When you are sewing wide-wale corduroy, match the ribs as you

would stripes. When you are placing your pattern on the fabric, follow the

rules for stripes.

Pressing

Press velvet according to the instructions given for velvet in the chapter

on pressing.

Care
1. Brush velvet before and after wearing. Dust in the fabric will cause

water-spotting. Use a dry rubber sponge and brush with the pile.

2. Cellophane tape wrapped around the hand with the sticky side out

will remove all lint from dark velvets. (Good for any dark fabric and

dark felt hats.)

3. Steam out wrinkles in the bathroom by running the tub full of hot

water to produce steam, or hang the garment outdoors on a foggy day.

Laundering corduroy
When laundering corduroy garments, do not wring them; blot out excess

moisture with turkish towels and hang to dry. If the garment can be hung

outdoors to dry on a windy day, it will need little or no ironing.

An automatic drier is excellent for corduroy and velveteen garments.

If pressing is required, press very gently on the wrong side. Place a

heavy terry towel between the pile side and the ironing board. Press with

a steam iron or a dry iron over a slightly damp press cloth.

FUR FABRICS
1. Cut as for fabric with nap.

2. Baste securely to prevent slipping. It may be necessary to use two

rows of basting, one on each side of the stitching line.

3. Use a long stitch, 8-10; use light pressure on the presser foot. Stitch

test seams.

4. Stitch, slash, and press darts open.

5. Work pile out of stitched seams with the point of a needle.

6. Press over a heavy turkish towel or a needle board. Press seams open

using the point of the iron along the seam.

STRETCH FABRICS
Stretch fabrics are woven or knit from specially processed yarns that will

stretch when pulled and spring back to their original shape. Stretch fabrics

contribute to greater comfort and ease in fitted garments.
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Stretch yarns are made by different companies under their own trade

names. These yarns are knit or woven in the textile mills into a great variety

of fabrics for different uses. New stretch fabrics are appearing on the

market every day. They are suitable for garments and some household

uses. Many are still in the experimental stage and are more costly than

ordinary fabric.

It is possible to obtain matching stretch fabrics and plain fabrics. These

fabrics range from denim, gabardine, satin, velvet, shantung, and mate-

lasse to terry cloth.

The most recent development is a stretch yarn made from natural fibres

that produces a fabric that will stretch enough for a firmly drawn yet

relaxed fit.

Other stretch fabrics are those made from:

Nylon—knit or woven with another yarn such as orlon, wool, silk, cotton,

or rayon.

Spandex—a generic term established by the Federal Trade Commission

for an elastic or stretch fibre. Lycra (Du Pont) and Vyrene (U.S. Rubber

Co.) are elastic textile fibres that belong to this family of man-made
fibres.

Stretch fabrics are classified according to the direction of the stretch.

1. Lengthwise stretch—the stretch yarns are in the warp or lengthwise

threads.

2. Crosswise stretch—the stretch yarns are in the crosswise or filling

threads.

3. Two-way stretch—the stretch yarns are used in both directions.

Crosswise stretch fabrics are at least 45 inches wide and can be cut with

the lengthwise pull on the garment running crosswise of the fabric.

Fabrics made with stretch nylon yarn can be washed or dry-cleaned.

Many are labelled “drip dry” or “easy care”. Check tags or labels.

Suggestions for handling stretch fabrics

1. Choose a pattern designed especially for stretch fabric and note the

direction of stretch recommended.

2. Shrink the fabric or test it for shrinkage.

3. Lay the fabric flat and leave it for several hours or overnight, so

that it will “relax” completely.

4. Take great care not to stretch the fabric when you are laying out the

pattern, pinning the pattern to the fabric, cutting, pinning garment pieces

together, making tailor’s tacks, basting, and stitching. Keep the fabric

supported on the table of the machine or the work table at all times.

5. Check the placement of all pattern pieces on the fabric before cutting

to be sure that the stretch of the fabric will be in the correct direction on

the body.

6. Use very sharp scissors.

7. Use sharp pins and pin often.
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8. Use small stitches for basting.

9. Use a 14-15 stitch length on the machine.

10. Use mercerized or synthetic thread.

11. Pressure may need to be adjusted slightly (usually increased) to

prevent slipping when you are stitching.

12. Seams may be sewn with a narrow zig-zag stitch.

13. Make a number of sample seams.

14. Stretch fabrics ravel readily, so use a secure seam finish suited to

the weight of the fabric—zig-zag seam edges, hand-overcast, or turn edges

under and stitch.

15. Use interfacings under buttons and buttonholes. Consider the use of

interfacings around set-in pockets, etc.

16. Press lightly with a steam or dry iron, medium heat, and a slightly

damp cloth. Do not rub or use pressure with the iron or the fabric will

stretch.

FOAM-LAMINATED FABRIC
A foam-laminated fabric has a thin layer of soft, flexible synthetic foam

bonded to the wrong side. The fabric has warmth without weight and

the foam contributes to shape control and uncrushability.

Foam-laminated fabrics are most successful when made into garments

with a minimum of seams and darts. Because of the bulk when many
layers are brought together in one spot, unfitted styles are better. Normal

set-in sleeves should be avoided because of the easing required when the

sleeve is set in and the shrinking necessary when the normal sleeve

cap is pressed. Whenever possible, cut the facing all in one with the

garment front to eliminate bulk along the edge.

Foam-laminated fabrics are not difficult to cut and sew if some precau-

tions are taken.

T0 lay out and cut

1. Trim the pattern (many patterns are designed for laminated fabrics).

2. There is a difference of opinion as to whether or not it is better to

lay the foam sides together or the right sides together. If the fabric can be

cut readily with the right sides up, the grainline will be visible at all times.

Test both ways for the least sticking and the most ease in cutting.

3. Be sure that the pattern is smooth and flat and on the correct grain-

line. Place the pins at right angles to the cutting lines.

4. Use sharp scissors.

Marking
Use tailor’s tacks.

Sewing
1. Baste the entire garment and fit it before stitching. Stitching is diffi-

cult to remove and damages the foam.

2. Make test seams for stitch length, tension, and pressing.
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3. Use a 10 to 15 stitch length as suitable for the fabric.

4. Use a 9 to 11 sewing machine needle.

5. Loosen pressure slightly.

6. Use a looser than ordinary tension.

7. The foam has a tendency to stick to the foot and to the feed of the

machine. To prevent sticking, use one-inch strips of sheer lawn or

organdy (single-fold lawn bias tape pressed open is good), or use strips

of tissue paper or wax paper.

In some cases the fabric is better than the paper, because when the

paper is torn away the thread of the stitch has a tendency to loosen and

allow the seams to separate. The strips of fabric can be trimmed to within

one-quarter inch of the stitching line.

Make test seams; do not experiment on the garment.

8. When working on laminated jersey, stay-stitch bias or curved edges.

9. If you wish to control stretching completely, stitch woven tape in with

the seam. In some cases the strips of bias seam binding will give sufficient

control. If you have made a number of sample seams, you can judge which

technique is best suited to the seams of your garment.

Hints
1. Blend or graduate seam allowances on turned edges to reduce bulk.

2. Slash darts and press them open whenever possible.

3. Welt and double top-stitched seams are recommended.

4. Cheesecloth or fine cotton used for interfacings will prevent friction

or sticking.

5. Reinforce buttonhole and button areas with strips of fabric—try

“press-on” interfacing fabric.

6. If available, a non-laminated fabric similar to the garment fabric is

good for facings and undercollar and reduces bulk.

7. Top-stitch collar edges and faced edges.

8. Braid binding makes an excellent finish for many garment edges and

acts as an attractive trim.

9. Hem through the entire fabric, because the foam alone will not hold

the stitches.

10.

When necessary, catch-stitch seam allowances in place to prevent

rolling.

Pressing

Test on sample seams.

1. Press from the right side.

2. Use medium heat and a damp press cloth or steam iron.

3. Use a wooden paddle to absorb moisture (see use of wooden paddle

in pressing section.)

4. If it is necessary to press from the wrong side, use tissue paper

between the iron and the foam. If the iron touches the foam it may stick,

but it is unlikely that it will harm the fabric.
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NOTE: Laminated fabrics with matching non-laminated fabrics are avail-

able for jacket and skirt or jacket and slacks costumes.

Laminated milium-insulated linings are available.

Cleaning

Check labels and obtain as much information as possible about your

fabric. Many laminated fabrics are washable and will not separate from

the fabric when dry-cleaned. Be sure that the dry-cleaner is reliable.
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Pattern alterations

To shorten bodice

If no line is marked on the pattern, mark

one about 2 inches above the waistline and

at right angles to the centre front or back.

Crease the pattern on this line and fold

and pin a tuck across the pattern. The depth

of the tuck should measure one half of the

amount of alteration required. Straighten

the outer edges of the pattern.

T0 shorten skirt

This may be done in two methods.

1. Cut off the skirt at the lower edge. In the case

of a flared skirt, this will decrease the width of the

lower edge, but because you are shorter than normal,

the width will prove more becoming and will keep the

“silhouette” or figure outline intended by the designer.

See Diagram 2.

Diagram 3

2. Fold and pin a tuck measuring one-half of the

amount of alteration at a point several inches below

the fullest part of the hips. Correct the seam outline

as shown in Diagram 3. The width at the lower edge

will be kept the same as for a normal figure.

It is advisable to check the width of the lower edge

of a similar style of skirt which you have been wearing and in which you

feel well-dressed and comfortable. Compare the width of this skirt with

choose the method of shortening which you prefer.

T0 shorten sleeve

Mark lines on the pattern if none are present—one above

the elbow and one below. Suppose the sleeve is 1 inch

too long; you will shorten the sleeve Vi inch above the

elbow and Vi inch below the elbow. Fold and pin a

T4-inch tuck at each point of alteration.

If the sleeve is a two-piece sleeve—adjust both upper-

and under-sleeve sections.

the pattern and

/ 1f %
w*

v' J
Diagram 4
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Diagram 2

Diagram 1
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MEASUREMENT CHART*
MISSES AND WOMEN

SIZE 10 12 14 16 18 20 40 42 44 46

Bust 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 Ins.

Waist 24 25 26 28 30 32 34 36 38% 41 Ins.

Hip 33 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 Ins.

[ Back waist length . 16 161^ 16% 16% 17 17% 17% 17% 17% Ins.

Front waist length . 16^/^ 17^6 17% 18%* 18% 18% 19% 19%* 19% 20% Ins.

Shoulder length 4^8 5 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%* 5% 5% 5% Ins.

Back width 131/2 13^ 14% 14% 15% 15% 16% 16% 17% 17% Ins.

Front width 13 13^ 13% 14% 14% 15% 15% 16% 16% 17% Ins.

Sleeve length 23 23^ 23% 24% 24% 24% 25%* 25% 25% 25% Ins.

Sleeve width 12/2 13 13% 14 14% 15 15% 16% 16% 17% Ins.

Neck I3J/2 14 14% 15 15% 16 16% 17 17% 18 Ins.

JUNIORS
SIZE 9 11 13 15 \ 17

Bust 30% 31% 33 35
^

37 Ins.

Waist 23% 24% 25% 27 28% Ins.

Hip 32% 33% 35 37 39 Ins.

Back waist length 15 15% 15% 15% 16 Ins.

Front waist length 16 16% 16% 17% 17% Ins.

Shoulder length 4% 4% 5 5% 5% Ins.

Back width 13% 13% 14 14% 15 Ins.

Front width 12% 13% 13% 14 14% Ins.

Sleeve length 22% 22% 23% 23% 24 Ins.

Sleeve width 12% 12% 13% 13% 14% Ins.

Neck 13% 13% 14% 14% 15% Ins.

SIZE 12%

HALF-SIZES

14% 16% 18% 20% 22% 24%
Bust 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 Ins.

Waist 27 29 31 33 35 37% 40 Ins.

Hip 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 Ins.

Back waist length 15% 15% 15% 16 16% 16% 16% Ins.

Front waist length 16% 16% 17% 17% 18% 18% 18% Ins.

Shoulder length . 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 5 5% Ins.

Back width 13% 13% 14% 14% 15% 15% 16% Ins.

Front width 12% 13% 13% 14% 14% 15% 15% Ins.

Sleeve length .22% 22% 22% 23% 23% 23% 24 Ins.

Sleeve width 13% 14% 14% 15% 16 16% 17% Ins.

Neck 14% 14% 15% ,15% 16% 16% 17% Ins.
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MEASUREMENT CHART {Confd)^

t TEENS
z
Ul SIZE . 8 10 12 14 16

>O lu Bust .29 30 32 34 36 Ins.0«i
“ 2 Waist .23 24 25 26 28 Ins.

<
UJ

Hip ...31 32 34 36 38 Ins.

s Back waist length .143^ 1434 15 1534 1534 Ins.

Front waist length .153^ 1534 1534 1634 1634 Ins.

Shoulder length .... .. 43/2 434 434 434 5 Ins.

i ^ Back width .123^ 13 1334 14 1434 Ins.

Front width .12 1234 1234 1334 1334 Ins.

“ < Sleeve length 2\% 2234 2234 23 2334 Ins.

Ul

s Sleeve width .113/8 1234 1234 1334 1334 Ins.

Neck .123^ 1334 1334 1434 1434 Ins.

GIRLS
z
lU SIZE .. 7 8 10 12 14

> s
ss ^

Breast .25 26 28 30 32 Ins.

2“^
«/>

Waist ..22H 23 24 25 26 Ins.

<
Ui

Hip .27 28 30 3234 35 Ins.

s Back waist length .11 1134 1234 13 1334 Ins.

</l
Front waist length ..123<6 1234 1334 1434 15346 Ins.

H-

^ z Shoulder length .... .. 2% 4 434 434 434 Ins.

p Back width .11% 1134 1234 1234 1334 Ins.

Front width .10% 11 1134 1234 1234 Ins.

“ < Sleeve length .1734 1834 1934 2134 2234 Ins.

Ui

s Sleeve width .1034 11 1134 12 1234 Ins.

Neck .1234 1234 13 1334 14 Ins.

«/» TODDLERS AND CHILDREN
z
Ul SIZE

. K 1 2 3 4 5 6
> sO Ul Breast 19 20 21 22 23 2334 24 Ins.

O ££
'

CD ^ Waist .19 193/2 20 2034 21 2134 22 Ins.

<
Ul Hip 25 26 Ins.

s Back waist length . .1034 Ins.

BOYS' SIZES

Buy Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 14 16

If Chest is 20 21 22 23 2334 24 26 28 30 32 34

Waist 1934 20 2034 21 2134 22 23 24 2534 27 29

Hip .. 24 25 27 29 31 33 35

Neck Base Girth 1134 12 1234 13 1334 14

MEN'S SIZES

Chest 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

Waist 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Neck Base Girth .... 1334 14 1434 15 1534 16 1634 17 1734 18

Shirt Sleeve Length 33 33 33 33 34 34 34 35 35 35

• Courtesy of DOMINION SIMPLICITY PATTERNS LIMITED
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To lengthen bodice Diagram 5

Extend the grainline marking on the pattern

to the lower edge. Slash the pattern on the

line indicated on the pattern or on a line

that you have marked.

Place a piece of paper—preferably paper

with vertical lines—under the slash. Be sure

that the grainline of the pattern pieces forms

a continuous line over the slash. Spread the pieces apart the amount re-

quired for adjustment. Pin flat to the paper. Join the seamline edges,

making any correction necessary for a smooth, flowing line.

To lengthen skirt

1. Extend the grainline marking on the pattern so

that it runs above and below the slash. Slash the pattern

on a line below the fullest part of the hip and proceed

as for the alteration in the bodice, using lined paper.

This method will keep the original skirt width given

on the back of the pattern envelope.

Diagram 6

2. Add extra length at the lower edge—this may be

marked on the fabric with tailor’s chalk or pencil.

Use a ruler to lengthen the seam edges and to keep in

line with the pattern edge. This method will make the

skirt slightly wider at the lower edge. As you are

taller than normal, this will give you more walking

ease, which you probably require.

Diagram 7

To lengthen sleeve

Extend the grainline well above and below the elbow.

Slash the pattern and, using lined paper, proceed as for

the bodice. Be sure that the grainline forms a continuous

line over both slashes. See Diagram 8,

Diagram 8
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To shorten slacks, pyjamas, and shorts

Check the depth of the crotch on the pattern by establishing

a horizontal line, from the crotch to the side seam, at right

angles to the grainline.

Shorten the crotch depth by folding and pinning a tuck

in the pattern between the crotch and the waist on the line

indicated on the pattern or on the line you have marked.

See Diagram 9.

Shorten the leg length at a point about knee level. See

diagram.

Diagram 9

T0 lengthen slacks, pyjamas, and shorts

Extend the grainline above and below the slash levels. Slash

the pattern as shown. Using lined paper, proceed as for

lengthening the bodice. Be sure that the grainline forms a

continuous line over both slashes. See Diagram 10.

Diagram 10

Diagram 11

Large hips

There are two methods which may be used:

1. Adding to the side seams. Suppose the amount

of the alteration is \V2 inches. There will be four

side seam edges. Divide Wi by 4. You will add

% inch to the side seam edges on the front and

the back. Mark the hip level. Mark % inch increase

at this level—carry this amount of increase along

the side seam to the hem. Above hip level—taper

this increase to nothing at the waist. See Diagram 11.

2. Slashing the pattern. Slash the pattern from the

lower edge to the waist. If a waistline dart is present,

make a slash between the dart and the side seam.

Keep the slash parallel to the grainline. Spread the

slash the necessary amount at hip level (14 of total

increase). Pin the pattern to paper to hold it in

place. This method increases the width of the lower

edge considerably and thus gives more flare to

the skirt than the designer intended.

Consider the lower edge width when deciding

which method to use.
Diagram 12
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Large waist

Individuals with large waistlines do not require so much

shaping at the side seams for the waist. The side

seams may be increased near the waistline with the

increase tapering to nothing at the hips. Bodice side

seams are increased at the waistline and tapered to

nothing toward the underarm. See Diagram 13. In-

crease V4 of the required amount of adjustment at the

side seams of the front and the back of the bodice

and of the skirt. The darts may be narrowed slightly

for additional increase of the waistline if necessary.

Diagram 13

Diagram 14

Large abdomen
The length and the width of the skirt must be adjusted

and the bodice sections near the waistline must be changed

to accommodate the curve of the body. Slash the skirt

pattern across the front at a point 6 or 7 inches below

the waistline, from the centre front to within Vi inch of

the side seam. Make a vertical second slash about 3 or

4 inches from the centre front down to within 1 or 2

inches of the lower edge. Spread the slashes the amount

needed, and pin the pattern flat over strips of paper. See

Diagram 14.

Make a vertical slash in the bodice to correspond with

the skirt slash. Extend the slash toward the shoulder seam.

Make a second slash across the bodice about 2 or 3 inches

above the waistline to within Vi inch of the side seam.

Spread the bodice slashes the amount needed, and pin

the pattern flat over strips of paper.

Large back hips or buttocks

This adjustment is similar to the adjustment for a

large abdomen or tummy and is made in the skirt back.

Slash the skirt across the back at a point level with the

back hip fullness—measure this point on the body, from

the waistline down. Make a vertical slash through the

centre of the dart, from the waistline to about 1 or 2

inches from the lower edge. Spread the slashes the

Diagram 15 amount needed, and pin the pattern flat over strips of
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paper. To keep the original waistline size, make two darts about 1 inch

apart at the waistline edge. Two darts will give a better body-shaping than

one very large dart. See Diagram 15.

The skirt front needs no alteration.

Large bust
To accommodate the curve of the bust, both

extra width and length are needed.

Add the extra length required at the lower

bodice front edge. Add the extra width re-

quired at the side bodice seam at the arm-

hole edge—tapering the increase to nothing

at the waist. See Diagram 16. The extra side bodice front length can be

adjusted to fit the side bodice back seam edge by increasing the bust dart

or by making two smaller darts instead of one large dart. Baste the darts

in the garment and fit the garment on the individual to check position of

the darts in relation to the bust.
Diagram 17

mg shoulders
Take up the shoulder seam the amount

necessary at the armhole edge, tapering the

decrease to nothing at the neck edge. This

has made the armhole smaller. Make the

armhole the correct size by lowering the

armscye (armhole) the amount taken up at

the shoulder. Do this carefully. Use your flexible 12-inch ruler to check

the finished length—it must be the same as the original armscye measure-

ment. See Diagram 17.

Square shoulders Diagram is

This adjustment is the reverse of the adjust-

ment for sloping shoulders.

Increase the front and the back of the

shoulder seams the required amount at the

armscye edge, and taper the increase to

nothing at the neck edge. Build up or raise

the under-armscye edge to the original size,

length of the armscye seams with a flexible

the new length is the same as the original

measurement.

Narrow shoulders
Slash the pattern vertically at a point about

1 Vi inches from the armhole edge and make
the slash about 5 or 6 inches long. Then cut

across to within V2 inch of the armscye

edge. See Diagram 19. Lap one slashed

edge over the other the amount necessary.

See Diagram 18. Check the

12-inch ruler to be sure that

Diagram 19

Diagram 16
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(Be sure to consider use of shoulder pads to give the individual the appear-

ance of normal shoulder width and do not make the decrease too large.

See page 131.) Pin the pattern over a strip of paper. Correct the shoulder

seam jog. See Diagram 19. Make this shoulder adjustment in both the

front and the back of the bodice pattern.

Broad shoulders

This adjustment is the reverse of the adjust-

ment for narrow shoulders. Make a vertical

slash at a point about V/i inches from the

armhole edge and 5 or 6 inches long. Then cut

across to within Vi inch of the armhole. Spread

the pattern the amount necessary, and pin it

Diagram 20 ^ paper. Correct the shoulder seam

jog. See Diagram 20. Make the same adjustment in the front and the back

of the bodice pattern.

Large elbows

Make a horizontal slash beginning in the back of the

sleeve at the centre of the elbow ease; cut halfway across

the sleeve, then up to the centre of the sleeve cap,

following the grainline or on a line parallel to the grain-

line. Spread the slash the required amount. Pin the pattern

flat over the paper. See Diagram 21. Extra length formed

on the back seam edge can be taken up in elbow darts.

Divide the surplus evenly between the darts.

Large upper arms
First, make a brown-paper pattern of the sleeve, marking the grainline,

the notches, and the point where the sleeve joins the shoulder line.

You will remember that you took the bicep measurement or girth of the

arm at a point level with the armpit or the armscye—about V/i inches

below the highest point of the underarm hollow. The sleeve of the gar-

ment should measure about 2 inches larger than the arm at this level.

This point on the sleeve pattern is about 1 inch below the armscye.

Slash the sleeve pattern vertically down the centre from top to bottom.

Pin the slashed pattern to the lower edge of the brown-paper pattern, the

slashed edges meeting at the seamline. Spread the pattern

apart, tapering the slash gradually to the required amount

at a point 1 inch below the armscye. A small dart will be

required in the sleeve cap in order to keep the pattern flat

and bring the slashed edges together at the top. Pin these

edges together, keeping the shoulder line markings of the

sleeve and of the brown paper opposite each other. See

Diagram 22. This lowers the sleeve cap. The brown-paper

pattern will give you the original height of the sleeve
Diagram 22
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cap. Correct the outline of the outer edge of the sleeve cap, if necessary,

keeping a smooth-flowing line.

Thin arms
Measure the girth of the arm and around the elbow to determine the

amount of excess fullness in the sleeve pattern. A small amount, about

Va inch, can be taken off the seam edges. Decrease the seam Va inch

at the armscye edge, tapering the decrease to nothing just below the elbow.

See Diagram 23. Take in the remainder of the excess fullness by pinning

a tuck, vertically, down the centre from the top to the bottom of the

sleeve. Check the measurements of the altered pattern, allowing about 2

inches for arm ease at the bicep and about 1 inch at the elbow and at

ri (
K fj

-Lj \J w
Diagram 23

The underarm seam edges of the back and the front of the bodice

will be taken in Va inch at the armscye edge, with the decrease tapering

to nothing at the waist.

Round shoulders

To accommodate the curve of the shoulders, extra length

and width are needed in the back of the bodice across the

shoulders. Slash the pattern vertically from the centre

of the shoulder seam to the lower edge. Slash the pattern

horizontally at a point level with the middle of the

armscye—begin the slash at the centre back, cutting to the

seam line at the armhole edge. See Diagram 24.

Take the body measurements on the individual at points

that correspond with the pattern slashes, which will be Diagram 24

lengthwise and crosswise over the roundest part of the shoulders.

Pin the pattern pieces on a large sheet of paper, spreading the cross-

wise and the lengthwise slashes to give the required length and width

in the area where needed. See diagram. In order to keep the centre back

line straight, taper the slash at the shoulder edge to meet the crosswise

slash, making the back shoulder seam edge longer. This extra length can

be taken in by a small dart or darts. Correct the outline of the pattern

edge.
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To increase the width of a flared skirt

Check the width of the lower edge of the pat-

tern. Decide on the amount of increase desired.

Slash both the front and the back skirt pat-

terns in three places, dividing the pattern into

equal sections. It is advisable to use a yardstick

and draw lines for the slashes from the lower

edge to about 1 inch below the waistline. Place

the pattern on the fabric, spreading the slashes

equally to give the desired increase. See Dia-

gram 25.

Small bust

Bodice is too long in centre front.

Take an over-the-bust measurement. Allow

14" or more for ease, depending on the style

of garment.

Decrease the bust dart accordingly, and take

a corresponding amount off the length of the front

by folding a tuck in the paper pattern in a position about 114 inches

above the waistline.

Check the length of the side bodice seam with the side bodice seam

of the back bodice. See diagram.

Small bust—sleeve and bodice cut in one

1. No underarm dart. Shorten the bodice front

at the shoulder line of the overarm seam. Start

at the neck edge, tapering to nothing at a point

slightly beyond the regulation armhole point. See

diagram.

2. With bust dart. Proceed as for ordinary

bodice alteration. Decrease the bust dart the re-

quired amount, and take a corresponding amount

off the length of the bodice by folding a tuck in

the paper pattern about 114 inches above the

waistline.

To raise or lower a bust dart

Check the level of the bust on the individual. Locate the bust level on

the paper pattern by extending a line through the centre of the bust dart

toward the centre front, and extending the line through the centre of the

waistline dart toward the shoulder. The point at which these two lines

meet is the bust point.

Diagram 27

Diagram 26
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Establish a new bust dart at the level required by the individual figure.

See diagrams.

In the case of the French dart or slanting underarm dart, the dart will

be raised or lowered according to the individual requirement, and the dart

will become slightly more slanted or less slanted depending on whether

the point is raised or lowered.

OTHER ALTERATIONS WHEN SLEEVE AND
BODICE ARE CUT IN ONE

Diagram 30

Large bust

Enlarge the bust dart and add a corresponding

amount at the lower edge of the bodice front. Add
the required amount on the side seam if an increase

is necessary for the around-the-bust measurement.

If the increase is considerable, a more pleasing

effect can be obtained by making two narrower bust

darts. The lower one should be slightly shorter

than the upper one.

If there is no bust dart, establish one at the

correct level, the size depending on the extra length

needed. Increase the length of the bodice front a

corresponding amount.

Diagram 31
‘DD ONfX^TABLISHdart

Narrow sloping shoulders

Consider increasing the size of shoulder pad to make

the figure appear to be perfect.

If there is a dart in the back shoulder line, in-

crease the dart slightly. If there is no dart, make a

small one.

Cut off the lower edge of the front sleeve a cor-

responding amount.

The underarm sleeve seam will be longer thanDiagram 32
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the back underarm sleeve seam. Either ease in the

surplus at the elbow area, or increase the elbow

dart. If there is no elbow dart, you can make one.

Square shoulders

Increase the required amount at the edge of the

shoulder and taper to nothing at the neckline and

down toward the elbow.

If this adjustment leaves too much back length,

raise the pattern to the new shoulder line, and cut

off the pattern at underarm level and at the lower

edge of the bodice.

Broad shoulders

Add the required amount of fabric at the centre back.

Increase the shoulder darts or make them if there

are none already. If the darts are curved slightly,

they will give more fabric where needed.

Diagram 35

Large upper arm

BODICE WITH DIAGONAL OR FRENCH DARTS
Large bust

Extra length is required. Slash the pattern on the line

of the dart. Separate the pattern the amount required.

Baste in the dart. It may be slightly longer—adjust on

figure.

Diagram 36

Round shoulders

If shoulders are very rounded, extra fabric should

be added at the neck edge, tapering down to the

shoulder point, thus giving the extra length and

extra width needed to fit over the round of the

shoulders.

See diagram. Extra fabric is needed in the area

above the arrow. Add the required amount at this

point, carrying the same amount toward the neck-

line, and tapering the increase to nothing at the

wrist.

Be sure to cut the normal neckline. If the back

length is longer than necessary, make a fold in the

pattern Wi inches above the waist to take out the

needed amount.

Do this on both front and back of bodice.
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Extra width around the bust may be added at the

side seam if necessary.

Check all measurements carefully and allow for gar-

ment ease.

Diagram 37

Small bust

Less length is required. Place a horizontal tuck across the

pattern. Add, at the lower side waist, the amount neces-

sary to make the side bodice front seam the same length

as the back. Taper the added length toward the centre

front.

ADD ON
Diagram 38
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Preparing, cutting, and

marking fabrics

It is important to know which is the right side and which is the wrong side

of the fabric before you cut. The right side is often referred to as the face

of the fabric and the wrong side as the back of the fabric.

HOW TO DISTINGUISH THE RIGHT SIDE FROM
THE WRONG SIDE OF THE FABRIC
Most fabrics are folded lengthwise when wrapped on the bolt. Cottons

are usually folded with the right side out for display purposes; they look

more attractive when placed on the shelves or on the counters in fabric

departments. Most of the other fabrics are folded with the right side in-

side to prevent soiling and fading. Luxury fabrics, such as pure silk, velvet,

and fabrics that crease-mark, are rolled right side inside.

Printed fabrics

The design is clearer and sharper in outline on the right side.

Plain fabrics

Observe how the fabric was folded. Check both sides carefully for short,

loose ends of threads or for knots. These will be on the wrong side or the

back of the fabric. Check the selvage—on the right side, the selvage has

a smoother appearance. Loose thread ends often appear on the wrong side

of the selvage.

Woven stripes and woven plaids

Check both sides for loose threads and knots as with the plain fabrics.

Twill fabrics

( 1 ) Cotton twills are usually woven with a left-hand twill.

(2) Wool and silk twill fabrics have a right-hand twill weave.

Whichever the direction of the twill on the face of the fabric, the

diagonal ridge or twill runs in the opposite direction on the reverse side.

Rules for twill: Hold the fabric against your body, lengthwise grain in a

vertical position, and look down on the fabric.

1. Wool and silk fabrics—the twill will run toward the right foot on the

right side of the fabric.

2. Cotton fabrics—the twill will run toward the left foot on the face of

the fabric.

Do not confuse a two-tone diagonal pattern weave, which is often found

in wool fabrics, with a twill. At first glance these fabrics seem to resemble
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twill fabrics. However, on close observation it is apparent that the slightly

raised ridge is absent.

Bias on twill. When cutting bias on twill fabrics, cut so that the twill runs

perpendicular to the bias edge, not parallel to it.

Reversible fabrics
Either side may be used as the right side.

Face-finished
The more attractive side is the right side. Brushed fabrics, boucle, wool

broadcloth, camel hair fabrics, chinchilla, and melton cloth are examples

of face-finished fabrics.

One-face fabrics
Only one side is suitable for the face of the fabric. Knots and extra yarn

stitching for embroidered designs are on the back or the wrong side.

Double-faced silks

Either side of the fabric may be used, although the lustrous side is con-

sidered the right side. The wrong side is sometimes used for trimming

(crepe back satin).

Fancy yarn decorated fabrics
Metallic threads, bright spots of colour from novelty yarns, nubs, and

such decorations are shown on the face of the fabric.

-bedford cord.

Ribbed or corded fabrics
The rib or cord is more pronounced on the right side-

pique, bengaline.

STRAIGHTENING THE FABRIC
The ends of all fabrics must be straightened or evened before cutting be-

cause accuracy of grainline is necessary for a satisfactory garment. If the

garment is grain perfect, it will fit well, wear well, and keep its shape.

The ends of the fabric are straightened by cutting along

a continuous crosswise thread. Pick up a crosswise thread

and pull it so that it causes a puckered line. Cut along

the puckered line. Pick up the thread again—pull and cut.

Do this across the fabric.

Some fabrics can be torn to straighten, but never try to

tear a fabric that has a lengthwise cord.

Some of the resin-finished fabrics, metallic prints, and

fabrics that are termed “drip dry” or “easy care” present

tearing problems; these fabrics are liable to “cross tear’

If in doubt, pull a thread and cut.

When tearing fabrics, always cut one selvage; tear across until you

reach the other selvage; cut this selvage. Do not attempt to tear through

a selvage.

If straightening the ends will waste much fabric, do not cut. Pull a

crosswise thread slightly, and mark the puckered line with a coloured

basting thread or a row of pins.

TO STRAIGHTEN END
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Some tailors place a series of basting threads running parallel to both

the lengthwise and the crosswise threads. The basting threads are placed at

regular intervals throughout the fabric. Most pattern pieces are cut from

double fabric, and the basting lines can be pinned together, thus ensuring

accuracy of grainline in both layers of material.

The importance of grainline cannot be overemphasized. The grainline

is the key to successful fitting, because it indicates the

alteration needed.

After your fabric has been straightened, fold it length-

wise, then crosswise, to see if it will lie square. If it does

not lie square, it will be necessary to stretch it diagonally.

All fabrics stretch more quickly if they are slightly

damp. Some fabrics require more moisture than others. If

a fabric will not square after a reasonable amount of

stretching, fold it in a damp sheet and leave it for several

hours. Stretch again and press.

Drip-dry cotton will not stretch unless slightly damp. TO STRAIGHTEN FABRIC

Some fabrics are so permanently set off-grain that they will not change

even after cleaning. If they do not respond to a reasonable amount of

stretching, place the selvages together and lay the fabric flat; then cut.

Nylon, milium (metal-insulated lining), some metallic prints, some glazed

fabrics, and some resin-finished materials are in this group.

Many washable fabrics do not require shrinking. The various finishing

processes used during the manufacturing of the fabric have shrunk the

fibres. Test a sample of your fabric—but do so very carefully It may not

be necessary to shrink the fabric—only dampen it enough for stretching.

THE PATTERN
1. Consult your pattern envelope, and mark the view to be made.

2. Check the diagram of the pattern pieces, and cross off the pieces that

do not relate to the view to be made.

3. Trim the pattern pieces to be used. Make the necessary alterations in

the pattern pieces to correspond with your figure measurements.

If the paper pattern is correctly altered to the individuals measurements,

there is no need to try on the pattern or to hold it up to the figure.

As you are trimming and altering the pattern pieces, read the printed

matter on each piece so as to become familiar with the pattern markings.

Observe which pieces must be placed on a fold. Observe which pieces

must be cut singly—such as for the right side and left side of the body

when they are not identical in size and shape.

If the fabric has a nap, pile, or one-way design or is of satin, the top

of the pattern pieces must all face the top of the fabric. It is necessary to

determine the top or up of the fabric before placing the pattern on the

material.

4. Mark the cutting layout that is correct for the view to be made and
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for the width and type of fabric to be used. Remember—there is a special

layout for nap, pile, and one-way designs.

5. Check the instruction sheet to determine which pieces require inter-

facing—is there a separate pattern for interfacings or do you use the gar-

ment pattern?

6. If the garment requires a lining, check for the lining pattern pieces.

Do you use parts of the garment pattern for the lining, or is there a lining

pattern for all parts of the lining?

Be familiar with every part of your pattern and all the pattern markings

before you begin to pin the pattern to the fabric.

Fabric and pattern
1. Press the fabric, if necessary, to remove the creases and the fold line.

2. Fold the fabric as indicated for cutting. Fold the right side inside

except when using pile fabrics, which are folded and cut with the right

side outside.

3. Sometimes the selvage is woven more

tightly than the rest of the fabric. Clip the

selvage at regular intervals, so that the fabric

will lie flat and smooth on the table. Pin the

selvages and the raw edges together.

4. Place the pattern pieces according to

layout. On every piece, pin the grainlines first, measuring accurately, so

that the grainline of the pattern lies exactly on the grainline of the fabric.

After pinning the grainline, pin along the seam-

^ lines directly opposite the grainline. Be sure that

H all pattern pieces lie flat and smooth. Place pins

z- every 5 or 6 inches. If pins are placed at right angles

to the cutting edge, you will obtain a smoother edge

o when you are cutting.

^ 5. Place or plan for the entire pattern before cut-

ting. Check again to be sure that you have all the

pieces necessary for the view to be made.

6. Check all the grainlines again, because the “hang

and fit” of your garment depends on the accuracy of

the grainline.

7. Be sure all pieces on the fold of the material are

exactly on the fold.

8. Many custom dressmakers use very wide side

seams on all garments that will be worn for many

years (suits and tailored wool dresses may be worn

for at least four years if not extreme in style.) Then

the garment may be altered if necessary.

•e 1 to \V2 inches in width. Mark the extra width on

the fabric before cutting. (Tailor-tack the original stitching line and baste

on this line for fitting.

)

FILLING OR CROSSWISE
GRAIN
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Cutting
1. Check the pins to be sure that they are not over the cutting line.

2. Use sharp shears of a size suitable for the weight of the fabric. Never

use pinking shears for cutting garments.

3. Do not shift the fabric on the table any oftener than necessary

—

move around the table rather than shift the fabric.

4. Cut with long, smooth strokes, moving the shears before they are quite

closed. If you close the shears at every stroke, you are apt to get a jagged

cut edge. Hold the fabric flat with the left hand while cutting.

5. Cut as closely as possible to the edge of the pattern pieces so that

your fabric will be the exact size of the pattern. If you do not cut care-

fully, the garment may be slightly larger than your measurements.

6. Cut all notches pointing out; the seams will be stronger than if the

notches were cut in, and the seams can be let out, if necessary.

7. Sometimes some pattern pieces are cut singly—e.g. sleeves. Take

care that you do not have both sleeves for the same armhole. Cut one

sleeve first, then place it on the fabric so that the right sides are together;

then cut the second sleeve.

8. Occasionally, there are separate pattern pieces for the right and left

sides of a garment—for example, a garment which has a side closing.

These pieces are cut separately. Be sure that you have placed the pattern

correctly on the fabric. A good rule to follow is to have both the fabric

and the pattern piece placed right ‘side up. If necessary, hold the pattern

piece against the body and compare it with the right side of the fabric so

as to be sure it will be cut correctly.

Remember
Cut carefully and accurately; be sure that all pattern pieces are

placed correctly on the grainline. All points on the grainline

should measure the same distance from the selvage. If there

is no selvage, pull a lengthwise or warp thread and measure

from it.

MARKING THE FABRIC
1. Mark the centre front and the centre back of the pattern pieces by

a line of basting run along the fold (if the pattern is placed on the fold).

Mark the crosswise grainline at bust level on the bodice front and at a

corresponding level on the bodice back. This precaution is necessary when
you are fitting the garment, because well-fitting garments depend on the

position of the lengthwise and of the crosswise grainline.

2. Mark the lengthwise grain of sleeves, and after removing the pattern,

mark a crosswise grainline with a row of basting near the base of the sleeve

cap to assist in fitting the sleeves.

3. Mark all darts, tucks, and buttonholes; the position of buttons; the

centre fronts; the fold lines for the facings if cut in one with the garment;
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the stitching lines if indicated on the pattern; all corners, and in many
cases, the seam line if it is curved or shaped; and any other construc-

tion details indicated on the pattern. This does not take long and saves

much time when you are assembling the garment.

The marking can be done in several ways.

Tracing wheel and dressmaker’s carbon paper used according to the

instructions which accompany the carbon paper. As these marks are dif-

ficult to remove, use carbon paper with discretion. Marks made on the

right side of the fabric may show should the garment be altered. There

are many points of construction where it is helpful to have a marking

on both sides of the fabric. Tailor tacks are more

satisfactory for these parts.

Tailor tacks. This is a method of marking two

)ieces of fabric with loops of thread. Use a long

double thread, and take two tiny stitches at the

marking point, leaving a loop about 1 or 1 inches.

See diagram. Cut the loops. Separate the fabric

carefully, and clip the threads, leaving tufts of

thread on each piece of fabric. Never cut the tailor

tacks until you are ready to assemble the garment.

It is helpful if you use different colours of thread

to indicate certain details.

It is very important to place the tailor tacks in the correct position.

Carelessness will lead to inaccurate stitching. If tailor tacks are out Vs"

in a number of places on darts, etc. the discrepancies will add up and

make the garment an inch or more too large or too small.

Place the tailor tacks exactly on the lines, with the direction of the

stitch following the direction of the stitching line or seamline of the gar-

ment.

In marking dots, squares, or triangular markings, try to keep the mark-

ing exactly in the centre, and take up as few threads of the fabric as

possible.

When marking two layers of thick fabric or

pile fabrics, try to have the needle enter the

lower layer at right angles. A slant on the

needle can result in inaccurate marking on the

lower layer of fabric.

If they are used carefully, pins may be used

to mark certain parts of construction. The

position of the pin should be marked with

tailor’s chalk, because if you lose the pin, you

will have to place the paper pattern on the

fabric and mark again—this takes time.
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For inexperienced dressmakers, tailor-tacking is the safest and surest

method of marking the fabric. When you become very experienced, you

can take short cuts, but even they can prove a waste of time if you have to

consult your pattern later.

Marking position of buttonholes

If an alteration has been made on the bodice, it will be necessary to change

the spacing of buttonholes. Keep the top and bottom location as before

and change the spacing between these points.

Observe the relative positions of the buttons and the bust level. Will

the buttons keep the bodice closed at bust level if there is a strain? Will

they draw attention to a large bust?

Consider the size of the buttons when re-spacing.

The size of the buttonhole on the paper pattern usually indicates the

size of the button intended.

If the width of the belt has been altered, consider the location of the

buttons above and below the belt.

If the garment has an open neckline, is the top button as high or as low

as you desire? This must be determined before making the buttonholes.
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Sewing guide terms

Accompanying each pattern is a sheet of instructions. The ability to read

and follow the directions given on the instruction guide is of more value

than a natural gift for sewing; in fact, it is the secret of success.

The diagram and the directions go together and are equally important.

When reading the directions, study the drawings carefully. Each sketch

indicates whether you are working on the inside or the outside of the gar-

ment. The right side or the wrong side of the fabric is indicated.

The diagrams of the pattern pieces are photostatic copies of the actual

pieces, so observe the notches carefully. Do not sew wrong edges and

wrong pieces together just because you failed to study the diagrams.

Some people have difficulty in following the instructions because they

do not understand some of the terms which are used.

The following explanations are for some of the terms used most fre-

quently; others occur on certain styles and garments.

1. Clip—to cut with the tip of the scissors, at right angles to the edge,

to within Vs" or 1/16" from the stitching; or to cut to within Vs" or 1/16"

of a designated point. Some fabrics will spread more than others, so that

they do not need to be clipped as closely. It is advisable only to clip within

Vs" and then snip another thread or two if necessary.

2. Join—to place two similar edges together, right sides together, pin or

baste, and stitch as indicated.

3. Trim—to cut off some of the seam allowance parallel to the edge. The

amount trimmed off depends on the type of seam. There are two types of

trimmed seams:

( 1 ) Encased—seams with the raw edges concealed and which rarely

will become frayed when the garment is worn; e.g. collars, cuffs, facings,

etc. These seams may be trimmed to within 14" of the stitching line

without weakening the seam.

(2) Regular—seams with raw edges exposed that will get strain

and wear when the garment is worn. The amount trimmed will depend

on the fabric and how the seam will be finished.

(a) pinked edge—never less than Vi".

(b) double-stitched and pinked—Vs".

(c) double-stitched and overcast or zig-zagged—14"

Always consider whether or not any future alterations may be made on

regular seams before trimming.

190
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4. Face—to place two identical pieces together, right sides together, pin

or baste, and stitch on the edges indicated.

5. Turn under and stitch—to turn under 14" on the raw edge and stitch

about 1/16" from the folded edge. On wash garments a second row of

stitching may be added to keep the raw edge from turning. Place the

second row Vs" from the first. If you have an automatic machine, you can

stitch the edge and zig-zag instead of turning the edge under.

6. Hem edge—some openings are finished by using the seam allowance

to form a narrow hem. The fabric is turned twice, encasing the raw edge

and using the full seam allowance.

7. Notch out fullness—to cut out small triangles of fabric so that the

seam allowance will be flat; e.g. on out or convex curves. Remember to

notch at regular intervals to keep a smooth-flowing curve. See section on

notching seams.

8. Reinforce corner—to machine stitch along the seam line to strength-

en a corner that will be clipped later. Use one or two rows of stitching

and a stitch length of about 20 stitches per inch.

Some guides suggest sewing a scrap of fabric at the point, such as thin

silk or organdy. This adds bulk. Others suggest a row of top-stitching

from the outside of the garment. See section on reinforcing gussets.

9. Gusset—a shaped section inserted in a garment for additional ease

and strength.

10. Godet—a piece of fabric, usually shaped like a section of pie, inserted

into a garment edge to add ease or fullness. It usually becomes a style

feature and may be of a contrasting fabric or colour.

11. Slash—to cut.

12. Ease—to adjust a longer piece of fabric to a slightly shorter one in

such a way that gathers or tiny tucks are not apparent.

13. Taper—a gradual decrease of width or thickness; a regular decreasing

toward a point.

14. Stay-stitch—to stitch through a single thickness of fabric to hold the

grain in its correct position.

15. Whip—to sew around the edge with fine overcasting or overhand

stitches.

16. Overcast—a simple slanting stitch used for finishing raw edges.
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17. Overhand—short over-and-over stitches used to join two edges to-

gether.

18. Slip stitch—a loose stitch concealed between two layers of fabric; to

take up a thread of the fabric, then catch the needle in the folded edge.

19. Blind hem—to hem invisibly, catching only a thread of the garment

fabric.

20. Fly facing or fly closing—a closing in a garment so constructed that it

conceals the fastenings.

21. Finish—to treat a seam or raw edge in such a manner as to prevent

ravelling.

22. Bind—to cover both sides of an edge.

23. Hemline—the line that indicates the place where the hem will be turn-

ed or is folded up.

24. Edge stitch—to stitch 1/16" from the folded edge.

25. Interface—to place a piece of fabric between the facing and the

garment.

Direction of stitching

To avoid stretching when stitching, machine-stitch all seams from the wide

part toward the narrow part. That is, stitch skirt seams from the hem
toward the waist; bodice, from the armhole to waist; from the neck edge

to the shoulder edge. Stitch all pleats from the bottom up.

Stay-stitching

Stay-stitching is done before you begin to assemble the garment. It is a

line of machine stitching through a single thickness of fabric, placed in

the seam allowance about Vs" from the stitching line toward the cut edge.

Purpose of stay-stitching

1. to hold the fabric grain in its correct position.

2. to prevent the fabric from stretching.

Direction of stay-stitching. The stitching should be done in the direction

which will hold the grain in place. To determine the direction of the grain,

run your fingers along the cut edge. If the thread ends feather out, you are

going against the grain. You stitch with the grain.

In general, to stay-stitch with the grain, the direction in which you stitch

will be:

1. Skirt seams—hem to waistline.

2. Side bodice—armhole to waistline.

3. Shoulders—neck to shoulder point.

4. Neck—shoulder to centre front, shoulder to centre back.

Stay-stitching must be done with a good machine tension to avoid chang-

ing the shape of the fabric. The stitch should be long enough to be pulled

up, if necessary, to make the fabric return to the size of the pattern. A
number 10 stitch length is satisfactory for most fabrics.
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If you use matching thread it will not have to be removed from most

fabrics after the garment is finished. It is usually necessary to remove stay-

stitching from sheer fabrics.

Very firm fabrics, if handled gently, require little or no stay-stitching.

Only the areas of the garment that are cut considerably off grain must be

stay-stitched.

To avoid stretching seam edges when machine-stitching, keep the fabric

squared in front of the needle. Do not let the garment hang over the edge

of the machine, because the weight of fabric will tend to stretch the cut

edges.

At all times, when pinning, basting, and stitching, handle the pieces

carefully, and keep the weight of the fabric supported by the sewing table

or the table of the machine to avoid stretching.

Remember that every row of machine stitching stiffens the fabric, so use

your own judgement as to whether or not to remove the stay-stitching after

the garment sections are assembled. On sheer fabrics the extra stitching

will stiffen as well as show through and should be removed.

If stay-stitching is used, check every garment section and every edge of

every section with the paper pattern after stay-stitching.

When an underlining is used, the underlining and the piece it underlines

should be stay-stitched as one piece.

Edges that need not be stay-stitched are

:

(1) Seam edges that hang free from the body, because the fabric

must be allowed to take its own weight or the seams will appear pucker-

ed or drawn up.

(2) Edges cut on the lengthwise or crosswise threads of the fabric.

(3) Outer edges of most facings.

(4) Lower edge of skirts—it will be stitched to control fullness when

the hem is put in.

Edges that must not be stay-stitched are:

Skirt seams that are quite bias or on a true bias. The weight of the

fabric causes these to stretch and nothing can be done to prevent stretch-

ing. Instead of stay-stitching, allow the fabric to take its own weight.

( 1 ) Hang the skirt sections full length on a hanger, with the waistline

seam pinned along the hanger as it will be when worn. Let the fabric

hang for at least 24 hours.

(2) Baste the seams by hand, but do not fasten the end of the thread

at the lower edge. Let the fabric hang for another 24 hours.

(3) Fit the skirt. Machine-stitch, being careful not to draw up the

seams, or they will appear puckered when worn. If the fabric tends to

pucker or draw up while being stitched, a layer of tissue paper placed

between the fabric and the machine will prevent puckering.

If one section of the skirt is cut on more of a bias than another, it will

be a different length and will need to be adjusted. If it is not adjusted, one
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side of the seam allowance will be puckered when the sections are joined.

If puckering does occur, open the seam and let the puckered side drop

down.

Pinning
When pinning pieces of the garment together, hold the cut edges upper-

most. Place the pins on the stitching line, at right angles to the cut edge,

with the pins picking up only a few threads of the fabric.

It is very important that you pin on the stitching line because this is

the point at which the pieces are intended to fit together. If beginners form

the habit of following this procedure on all seams, little difficulty will arise

when they are joining seams having opposite curves, as in sleeves and arm-

holes, for example.

Unit construction

A unit is any one part of a garment; e.g. sleeve, bodice, skirt.

Each unit is stitched, pressed, and completed as much as possible before

it is joined to another unit. This procedure involves less handling of the

garment and makes for a better-looking finished garment. It eliminates

unnecessary wrinkling and extra pressing.

Understitching

Understitching is a row of machine stitching placed close to the stitching

line of any facing. By catching the two trimmed seam edges to the facing,

understitching keeps the facing to the underside and helps to sharpen the

seam edge.

Understitching should be used with discretion and done carefully to

avoid stretching. It should be used on straight edges only unless you are

very experienced.

Remember, each row of machine stitching stiffens the fabric, so that

understitching may not be advisable on some fabrics and in some areas of

the garment.

Lockstitching

Instead of tying thread ends on some garments (at the end of darts, dart

tucks, and seams) you may use a lockstitch. Stitch back and forth for the

last Vi" or, at the last stitch, hold the fabric and take two or three stitches

in the same place.

Interfacing

An interfacing is an underfacing—an extra piece of fabric that will lie

between the facing and the outer section of the garment. It is cut from a

fabric that will add stiffness and body to the garment. See section on

choosing material for interfacings.

PURPOSES:
1. To keep the garment fabric from stretching.

2. To add body and stiffness to some fabrics.

3. To act as a cushion for bulky seams.
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4. To build an unusual silhouette—usually some portion of the garment

that will stand away from the body rather than cling to it: e.g. large, stand-

away collars, peg pockets, cavalier cuffs, etc.

Facing
A piece of fabric, usually the same as the garment fabric, applied to a gar-

ment edge and turned to the underside.

Lining
A fabric covering the inside surface of a garment, forming an inside finish.

Underlining

A lining on the underside of a garment. It is usually used to support a

flimsy fabric. It is cut the same as the garment sections and basted or stay-

stitched to the underside of the garment fabric. The sections are assembled

as one fabric.

When a garment is underlined, interfacings are not usually necessary,

because the underlining acts as an interfacing. In necklines of underlined

garments, for example, there is an underlining on the bodice and also on

the neck facing, so that the two layers of underlining make an adequate

interfacing.

Interlining

A fabric placed in the garment between the lining and the outer fabric for

warmth.

Insulated lining fabrics are eliminating the use of interlinings, because

they give warmth without bulk.
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Grainlines in relation to fitting

It is not difficult to fit garments if you use the grainline as a guide. If

you have a figure problem, the addition of extra guide threads marking the

grainlines in the problem area will indicate the alteration necessary and

will assist and simplify the fitting.

The correct grainline of the fabric was established when you prepared

the fabric for cutting. (See chapter on Preparing, Cutting, and Marking

Fabric.) You cut the garment grain-perfect by following the layout and

pinning each pattern piece exactly on the grainline. All pattern pieces

must be cut on the correct grainline, because the fit of the garment depends

on the grainline. The colour, texture, or design of the fabric cannot trans-

form a failure into success; they are merely the supporting roles in a cast

in which the cut is the star performer.

In the world-famous couturier houses, when the toiles (the muslin model

of the garment from which the final pattern is perfected) arrive to be

fitted by the designer, they are entirely covered with guide threads. These

threads are in contrasting colours and show up clearly against the material.

They are in every piece of the garment, one colour marking the length-

wise grainline, and another set at right angles to mark the crosswise grain-

line. The bias lies between the two. These guide lines reveal the alteration

necessary.

All commercial patterns will indicate the lengthwise grainline but not

usually the crosswise grainline. Draw a line at right angles to the length-

wise grainline at bust level and at hip level on all front and back pieces; at

armhole level; and at about three inches below the shoulder seam on the

sleeve pattern.

Additional lengthwise guide threads are often placed about halfway

between the side seams and the centre front, extending from the shoulder

to the waist over the point of the bust. A corresponding line is placed on

the bodice back from the shoulder to the waist over the shoulder blade.

Additional lengthwise guide threads are placed on the skirt halfway be-

tween the side seams and the centre back and the centre front.

The garment is well fitted when it is grain-perfect on the individual

figure. Areas where the grainline is off-balance indicate that an alteration

is necessary.

In general:

All crosswise grainlines should sit parallel to the floor.

196
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All lengthwise grainlines should sit perpendicular to the floor.

Side seams should sit perpendicular to the floor.

Shoulder seams should fall exactly on the top of the shoulder unless

designed otherwise. In that case there is usually a line on the pattern mark-

ing the normal shoulder line—this line will then sit on the top of the

shoulder.

Each dart should be in line with the high point of the curve which it

fits. (It may need to be relocated.)

Waistline seams should fall exactly on the natural waistline; tie a string

around the waist for the exact position.

For example, if the crosswise grainline on the bodice is off-balance, the

lengthwise grainline may be pulled out of a perpendicular position. By

opening the shoulder seams and raising or lowering them, you can move

the crosswise grainline to a grain-perfect position. At the same time the

lengthwise grainline will move to the grain-perfect position. Sometimes it

may be advisable to raise one shoulder seam slightly and lower the other

one slightly, rather than to raise one an unreasonable amount, which could

mean adjusting sleeves or armholes. Common sense will tell you what to

do.

The same logic would apply in skirts if one hip were considerably larger

than the other. A slight alteration on both sides will adjust the grainline,

rather than an unreasonably large alteration on just one side.

Common sense again will tell you whether or not a few extra guide

threads will assist you in your fitting.

Each garment will present its own fitting problem. Occasionally, the

weight of the fabric will cause a grainline to fall off-balance. Again, the

lack of weight will often be the cause of the trouble—probably the fabric

should have been backed or underlined.

Sometimes “stays” are necessary to hold fullness in the desired position.

A stay is a piece of fabric attached to the inside of the garment to control

the larger outside portion. A pattern for the “stay” should be included with

the pattern pieces.

Fitting problems may occur only on certain styles of garments. As you

gain experience in your sewing you will know when and where to use

additional guide threads to mark grainlines.

Remember that the importance of grainline cannot be overemphasized.

If highly trained tailors and dressmakers who have had years of experience

continue to use them on every garment to assist them in achieving a perfect
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fit, it well behooves the inexperienced dressmaker to follow their example.

If they ignore this key to success, their clothes will always have a “home-

made” look. (The same goes for those who ignore the use of interfacings.

Common sense will tell you that if they are used on very expensive gar-

ments they will certainly improve a less expensive one. Consider their use

whether your pattern calls for interfacing or not, and choose a weight suit-

able for the garment being constructed.

)
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Sleeves

Remember: If guide threads marking lengthwise and crosswise grainlines

have been placed in the problem area, one fitting will usually be all that is

required.

A well-set sleeve is the mark of a good dressmaker. The sleeves,

shoulders, and neckline of a garment are visible whether the wearer is

standing or sitting. These parts of the garment are nearest the eye level of

the observer; therefore, the observer classifies the garment as having a

“professional finish” or a “homemade look” from her observation of these

points.

There is a difference between “homemade” and “hand-made”. Home-
made refers to a poorly made or a hurriedly made garment. Hand-made

refers to a garment made carefully and skillfully. A hand-made garment

is also termed custom-made.

A professional tailor or dressmaker who makes clothing for an individ-

ual is referred to as a custom tailor or a custom dressmaker.

A sleeve made by a professional is “well-set” and hangs straight and

square when the wearer is standing normally, with the arm in a natural,

relaxed position.

SHOULDER It is necessary that you learn the names of the various

parts of a sleeve and how the sleeve pattern is made. Then

you will be able to judge whether or not a sleeve is well

set.

BACK Look at Diagram 1.

FRONT ELBOW sleeve is referred to as the sleeve cap.

There is always a marking at the top of the cap to indicate

the point at which it joins the shoulder line.

The position of the elbow is indicated along the back

seam.

All sleeves are constructed to allow freedom of movement. Sleeves

of garments for work or for active sports have greater freedom of move-

ment than sleeves for dress wear.

ELBOW EASE
When the arm hangs naturally at the side of the body, you will notice

that the arm is bent slightly at the elbow. To accommodate the bend it

is necessary to provide extra fabric. Hence, the back of long or % -length

sleeves is cut longer than the front. The extra length that is allowed is

199
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called elbow ease. Elbow ease may be allowed for by using one or more

darts at the elbow or by gathers.

When the elbow dart has been stitched, the back seam becomes the

same length as the front seam edge. Gathers are eased or adjusted so that

the seam edges are the same length for joining. See Diagram 2.

The exact position of the elbow varies with the individual and is adjusted

when you are fitting the garment. (Instructions for this alteration will be

given later.)

Many manufacturers of ready-made garments do not stitch the elbow

dart but lay the extra fabric in a pleat or fold. In this way the elbow will

fit more women without an alteration.

Diagram 3

The line A-

SLEEVE-CAP EASE
The arm joins the body at the shoulder in a rounded

curve. This curve extends to the front and to the back

of the shoulder. The curve at the front is slightly greater

than at the back.

To permit freedom of movement at the shoulder, extra

fabric must be allowed in the top of the sleeve cap.

Look at Diagram 3.

-Aj represents the underarm or armpit level of the sleeve.

This line is also the crosswise grain of the fabric. The lengthwise grain

of the fabric is marked where it joins the shoulder seam, and it cuts the

crosswise grain at right angles. When the underarm seam of the sleeve

is sewn and the sleeve is on the arm, the sleeve forms a fold line at the

front and at the back. These lines are labelled in the diagram

—

front, and

back—and cut the armhole seamline at points 1 and 2.

The ease, or extra fabric for freedom of movement, is allowed between

points 1 and 2. These points are about 6 to 7 inches from A and A^ (the

armpit).

The average amount of ease allowed is about Wi to 2 inches and is

equally divided on each side of the shoulder seam point. The ease is adjust-

ed in gathers to facilitate smooth fitting of the arm curve.

The underarm seam of the sleeve usually falls in a direct fine with the

underarm seam of the bodice.
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Adjusting the ease of sleeve cap

Cut the sleeve from the pattern. Mark the

shoulder seam position. Mark the lengthwise

grain of the fabric from the shoulder point

to the wrist. (This will be parallel to the

grainline on the pattern.)

Mark the crosswise grain of the fabric at

the armpit level.

Joint the underarm seam. The points A and Aj in Diagram 4 now meet.

Fold the sleeve so that A—A^ is halfway between the folded edges.

Mark points 1 and 2, where the fold line touches the finished seamline.

On most patterns points 1 and 2 are about one inch above the notches.

Set the machine stitch for 8 to 10 stitches per inch. Put two rows of

machine stitching around the top of the sleeve cap between points 1 and

2—one row at the seamline Vs inches from the cut

edge, the other row Vs inch from cut edge. Pull the

threads, gathering the sleeve cap just enough to “cup”

it; Test the sleeve to judge if it hangs “square”. Cup
your fingers and place your hand in the sleeve cap, the

Diagram 5 rows of gathering threads at the top of your fingers.

Hold the sleeve so that it hangs free, the underarm seam perpendicular

to the floor. You will note: the elbow shaping at the back of the sleeve;

the slight gathering has formed the cap into a smooth, rounded curve to

fit over the rounded body curve where the arm joins the shoulder.

If you have the sleeve centered on your fingertips, you will notice that

the lengthwise grain marking is perpendicular to the floor, and the cross-

wise grain marking is parallel to the floor.

HOW TO ^'SET A SLEEVE
Turn the sleeve right side out. Turn the garment inside

out. Place the sleeve in the armhole with the right side of

the sleeve facing the right side of the garment.

1

.

Pin the sleeve to the armhole and match

—the underarm seams

—the shoulder seam point to the shoulder line

—the front and back sleeve notches with the front

and back garment notches. Pin from the sleeve side.

2. Pin the underarm sections together, placing the pins about 1 inch

apart, on the seamline, and at right angles to the cut edges.

3. Roll the upper section of the sleeve and the armscye (armhole of

garment) over the left hand, thus keeping the sleeve cap uppermost. Place

pins about V2 inch apart, pinning on the seamline at right angles to the cut

edges, and keep the cut edges exactly even. Spread the gathers evenly—

a

Diagram 6
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more even distribution of gathers is obtained if you place several pins near

the shoulder seam, then several near the notches, and work back and forth

until the front and the back half of the sleeve cap are pinned.

4. Baste from the sleeve side along the seamline with small even stitches.

Do not allow tiny pleats to form in the gathered area. There should be

no ease near the notches; keep the seam allowance of the sleeve very

smooth for about 1 inch above the notches on both front and the back.

Fullness in this portion produces an unattractive bulge. Do not pull the

basting thread too tightly or the armhole will be slightly puckered and,

when machine-stitched, will have a drawn look. Check the seamline of the

armscye on the garment side after basting and again after machine-stitching

—the line must be a smooth-flowing curve—no waves. Machine-stitch

from the sleeve side.

FITTING SLEEVES
A well-set sleeve. When the arm hangs in a natural,

relaxed position the sleeve should hang straight and

square (as in Diagram 7); the lengthwise grain perpen-

dicular to the floor; the crosswise grain parallel to the

floor; the sleeve cap smooth and free from wrinkles.

Diagram 7

Diagram 8

Fit the sleeve cap first. A poor fitting sleeve cap may be

caused by—the sleeve cap too short or too long; the

sleeve cap too narrow or not set straight. Sleeve caps fit

differently on individuals due to their bone structure and

the distribution of flesh on their upper arms.

Sleeve cap too short. The sleeve appears as in Diagram 8

— the crosswise grain line raised in the centre of the

sleeve and slight wrinkles pointing toward the top of the

sleeve cap in both the front and the back; a small fold may
appear on the underarm of the sleeve near the armscye.

Cause. The sleeve cap is too short for the individual.

Remedy. 1. A narrower seam allowance on the sleeve cap. Begin at

the notches and let the seam out gradually until you have a 14 -inch seam

on the sleeve at the shoulder point (the regular seamline is maintained on

the garment armscye). One-quarter inch is usually enough, but the seam

can be adjusted more or less to suit the individual.

When the seam has been let out sufficiently the crosswise grain will be

parallel to the floor as in Diagram 7.
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Diagram

2. If the seam on the top of the sleeve cap is not wide enough

to lengthen the cap the amount needed to make the crosswise

grain level, you can obtain more length in the sleeve cap by

raising the sleeve at the underarm. Diagram 9.

Take the sleeve out. Put the garment on. Slip the sleeve over

the arm.

Pin the shoulder seam point to the shoulder seam. Pin the upper sleeve in

position on the seamline. Keep the underarm seam of the sleeve in line

with the underarm seam of the garment, and lift the bottom of the sleeve

armscye up above the garment armscye until the crosswise grainline is

parallel to the floor. (In extreme cases, the sleeve may be an inch or more

above the garment armscye.) Pin the sleeve in position, tapering to the

notches.

When the alteration has been made so that the sleeve is grainline-perfect,

the notches on the garment and the corresponding notches on the sleeve

may not match. The underarm seam of the sleeve and the garment may
not match.

Baste, using the seamline of the garment armscye as a guide for the

lower part of the armhole. The raised part of the underarm of the sleeve

should taper gradually, in a smooth flowing line, to the regular seamline.

Try on the garment with shoulder pads in position,

before cutting off surplus seam allowance.

Sleeve cap too long—the crosswise grain of the sleeve

“droops” in the centre of sleeve, forming wrinkles that

point toward the upper armhole seam. (See Diagram 10.)

Cause. The sleeve cap is too long for the individual.

Remedy. Rip the upper half of the armhole seam.

(You will remember that one row of gathering thread

was set on the seamline.) Place a row of fine running

stitches to make a new seamline about Va inch lower

at the shoulder seam point and tapering gradually to the

old seamline near the notches. (Diagram 11.)

Baste the sleeve in the armscye; place shoulder pads

in position and fit. Check the grainline.

straight. The crosswise grain of the sleeve

slants down in the back and up in the front. (See Diagram

12 .)

Cause. Due to the bone structure or distribution of flesh

on the upper arm of the individual, there is a greater bulge

at the front upper arm than at the back. This lifts the grain-

line in the front and may cause some wrinkles.

Remedy. The shoulder seam point of the sleeve cap should

be shifted slightly to the front of the shoulder seam. Rip

Diagram 10

Diagram 11

Sleeve not set

Diagram 12
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the sleeve from the armhole. Re-set the sleeve in the armscye, shifting the

shoulder seam point Va inch to the front0 Keep the underarm seams

matched, but raise the notch of the sleeve back slightly above the notch

of the back of the garment. Place the notch of the sleeve front slightly

lower than the notch of the front of the garment. Baste.

Pin in the shoulder pads. Try on the garment. Check the grainlines.

In extreme cases you may need to shift the shoulder seam point Vs to

Vi inch. Shift the underarm seam of the sleeve to the back of the under-

arm seam of the garment.

Sleeve cap too narrow. To check the sleeve cap width,

keep one arm at the side in a normal position; lift the

other arm forward. Repeat, raising the opposite arm. If

you feel too much strain across the shoulders, the sleeve

cap is too narrow, or the bodice is too narrow across the

shoulders. (See Diagram 13.)

Diagram 13

Cause. This is a common problem if the individual has surplus flesh

on the back of the shoulders and the upper arm. Their garments have a

tendency to rip or pull at the point of strain.

Remedy. Mark the point of strain—see Diagram 13—point S. Let out

the sleeve seam Vs inch at this point, tapering the increase to nothing on

either side.

If the strain is very great, you can widen the back of the garment as

well as the sleeve cap—Vs inch on both seam edges would give 14 inch

increase on each side of the garment. Girls who drive cars often have their

garments fitted “easy” across the shoulders.

Elbow ease. To check the position of the elbow dart, let the arm hang

in a natural position; then bend the elbow, raising the forearm toward the

shoulder. If there is one dart marking the elbow ease, it should follow

the bend of the arm, with the point falling on or near the point of the

elbow.

If there are three elbow darts, the middle dart should fall in the same

position as a single dart.

If there are gathers for elbow ease, they should fall evenly on either side

of the elbow point.

If the elbow ease is not in the correct position, the sleeve will tend

to feel tight over the elbow and will draw or strain up the back of the

arm to the point where the back fold reaches the armscye. (See Diagram

3 page 200.) For this reason this fitting problem is sometimes confused

with the problem of the garment’s being too narrow acfoss the back,

because the strain reaches that portion. View the back when the arms are
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in a natural position. The seamlines of the back of the armscye should

fall in a pleasing line, and the area over the shoulders should have some

ease. Now, bend the elbow. If strain appears, the elbow ease is in the

wrong position and requires altering.

Remedy. Mark the position of the elbow point, and adjust the ease to

the proper position.

Not enough ease allowed for elbow. If the elbow ease is in the correct

position and the sleeve feels tight at the elbow when the elbow is bent,

there is not enough “elbow room”.

Remedy. Let out the seam. If the sleeve is still not comfortable, rip the

seam from slightly above the elbow to the wrist.

Raise the back of the sleeve seam Va to V2 inch above the front seam

at the wrist. Pin and baste the seam, easing the extra fullness over the

elbow. Fit. If there are darts at the elbow, deepen them for more ease.

The lower edges of the seams are now uneven. Trim them when finishing

the lower sleeve edge.

Sleeve too full. When the sleeve is viewed from the side—the arms hanging

in a natural, relaxed position—the “fold lines” from the top of the sleeve

to the elbow, front and back, should fall vertically and the sleeve hang

smoothly. The lines from elbow to wrist should follow the bend of the arm,

the front fold line falling at the base of the thumb and the back fold line

at the back of the wrist. The lower edge is longer in the back than across

the front of the wrist.

Diagram 14

When the sleeve does not hang square and smooth but there are length-

wise wrinkles as in Diagram 14, it is usually a sign that the sleeve is too

full or too wide.

Cause. The arm of the individual is very thin.

Remedy. 1. If the fullness is slight, take a deeper lengthwise seam or

seams. (If the sleeve is in a coat or jacket, consider the lining and the fact

that a blouse or sweater might be worn. Do not fit too tightly.)

2. If the sleeve is quite full, pin a lengthwise tuck in each side of the

sleeve. See Diagram 14. Measure the depth of the tuck. Remove the pins.

Take out the sleeve. Open the seams. Pin tucks in the paper pattern. Use
the pattern to re-cut the sleeve, keeping a smooth curve for the sleeve cap
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edge. Baste the sleeve in the garment. Place the shoulder pads in position,

and fit the garment.

The armhole of the coat may or may not require slight adjustment

—

usually it does not.

Remember

If the sleeves are in two pieces, it is helpful to tailor-tack the

four corners of the seams at the top of the sleeve sections, then

match the corners when you are joining the sleeve seams. These

points can prove troublesome to the inexperienced sewer. Also

be sure to mark the point where the underarm section meets

the side bodice seam, 5, and the point where the upper sleeve meets the

shoulder line, 6. See Diagram 15.

Occasionally a pattern has a shoulder seam set to

the front to give a yoke effect, but the shoulder line

will be indicated. Be sure to mark it.

When altering the sleeves of any garment, mark

the shoulder, the underarm, and the notches, if the

original markings have been removed, before taking

the sleeve out, or you will have difficulty when you

are re-setting the sleeve.
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Alterations and fitting

of the bodice

If guide threads marking lengthwise and crosswise grainlines have been

placed in the problem area, one fitting will usually be all that is required.

The first fitting is very important. Wear the same undergarments that

will be worn with the finished garment. Have the belt made. If outside

pockets are used, have the pockets made and pinned in the suggested

position. Have the shoulder pads made and pinned in position.

SHOULDER PADS
The size and thickness of the shoulder pad should be suited to the

individual. Square-shouldered individuals do not require as thick a pad

as those who have sloping shoulders.

As fashions change, the size of the shoulder pads change. Some years

the fashion books say “no shoulder pads” or “natural shoulders”. These

statements are often misinterpreted by inexperienced dressmakers. All

fashion features are modelled on perfect figures. If your shoulder slope is

not the “ideal” or “perfect” type, you will need some shoulder padding.

Clever tailors and dressmakers have always used padding or stiffening

where needed to make their customers appear to have “perfect” figures.

Shoulder stiffening of some type will always be used in tailored garments

to give that smooth, firm, tailored look.

Take a man’s old suit coat, preferably one that has been “custom-

made”. Take out the lining (as you do so, observe how it was put in).

Examine the interfacings, and shoulder pads and notice how they are attach-

ed. The size of pad varies in men’s suits, too. Over the shoulder area you

will notice a number of layers of canvas, hair cloth, and probably thin felt.

Women’s suits do not have so many interfacings—usually only one layer.

The designers rely on well-made shoulder pads to give a tailored look.

Tailored garments are usually for business or street wear and have a

smart and businesslike air. Many great designers say that most women
need some shoulder padding; without padding, they tend to have a

“droppy” or “tired” look.

Custom dressmakers have an assortment of shoulder pads on hand for

their fittings. They try different sizes and decide which is best suited to

the customer and the particular garment. So, don’t overlook shoulder pads
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—they may be just what is needed to give a “sad-looking” garment a

“lift”.

Shoulder pads are necessary for all ages—from the tiniest tot to the

oldest woman. Remember, though, to suit the pad to the garment and

to the individual.

Are you ready for the first fitting? If so, you have

1. shoulder pads

2. belt

3. pockets

4. a piece of tissue or a lipstick protector, so that the garment will not

be soiled.

5. pieces of tissue for underarms—they may be slightly damp and stain

a new garment.

Procedure for fitting

Put on the garment. Adjust the shoulder pads, if necessary. Tie a piece

of string snugly around the waist—the string should fall “dead on” the

waistline seam. If the waist is too long, pin a tuck just above the string

—do this carefully, so that you know the exact amount to be trimmed

when you are altering the garment.

HOW THE BODICE SHOULD FIT
Shoulders—smooth, the width following the current fashion and most

becoming to the individual.

Armholes—no wrinkles either at the sides or bottom.

Chest—crosswise grain parallel to the floor, unless the garment has a

style feature which required a fancy cut.

Back—smooth across the shoulders, the crosswise grain parallel to the

floor; no wrinkles below the collar edge.

Neckline—fitting smoothly to the neck of the individual.

Collar—well-set, close to the neck at back and sides, collar edges

flat (never rippled or curled up). Turnover collars cover the back neck

seam.

Underarm seam—perpendicular to the floor.

Fitting problems of bodice

Neckline does not “sit” down around the neck—tends to “ride up”

slightly.

Cause. The slope of shoulders of the individual varies slightly from normal.

Remember that the neckline will “settle” when it is finished, because the

finished neckline will be larger than the cut edge. Put a row of stay-

stitching at the seamline. Clip the seam to within Vs inch of the stay-

stitching. Clip at regular intervals of V2 inch.

If the neckline does not settle down around the base of the neck, an

alteration is necessary.
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Diagram 1

Remedy. Let out the shoulder seam Vs to Va inch at the

neck edge, tapering the increase to the regular seam allow-

ance at the armhole edge.

Decided wrinkles across base of neck, both front and

back.

Cause. Neckline too high.

Remedy. Establish a new neckline with a row of pins.

Remove the garment and trim the neck, keeping a smooth

line. (Take care not to make the neck too large. It can

be trimmed a second time if necessary.) Be sure to leave

a seam allowance.

Neckline too loose.

Cause. The individual is slightly flat-chested, or the neckline was not

stay-stitched and became stretched in handling, or the centre front was

not placed exactly on the fold {Vs inch off will make the neckline Va inch

larger).

Remedy. Place a row of machine stitching (stitch set at 8) at the seamline.

Draw up the threads of stitching until the neck fits the figure. Attach

the collar or the neck facing. The fullness will shrink out when pressed.

Very flat chest. The garment is loose over the chest

and at the front of the neck—the crossline grain sags

in the centre front. (See Diagram 2).

Cause. Very flat, hollow chest or darts too wide for

a small bust.

Remedy. Open the shoulder seams. Rip the shoulder

dart and make it narrower. If there is an underarm

dart, open the underarm seam and make the dart

narrower.

Pin the shoulder seams on the individual, keeping the

bodice front smooth over the chest—this will tend to move
the front over toward the armscye and the seam edges

will be uneven at the neck and armscye edge as in Diagram

3. The surplus can be trimmed at the front of the armscye

and at the neck edge of the back shoulder seam. Check the

position of the front neck seamline. A narrow seam edge

may be necessary when you are finishing the neck. Diagram 3

At the lower edge of the underarm seam, the front will extend below

the back (because you let out the side bust dart). This excess may be

trimmed, as the front of the bodice was too long for the size of bust.

Square shoulders. The shoulder seams stand away from the neck and ap-

pear to strain at the armscye end. Slight wrinkles occur in the front, the

back, and probably in the sleeve cap near the shoulder seam point. The
crosswise grain of the bodice rises slightly near the armscye. The crosswise

grain in the sleeve may rise slightly in the centre.

Diagram 2
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Cause. Square shoulders.

Remedy. 1. If a very slight alteration is required, reduce

the shoulder pad.

Diagram 4

2. If a moderate alteration is required and you feel the effect of the style

will be lost if the shoulder pads are reduced any more, deepen the shoulder

seam at the neck edge (about 14 inch is usually

sufficient), raising the crosswise grain to a horizontal

\ position. This will tighten the neckline. Trim the

\\ neck edge slightly.

'
f

3. If the neckline shows no wrinkles and the strain

I
is in the shoulder edge area—rip out the upper arm-

/ hole seam. Let out the shoulder seam at the armscye

j
edge, tapering the increase to the regular seamline

at the neck edge. The crosswise grain in the bodice

will move to the horizontal position (Diagram 5).
Diagram 5 sleeve may be set in at the ordinary seam.

4. If the top of the sleeve shows strain, and the crosswise

grain is not parallel to the floor, let out the seam edge of

the upper sleeves until the crosswise grain falls in a

horizontal line. (Diagram 5.)

5. If the strain is very extreme, it will be necessary to com-

bine remedies—let out the shoulder seam at the armscye

edge and take in the shoulder seam at the neck edge. Adjust

the seam of the sleeve cap if necessary. (Diagram 6.) Diagram 6

Sloping shoulders. The shoulder seam fits closely

at the neck edge but stands away from the

body at the armscye. Wrinkles slant from the neck

down toward the underarm—the crosswise grain

slants down at the armscye edge.

Cause. The shoulders of the individual slope

more than those of the average figure, or the base

of the neckline is not well defined.

Remedy. 1. Use Slightly larger shoulder pads.

When enlarging the pad, add thickness at the

shoulder edge. Cut several layers of cotton batting—one layer about 2

inches wide, the other \ V2 inches wide; blend the edges that face the neck

end of pad, because no extra height is needed except toward the shoulder

edge.
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2. If the garment is to be worn under a coat or

jacket which has padded shoulders, you must take

that into consideration and avoid “overpadding” in

the garment. It is advisable to try on the coat over

the garment. Decide on the amount of padding that

can be used. If the wrinkles are still slanting from

the base of the neck toward the armscye, pin the

shoulder seam deeper at the armscye edge, raising

it until the crossgrain of the bodice is parallel to

the floor. Taper the seam to the original seamline

at the neck edge.

Round shoulders. Wrinkles form near the shoulder blade,

slanting down toward the underarm. The crosswise grain

lifts near the centre back. The underarm seam swings

slightly toward the back and the bodice appears short at

the centre back waistline—strains slightly at the front of

the neck.

Cause. Round shoulders or prominent shoulder blades.

In young people this fault is often a result of poor posture.

Diagram 9 which can be corrected with thought and exercise. Older

women frequently develop surplus flesh at the back of the neck (this is

referred to as “dowager’s hump”); they also tend to develop flesh at the

back of the lower armscye. Extra length and extra width are needed to

go over the curve.

Remedy. 1. Try standing more erect; if poor posture is the cause, the

problem has been solved.

2. If the cause is not posture, rip the shoulder seam. Pin the seam to-

gether on the individual, and straighten the crosswise grain by making the

back seam edge narrower toward the neck and wider at the armscye edge.

This will relieve the strain at the front neckline but will tend to make the

back neckline too large. Pin 2 or 3 tiny darts at the

back neckline—each dart Vs inch wide at the neck edge

and tapering to nothing. The dart will be 2 or 2V2
inches in length. If 3 darts are used, place one at the

centre back and one about 1 inch on each side of the

centre dart. A more pleasing effect is obtained if the

middle dart is slightly longer (See Diagram 10). Diagram 10

Remember, you deepened the shoulder seam at the back armscye edge.

Rip the underarm seam and allow the back seam edge to slip above the

front underarm seam edge ( See Diagram 11). If the garment appears snug

across the back at the armpit level, let out the back underarm seam. Sur-

plus seam edges may be trimmed on the shoulders and at the underarm

(See Diagram 11).
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Never fit a round-shouldered person too closely, or you

will emphasize the figure fault. A soft, easy fit conceals

round shoulders or prominent shoulder blades.

Diagram 11

Shoulder seam too long (sleeves basted into posi-

tion before fitting and the shoulder pads pinned

in position).

Cause. The individual has narrow shoulders or

the style has an exaggerated shoulder that is

too extreme for the individual.

Remedy. Consider the style of the garment and

the size of the individual’s bust and hips. Narrow
shoulders fitted too closely will make the bust and hips seem larger than

they really are. You may need slightly larger pads—thicker at the armscye

edge and long enough to extend to within Vi to 1 inch of the neckline so

that they will sit well on the shoulders and not tend to slide over the edge

of the shoulder. Larger pads may give a better balance to the individual’s

figure, giving the illusion of a more perfectly proportioned body.

If larger pads do not solve the problem, pin a -inch

tuck over shoulders, tapering the tuck to nothing at a point

approximately level with the notches in the armscye. A 14-

inch tuck will decrease each shoulder 14 inch, making a total

decrease of 14 inch from one shoulder point to the other

(See Diagram 13).

(In patterns there is only a 14 -inch difference in shoulder
Diagram 13

to the next, e.g. 14 to 16, so you have

made the garment 2 sizes smaller in shoulder width.)

In extreme cases the shoulder may be narrowed 14 inch (14 -inch tuck

pinned in), but you are apt to lose the “style” intended by the designer.

It is advisable to enlarge the shoulder pads first, then narrow the

shoulders slightly. Observe the full-length view of the garment on the

individual from the back, front, and sides. Consider hips, bust, and

waistline in proportion to the shoulder width before narrowing the

shoulders more than 2 sizes (14 -inch tuck pinned over each shoulder).

Measure the width of the tuck. Estimate the amount to be trimmed. Take

out the sleeves. Suppose a 14 -inch tuck was decided upon—that will

mean that 14 inch must be trimmed. With tailor’s chalk, mark 14 inch from

the armscye edge on the shoulder seam. Keeping this width, extend the

chalk line Vi inch to the front and back of the shoulder seams. Then
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Diagram 14

taper the decrease to nothing at the notches or slightly below, keeping a

smooth, sweeping curve, and trim carefully, maintaining the notches. If

the garment was slightly too loose around the body at the armpit level,

take in the underarm seam inch at the armpit level, tapering to the

seamline at the waist. Re-set the sleeves, pin the shoulder pads, and fit

the garment before machine-stitching.

Full bust. The crosswise grain drops down toward the

underarm, and diagonal wrinkles point from the bust

downward toward the underarm seam. The garment is

strained over the bust area and lifts at the centre front

waistline. The underarm seam swings toward the front

near the bust level (See Diagram 14).

Cause. The bust is larger than normal. Extra length and

extra width are needed.

Remedy. Rip the shoulder seam and pin the garment on

the individual, deepening the front seam allowance at the

armscye edge and narrowing it slightly at the neck edge

until the crosswise grain is parallel to the floor. (This gives

you extra length over the bust.) Rip the underarm seam.

If a bust dart has been used, deepen the dart—probably

14 inch. If there is no bust dart in the pattern, establish a

14 -inch dart. Pin the underarm seam edges together,

raising the front edge slightly to keep the crosswise grain

horizontal (See Diagram 15). The lower edge of the back

will be longer than the front. Trim the armscye and the

lower edge.

When you are joining the bodice to the skirt, a narrow seam edge may
be necessary on the bodice front. If the bodice appears too short, a

narrow set-in belt will be needed. The garment belt will cover the inset.

It is advisable to take an “overbust” measurement for full busted in-

dividuals and cut the bodice front 1 to 2 inches longer,

depending on the amount of alteration required.

Sway back. Cross wrinkles appear at the lower back

above the waistline. The crosswise grain dips slightly in

the centre back; the back neckline may be slightly loose

(See Diagram 16).

Cause. Sway back (“lordosis”).

Remedy. Rip the shoulder seam. Pin the bodice on the

Diagram 16 individual; raise the crosswise grain line to a horizontal

position by lifting the back shoulder seam at the neck

edge. If the neckline is still loose, establish 2 or 3 very

tiny darts 1/16 inch each. (See Diagram 17).

If the garment has a waistline seam, deepen the seam
allowance on the back of the bodice at the centre back,

tapering to nothing toward the sides. Diagram 17

Diagram 15
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If it is a one-piece garment (no waistline seam), it

will be necessary to make a dart across the back of the

waistline, deepest in the centre back. (See Diagram 18).

This dart may be covered by a belt or a half-belt.

An individual with a sway back should choose dresses

and suits with waistline seams at the back. Never fit a

garment too tightly, or it will emphasize this figure fault.

Neck and shoulder seams slide to back.

Cause. Occasionally we find a pattern that is slightly short

in the upper back for certain individuals, so that the

garment tends to slide to the back. This fault is most

obvious in box-style jackets or coats, in which the weight

of the garment hangs on the shoulders.

Remedy. Rip the underarm seam. Place the shoulder

seam in the normal position or where it is most comfort-

able (use shoulder pads). Check the crosswise grainline

across the shoulder blade area. If necessary, the shoulder

seam may be let out at the back armscye edge to bring

the grainline to a horizontal position. (See Diagram 19.)

Diagram 18

Diagram 19

Diagram 20

Pin the underarm seam, lifting the back above the front

and keeping the grainline in the correct position. (See

Diagram 20.) This alteration gives extra length over the

upper back and balances the weight of the garment. The

underarm seam may be narrowed if extra width is needed

across the back at the armscye level. If you make this

adjustment, make a corresponding adjustment in the

underarm seam of the sleeve. Trim the seam at the back

of the armscye.

Back of garment much too narrow.

Cause. The individual may have overdeveloped should-

er muscles or surplus flesh in this area.

Remedy. Cut the centre back line of the garment. Apply

a strap or panel down the centre back (see Diagram

21) to give the required width. Top-stitch the strap in

position, giving a decorative feature to the back of the

bodice.

Do not widen the neckline of the back unless it is

necessary. The inside of the garment back will appear

as in Diagram 22. Extra width at the waistline may be

adjusted in the side seams or by using darts or dart

tucks at the side, (see diagram 22).

Armhole too deep.

Cause. Very thin upper arms.

Remedy. 1. Deepen the shoulder seams and the underarm seams. This

Diagram 21
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adjustment will tighten the neckline, and it will be necessary to trim the

neck edge slightly.

2. In some cases the problem may be solved by taking a narrower seam

on the lower armscye of the bodice—14 inch—and a normal seam in the

lower armscye of the sleeve, thus establishing a higher under-armscye on

the bodice. (See Diagram 23.)

Thin upper arms often do not require a long sleeve cap. Fit and check

the sleeve cap. If you wish to shorten it, rip the upper half of armhole

seam (You will remember that one row of gathering thread was set on

the seamline.) Place a row of fine running stitches to make a new seam-

line about 14 inch lower at the shoulder point and tapering gradually to

the original seamline near the notches. Baste the sleeves in the armscye;

place the shoulder pads in position; and fit the garment. Check the grain-

line

Kimono-sleeve garment too long in back from neck to waist—no waistline

seam.

Pin a tuck in the garment, as in the diagram, tapering the tuck to

nothing at the shoulder point.

Pin a tuck in the same position on the paper pattern.

Rip the overarm seam of the garment. Place the altered pattern in the

correct position on the garment, and cut away the surplus at the neck

and shoulder, tapering the increase toward the elbow to keep a smooth

line. This adjustment will narrow the upper-arm section of the garment. If

more room is needed, make the underarm seam narrower.
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Fitting and altering suit jackets,

suit dresses, and coats

If guide threads marking lengthwise and crosswise grainlines have been

placed in the problem area, one fitting will usually be all that is required.

Wrinkles in back armscye.

Cause. The back armscye is too large for the individual or

the back armscye has been stretched.

This fault is also sometimes caused by a slightly rounded

back or a bust slightly larger than normal. To accommodate

the bust, the garment strains at the underarm level, pulling

the back of the armscye and causing wrinkles.

Remedy. Observe the individual from the side, and decide

whether the back is slightly rounded or whether the bust is

slightly fuller than normal.

1. If the bust is causing the wrinkles, remove the sleeves

and rip the underarm seam. Pin a small dart in line with

the bust—try a 14 -inch dart and enlarge it if necessary.

Make the dart 214 to 3 inches in length. Pin and baste

the seam closed. Pin in the shoulder pads and try on the

garment. Check the crosswise grain of the front and the

back—it must be parallel to the floor. If no further adjust-

ment is necessary, stitch the underarm seam. Trim the

lower back edge of the jacket (the dart shortened the

front underarm seam). (See Diagram 2.)

2. If the back armscye is too large or has been stretched
Diagram 2 rounded back of the individual is causing the

wrinkles, remove the sleeves. Place a row of fine running stitches or

machine basting on the back seamline of the armscye in the area that

showed wrinkles. Pull up the thread slightly. Put in the shoulder pads. Try

on the garment. Adjust the gathering thread until the crosswise grain of

the upper back is parallel to the floor. Fasten the ends of the thread

securely. Shrink out the fullness over a tailor’s ham.

In some garments it is advisable to tape the seamline of the armscye,

using 14 -inch cotton tape, to prevent stretching. Set in the sleeves.

Diagram 1
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Wrinkles from neck to underarm in front and back.

Cause. The shoulder of the individual slope more

than those of the average figure ( see Diagram 3 )

.

Remedy. Enlarge the shoulder pads. To decide

on the amount to add, take several layers of

cotton wadding or pieces of tissue folded 2 inches

by 4 inches. Insert them under the outer edge

of the shoulder pad. Add to the padding until

the wrinkles disappear and the crosswise grain of the front and back is

parallel to the floor. Now make new pads by quilting layers of wadding

to the underside of the old pads until they are of the thickness required.

Blend the edges along the sides of the front and back. Do this very care-

fully—a poor shoulder pad makes a poor-looking garment, because the

garment shoulders take their shape from the pads.

In extreme cases, alter the shoulder seams as well as the shoulder pads

(see alteration for sloping shoulders).

Crosswrinkles over back of shoulders.

Cause. The shoulder pads are too thick for the

individual or the garment is slightly too narrow

in the upper back area. (See Diagram 4).

Remedy. Reduce the thickness of the pad at the

armscye edge. Do this carefully so as to keep a

smooth, good-looking pad. Diagram 4

If there is a centre back seam in the garment, rip the neckline seam

near the centre back for a space of about 3 inches. Rip the centre seam

of the upper back. Pin the seams together on the individual. Baste. Fit.

Stitch. As this adjustment widens the back neckline, a new collar may be

necessary, unless the collar has a centre back seam that can be let out to

correspond with the back seam. Sometimes the collar neckline can be

stretched to fit the neckline if the alteration was not large.

Crosswise wrinkles at underarm.

Cause. The armscye of the garment is too high.

Remedy. Pinch the wrinkle together to judge

the amount of alteration needed. If the wrinkle

is about V4 inch, the armscye is V2 inch too high.

(See Diagram 5.)

Diagram 5 Mark a new armscye V2 inch lower at the centre under-

arm; taper the increase to nothing at the notches. Be

careful only to deepen the armscye and not to widen it
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(See Diagram 6). If the sleeve cap is too short because

of the alteration, let it out according to the instructions for

sleeves—short cap.

Diagram 6

Crosswrinkles above the waist. (See Diagram

7). Sleeve are basted in, shoulder pads are in

place.

Cause. The garment is too long from the

neck to the waist and probably a little snug

in the hip area.

Remedy. Open the underarm seams from the

bottom of the bodice to within 1 inch of the

armscye. Allow the garment to drop down Diagram 7

until it fits smoothly at the waist and hips. Pin the underarm seams, shaping

the bodice in at the waist. Baste and fit; then machine-stitch.

Diagonal wrinkles starting well above the

underarm and pointing up toward the centre

back. The crosswise grain lifts in the centre

back. (See Diagram 8).

Cause. The garment is too short in the upper

back section and there is probably a slight

round to the upper back of the individual.

Remedy. Rip off the collar across the back of the neckline and move the

collar up as much as possible in the centre back. Pin the collar at a new
narrow seamline (keep the original seam on the collar edge). Fit the

garment—the waistline may require a slight adjustment.

If the adjustment does not remove all the

wrinkles, it will be necessary to remove the

sleeves and to ease up the armhole as in the

coat problem 1. Adjust until the crosswise

grain is parallel to the floor.

Crosswise wrinkle at the back of the neck.

A small fold appears near the neckline seam

just below the collar edge. (See Diagram 9).

Cause. Shoulder pads are too thick, or the back

of the neckline is too high for the individual.Diagram 9
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Remedy. Reduce the thickness of the shoulder pads. Do this carefully to

keep a firm, smooth pad.

Mark the centre back of the neckline and of the collar. Rip off the

collar across the back of the neckline. Smooth out the wrinkle, allowing

the neck seam edge to rise on the neck. Pin the collar in the new lower

position, easing in the fullness of the neck edge. Clip the neck edge slightly

every Vi inch. Baste the collar to the garment. Fit. Trim the seam, and

shrink away the fullness by pressing the seam on a tailor’s ham.

Lengthwise wrinkles over the chest.

Cause. Too much fullness for the chest and bust of the individual.

Remedy. 1. If the garment has side front seams, take out the fullness

by deepening the seams over the chest and the bust area. Baste and fit.

2. If the garment has shoulder darts, the adjusting will be done on these

darts. If the alteration is slight—Vs inch—the shoulder seams need not

be opened. Start at the original dart seam near the shoulder, and deepen

the dart to Vs inch where needed; then taper to the end of the dart. It is

well to make the dart about V2 inch longer than the original to keep a

smooth point. This alteration will make the garment Va inch smaller on

either side of the body.

If a greater alteration is necessary, open the shoulder seams. Deepen

the darts Va inch at the shoulders, tapering the increase to nothing, and

lengthening the darts slightly to obtain smooth points. The back shoulder

seams are now Vi inch longer than the front. Ease them in about Va inch;

the ease will shrink out in pressing. Adjust the remaining Va inch in the

seam at the armscye edges. Remember, all back shoulder seam edges are

slightly longer than the front, and are eased to the front to accommodate

the natural curve of the back of the shoulder. You will try to ease Va inch

more than the pattern ease.

Side seams swing to front.

Cause. The garment is too long in the upper back—this is a common
alteration in box coats and box jackets.

Remedy. Mark the crosswise grain of the upper back. Now proceed to

shorten the upper back of garment.

Take out the sleeves. Rip the collar across the back of the neckline

and down about 2 inches around the front of the neckline. Open the

shoulder seams. Lift the back of the garment at the shoulder seams until

the crosswise grain is parallel to the floor (shoulder pads in position).

Pin the seam and baste. Fit. Machine-stitch and press. Put the garment

on and pin the collar in position, so that it sits comfortably. Mark the new
neckline. Baste the collar in position. Fit. Machine-stitch. Trim the seam.

Garment pulls back on the neck.

Cause. When a coat or jacket rides back on the neck and the shoulder

seams pull to the back, the front armscye is usually too long in comparison

with the back armscye. (For dresses, see Fitting Problems of Bodice.)
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Remedy. Mark the crosswise grainline over the chest. Take out the

sleeves. Mark the centre back of the neckline and of the collar. Rip off

the collar across the back of the neckline and down about 2 inches on the

front. Open the shoulder seam. Try on the garment with the shoulder

pads in position. Pin the shoulder seams, lifting the front until the cross-

wise grain is parallel to the floor. Baste the shoulder seams. Fit. Machine

stitch and press.

Pin the collar in position, so that it sits comfortably, establishing a new,

higher neckline across the back of the neck, if necessary. If the altera-

tion has been great, the collar will be too large—take a seam in the

centre back of the collar.

The armhole will need to be lowered.
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Fitting and altering of skirts

If guide threads marking lengthwise and crosswise grainlines have been

placed in the problem area, one fitting will usually be all that is required.

Skirts are quite easy to fit, as most alterations can be made in the seams

or the darts by letting out or taking in as needed to fit the waist and hips.

However, if you have one large hip, or a “tummy” (referred to by dress-

makers as “embonpoint”), or if you are sway-backed (“lordosis” is the

term used), then a special alteration is required.

IN A WELL-FITTING SKIRT
1. The lower edge of the skirt is about the same distance from the

front of the body as from the back.

2. The side seams hang perpendicular to the floor.

3. The skirt hangs smoothly over the hips. To check, lift the skirt by

grasping the side seams at hip level and slide the skirt up on the hips.

Drop. The weight of the skirt should bring the skirt down smoothly over

the hips. If the skirt needs to be “pulled down” it is too tight and should

be let out slightly.

4. There is sufficient walking ease.

5. There is no undue strain in the hip area when you are seated.

Remember, many “dress-up” pencil skirts are not comfortable for

walking or sitting. They are strictly for “style” and not for utility wear.

For easy walking the minimum width for the lower edge is the hip

measurement plus about 12 inches.

One hip larger than the other—seams twist to one side.

Remedy. Rip off the belt. Mark the lengthwise grain on all sections. Pin

in the seams or darts or both on the small hip side of the skirt. Adjust

until the lengthwise grainlines are perpendicular to the floor. The waist-

line seam will be above the normal position on the small hip side. Tie

a string around the normal waistline. Mark the new waist seamline with

pins. Baste the belt in position. Fit. Stitch.

Both hips are normal—seams twist to one side.

The cause is that the skirt or a skirt section

has been cut “off grain”. (This shows up on

ready-made skirts after dry-cleaning.)

Remedy. Mark the lengthwise and crosswise

grainlines on all sections. It will be easy to

see which section is off grain. This section

can be re-cut if the seam allowances and hem
are generous.
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Rip the skirt seams. Lay the pattern on the crooked section, the grain-

line placed correctly. Re-cut. In order to place the pattern correctly, you

will need to shorten the skirt (see Diagram 1), which will give you a

narrower hem. It may be necessary to face the hem.

If the section is badly off grain, it may be impossible to correct unless

you have sufficient material to cut a new section. If the skirt was slightly

flared, it might be possible to re-cut the entire skirt using a narrow skirt

pattern.

Too full at the waist and hips.

If the skirt is completed—rip off the belt.

2-piece skirt. Pin in the side seams at the waist and hips to fit the in-

dividual. Baste the side seams. It is advisable to continue the deeper

seam right to the lower edge to maintain the original silhouette. However,

if you feel this will make lower edge too narrow, taper the increased

seam allowance from hip level to meet the original seam at the lower edge.

4-gore skirt. To avoid ripping out the zipper at the left side seam, take

in the skirt at the centre front and centre back seams. However, if a

great alteration is required, it would be advisable to take out the zipper

and make a smaller alteration on the four seams—2 sides, the front, and

the back.

6-gore skirt. Alter at the side front and side back seams.

Skirt fits at hip level but is too full around the waist.

Remedy. Consider the body shape. If the individual is “flat” from the

side view, alter the skirt on the side seams. If the individual has rounded

hips and presents a thicker side view, it will be necessary to divide the

alteration between the sides and the darts. This rounds the skirt to fit the

rounded body.

Sway-back (lordosis)

This is sometimes the result of bad posture. Girls think they

are standing “straight” by thrusting the back of their hips out-

ward. This posture causes the back hemline to lift and the side

seams to swing to the back. Wrinkles appear near the back

waistline seam. In pencil skirts the front section is strained

slightly below the abdomen and wrinkles appear after wearing.

(See Diagram 2.)

Remedy. Rip off the belt. Lift the skirt until the crosswise

grain is parallel to the floor. Alter the darts if needed. Tie a

string around the normal waistline position. Mark the new

waistline with pins. Trim the surplus in the back, leaving a

seam allowance. Baste on the belt. Fit. Stitch.

Reminder. A straight, tight skirt does not flatter this type of

figure. It would be better to choose a pattern with a slight flare

or with a straight front and some back fullness.
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“Tummy” (embonpoint).

This is often a result of poor posture and often

is found on girls with round shoulders. They

“slouch” and thrust the abdomen and hip bones

forward, destroying the natural curve of the back

hips and lowering their position.

The skirt hemline is lifted in the front, the

side seams swing forward, the back of the skirt

bulges, and the back hemline dips. (See Diagram

3.)

Remedy. To accommodate the curve of the ab-

domen and the front hip bones, place a small

dart at each side of the front. Narrow the centre

front seam near the waistline to obtain sufficient material for the darts.

Open the side seams. Pin them together, raising the front edge until

both the crosswise grain marking and the back crosswise grain level are

parallel to the floor. Baste. Fit. Tie a string around the natural waist-

line—if lowered slightly in the centre front, it will help to hide the bad

posture. Mark the new waistline with pins. Trim, allowing for a seam

allowance. Baste the belt in position. Fit and stitch.

LINING A SKIRT
Many custom tailors line the back of all close-fitting

skirts. This keeps them from “bagging”—becoming

stretched from sitting. It also keeps the back of the skirt

from creasing.

In narrow wool jersey skirts, it is advisable to line both

the front and back; the skirt will keep its shape much
better.

A skirt lining is about 18 to 20 inches long or extends

to within 8 or 10 inches of the hem.

Many custom dressmakers line all narrow skirts, both front and back,

the lining extending to within one inch of finished hem edge. This covers

the upper edge of the hem and gives a very neat and professional finish

to the skirt.

Use 54" rayon taffeta lining. This is a firmly woven fabric that is not

bulky and wears well. Cut the lining the same as the skirt back. Sew in

darts and assemble the same as the skirt back. Pink the lower edge or

pink and turn under the pinked edge about Ys of an inch. Stitch the edge

twice. Do not hem the lining; the hem would mark through the skirt fabric

when the skirt is pressed.

Baste the centre back of the lining to the centre back of the skirt.
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wrong sides together. Baste the waistline edges exactly even, matching

the darts. Pin the darts of the skirt and of the lining together. The lining

should be the exact size of the skirt back, only shorter, if you have been

accurate in the seams and darts. Pin the lining flat to the skirt leaving

the sides loose for about 3 inches along the side seam.

Now, baste the side seams of the lining to the side seams of the skirt

back—tightening the lining so that the side seam edge of the lining extends

Vs inch beyond the side seam of the skirt, tapering to the waistline. The
waistline edge of the lining and skirt are even. This makes the lining 14

inch narrower than the skirt back—and the lining will take the strain

when you are sitting and prevent the skirt from stretching.

Now baste the lined skirt back to the skirt front. Fit. Any alterations

made in the skirt back will necessitate a corresponding alteration in the

lining.

Once you have worn a lined skirt, you will never be happy with an

unlined one, and you will probably put linings in the skirts you are now
wearing.

Line the skirt back of any wool dress that has a close-fitting skirt.

Flared skirts are often lined to add

stiffness. Taffeta, stiffened net, non-

woven interfacing, or crinoline may be

used. Cut the lining the same as the

skirt sections. Baste each section of the

lining to the corresponding section of

the skirt. Join the seams in the usual

manner. After the length of the skirt

has been marked, the lining may be

Diagram 5 trimmed even with the line that marks

the finished edge of the skirt, and the hem turned over the cut edge of

the lining.

For reversible skirts, cut the lining

exactly the same as the skirt sections.

Make the lining and the skirt separate-

ly. Flang both lining and skirt over-

night to stretch them. Adjust the

length. Stitch the lower edges together.

Turn. Tack the seams together in-

visibly if this appears to be necessary.

Baste the waistline seams together and

complete the garment.
Diagram 6

For a skirt with kick pleats. When putting a complete lining in a

skirt that has kick pleats, do not put pleats in the lining. Leave the lower

end of the side seams open from just above the knee level to the lower

edge. Turn a narrow hem on the open edges.
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Altering and fitting

problem necklines

Wide-cut, low-cut, and scoop necklines are very flattering, but they often

present fitting problems, by gaping at the shoulder, the front, or the back.

These problems are caused because the slope of the shoulders and the

width of the shoulders and the width of the back vary according to the

individual. Wide-cut necklines may stand away from the body at the

shoulder line; low-cut or scooped necklines may gape in the front and

back. Surplice fronts or cross-over fronts often gape.

If the garment has been cut, it may be impossible to re-cut or alter the

garment completely, but it usually can be improved. It is advisable to fit

the neckline before the facing is applied. In the case of a ready-made gar-

ment, it will be necessary to loosen part or all of the facing. The facings

will require a similar adjustment. Often it is simpler to cut a new facing,

using the altered neckline as a guide for cutting.

If the garment has not been cut and an alteration is expected, cut the

bodice from muslin. Baste it together and fit it. Sometimes a slightly higher

cut will correct the problem. If alterations are necessary, make them in

the muslin bodice, then make the necessary alterations in the pattern

before cutting the garment fabric.

There are a number of techniques used to prevent and correct gaping

necklines. Consider all of these and apply one or more, depending on the

problem.

Stay-stitch the entire neck edge of the garment at the seamline, and

draw up the stay-stitching until the garment edge hugs the body. Fasten

the ends of the threads and shrink out the fullness over a ham. Tape the

neckline, shaping the tape to fit the curve. Adjust or re-cut the inter-

facings and the facings.

Hint: When you are using fabrics that may stretch when the garment is

being worn or hanging on a hanger, it is advisable to stay-stitch the

neckline. Check the size with the paper pattern and draw up the stay-

stitching if necessary. Tape the neckline.

Shaping and applying the tape

To eliminate the fullness formed at one edge when tape is placed along

a curve, shape the tape before applying it to the garment.
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Use either V4-inch or Vi -inch cotton tape (Vi -inch is usually more

satisfactory for most fabrics). Silk seam binding will not shape so readily

but can be used in some cases.

A strip cut along the selvage of a fine silk can be used. Cut a strip V2
inch wide and shape it so that the finished edge of the selvage strip will

be toward the neckline edge and you will stretch the cut edge.

Using the paper pattern as a guide, draw a chalkline on the ironing

board for the exact shape of the neckline.

Dampen the tape or strip of fabric, and with the point of a hot iron,

stretch and curve the tape to conform to the neckline shaping. It may be

necessary to dampen the tape or strip several times.

Pin the tape or strip on the garment just below the

stitching line of the neck. The tape must not be caught

in with the machine stitching as it would add bulk to the

turned edge.

Baste the tape or strip in position, if necessary, and

remove pins and whip the tape to the garment, taking

small stitches that do not show on the right side of the garment. Whip
the tape or strip along both edges. See diagram.

TAPE

Cupping the neck edge of the shoulder seam
All wide-cut necklines should be checked by holding the pattern against

the body to see where the finished neck edge of the shoulder seam will

lie in relation to the rounded shoulder bone. In order to stay in place, the

neckline should curve or hook over the shoulder bone. If the shoulder

seam is slightly short, it can be lengthened if you take a narrower seam in

Bodice with kimono sleeves.

If the shoulder seam is cupped at the neck edge it will conform to the

shape of the shoulder bone. Some patterns have this shaping. At the

finished neck edge this cupping should be about Va inch deeper than the
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normal seam, curving hack for a length of about 1 inch to the normal

seam width. See diagram.

The same curve is stitched in the interfacings and in the facings. These

seams must be pressed over the part of a ham that has a curve similar

to the curve of the seam so as not to lose the shaping that has been sewn

in. An alternative is to squeeze the end of the press mitt into a correspond-

ing shape and press the seam over it.

This technique is often all that is required to keep the neck edge close

to the body.

THE MUSLIN BODICE
When the pattern has a bust dart and a waistline dart.

Fitting

1. Cup the shoulder seam (see diagram).

2. Pin a dart in the neck edge at a position about 2 inches from the

centre front, tapering the dart toward the bust point. This dart must not

exceed % inch at the widest part. Do not overfit.

Pattern alterations as indicated by muslin bodice (see diagrams below).

1. Mark the shoulder seam cupping and adjust the seam allowance.

2. Pin the dart in the neck edge corresponding to the dart on the muslin

bodice.

Square neckline

4. The spread enlarges the waistline dart. If this widened dart will give

too much bust shaping, adjust the width to fit the figure and fit out the

remaining excess fabric at the side seam.

5. The neckline edge will require re-shaping. Reshape the neckline edge,

keeping a smooth line.

6. Cut a new facing pattern, using the altered bodice pattern as a guide.

When the pattern has a shoulder dart only, the neckline may gape slightly.

Fitting

1. Cup the shoulder seam.
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If necessary, pin a tiny dart in the neckline edge. Keep the point of

the dart in line with the bust point.

Pattern alteration

1. Mark the shoulder seam cupping and adjust the seam allowance.

2. If a dart was necessary at the neck edge, pin the dart in the pattern.

3. Slash the shoulder dart and allow the pattern to flatten out. See dia-

gram. The slight widening of the shoulder dart should not affect the bust

fitting. In fact, the neck was probably loose because the bust was slightly

larger than normal, and the wider dart will make the garment fit better in

the bust area.

4. Re-shape the neckline edge.

5. Cut a new facing pattern.

When the pattern has a bust dart only.

Fitting

1. Cup the shoulder seam.

2. Pin a dart at the neck edge, keeping the point of the dart in line with

the bust point.

Pattern alterations.

1. Mark the shoulder seam cupping and adjust the seam allowance.

2. Pin the neck edge dart in the pattern.

3. Slash the bust dart and allow the pattern to flatten out.

4. Re-shape the neckline edge.

Cut a new facing pattern.

Bust dart
only.

Shoulder dart

only.
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Slacks

HOW SLACKS SHOULD FIT
1 . Side seams should hang perpendicular to the floor.

2. Ease through the hips should be similar to that of a skirt and suffi-

cient for comfort at all times.

3. Ease through the legs should be sufficient for comfort at all times.

4. The crotch should fit close enough to look neat when the wearer is

standing, yet have sufficient ease for comfort when she is sitting and

bending.

5. The waistline should not pull down noticeably in the back when the

wearer is bending.

TAKING MEASUREMENTS FOR SLACKS
Side length. Measure from the side waist level to the

floor, and subtract the distance that the garment will be

from the floor. As low heels are usually worn with slacks,

this amount is usually about 1 inch or, if this measure-

ment is taken when the individual is in stocking feet, the

measurement can just clear the floor.

Hip Measurement. Measure around the fullest part of

the hips; be sure to make a note of the distance from

the waist at which this measurement was taken (6 to 10

inches).

Waist Measurement. Measure at the natural waistline.

Crotch Depth. Have the individual sit on a flat-

surfaced chair. Measure from the side waist point

to the chair. See Diagram. If this measurement is

taken too short the slacks will not be comfortable.

Add Vi" for ease.

Width at Lower Edge of Leg. This width depends

on the size of the individual’s foot and her height.

Check the width with a pair of slacks that the in-

dividual has been wearing and that are becoming.

Thigh. As some individuals have heavy thighs, it is advisable to take

this measurement. It is taken around the upper thigh. See Diagram.

NOTE: At least 2 inches ease are required around the thigh. Check this

very carefully with the pattern because it is difficult to let out the legs
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through the thigh area. Often the sole cause of dissatisfaction with slacks

is insufficient ease through the thighs. See Diagram 1.

Diagram 2

Total crotch length. Tie a string around the waistline.

Measure from the waistline at the centre back, passing the

tape between the legs to the centre front at the waistline.

I Add 2 to 3 inches for ease.

To determine the right amount of ease, check the

crotch length on a pair of shorts or slacks that you have

been wearing and have found comfortable.

Pattern selection

Some patterns have darts front and back; other have pleats at side fronts.

Choose the type that you have found to fit well in skirts. For many figures

the two darts at each side, front and back, are more satisfactory.

When determining size, choose the one nearest the wearer’s hip measure-

ment.

Pattern alterations

Check all body measurements with those listed on the pattern envelope,

and note the alteration required.

Check pattern pieces for the amount of ease.

Check the crotch depth, crotch length, and thigh measurement carefully.

Suggested ease at

1. Waistline Vi" to 1"

2. Hipline 4" or more

3. Thigh 2" or more

4. Crotch length 2" to 3"



5. Side leg length

6. Crotch depth
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1/2"

1/2"

LINE
ALTERATION

ALTERATION
LINE

Diagram 3 Diagram 4

1. To increase crotch depth, cut across the pattern, approximately at

hip level, between the waistline and the crotch. Spread the pattern the

amount required, and pin a strip of paper under the cut edges.

2. Lengthen the leg halfway between the crotch and the hem.

3. To decrease crotch length or leg length, fold a tuck in the pattern in

the same position as for increasing.

4. Full-hipped figures require extra crotch length in the back. This may
be added by extending the back crotch out up to 1 or IVi inches and

tapering the increase to nothing at a point about 6 or 8 inches down the

leg. See Diagram 5.

If, when the slacks are fitted, they are too long in the back crotch, they

may be shortened by reversing this procedure.

5. To increase for the around-the-hip measurement, increase at the side

seams on both the front and the back, as in a skirt, tapering the increase

to the hem edge. If the pattern was bought according to hip measurement,

this increase will be slight.

FITTING SLACKS
Waistline. Excess fullness may be fitted out at darts, front pleats, centre

front, centre back, or side seams, depending on the shape of the individual.

If the body is well rounded, wider darts will produce a larger curve in the

fabric (see Diagram 5).

If the body is flat, it would be best to fit out the excess on the side seams

and a small amount at centre front and centre back (see Diagram 6).

Hips. Fit out the excess at the side seams.
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Diagram 5

Crotch too loose. Lift the slacks all the way around the waist and cut them

off at the top. Use discretion as to the amount you cut off, because you

will lose the hip and body shaping formed by the darts. A narrower seam

on the crotch level will help. Also, fit out a small amount on the crotch,

taper the decrease to nothing at a point about 6" or 8" down the leg;

fit out a slight amount on the front and more on the back.

Too loose in back area. This may be corrected by using the reverse tech-

nique for adding extra back crotch length. See point 4 under the pattern

alterations for slacks—full-hipped figure.

Crotch too tight. Narrow the waistline seam, allowing the slacks to drop

slightly.

A narrow seam at the inside of the leg at crotch level will also give

extra crotch length.

Diagonal wrinkles at seat. Raise the slacks across the back waistline; then

fit out excess fullness on the centre back seam and, if necessary, down the

inside hack lee seam for a distance of 6 to 8 inches.

Diagram 7a Diagram 7b Diagram 8a Diagram 8b
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Diagonal wrinkles across the front over the abdomen. Raise the front

across the waistline, and fit out the excess on the centre front seam and, if

necessary, down the inside front leg seam for a distance of 6 to 8 inches.

Crotch seams are subject to much strain when being worn. A 3" or 4"

strip of narrow tape may be stitched to the seam along the deepest part

of the curve. It is joined to the seam while the seam is being stitched. (This

is often used on men’s trousers.)

Special care is needed in stitching where the leg seams cross the crotch

seams so as not to produce excess bulk.

Hint. A square or circle of lining fabric tacked in the knee area of slacks

or trousers will prevent bagging at the knees. It may be joined in the side

seams.
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How to make a pleated skirt

Pleated skirts are very flattering to the average figure. Inexpensive ready-

made pleated skirts often have very shallow pleats, are not as attractive,

and do not hold the pleats as well as the custom-made varieties. Custom-

made pleated skirts are not difficult to make, but they do take time.

The following instructions are for a size 14, but they can be worked

out for any set of body measurements. Just remember that the finished

pleated fabric should be 2 to 4 inches larger than the body at the hip

level and about 1 inch larger at the waistline. Pleats, to hang well and

hold the crease or press, must run lengthwise on the fabric. Two widths

of 54-inch fabric will make an attractive skirt with deep underfolds. The

deeper the underfold, the more attractive the pleats.

Size 14: Waist 26 inches

Hip 35 inches

Length 25 inches (varies with the season.)

V^-inch seam allowances and 3-inch hem.

1 Vi -inch belt requires a 4-inch strip of fabric.

Material required

25 Vi + 3 + Vi -inch waistline seam = 29 X 2 = 58 inches

belt 4 inches

62 inches

Allow for shrinkage and, if a plaid is used, for matching the plaids.

Pleated fabric for size 14, at hip level, must measure from 37 to 39

inches. If you are using 1-inch pleats, you could have 37, 38, or 39

pleats. Supposing you would like IVi inch pleats, the number of pleats

you will have will be

37 ^ 11/4 _ 37 X 4/5 = 148/5 = 294/5 or 30 pleats.

(If you like more ease—39 IVi = 31 Vi or 31 pleats.)

You have 2 X 54 = 108 inches (less seams) = about 106 inches of

fabric with which to work. As the fabric widths vary from 52 to 60 inches,

the amount of fabric you will have to pleat will vary; measure the fabric

before figuring the amount of the underfold on the pleats. You might as

well use up the extra width in the underfold of the pleats.

1 Va -inch pleats and 30 pleats.

106 inches for 30 pleats = 106 30 = 3 16/30 inches for each

pleat—say 3/^2 inches for easy measuring.
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31/2 —
underfolds.

11/4 2V4 inches for

Diagram 1

^ Cardboard gauge marking 1 Va

inches for the pleats, IVa inches for the underfold—if the gauge is long

enough to mark two or even three pleats, you can work more rapidly.

See Diagram 1.

PREPARING FABRIC FOR PLEATING
If a plaid fabric is being used, plan for the matching of the plaid and for

the belt before cutting into the fabric. Is the plaid even or uneven? Which

edges will be sewn together? Will all the stripes match? Check carefully

before cutting.

Cut the two skirt lengths. Join one seam. Turn up the hem, apply the

seam binding, press the folded edge of the hem—place strips of brown

paper between the hem edge and the rest of skirt to prevent marking.

Catch-stitch the hem in position, leaving about 6 inches at each end for

joining the last seam (after the pleats are made and pressed).

If a plaid fabric is being used, the coloured stripes will guide you in

folding the pleat edges exactly on a lengthwise grain. If a plain fabric is

used, it will be necessary to mark guide lines with tailor’s chalk or basting.

Basting would be better until you have had considerable experience. Run
one row of basting about three inches from the waistline edge, parallel

to the edge and exactly on the grainline; another row at ihe hip level;

and two other rows between the hips and the hem edge. All rows are

parallel to the hem or the waistline edge, and exactly on a continuous

crosswise grain.

Diagram 2

Run vertical rows of basting threads at intervals of about 10 inches,

parallel to the selvages, and exactly on a lengthwise grain. All crease lines

of the pleat edges will be parallel to these vertical bastings. See Diagram 2.

All pleats will face to the left when the skirt is on the body.

Since both seams should be hidden and lie flat at the back or the under-

fold edge of a pleat (if possible), begin at the seam to mark your pleats.

Fold a few pleats to be sure that the seam is hidden. The seamline will fall

on the centre of the underfold allowance.
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Mark with pins along the hem, the waistline, and the crosswise bastings

—placing the pins at right angles to the lines and marking each pleat edge,

the underfold space, the pleat edge, and so on. These pins must be placed

very carefully, so that the spacings of VA”, 214", 114", 214", etc. are

accurate. See Diagram 3.

Check the distances of the pins from the vertical basting lines from

time to time to be sure that your markings for each pleat edge will be on

the same lengthwise grainline.

Mark about half of the skirt and then begin to pin pleats in position.

This must be done carefully. Keep the material flat on the table. Pin about

4 pleats and check the pleated fabric

—

4 pleats of 114 inches per pleat

should measure exactly 5 inches. Keep checking as you pin and baste,

because carelessness on 30 pleats could alter the size of the skirt by many
inches. Baste the pleats up to the hip level, leaving the remainder free for

shaping to fit the waist. Baste firmly and carefully.

Plan for the last seam to be hidden, if possible; there may be a slight

surplus of fabric to be cut off. Do not join the last seam at this time. The

pleat on each side of the seam may be left unbasted until later.

Press the pleats carefully up to the hip level, keeping the edges in posi-

tion. Press from the wrong side. First, lay strips of brown paper under the

fold edges to prevent marking. Press with a damp cloth, lifting and lower-

ing the iron and working in the lengthwise direction of the pleats. Be sure

that each folded edge has a sharp crease. The hem folds will require extra

pressure and several pressings to obtain a sharp crease. Absorb moisture

with a wooden paddle.

Now press from the right side. Press until the fabric is almost dry. Be

sure that the pressing is well done; take your time, and it does take time

—

but it is so much easier to press the fabric before the last seam is joined,

that it is wise to do it well at this time.

WAIST SHAPING
Shape for the waistline before closing the last seam.

The hip level measurement of the pleated fabric will be about 37 inches.

The waistline measurement of the skirt should be about 27 inches.

The amount to be taken in by shaping—about 10 inches. Ten inches

on 30 pleats = Vs inch per pleat, which is an awkward fraction to measure.
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Here is a trick sometimes used to obtain accurate measurements not

marked on the ordinary ruler or tape measure.

Diagram 4

Fold a 1" strip of paper in thirds. Fold one section of the paper in half

to give you one-sixth, and use it as a measuring agent. See Diagram 4.

Your pins along the waistline and along the three-inch basting line mark

the position of the pleats.

When you are shaping pleats, it is important that you do not change

the grainline of the edge of the underfold. If the edge is off grain, the pleats

will not hang square, and the shaping will have a slanted or twisted appear-

ance. To keep a square, straight look to the shaped area, all shaping must

be done on the outside edge of the pleat.

Along the waistline, place a pin Vb inch

to the left of the “fold” lines. Place a pin Ve

inch to the right of the “meet” lines. See

Diagram 5. This will decrease the waistline

Vi ( Ve -f Ve ) inch and still keep the edge

of the underfold on the original grainline.

Bring the pin marking the new position

of the fold line over to the “meet” line. Pin

in place. Taper to the hip level. The pins

on the 3-inch basting guide line will assist

in keeping the taper even on all pleats.

Taper 6 pleats. The amount decreased should be 6 X = 2 inches.

Check by measuring 6 pleats below the hip level. Baste the shaped pleats.

Continue to taper, check, and baste. Leave the last pleat at each side

until after joining the second seam.

The pleats are machine-stitched to 7 to 9 inches below the waist, de-

pending on the individual. If the heaviest part of the hip is below the 7-inch

line, a deeper stitching is more becoming. Stitch all the pleats from the

bottom up—do not catch the underfold of the pleat in the machine stitch-

ing. Tie the lower thread ends or backstitch carefully.

Join the last seam. Leave an opening for the zipper. Finish the hem.

Baste the remaining pleats, shaping them from the hip to the waist. Put

in the zipper. Press. Make the waistband—fit the band for size. Baste it

to the skirt, easing in the extra inch.
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Diagram 5

Hints

Sometimes it is easier to work out the shaping if several pleats are left

unshaped across the centre front and the centre back of the skirt. The
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remaining number of pleats and the amount of the decrease will then form

a workable fraction.

On some tartans, a more attractive skirt is made by pleating the

pattern so that the light colours are under the pleats and the darker shades

on top. The size of the pleat depends on the size of the stripes in the

tartan. Pin in a few pleats and experiment until you get the most attractive

arrangement.

Sometimes a box pleat is made at the centre front and the pleats face

around each side, meeting at the centre back. A centre-back zipper may
be used if desired.

Some tartans have a perfect selvage, and by overhanding the edges of

the fabric together, you can form a complete pattern.

If a centre-front box pleat is used, centre a pattern of the tartan so that

the middle stripe will be the centre front line of the skirt. When joining

the seams of plaids, form a complete plaid or there will be a difference

in the coloured stripes on the next pleats.

Avoid a pleating arrangement of a tartan fabric which will give the

appearance of broad, horizontal stripes, as these will make you appear

broader and shorter than you really are.

Hint to keep kick pleats closed. Eventually the inner edges of most kick

pleats stretch, and the pleat will not stay closed. This can be prevented by

taping this edge, using either preshrunk cotton tape or ribbon seam binding.

Measure the length of the pleat on the paper pattern. If the pleat extends

to the waistline, cut the tape Vi inch shorter. If the pleat extends only

part way from the hem to the waistline, shorten the tape proportionately.

On the wrong side of the fabric, pin the tape along the inner edge of the

pleat, easing in the extra length of the fabric. Machine-stitch along each

side of the tape.
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Tailoring a coat

Tailoring is a highly skilled art and obviously should not be attempted

without a basic knowledge and skill in clothing construction. Apprentices

in tailors’ shops spend years observing and mastering the basic skills.

Good pressing and shaping of the various portions of a coat or jacket

are just as important as the sewing—in fact, many a well-constructed

garment is ruined by poor pressing. Good pressing, like good sewing, is

achieved by experience.

Do not attempt too much too soon. Choose simple, semi-tailored styles

until you have gained experience and have mastered some of the basic

techniques used in constructing tailored garments. Each technique is used

for a definite purpose and when you have used it, the reasons for its

use are obvious.

The same can be said for techniques used in shaping and pressing.

Many of these techniques can only be learned by observing a skilled worker

at work. Then you see what you are striving to achieve and attempt to

imitate the demonstration. First attempts are rarely perfect. Again, repeti-

tion and experience are needed to master these skills.

Because every type of fabric handles differently and reacts differently

to stitching, pressing, easing, and shaping, a knowledge of fabrics and the

peculiarities of each is of great value.

For your first tailored garment, choose an all-wool, firmly woven flannel.

Flannel presses easily, and because of the very slight nap on the surface, it

does not shine readily. The eased portions, such as sleeve caps and bust-

shaping, can be shrunk and shaped with very little difficulty. Tightly

worsted fabrics and some rayon mixtures often present problems for the

most experienced dressmaker. A beginner is definitely unable to cope with

such fabrics satisfactorily and is apt to get discouraged because the results

are far from pleasing.

Fabrics are like people—they react according to the treatment they

receive. Handle your fabric with respect and you will be pleased with

the way it responds.

Make a sample buttonhole before doing the buttonholes in your garment.

Test samples of the fabric for pressing. Never experiment on your garment.

To avoid handling unnecessary bulk and to avoid wrinkling parts that

have been well pressed and should require very little further pressing, a

tailored garment is not assembled in the same order as other garments.

Plan your construction so that at all times you are handling as few pieces
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as possible. In this way, you can work more quickly and do a more

professional-looking job.

If possible, loosen the lining of a man’s old suit coat—preferably one

that has been custom-made. Notice how the lining was put in, the size

of the hand stitches, the fold along the lower edge of the coat and of the

sleeves and also the pleat in the centre back. Open the facings and note

the way in which the interfacing has been fastened to the fronts; where

tape has been applied to keep the fronts from stretching. Note the direction

of the padding stitches in relation to the centre front and to the roll of the

lapel. Check the hand-sewn seam where the collar joins the front facing.

Open the collar and note the direction of the padding stitches in relation

to the neckline seam and to the roll-line of the collar.

These techniques vary slightly, depending on the style of the coat and

the tailor, but their function is obvious in the shape of the finished garment.

Many women’s suits and coats are a combination of dressmaking and

tailoring, but strictly tailored women’s suits call for the type of techniques

found on men’s suit coats. Copy these techniques are closely as possible;

combine them with your dressmaking for tailored blouses, dresses, etc.

Factory-made garments are not as carefully constructed because their

manufacturers must consider the cost of production. The amount of detail in

the construction varies with the price of the finished garment. That is why
it is better to check the techniques that have been used in a custom-made

coat rather than to examine a factory-made one. A custom-made coat

has been constructed so that it will keep its shape after years of hard

wear and repeated dry-cleanings.

Custom-made garments, even after years of service, have an “air of

style” about them which factory-made garments can never hope to

achieve. This “air” is obvious in all types of custom-made clothing

—

blouses, dresses, suits, and coats. Someone once said, “Even a calico dress

can be made to look stylish.” So, if you can attain that air of style when

making your own clothing, you have something for which your non-sewing

friends pay a high price.

Read the following sections under Hints and Techniques. Some of these

may assist you in constructing your coat.

a. an extra strip of fabric sewn in seam for a flat appearance—on sleeve,

on dart point

b. underlining the upper portion of a sleeve

c. stitching and pressing darts

d. pull-up stitch

e. French hem or tailor’s hem
f. See also chapter on sleeves.

MAKING YOUR COAT
1. Straighten, pre-shrink, press, and cut your fabric—each pattern piece

on the proper grainline.
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2. Do the necessary tailor-tacking for darts, centre fronts, buttonholes,

the lapel roll-line, the roll-line of the collar, and the position of the pockets.

Also tailor-tack all corners on the collar, cuffs, lapel points, and upper

corners of the sleeve sections. Mark where the sleeve joins the shoulder

line and the side seam of the coat. Mark the hemlines of the coat and

sleeves.

3. Mark the lengthwise and crosswise grainlines on the front, back, and

sleeves.

4. Sew the darts in the coat fronts and the back. Press them, using a

tailor’s ham.

5. Pre-shrink the interfacing and the cotton tape (V^-inch cotton twill

tape—white or black). When you are pressing the wet interfacing, to

prevent the dressing in the canvas from sticking to the iron, place a piece

of tissue paper or thin wrapping paper over the wet canvas.

To keep the wet tape straight while you are pressing, draw a line on

the ironing board, and place the tape parallel to the line while pressing.

6. Interfacings play the most important part in the construction of a coat or

jacket. The directions given on pattern instruction sheets are actually

sewing directions, not tailoring instructions. They do not claim to be

tailoring, because they must be brief and simple, so that they can be follow-

ed by the average home dressmaker.

The following directions are similar to those used in most custom dress-

making establishments.

a. The interfacing for the coat front, and for the collar, is cut on a bias.

The reason for this is that the bias cut allows the interfacing to mould

over the body curves without stiffness and to take on the shape and

character of the garment fabric.

The interfacing should cover the upper part of the coat, extending to a

depth of 2 to 3 inches below the underarm. The lower portion of the

interfacing should be Vi inch wider than the facing, so that the cut edges

will be staggered. The interfacing is catch-stitched to the garment, and

the facing can be catch-stitched to the interfacing. The stitches will not

show on the garment ( See Diagram 7 page 247 )

.

The interfacing pattern may not be included in your pattern pieces. If

not, lay the facing pattern on the front pattern and draw a line marking the

desired width and shape of interfacing (See Diagram 1). Make your own
pattern. Mark in any darts. Lay this pattern on the interfacing canvas in

such a position that the shoulder seam edge and the front seam edge are

on a bias.

b. Cut out the darts to reduce bulk. Place each dart over a 1-inch strip of

bias muslin (lawn bias tape pressed open is excellent). Do not stretch the

dart. Measure the dart on the paper pattern, and mark this length on the

muslin. Pin the dart closed, the cut edges meeting exactly. Stitch down
each side of the dart along the cut edge, then zig-zag across the cut

edges from the top to the point. (See Diagram 1.)
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7. Pin and baste the interfacing to the coat front. It is very important

that all outer edges be exactly even, because if the coat front has stretched

slightly in handling, it should be eased on to the interfacing. Match all

notches, the neck, the shoulder, and the lower edges. The interfacing will

bring the fabric back to its original shape and keep it there. Cut off the

corner of the interfacing at the lapel point to about Va inch inside the

seam. This reduces bulk and produces a sharper corner when the lapel is

turned.

9. Mark the roll-line for the lapel. Draw lines Va inch apart, parallel to

the roll-line, from the roll-line to the outer edge. Draw 2 or 3 lines

V2 inch apart on the opposite side of the roll-line and parallel to it. See

Diagram 1.

When doing the padding stitch on the lapel, hold the lapel rolled over

the hand in the position it will take when the coat is being worn. This

aids in shaping the lapel. When pressing this area, always press over the

tailor’s ham to maintain the shaping.

Now you are ready to do the quilting and padding stitches. These

stitches are used to fasten the interfacing to the coat fabric, firmly but

not rigidly. They are worked from the interfacing side of the garment. A
short stitch is taken through the interfacing and only part-way through

the fabric, catching only a thread or two.

Do not pull the thread tightly or these tiny stitches will show on the

right side. Keep checking the right side until you get the “feel” of how
tightly to pull the thread and the feel of catching only one or two threads

of the under-fabric. Hold the garment, with the right side out, against

your body and look down on it. Have someone else look at it on you.

These stitches must not show on the right side.
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/ IVI
QUILTING STITCH PADDING STITCH

The quilting stitch—see Diagram

2, Fig. 1—is done on all of the verti-

cal lines. The length of the thread

showing on the interfacing is about

% inch long. The thread appears

to be quite slack.

The padding stitch (see Figure 2)

Diagram 2 done on all of the lines parallel

to the roll-line. The stitch is taken at right angles to the marked line. These

stitches are about V4 inch apart. Work up one line and down the next.

After you have done several rows you will see that the thread lies on the

surface of the interfacing in diagonal lines and looks rather like a herring-

bone weave. Keep the threads slack. Check to be sure that the stitches

do not show on the right side of the fabric.

10. Apply tape; mark the seam allowances along

the outer edge of the coat and the upper corner of

the lapel to where the collar joins the neckline.

This is done on the interfacing side with a pencil.

Pin the tape just back of the seam allowance. See

Diagram 3. Pin the tape along the roll-line. Check

the fronts to be sure that they are the same length

—one could have been shortened when you pinned

on the tape. Fasten the tape to the interfacing by

taking a short stitch at one side of the tape, then a

stitch diagonally over to the opposite side of the

tape. Work back and forth in this manner keeping

the stitches about V4 inch apart. See Diagram 4.

Take additional stitches as needed when
rounding curves, at the points of the lapels,

and to fasten the ends of the tape.

Diagram 4

Note: Some tailors trim off the entire seam allowance of the interfacing

if the interfacing is very heavy, such as that used in men’s heavy overcoats.

The tape is pinned along the cut edge of the interfacing—one edge of the

tape even with the cut edge of the interfacing. The tape is hemmed to

position along each side of the tape.

When taping a long lapel, cut the tape about Va inch shorter than the

length from the waist to the lapel point. This holds up the lapel, giving

a very pleasing effect to the finished garment.

1 1 . Pockets, if desired in the garment, may be added to the fronts at this

point in the construction.
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12. After making a sample buttonhole, make the bound buttonholes.

13. To attach the facings, pin the facings to coat fronts, the right sides

together, and the edges exactly even. Baste. Machine-stitch to the coat,

stitching from the interfacing side close to the tape; do not stitch the tape.

Stitch up to the “notch” at the neck edge. The notch is where the front

end of the collar joins the coat. Remember to take one stitch across the

point of the lapel, as this improves the appearance of the point when the

facing is turned.

14. Trim the seam of the interfacing only, as close to the machine-stitch-

ing as possible. Use your 6-inch scissors, which have a thin lower blade,

and you will be able to trim right to the stitching. Close trimming is

necessary for a flat finished edge.

15. Trim the seam allowance of the coat front and of the facing, blending

the edges. The wider seam allowance will be 14", the other, slightly less.

The wider seam edge should be against the outside surface of the coat-

—

so that on the lapel, you will trim the coat seam shorter than the facing

seam edge. Below the lapel, the facing edge will be the shorter one.

Tilting the scissors sideways as you trim

will blend the edges. Practice on scraps until

you can trim evenly and blend as you trim.

Remember to work from one side on the

lapel section and from the opposite side

'/toward below the lapel, so that the edges will be

blended correctly for pressing. Be sure to

cut seams uniformly in width. Poorly trim-

med seams produce unattractive garment

edges.

Notch the curves to remove the surplus

fabric so that the seam edge will lie smooth

and flat when the facing is turned. Fold the

seams back at the stitching line of the point

of the lapel, and trim so that the edges will

just meet when turned. Do not trim to less

than Vs inch. Be sure that the lapel points

are identical in size and shape before turn-

ing. Clip the neckline seam at the notch.

16. Turn the facing right side out, shaping the lapel point carefully—an

orange stick will aid in turning the point. Roll and diagonal baste the

edges. Work the edge of the coat between the thumbs and fingers so that

the seam will be rolled slightly to the underside and cannot possibly show

from the right side. Hold the edge firmly while taking a basting stitch.

Remember to work from the underside of the lapel, and roll the seam

toward the coat; below the lapel you will work from the facing side of

the coat and roll the seam toward the facing. See Diagram 5.

GUAI

ROLL SEAM
TOWARD

(^FACING

Diagram 5
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17. Baste the shoulder seams and underarm seams of the coat. Pin in the

shoulder pads and try on the coat. Is the slope of the shoulder on the

garment correct for the individual? Check the fit of the body of the coat.

Make any necessary alterations and fit again. Machine-stitch the shoulder

seams, catching in the tape, and press the seams open.

Tape the shoulder seams. Measure the length of the tape required on the

front shoulder seamline of the coat pattern. Place the centre of the tape

along the stitching line of the shoulder seam. Whip both edges of the tape

to the seam allowances. (Do not machine-stitch the underarm seams until

the collar is attached, because it is easier to press the neckline seam if

the sides are left open.)

COLLAR
Custom tailors cut the upper collar Va inch longer and Va inch wider

than the under-collar. This is to allow for the roll of the collar and to allow

for rolling the seam edge slightly to the underside when the collar is turned.

Some commercial patterns have this allowance, but the majority do not.

Check your collar patterns. If no allowance has been made, you can

adjust the collar while assembling it and joining it to the coat.

Most under-collars have a centre back seam and are cut on a bias. Cut

the interfacing to match the under-collar. Join the centre back seams of

the under-collar and of the interfacing. Press both seams open.

The corners of the interfacing may be cut off to reduce bulk. Cut the

interfacing only. Do not cut the collar.

Place the interfacing on the wrong side of the under-collar, and pin

and baste the two together, keeping the edges perfectly even. Mark the

roll-line on the interfacing side. Draw lines Va inch apart, parallel to the

roll-line, from the roll-line to the outer edge and neck edge. See Diagram 6.

Stitch back and forth on these lines, using the padding stitch;, start at the

roll-line and work to the neck edge. Then do the padding stitch on the outer

portion of the collar, holding the collar curved over the left hand and

working from the roll-line to the outer edge. Leave the seam allowance

free.

Press the collar over a curve to maintain the shaping. A good roll for

pressing tailored collars can be made by rolling a turkish towel as tightly

as possible, the roll being about 2 or 2Vi inches in diameter. Curve it to
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resemble the neckline curve of the coat. Place the collar over the roll

and press it. A more permanent press roll may be made by covering an

18-24" length of plastic garden hose with turkish towelling.

Join the upper and under-collars, easing in the extra Va inch on the

lengthwise seam of the collar. Trim the interfacing seam allowance close to

the machine stitching. Trim the seam allowances of the collar, blending

the edges. Trim the excess at the corners so that the seam edges will just

meet when turned. Roll and diagonally baste the edges as for the facings.

Pressing coat fronts and collar

Read the section on pressing.

Press the front edges, using a suitable press cloth. Heavy fabrics can be

pressed on a wooden plank or cheese board and the edges pounded with

the wooden paddle or clapper. Lighter-weight fabrics can be pressed on

the ironing board and the moisture absorbed by a wooden paddle held

firmly against the garment. You will have pressed sample seams before

pressing the garment and will know which procedure is most suitable for

your fabric. You will also know whether to use one or more layers of press

cloths, whether it is necessary to use scraps of your garment fabric under

the press cloth, etc. Do not experiment on the garment—always test on

sample seams.

Remember to press the collar and rolled section of the lapel over a

curve. The edge of the collar should be pressed on a flat surface to obtain

a flat sharp edge. Be sure to hold the wooden paddle on the edges long

enough to absorb the moisture. As the paddle becomes damp, turn it

over, and, if necessary, run the iron over it to dry out the moisture.

Test the flatness of the edges by squeezing them between your fingers.

If the edge can be squeezed flatter, it has not been pressed enough or all

the moisture was not absorbed.

To avoid press marks, do not press a wool garment completely dry.

Instead, absorb the moisture with the paddle. Again, by your test seams,

you will know when to stop using the iron and to use the paddle.

If there is a nap on the fabric, or even a slight nap, brush the surface

of the garment with a piece of the garment fabric or a soft brush while

there is still a slight amount of moisture left in the fabric.

Allow the pressed piece of the garment to dry before handling it again.

At all times handle the garment pieces carefully to avoid stretching,

wrinkling, and unnecessary pressing.

Press the collar from the underside as much as possible. If it is necessary

to press any parts from the right side, use several layers of press cloths or

a combination of press cloths and garment fabric. The rolled portions of

the lapel and collar will have to be pressed from the right side.

Dampen the cotton cloth for a better distribution of steam; place a dry

cotton cloth on top of the dampened cloth.
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JOINING COLLAR TO COAT
Baste and stitch the under-collar to the neckline of the coat, leaving the

facing free. Check both the collar ends—are they the same length? Do they

join the lapel exactly at the edge of the notch?

Clip the seam allowance of the neckline every V2 inch. Press the seam

open. This pressing is simplified if you use the sleeve board, pressing a

small portion of the seam at a time, and shifting the seam so that you

do not crease the rest of the coat.

Clip the seam allowance at the neck edge of the coat facing. Turn under

the seam allowance and baste the facing to the neck seamline.

You will now allow for the roll of the collar. Fold the collar as for

wearing. Place a row of basting on each side of the folded edge of the

collar to keep the “roll” allowance in place. The roll allowance varies with

the bulk of the fabric used in each garment.

You will notice that you have a narrow seam allowance left at the neck

edge—probably only about Va inch instead of the usual Vs inch. The
remainder was taken up when the collar was folded.

Turn the neck edge of the collar under to meet the neck edge of the

facing. Baste the collar in position along the neck seamline from the front

to the shoulder. Clip the collar at the shoulder seam, and baste the collar

edge over the neckline across the back of the neck. Fasten the collar to

the neckline seam, using short hand stitching. The lining covers this raw

edge later.

The folded seam edges of the collar and the coat facings are joined by

slip-stitching. Use very small stitches, keeping the thread at right angles to

the seamline when going from one folded edge to the other. (If you

ripped a custom-made coat, you will remember

this process.) Keep the seam directly over the

neckline seam. Catch the under-seam every inch

to ensure that the seams remain in place at all

times. If this slip-stitching is fine and firm, and

the folded edges have been carefully turned under,

the finished seam will be smooth and flat and the

stitches buried completely in the fabric. Press the

slip-stitched seam. This process of invisible slip-

stitching is called stoating.

Join the underarm seams. Press the seams

open.

Catch-stitch the edge of the front interfacing

to the body of the coat. Catch-stitch the edge of

the facing to the interfacing, allowing for a roll

in the lapel. Leave the facing free near the

shoulder so that you can insert the shoulder pads.

Be sure that the catch-stitching is Vs inch outside
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Diagram 8

the cut edges of the interfacing and the facing.

The stitches must not show on the right side of

the garment, so leave the threads slightly slack.

(Diagram 7).

Make the sleeves. Baste the sleeves in the coat,

following the instructions for a well-set sleeve.

Pin in the shoulder pads. Fit the coat. Check
the sleeves carefully—do they hang straight and

square? Make any alterations necessary. Re-fit. Take

the sleeve length.

After the sleeves have been fitted, mark the posi-

tion of the sleeve in the armhole by a number of

rows of basting. See Diagram 8. Mark the seamline

on the sleeve cap—this is important. Remove the

sleeve from the armhole to shrink out fullness in

the sleeve cap. Fasten the gathering threads so that

the gathers remain in place.

Lay the seam edge of a sleeve cap over the end

of the sleeve board. Dampen the gathered area on

the seam allowance only. Shrink out the

fullness by bringing the iron close to the

gathers; the steam will shrink the gathers.

Do not rest the iron on the seam; the

seam edge will form tiny darts which must

not be pressed in creases. Keep dampen-

ing and shrinking, dampening the seam

allowance only. It is better to shrink

gradually by repeating the procedure than

to try to shrink it all in one process. Let

the sleeve caps dry before re-setting them. Pin the shoulder pads on a

hanger and hang the sleeves over the edge of the pads (Diagram 9).

Re-set the sleeves in the coat, matching all markings. Baste and stitch.

Check the sleeve-cap seam—is there any fullness in the seam allowance

on the gathered area? All fullness must be shrunk. Run a row of very

fine basting Va inch from the garment seam allowance. If your stitches are

tiny, you will not have any pleats—the fullness will ease in very smoothly.

Lay the seam edges flat on the ironing board, in such a position that the

grainlines of the body of the garment are sitting “square”. Dampen, shrink,

and press the fabric.

Trim the seam allowance of the sleeve cap, between the notches, to

% or V2 inch. Do not trim off the notches.

Press the top of the sleeve cap from the outside, pressing on the stitch-

ing line only. For a space of 3 or 4 inches on each side of the shoulder

seam, press the seam toward the sleeve. Use a slightly damp cloth. It
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will be necessary to tilt the iron so that you will press the stitching line

only. Lay the shoulder of the coat, outside uppermost, over the end of the

sleeve board, so that the end of the board extends slightly beyond the

stitching line of the armhole—no more than V2 inch, or the steam from

the damp cloth will tend to “bubble” the upper sleeve cap. These bubbles

are most difficult to remove.

Pin the shoulder pads in position. From the inside of the garment, place

the shoulder line of the pad along the shoulder line of the garment—the

edge of the pad extending % to V2 inch beyond the stitching line—the

edge of the pad even with the cut edge of the seam. Pin the sleeve end of

the pad in place.

Turn the garment right side out. Hold the armhole ends of the pad

together, and smooth the garment over the pad, holding the garment in

the position it will be when worn. Pin the pad in position along the

shoulder and at several points along the seamline of the armhole. Be sure

that the edge of the pad is exactly even with the cut edges of the armhole

seam.

From the inside, fasten the pad in place along the seam allowance.

Use a basting stitch, stitching loosely and stitching close to the machine

stitching. Use a backstitch occasionally. Fasten the ends of the pad securely

with several cross-stitches. At the neck edge, fasten the end of the pad to

the shoulder seam, using cross stitches.

Fasten the free edge of the facing over the shoulder pad with catch-

stitches. Keep the cut edges of the facing shoulder seam even with the cut

edges of the garment shoulder seam. Fasten the shoulder seam of the

facing along the shoulder seamline of the coat with a row of handstitching.

Hem interfacing

The hems of the sleeve and the hem of the coat are often interfaced

to give them a very professional finish. Cut a muslin interfacing on a true

bias, long enough to fit the coat and sleeve hems and V2 inch wider than

the hem depths. Mark the line where the hem turns. Place the bias inter-

facings next to the wrong side of the fabric so that the lower edge is along

the hem mark. Baste and catch-stitch loosely to the coat along the upper

edge of the interfacing. Interfacing may be omitted for heavy coating.

Turn the hem of the sleeves. Slip brown paper between the hem and

the sleeves. Press the hem from the right side. Catch-stitch the hem to

the interfacing or to the garment fabric if no interfacing has been used.

Do not press again to avoid marking the sleeve with the hem edge.

Turn the hem at the lower edge of the coat and baste. Place a row of

machine stitching about Vs inch from the cut edge. Pull the bobbin thread

to ease in the fullness. Using brown paper between the hem and the

coat, shrink in the fullness. Press the hem carefully. Baste the upper

edge to the coat, and catch-stitch the hem in place on the interfacing or

the garment fabric, if interfacing was not used.
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If no interfacing was used, the French or tailor’s hem is more satis-

factory than the catch-stitched hem because the stitches are less apt to

show on the right side of the garment.

Sometimes the hem of the jacket is lowered Vi inch at the centre back,

tapering to the side seams for a graceful line.

LINING
Stitch the darts and the body seams of the lining. Baste the pleat in the

centre back. Baste from the wrong side and press the pleat in position.

This prevents the basting thread from marking the lining fabric.

Leave the shoulder seams open. Press the lining. Make the sleeve

linings, stitching 2 rows around the sleeve cap for machine gathers.

Place the lining in the coat, the seams matching.

Baste down the centre back. Pin the side seams to-

! iiN w open seams lying over each other with

ill notches matching. Hand-stitch the side seams of the

V / lining and the side seams of the coat together, keep-

ing the hand stitches close to the machine stitching.

/ / Leave the seams free for about 3 inches above the

/ / hem edge.

I I
Diagram 10

Baste the lower armholes of the lining to the lower

armholes of the coat, matching the notches, basting close to the machine

stitching, up to the shoulder pads. Pin the upper front linings over the

shoulder pads, with the shoulder seams of the lining opposite the shoulder

seams of the coat. Fasten the linings to the shoulder pads by basting along

the seamlines (Diagram 10).

Clip the lining across the back of the neck at Vi -inch intervals. Turn

under the shoulder seam allowance of the lining back and the seam

allowance of the back of the neck. Pin the lining over the shoulder seam-

line and the neck seamline of the collar, with the seamlines of the lining

and of the coat matching perfectly. Baste to position.

Baste the balance of the armhole of the lining to the shoulder pads,

keeping the basting line exactly opposite the armscye seamline of the

coat.

With wax chalk, mark the seam allowance along the raw edge of the

facing. Turn under the seam allowance on the front edge of the lining and

pin exactly on the seamline of the facing. It will be necessary to ease the

upper front lining to the upper front facing. Be sure that the amount of

ease is the same in both lining fronts, and that the amount of lining extend-

ing below the hemline of the coat is equal along the entire lower edge. Slip-

stitch the lining front to the facing, leaving the last 3 inches of the lower
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1

edge free for turning the lin-

ing hem. When you slip-

stitch the lining to the coat,

no stitches will show if you

use the same technique as

when stoating—the stitches

go into the fabric at right
Diagram 11 angles at all times and the

thread is not pulled too tightly. Backstitch occasionally. Turn under the

hem of the lining about Vi inch above the edge of the coat. Place a row

of pins about IVi inch above the folded edge of the lining to hold the

folded-under portion of the lining in place. Turn the folded edge of the

lining back V2 inch, and slip-stitch through one thickness of lining into

the hem of the coat—taking a backstitch every few inches. This forms a

Vi -inch fold or tuck along the lower edge of the lining. (Check the lining

at coat hems and sleeve hems of a custom-made garment and you will

notice a similar fold.) This fold allows ample length in the lining and

prevents drawing (Diagram 11).

Turn both the sleeve of the coat and the sleeve lining inside out. Lay

the undersleeve of the lining over the undersleeve of the coat—^be sure

that you have the correct sleeve lining for the sleeve on which you are

working. The seams of the sleeve lining should be exactly on the seams

of the coat sleeve. Sew the seams together loosely. Reach in the sleeve

lining and, grasping the coat sleeve, turn the lining over the sleeve. Adjust

the hem in the lining and slip-stitch it in place, allowing a Vi -inch fold

as in the coat body.

Turn the sleeve right side out. Clip the seam allowance of the lower

armscye every Vi inch, clipping through all thicknesses of the garment

and the lining. Clip to within Vs inch of the machine stitching, being care-

ful not to cut the basting that fastens the lining to the armhole. Clip

^e seam allowance of the lower armscye of the lining.

Turn under the seam allowance of the lining

and pin it in position, easing the fullness around

the sleeve cap by pulling up the two rows of

machine-gathering threads. Match the seams,

notches, and underarm and shoulder markings.

Slip-stitch the lining to the coat, using a double

thread or buttonhole twist, taking a backstitch

every few inches. Keep the seamline of the lining

armhole exactly over the seamline of the armhole

of the coat.

Catch-stitch the pleat in the centre back of the

lining for a space of 2 or 3 inches at the neck,

waist, and lower edge (Diagram 12). Use a
Diagram 12
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double thread or buttonhole twist and catch

through the fold of the pleat to the lining under

the fold. If a pleat has been used instead of a dart

in the front of the shoulder of the lining, catch-stitch

this also. Diagram 13. Remove the bastings.

Press all slip-stitched edges of the lining lightly

with a warm iron.

Finish the back of the buttonholes in the right

front facing, following the instructions for finishing

bound buttonholes. Press.

Sew on the buttons, leaving sufficient shank to

accommodate the thickness of the coat.

Insulated lining fabrics are gradually taking the place of interlining in

fall and winter coats. However, for children’s coats and remakes, inter-

lining may be more practical and less expensive

Interlining is usually of cotton doeskin or flannelette. The interlining

is cut shorter than the lining of the body of the coat and of the sleeves

so as to reduce bulk in the hems.

If there are no instructions in the pattern for cutting the interlining,

use the same pattern as for the lining, cutting the interlining of the body

and of the sleeve 2 or 3 inches shorter; more can be trimmed off later

if the interlining is too bulky in the hem area. The interlining can be

cut off just above the fold line of the hem of the lining.

Lay each section of the interlining against the corresponding section

of the lining and baste them together, keeping the cut edges exactly even

except at the lower edge where you have shortened the interlining.

In joining the seams, pin, baste, and stitch the four thicknesses of fabric.

The darts may be made through the four thicknesses. If necessary, trim

the interlining fabric close to the stitching to reduce bulk. Press the seams

open and press the darts in the direction indicated in the pattern construc-

tion guide for pressing the lining.

The lining and interlining are put into the coat as one piece, in the same

Some coats are chamois-lined as well

as interlined. Pieces of chamois are tacked

securely to the interlining to give added

warmth. Chamois is usually placed in the

back of the coat from close to the

shoulder and neck seams down to below

the hip level and in the sleeves. The por-

tion of the sleeve that forms the under-

arm does not require chamois, as it is

protected by the body.

way as a single lining.

Interlining
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Dressmaking hints

and techniques
Most pattern companies put out sewing books, which are excellent, in-

expensive, and revised regularly. They contain much useful information

for home sewing, such as garment finishes, embroidery stitches, how to

apply lace, etc. Look the books over and buy the one that you feel will

be most useful to you.

The following hints and techniques are practised by many custom

dressmakers.

A Dressmaker's knot is used

to tie the threads at the end of

darts, dart tucks, and shirring. If

properly tied it will not pull apart

or come untied.

Leave thread ends about three

inches long. Grasp both threads

as close to the fabric as possible,

between the thumb and fore-

finger of your left hand. Bring

the ends around to form a loop,

the threads crossing close to the

fabric. Place the thumb over the

intersection of the threads. Using

the head of a pin, draw the ends

of the thread through the loop.

Hold the loop and pull the inter-

section of the threads close to the

fabric. Place your thumbnail over

the intersection, and pull the

ends to tighten the knot.

Until you acquire experience in tying these knots, insert a pin through

the loop and into the fabric at the position desired for the knot. Pull the

thread ends and the knot will slide down the pin close to the fabric.

Tighten the knot and remove the pin. See Diagram 1, Figures 4 and 5.

Using a pin takes longer but will aid you in placing the knot right against

the fabric. The ends may be cut to Vs inch.

Diagram 1

253
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For basting and hand sewing use a thread about 22 inches in length.

A very long thread makes for slower sewing.

1

1

EVEN BASTING

DRESSMAKER'S BASTING

Dark-coloured basting threads often

leave bits of dark lint in light-coloured

fabrics that are almost impossible to

remove. Test dark-coloured basting

thread on a sample of the fabric —
remove the basting and check care-

fully for lint.

To prevent the thread from snarling

when you are sewing by hand, place

the knot in the end of the thread that

comes off the spool last.

When you are using double thread,
^

knot the ends singly, and there will be

less snarling and twisting.

Diagram 2

Fasten the ends of basting threads securely, so that they will not pull out

when you are fitting the garment. Begin your basting with a backstitch, and

end with one or two small cross-stitches.

Lay the fabric flat on the work table when you are pinning seams. Place

the pins on the seamline and at right angles to the seamline so that you

can stitch right up to and over the pins. Keep cut edges exactly even. Pin

each end, the cut edges meeting exactly at the stitching line; then pin the

notches. Pat the fullness flat. Pin the remainder of the seamline at regular

intervals.

Even basting—stitches and spaces about Va inch in length. Used on the

parts of garments where there will be some strain during fitting.

Uneven basting—a long and a short stitch. Used as a guide for machine

stitching or where there is no strain when fitting.

Dressmaker’s basting—a quick form of basting, stronger than uneven

basting—a long stitch and several short stitches.

Diagonal basting—a very firm basting used

when you are turning the edges of facings,

jacket fronts, collar, etc. It can also be used to

hold two pieces of fabric securely together.

(e.g. to hold linings and interlinings in place).

The diagonal stitches are on the side of the

fabric facing you as you stitch. The needle, DIAGONAL BASTING
when taking a stitch, is at right angles to the Diagram 3
turned edge of the garment.

Work from the facing side of the garment and work from right to left.
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Slip basting—is very useful when you are

matching stripes and plaids or making

alterations. It is done on the right side of

the fabric; take a short stitch in the under

fabric then insert the needle directly above

into the folded edge of the upper fabric.

Iron basting—used only on the lengthwise grain of the fabric or along a

selvage, because bias, curved edges, and crosswise grains will stretch if

they are basted this way. To iron baste, turn the edge of the fabric and

press to position.

Backstitching—a hand stitching that re-

sembles machine stitching. Take two

small stitches in the same place and bring

the needle out, making a space equal to the

length of the stitch. Insert the needle back

over the space to meet the starting stitch. Take a stitch straight forward

on the sewing line twice the length of the starting stitch. Repeat. The

understitches are twice the length of the top stitches.

A small backstitch used every few inches when you are basting gives

added strength to areas where there is strain when fitting.

Handling of ease. When you are easing a slightly longer seam edge on to a

shorter seam edge, keep the longer seam edge uppermost. Hold the fabric

over your finger when pinning and basting—this helps to take up the

surplus in the upper fabric and to distribute the ease evenly.

Test samples of fabric before stitching and pressing the seams of the gar-

ment. Stitch a number of scraps together and check.

1. are the sizes of the stitch and sewing machine needle suitable for the

fabric?

2. if alterations are necessary, will the mark of the machine stitching

show on the fabric where the seam was ripped? (Taffeta is one such

fabric.) If the marks of the stitching show on the sample, baste all darts

and seams that may require alteration.

3. do the seam edges mark the body of the fabric when pressed?

4. are pressed crease marks easily removed?

5. does the fabric shine readily when being pressed?

Knowledge of how your fabric reacts is necessary before stitching or

pressing any part of the garment.
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Remember

1 . Pure silk thread used for tailor tacks and for basting is less

apt to mark velvet, heavy satin, brushed or napped fabrics. Use
fine wool or mending wool for tailor tacking lace or net.

2. Strips of brown paper placed under pleats, darts, tucks,

and seam edges prevent marking.

3.

Tissue paper or cheesecloth protects delicate fabrics that must be

pressed from the right side.

4.

Careful body measurements and careful adjustment of the pattern

do away with unnecessary garment alterations.

5.

Collars, cuffs, and pockets should be given the final pressing before

they are attached to the garment.

6.

Front edges of most jackets, blouses, and dresses can have their final

press before the fitting. Alterations are rarely made on the front edges.

7.

To avoid handling bulk and to avoid wrinkling the garment, finish

and give the final press to each part before joining it to the rest of the

garment. Only the joining seams will require finishing and pressing.

Machine gathering. Always use 3 rows of machine stitching. Three rows

of stitching placed correctly produce a flat seam, and assist in distributing

the fullness evenly. Set the stitch length at about 8 stitches per inch. Place

one row just outside the seamline, one at about Vs inch from the cut edge,

and the third halfway between the first two. Leave 3-inch thread ends.

Fasten the threads at one end. Pull up the three bobbin threads, all at the

same time.

When gathering long lengths of fabric, divide and mark the edge to

be gathered into 8 equal parts. Divide and mark the section to be joined

to the gathered section into 8 equal parts. Match the marks and distribute

the gathers evenly.

Note: The gathering row of machine stitching that was set outside the

seam allowance will show after the seams are joined. Remove this row of

stitching. Do not remove the other two gathering rows because they keep

the gathering seam edge flat.

Machine ease. Only a slight amount of gathering is necessary—such as

around the sleeve cap and the back seam of the sleeve at the elbow. Set

the stitch length at 8. Only two rows of machine stitching are necessary^

—

one on seamline and the other Vs inch from the cut edge. Leave 3-inch

thread ends. Draw up the ease by pulling both bobbin threads at the same

time. Draw up the ease from each end of the stitching. An eased seam edge

is joined to another section of the garment in a smooth seam. There must

not be tiny pleats on the stitching line.
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SEAM FINISHES
Plain seam edges may be:

1. Pinked—on fabrics which do not ravel. Press

open.

2. Stitched and pinked—on fabrics which ravel

slightly. Stitch about 3/16 inch from the cut edge

of each seam allowance. Press open. Pink the cut

edge close to the machine stitching.

3. Overcast—when edges ravel. Hold the seam

in a horizontal position over the forefinger and

overcast neatly. Press open.

4. Edge stitched. Turn under the edges of the

seam allowance about Vs inch and stitch from the

right side of fabric close to the folded edge. Press

open. This finish is used on light- and medium-

weight fabrics that ravel; it is good for corduroy,

straight seams on cotton, light-weight wool, or

synthetics. This is a neat finish for straight seams

of unlined jackets.

STITCHED AND PINKED

Diagram 6

5. Ribbon seam binding on seam edges—ribbon

used on the straight seams of medium- or heavy-

weight fabrics for coat dresses or unlined jackets.

Press the seam open. Shrink the seam binding.

Fold and press so that one side is slightly nar-

rower than the other. Baste the binding over each

seam edge, keeping the cut edge of the seam close

against the inside of the fold on the seam binding

and the wider edge of the seam binding under

the seam allowance. Machine-stitch from the

narrower side close to the edge of ribbon.

6. Bias seam binding—it is possible to buy

silk bias seam binding in some of the commoner
colours. It comes in single and double fold. Cot-

ton bias seam binding or bias tape is made of

lawn, which is crisp or stiff, or of nainsook, which

is a fine, soft mercerized cotton. These come in

single or double fold. The double fold is usually

pressed with one side slightly narrower. Nainsook

bias binding is excellent for finishing shaped seams
as well as straight seams of unlined garments. Baste

seam binding may be

Ribbon seam binding.

Bias seam binding.

Binding and armhole.

Diagram 7
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the binding in position, keeping the raw edge of the seam allowance close

to the inside of the fold of the tape and the wider side of the tape under

the seam allowance. Stitch from the narrower side of the tape. Press the

seam open.

Sometimes part of a garment is lined—e.g. the skirt of a coat dress;

the sleeves of a suit jacket. To finish the seams of the unlined parts, cut

bias binding 1 inch wide from the lining fabric. Some of the seams may
be pressed to one side; stitch the edges together, trim, and bind.

When binding armholes, always use a bias seam binding, because

ribbon binding will not fit neatly around the curved armhole. Baste or

stitch the seam edges together. Trim to 14 inch at the underarm and %
inch above the notches. Use single- or double-fold bias binding. Machine-

stitch one side of the bias to the right side of the seam edge. Fold the bias

snugly over the seam edges and hand-stitch it to the underside of the seam

allowance.

7. Plain seams double-stitched and pinked—on lace,

net, and other fabrics which do not ravel and on which

a narrow dainty seam is desirable. Do not press the

seam open—place a second row of stitching 14 inch

from first row. Pink close to the second row of stitch-

ing. Press the seam to one side.

8. Plain seam double-stitched and over-

cast. Do not press the seam open. Place

a second row of stitching 14 inch from the

first row. Trim to 1/16 inch from the

second row and overcast or zig-zag the

edges; the overcast stitches should enter the fabric just below the machine

stitching. The finer the fabric, the closer the overcasting.

This is an excellent finish for all washable garments. It is durable and

easily laundered. This finish is used by many custom dressmakers in pre-

ference to the French seam, which is thick and bulky on many fabrics,

is difficult to iron dry, and does not shape well for curved seams. Double-

stitching and overcasting is particularly good for sheer and dainty fabrics

that ravel when laundered or dry-cleaned. Press the seam to one side.

When the seam is shaped for the waistline, clip the double-stitched seam

where necessary, and overcast neatly around the V’s, reinforcing the point

of the V with fine close stitches, or the button-

hole stitch.

Raw edges of lapped seams may be double-

stitched and overcast or zig-zagged.

Examples of crossed seams are the waist-

line and the side seams of a dress. Press open

the side seams of the bodice and skirt. Clip

these seam ends diagonally to reduce bulk. See

Diagram 10. Stitch the waistline seam. Press

the seam open and finish the edges.
Diagram 10

Diagram 9

Diagram 8
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DARTS
1. Begin stitching at the wide end of the dart. A folded edge of paper

placed along the stitching line will be an aid to straight stitching. Darts

must taper to a very fine point or the dart ends will have a “bubbly”

appearance on the right side of the garment. The last 3 or 4 stitches

near the point will catch only a thread or two of the folded edge of the

fabric. Tie the ends of the thread with a Dressmaker’s knot.

A strip of the garment fabric, one inch wide and several inches long,

stitched on with the last few inches of the dart point, then pressed away

from the dart point, will give a very flat, smooth finish on the outside of

the garment.

2. Bobbin-stitching a dart makes a neat end on sheer fabrics or where

the darts form a decoration on the right side of the garment. Thread the

machine, but do not thread the needle. Draw up about 1 yard of thread

from the bobbin (less if for a very short dart). Thread the bobbin thread

through the needle and tie it to the end of the spool thread. Turn the spool

slowly to draw the bobbin thread through the machine.

Turn the machine wheel by hand so that the needle is ready for the

first stitch and the thread will not break. Stitch from the point to the

wide end. Use a folded edge of paper for a stitching guide, and be sure

that the first 3 or 4 stitches are on the very edge of the fabric fold.

Pressing darts

Press the folded edge of the dart to a sharp crease before pressing the

dart against the garment.

(a) Very narrow darts. Do not cut the darts open. Press the folded

edge in the direction desired (vertical darts are usually pressed toward

the centre of the garment, horizontal darts downward). If a dart shapes

the waistline, extending above and below the waistline, clip the dart at

the waistline and again V2 inch above and below the first clip to allow

the dart to spread apart. Press over the end of a sleeve board or tailor’s

ham.

(b) Medium darts. On wool and non-washable fabrics the dart may
be pressed to form a box pleat or cut open to within 1 or IVi inches

of the pointed end; press the cut edges open and form a tiny box pleat

in the uncut section. Overcast the cut edges if the garment is unlined.

(c) Wide darts. Cut the dart open as far toward the point as is rea-

sonable. Press the cut edges open and form a tiny box pleat in the uncut

section. Pink or overcast the cut edges, depending on the fabric.

(d) Very wide darts. Cut the darts open and trim the edges to the

desired width and proceed as for wide darts.

(e) Curved darts. If possible cut the darts open, and clip them as often

as necessary so that they will lie flat when pressed. Press the darts over

a tailor’s ham. Overcast the cut edges if the garment is unlined.
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If the clips are close to the stitching, the darts can never be let out. On
wool fabrics the dart can be stretched, instead of clipped, when you are

pressing the folded edge. Dampen the dart, and stretch the folded edge

with the point of the iron. Repeat the dampening and stretching until the

dart will lie flat when pressed against the garment. If the garment is alter-

ed later, the darts can be let out and the stretched area steamed and shrunk

back to its original size.

Remember. Lay strips of brown paper under the dart edges—shape the

paper to fit shaped darts.

NOTCHING AND CLIPPING CURVED SEAMS
Improper finishing of a curved seam can ruin the appearance of a garment.

Curved sections are faced (collars, cuffs, etc.). There are two types of

faced curves—the out curves (convex) and the in curves (concave).

The out curve is found on Peter Pan collars, curved ends of jackets,

pockets, etc. Check the stitching line of all curved seams to be sure that

you have a smooth-flowing curve with no waves. Check identical curved

seams to be sure they are exactly the same—^e.g. collar ends. Place one

curve on top of the other; the rows of matching stitching should match.

Stick pins through both layers to check. Mark the places to be corrected

and re-stitch.

JT Trim the seam to about V4 inch and blend the seam edges.

I

Blending means cutting one edge slightly narrower than the other.

I Hold the facing side of the section uppermost when you are

;

trimming the seam. Tilt the scissors slightly toward your body

I
while cutting, thus cutting the uppermost seam edge slightly nar-

I rower. Practice blending seam edges on sample seams before

' trimming the garment. Trim the seam very evenly.
Diagram 11

Cut small notches or V’s out of the seam allow-

ance. See diagram. When the seam edge is turned

and reversed, the cut edges of the notches just

touch and the pressed edge will be smooth.

On sharp curves, cut notches every V4 inch.

Vs inch in width. Do not cut too close to the

machine stitching.

On gradual curves, place the notches % to % inches apart. Fold the

seam back on the stitching line to see if the seam will lie flat when

reversed.

Remember. V’s are Vs inch in width, and the sharper the curve, the closer

the notches are to one another. Notches must be placed at regular intervals

along the stitching line to keep a smooth-flowing curve.

Carelessly trimmed and notched seams show through sheer fabrics and

often mark through to the right side on other fabrics when pressed. Any
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INSIDE AFTER TURNING

fullness left in the seam edge forms a pleat when the seam is reversed. Too

wide a V leaves a space. C*-lP EVERY '/z INCH

In curves are found on neck-

lines, curved upper edges of

pockets, etc. In curves are

clipped — never notched, be-

cause when the facing is turn- Diagram 13

ed and the seam edges reversed, the clips will spread open. For average in

curves, such as a neck edge, clip at l/2 -inch intervals and to within Vs inch

of the machine stitching. Sharp in curves can be clipped every Va inch.

Be accurate. Space the clips at regular intervals, because a well-shaped

curve depends on the evenness of the clipping.

For sheer fabrics the clips or notches may be

staggered. This gives the appearance of a closed Diagram 14

seam edge and also a stronger seam.

Use this method whenever strength is desired. See Diagram 14.

Curved or shaped plain seams, such as seams that shape waistlines of

princess garments or fitted jackets, require clipping so that the seam edges

will lie flat when pressed open. Never clip these seams until after the final

fitting. Clip to within Vs inch of stitching. Place one clip exactly at the

waistline and several others at 14 -inch intervals above and below the waist-

line. When pressing curved plain seams open, press from the bodice down
to the waistline and from the hip or the hem up to the waistline.

Curved lapped seams. If the in curve is uppermost, clip the curve at

regular intervals of Va inch or Vi inch. Turn the edge under at the seam-

line and baste. Place the garment piece on the work table, wrong side up.

Lay the other section of the seam over the basted section, the cut edges

exactly even. Pin and baste. Machine-stitch from the right side of the

garment, close to the folded edge.

When the out curve is on the upper piece of fabric, notch the seam

edge at regular intervals of Va or V2 inch. Turn under at the seamline

and baste. Place the wrong side up on the work table. Lay the other section

of the seam over the basted section, the cut edges exactly even. Pin and

baste. Stitch from the right side, close to the folded edge.

Stitching and trimming pointed seams

1. The corners of square necklines, V-shaped

necklines, and the points of slashed necklines

require added strength. Stitch the facings to the

necklines, placing one stitch across the point of

the corner. Place a second row of small machine

stitching on top of, or very close to, the first

stitching. Clip the seam allowance to the corner,

as close to the stitching as seems advisable.

Diagram 15
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Loosely woven fabrics ravel easily; keep this fact in mind when you are

clipping the seam allowance.

Turn the facing to the inside of the garment, baste the turned edge, and

press. On wash garments, edge-stitch the turned edge for added durability.

2. When stitching facings to pointed collars, cuffs,

belts, and pockets, place one stitch across the

pointed corner. Trim seams to Va inch, blending

the edges. Clip across the corners to Vs inch from

the stitching. See diagram. Fold the seam edge back

at the stitching line to see if you have trimmed the

corners enough to prevent overlapping of the seam

edges when the seam is reversed. (An orange

stick will assist in pushing out the points of sharp

corners.

)

Turning and rolling faced seam edges of collars, cuffs, belts, etc. Trim

the seams to Va inch, blending the edges. Turn the right side out. Grasp

the seam edge firmly between your thumb and forefinger. Moisten your

finger slightly so that it will grip the fabric better. Work the seam edge

back and forth between your finger and thumb until the machine stitching

can be seen along the outer edge. Hold the edge firmly so that it cannot

roll back, and diagonal baste. Press.

Well-turned, well-pressed edges give a professional finish to the simplest

garment.

INTERFACINGS
Have you ever wondered why Mary’s blouse of inexpensive fabric has

such a jaunty and elegant look, whereas your blouse of a more expensive

fabric looks “homemade”? The secret is interfacing. The proper use of

interfacing gives a crispness which can add “style” to even a house dress.

As you gain experience in sewing, you will know when and where to use

interfacing. Many times your pattern does not suggest that you use inter-

facing, but consider its use anyway; interfacing enhances style features

and gives a custom-made look to your garment.

Choose the weight of interfacing to suit the weight of your garment fabric.

Use it for collars, cuffs, and stand-out pockets. Use it for fancy shaped

necklines, such as pointed, scalloped, and other interestingly shaped neck

edges. Use it to give belts extra body and prevent wrinkling. Use it on

button-front dresses; it prevents sagging and makes the buttonhole firmer.

Use it in homemade covered buttons to keep the button form from show-

ing through sheer fabrics or for a more durable covering. Use it to give

peplums a “perky” appearance. Use it to attain a well-rounded hip line

or bust line. Use it on all loosely woven fabrics to help the garment parts

keep their shape and prevent stretching and sagging.
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Shrink all interfacing before cutting unless it is guaranteed pre-shrunk.

Press carefully so that the interfacing is perfectly smooth. Wash cotton

interfacing to remove all sizing.

Use washable interfacings for washable garments. Test the interfacing,

if in doubt, to be sure it is washable.

Cut interfacings on the same grain as the part of the garment to be

interfaced; the exception is in tailoring.

Lap interfacing seams

and stitch them flat. To
avoid bulky darts in in-

terfacings, cut out the

dart section. Place the

dart over a 1-inch strip Diagram 17

of bias muslin (lawn bias tape, pressed open, is excellent). Meet the cut

edges. Pin and stitch near the edges. Then zigzag stitch the entire dart. Do
not stretch the fabric.

Fabrics for interfacings

1. Hair canvas or hair cloth comes in several weights and several types.

It is composed of horse hair, camel hair, or goat hair combined with

cotton, linen, wool, or a combination of these fibres. Hair canvas is pre-

shrunk and crease-resistant and has permanent shape-retaining qualities.

Hair canvas resists the effects of the weather and is durable for the entire

life of the garment. It is used in wool coats, suits, and belts. Choose heavy-

weight hair canvas for heavy wool or wool-like fabrics. Use the very fine,

lightweight hair canvas for lightweight wool fabrics and some velvet

garments.

2. Linen canvas comes in various weights and should be pre-shrunk,

unless it is guaranteed not to shrink. It is used in medium-weight wool

and wool-like fabrics.

3. Taffeta is used to produce crispness yet maintain a soft look. It is very

satisfactory for silk, lightweight wool, and silk velvet garments. One, two,

or three thicknesses may be used, depending on the crispness desired.

4. Organdy. Permanent finished organdy is suitable for interfacing silks

and thin cottons. Use one, two, or three thicknesses.

5. Silk organdy is used for lace dresses.

6. Unbleached muslin is used for suits and dresses, the weight depending

on the weight of the garment fabric.

7. Lawn, cambric, and broadcloth are used for cotton and washable

rayons.

8. Handkerchief linen is sometimes used to interface fine silks.

9. Nylon crinoline is very crisp, resembles paper taffeta and retains its

crispness after laundering. Use on silk and sheer wool fabrics if a “stand

out” effect is desired. May be used in collars and cuffs or pockets.
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10. Non-woven interfacings are now available in a number of weights.

They have no grainline, so that they can be cut in any direction and are

thus economical. They retain their shape after laundering or dry-cleaning.

Non-woven interfacings are available in several weights, so that they can

be used in cotton, silk, linen, wool, or synthetic garments.

11. Nylon tulle. Test the tulle for stretching. Usually the diagonal of the

tulle has no stretch. It is excellent for interfacing lace and net. (Nylon

tulle is also excellent for facing lace blouses and dresses. Use it diagonally

if you wish to keep edges from stretching. If folded and used double, the

folded edge produces a finished edge on the facing. The tulle does not

obscure the pattern of the lace. If you are facing lace with lace, you must

match the patterns—often a very difficult process).

Some trade names of interfacing are

:

Wigan. A stiff cotton interfacing.

Hymo and Armo. Canvas interfacings used in coats and suits.

Evershape. A sheer canvas used in lightweight suits and dresses of silk or

synthetics.

Formite. A stiff sheer cotton canvas guaranteed to keep its shape after

repeated washings. Used for skirt and bodice linings and for petticoats.

Pellon. A non-woven interfacing available in a number of different weights.

Veriform. Cotton, woven, available in crisp and soft textures.

Siri. Cotton—available in several weights.

Remember
1. When choosing interfacing material, always keep in mind the part of

the garment to be interfaced, the effect you desire, and the weight of the

garment fabrics.

2. A stand-out or stiffened appearance requires a stiff interfacing; if a

suitably heavy or stiff interfacing is not available, use several layers of

interfacing stitched together.

Suggestions for interfacings

Parts of men’s old shirts, worn pillow slips, sheets, etc., and thin sugar

bags make excellent interfacings, and they are definitely preshrunk. Inter-

facings from discarded topcoats and suits can often be used—check the

grainline when cutting.

Interfacings used in remakes and remodelled garments will work

wonders.

New interfacing fabrics are appearing each year. Get samples when-

ever possible and test for shrinkage, laundering, etc., before using. Visit

or write to the various yard-goods departments of stores in large cities,

and obtain samples of interfacings suitable for all weights of coats, suits,

and dresses. Keep these samples, and add to them at every opportunity.

Watch magazines and newspapers for articles on new interfacings used

in ready-made and custom-made garments. Garments illustrated in fashion
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magazines often mention the type of interfacing used to produce special

“effects” featured in a particular garment part. Save these articles and

illustrations, and you will find them to be very helpful when you are

choosing suitable interfacings for your garments.

FASTENING FACINGS TO GARMENTS
Many a well-stitched garment has a homemade look because the facings

are not finished and attached properly to the garment. The stitching that

holds facings in place must not show on the right side of the garment.

The free edge of a facing should be turned under about V4 inch and

machine stitched from the right side, close to the folded edge, or the raw

edge of the facing may be zig-zagged.

If interfacing has been used, trim the free edge of the interfacing at

least Vx inch. Turn the edge of facing over the edge of the interfacing and

stitch twice—one row of stitching close to the folded edge and the other

about 3/16 inch from the folded edge. The second row of stitching holds

the facings and the interfacing securely together and prevents the raw

edge of the facing from turning out. An alternative method is to stitch

the two raw edges together and zig-zag.

Fasten facings securely to construction features of the garment, such as

seams, darts, pleats, and tucks; or to nubby yarns of the garment fabric;

or to the least visible colour of a printed fabric.

On buttoned closings, the facings do not need to be fastened to the

garment. The buttons and buttonholes will hold them in place.

On some garments, one or two rows of machine stitching around the

outer edge of necklines, fronts, etc. will act as a trimming and will hold

the facing in place. This precaution is particularly useful on wash garments.

(Edge stitching on collars, cuffs, belts, etc., of wash garments keeps the

edges from rolling when being washed and simplifies ironing.)

NECK AND ARMHOLE FINISHES
(Read the section on notching and clipping of curved seams.) Stay-stitch

the neck and armholes near the seamline.

Shaped facings. Join the seams of facings, cut edges meeting exactly at the

stitching line. Finish the outer edge of the facing before applying the facing

to the garment. Turn the outer edge under about Vx inch. Stitch about

1/16 inch from the folded edge, stitching from the right side of the fabric.

On many fabrics it is advisable to put a second row of machine stitching

about 3/16 inch from the first to keep the raw edge in place. Press the

stitched edge carefully. Do not stretch it. Try zig-zagging the raw edge.

Pin the facing to the garment armhole or neckline. Baste and stitch.

Trim the seam to Vx inch, blending the edges if the fabric is heavy. Clip

the seam allowance every half inch to within Vs inch of the machine

stitching. Turn the facing to the inside of the garment. Diagonal baste
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the turned edge. Read the section on fastening facings to a garment; then

use the method most suited to your fabric.

Bias bindings. Bias binding may be single or

double. The finished width of the binding de-

pends on the weight of the fabric. On light-

weight fabric a narrow binding is often more

suitable. On sheers, the narrower the binding,

the daintier the garment. Plan the finished

width of the binding before cutting, allowing

14 -inch seams. Make a sample to check.

Remember that the outer edge of the bind-

ing makes the finished edge of the garment.

If you are using bias binding when the pattern

does not suggest it, trim off the seam allowance

to the stitching line—which will be the finished

edge. Stay-stitch the cut edge.

Pin the bias in position, stretching the bias

slightly for all curved edges—the deeper the

curve, the greater the amount of stretching.

(The explanation for this is that the finished

edge of the bias on a neckline or armhole

forms a smaller circle than the stitching line.

So, by using a true bias strip of cloth and by

stretching it when applying it to the garment, you will achieve the desired

effect when the garment is finished.

)

Machine-stitch the bias to the garment. The seam may be trimmed

slightly if it appears necessary. Do not clip the seam edge. Fold the bias

over the raw edges, pin it and hand-stitch it to the machine stitching on the

inside of the garment.

For a durable finish, machine stitching may be used instead of hand

stitching, but a wider strip of bias is necessary. Cut single bias an extra

14 inch and double bias an extra 14 inch. Stitch the bias to the garment

edge. Turn the bias over the raw edges so that the folded edge of the bias

extends 14 inch below the stitching line. Baste. Machine-stitch from the

right side of the garment, stitching on the garment, but as close to the bias

as possible.

ATTACHING COLLARS ON LIGHT- OR MEDIUM-
WEIGHT FABRICS
If the neck or shoulders of the individual present a fitting problem, it is

advisable to try, on the garment before you attach the collar. Any alteration

in the shoulder seam at the neck edge will affect the size of the collar.

There are several methods of attaching collars

:

Diagram 19
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Diagram 20

Collar attached with a

bias facing. Make the

collar and press it. Pin

and baste the collar to

the neck edge on the

right side of the gar-

ment, matching the

centre back and the not-

ches. The right side of

the collar is uppermost.

Finish, or plan how you intend to finish, the free edges of the facings

before attaching the collar to the garment. This is important, because

failing to do so will present a problem later.

Turn back the front facings to the outside of the garment, along the

lines indicated on the pattern. Baste the neck edge of the facing over the

collar, matching notches. Be sure that both front edges of the collar are

the same distance from the front edge of the garment at the neckline seam.

Cut a strip of bias IVz inches wide and about 3 inches longer than

the back neck seam. Pin the bias facing over the collar to the neck edge.

Place pins at 44 or 1-inch intervals, and allow a slight amount of ease

in the bias strip. If sufficient ease is not allowed, the facing will not lie

flat against the garment, and the garment fabric will pucker. Extend the

ends of the bias facing about % inch over the front facing. Baste and

stitch. Trim the seam to Va inch. Clip the entire neckline seam at V2 -

inch intervals, clipping to within Vs inch of the stitching.

Turn the bias facing to the inside of the garment. Baste close to the

stitching line. Turn in the raw edge of the bias and blind-hem it to the

garment, taking a backstitch in the folded edge of the facing every few

inches. Press.

A bias facing may be used to attach any type of roll, flat, or turn-

down collar. It makes a strong finish across the back of the neckline and

is very comfortable. The collar covers the fine hand stitching where the

bias is hemmed to the garment.

Collar attached without a bias strip. A straight or one-piece collar may be

finished without a bias facing. The garment may have a slashed neck open-

ing, the collar edges even with the edges of slash; or a button-front closing,

the collar ending at the centre front line and forming a notch. See Dia-

gram 22.

Stitch the end of the collar. Turn and press. Pin

the centre back of the under-coWdet to the centre

back of the garment at the neck edge. Pin both

edges of the collar to the neckline of the garment

from the centre fronts to where the facing ends. Diagram 21
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Turn the facing back over the collar. Baste from

the front edge to where the facing

^ Nw. ends. Clip the seam, the widthends. Clip the seam, the width of

the seam, through all thicknesses

where the facings end. Pin and

baste the under collar to the neck-

line from facing to facing. Stitch the

entire neckline, leaving the upper

collar free between the clips. Clip
Diagram 22

the entire neckline seam every Vi inch, clipping to within Vs inch of the

stitching. Turn the facing to the inside. Turn the back neck seam up

into the collar. Turn under the seam allowance of the upper collar and

blind-hem the collar to the neckline, covering the machine stitching. See

Diagrai

STAYING OR REINFORCING KICK PLEATS
On many fabrics the stitching tends to spread or pull the fabric threads

at the top of the pleat. A strip of ribbon seam binding, folded and stitched

in with the machine stitching, will relieve the strain on the fabric. Press-

on tape may be used on heavy fabrics. See page 238 for taping kick pleats

to keep them from stretching.

STAYING UNDERARM GUSSETS
Many kimono sleeve patterns use

an underarm gusset to allow for

arm action. The gusset may be in

one or two pieces.

The corners of the gusset should

be reinforced. Stay-stitch the slash

on the seamline before cutting.

Overcast the slashed edges. Tailor-

tack the gusset seamlines so thatDiagram 24

you will be able to stitch accurately. Stitch the gusset to the garment. Press

the seams together, away from the gusset. (Gusset lies flat.) On the right

side, edge-stitch the seam to the body of the fabric, close to the folded

edge, for 1 inch each side of the point at the slashed corners. See Diagram

24. On some fabrics these corners may be reinforced with press-on tape.
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WAISTLINE FINISHES
Custom dressmakers use an inside belting on practically every dress to

keep the waistline snug. Belting is rarely found on ready-made garments,

because it must be fitted to the individual. The belting may be or

1 inch wide. Heavy grosgrain or corded ribbon the same colour as the

garment may be used, or cotton belting. The cotton belting is made of

mercerized cotton and looks like grosgrain ribbon. It is available in black

or white. There is a very coarse, stiff cotton belting that is not suitable

for fine garments.

All belting must be shrunk before it is used, whether it be of cotton or

rayon grosgrain ribbon. The amount of shrinkage is often about 4 inches

per yard, so allow at least 6 inches for shrinkage and for hemming of the

ends. Measure the belting before and after shrinking.

Measure the belting to fit the waistline of the individual exactly. Hem
the ends and sew on hooks and eyes so that the ends of the belting just

touch. The position of the belt closing on the body corresponds with the

dress closing—side closing, centre back, or centre front.

For princess-line garments, fasten the belting around the waistline of the

individual. Put on the garment. Pin each seam to position on the belting.

Stitch the belting, from the inside, to the seam edges, using 2 or 3 cross-

stitches. Stitch to the edge of the zipper tape, leaving the ends free so that

the belting can be hooked before the zipper is closed.

Diagram i

Waistline seam pressed downward.

Pin the belting to the inside of the

dress, upper edge of the belting on

the waistline seam. Leave the ends

free for 1 inch on either side of the

dress closing. Hand-stitch Va inch

below the top of the belting, using a

backstitch every few inches. See Diagram 26.

Waistline seam pressed open. Pin the belting over the seam. Hand-stitch

just above the machine stitching, using a backstitch every few inches.

Leave the ends free for 1 inch on either side of the dress closing. Overcast

or pink the seam edges. See Diagram 26.
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and seams bound
and overcast.

On washable garments that are worn for work or

sports, a snug-fitting waistline may not be desirable.

To finish the waistline seam, stitch the seam together

with a row of machine stitching placed Va to V2 inch

from the first stitching. Raw edges may be pinked or

trimmed and overcast, depending on whether or not the

fabric ravels easily. See Diagram 27.

On non-washable, easy-fitting garments of light- or

medium-weight fabrics, do not press the seam open.

Bind the raw edges together with ribbon seam binding,

or stitch ribbon seam binding on the seam, with the

lower edge of the ribbon even with the seam edges.

Overcast the ribbon and the seam edges together.

When the waistline seam is very bulky because of

gathers, darts, tucks, or pleats in the bodice or the

skirt, the waistline seam edges may be clipped; press

some portions open, some parts up, and others down.

Do whichever will produce the least bulk around the

waistline. Finish the edges by overcasting or covering

the seam with an inside belting of grosgrain ribbon.

Inside belting will also strengthen the clipped seam.

Diagram 28
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and techniques

SLEEVE FINISHES
The openings on fitted

long sleeves may be fini-

shed by:

Ribbon seam binding.

Press the seam open. Cut

2 pieces of ribbon 1 inch Diagram 1

longer than the seam opening. Stitch one strip to the right side of the

front seam allowance Vs inch from the seamline. Baste the strip to position;

blind-hem it to the sleeve. See Diagram 1.

Stitch the second strip to the right side of the back seam, Vs inch from

the cut edge. Fold the seam binding over the edge of the seam and blind-

hem it to the machine stitching.

Clip the seam above the ribbon to lie flat. Sew the upper ends of the

ribbon seam binding together with small cross-stitches and overcast the

cut edges.

Sew a strip of binding to the lower edge and turn up the edge to form the

hem. Mitre the corners. Blind hem to the sleeve. Sew on snap fasteners.

Strips of lining taffeta cut 1 inch wide may be used instead of ribbon,

if desired, to finish the sleeve.

Opening with zipper. The opening of

the sleeve should be % inches longer

than the zipper. Close the opening by

machine basting on the seamline. Press

the seam open. Place the seamline

over the centre of the zipper and baste

the zipper in place, using small diag-

onal basting to prevent slipping. Using

the zipper foot, stitch the zipper down both sides and across the end,

stitching 14 inch from the seamline. Trim the fabric seam edges even with

the zipper tape and overcast to the tape. Finish the lower edge of the

sleeve with a bias facing. Mitre the corners at the edge of the opening.

See Diagram 2.

271
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Opening with fabric loops. Make fabric loops the

correct size for the buttons, and sew them to the

front edge of the seam before applying the ribbon

binding. Apply the ribbon binding, following the

directions given for ribbon seam binding. See Dia-

gram. 3.

Diagram 3

Opening with braid loops. Use soutache braid or

Russian braid—a narrow, flat, decorative braid formed

by covering two cords with fine silk threads. Pull the

cord on one side of the braid and the braid will curve.

The braid comes in many colours and makes good

loops for sleeve or neck openings. Diagrams 4 and 5.

Purchased cord. Vs inch in diameter, may also be used

for braid loops. It is advisable to leave the braid in a

continuous strip or else fasten it to the seam edge with

several rows of small machine stitches. Sew the loops to

the seam; then finish the seam edges with ribbon or fabric

binding.

Thread loops. Measure the diameter of the button. Sew several strands

of threads on the edge of the fabric over a space equal to the diameter of

the button. Check to see if the loop fits the button. Work over the strands

using a blanket stitch. If you reverse the

needle and use the eye forward, you can work

quickly. Use buttonhole twist or double sew-

ing thread for thread loops in areas where

there will be considerable strain. Diagram 6.

Cuff attached with a bias facing. Make the

cuff and baste it to the sleeve edge. Cut a strip

of bias IV2 inches wide. Bias may be of the

same fabric as the garment if it is light enough

in weight; otherwise, use lining taffeta. Baste

the bias over the edge of the cuff, joining the

ends on a grain line. Machine-stitch through

all thickness. Trim the seam to Va inch, blending the edges. Turn under

Diagram 7

Diagram 4
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Diagram 8

the free edge of the bias. Pin and hem it to the inside of the sleeve. See

Diagram 7.

This type of finish may be used for cuffs on long or short sleeves.

HEMS
Let the garment hang at least twenty-four hours before marking the hem.

Bias or circular skirts should hang forty-eight hours to allow the fabric

to “take its own weight”.

Mark the hemline with a skirt marker. Fold the fabric on the marked

line, adjusting the marks slightly, if necessary, to keep a smooth, flowing

line. Baste close to the folded edge.

Mark the width of the hem: on plain skirts, a 2- to 3-inch hem; on

flared skirts, 1 to 2 inches, depending on the amount of flare; on circular

skirts, Va to 1 inch hem. Use a ruler or gauge and mark the width of hem
with chalk. Trim to the chalk mark.

Place a row of machine stitches, to ease

the fullness. Vs inch from the cut edge of

all hems except on a perfectly straight edge

as on dirndl skirts. Pull up the bobbin

thread until the edge fits the garment, with

the seams falling back on the seams of the

garment. Place a piece of brown paper

—

shaped to fit the curve of the hem—between the hem and the garment.

Steam to shrink in the fullness, then press, moving the iron from the folded

edge to the cut edge. Steam until all the fullness is shrunk. Sometimes it is

better to lay the hem lengthwise of the ironing board. The hem width may
change in some places. Re-check and trim if necessary.

See French Hem Finish under

“Tricks of the Trade” section.

Ribbon seam binding. Shrink the seam

binding. Baste it to the edge of the

hem, leaving a small amount of ease in

the hem edge. Machine-stitch the seam

binding to position. Place brown paper

between the hem and the garment;

shrink the fullness and press. Baste the hem to position on the garment.

Keep the seams of the hem edge on the seams of the garment; align the

centre fronts and centre backs. Finish with the catch-stitch or blind-

hemming stitch, taking a backstitch every few inches. See Diagram 9.

Bias seam binding is more satisfactory than

ribbon seam binding for circular hems. On
silks or wool fabrics, use silk single-fold bias

binding. On cottons and rayons, use nain-

sook single-fold bias binding. Silk bias may
be cut from a lining taffeta. See Diagram 10.

Diagram 10
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Circular skirts of wool fabrics can have a wider hem than cotton fabrics

because the fullness may be shrunk. Cottons or firmly woven rayons

(taffeta, bengaline) will not shrink, and narrower hems are better. On
garments that may be lengthened, the fullness should be pleated in at

regular intervals, if a wide hem is desired.

Edge pinked and slip-stitched may be used

on all wool or wool-like fabrics that do not

ravel. Pink the edge of the hem. Machine-

stitch near the edge and ease up the full-

ness. Place brown paper between the hem
and the garment. Steam and shrink the full-

ness. Press. Baste the hem in position. Turn

back the pinked edge on the machine-stitch-

ing, and slip-stitch the machine-stitching

line to the garment. Do not pull the thread too tightly. Take a backstitch

in the hem fabric every few inches. See Diagram 11.

Raw edge catch-stitching. Trim the

raw edge evenly. Machine-stitch near

the edge. Ease up the fullness. Steam

and shrink fullness. Press. Baste the

hem to position. Catch-stitch over the

raw edge, taking a backstitch in the

hem edge every few inches. Diagram
Diagram 12

12

Raw edge turned under and stitched.

This finish is good for straight, gathered,

or pleated skirts of cotton, lightweight

silks, or rayons. Turn under the raw edge

Va inch, and stitch close to the folded

edge. Pin and baste the hem to position.

Slip-stitch the hem in place, hiding the

thread between stitches in the fold of the

fabric. Take a backstitch in the folded edge every few inches. Diagram 13.

MAKING AND ATTACHING SKIRT BANDS
The cut skirt band should measure about 3 inches longer than the

individual’s waist measurement to allow for seams and underlap. Most

skirt bands require interfacing or a belting whipped inside the finished

band to keep the band from stretching and from wrinkling.

On light- or medium-weight fabrics for skirts of suit dresses or two-piece

garments, an interfacing is not necessary. These skirt bands are usually

very narrow, 1 inch or slightly less. If the fabric is stretchy, a very light-

weight interfacing would seem advisable—such as organdy, lawn, or
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taffeta. The reason these are not interfaced is that the jacket often has an

outside belt, and the fewer the layers of fabric around the body, the better.

Interfaced bands. Use canvas, firm cotton fabric,

or non-woven interfacing (pellon). Cut the inter-

facing half as wide as the skirt band, and baste it

to the wrong side of the band. Fold the band

lengthwise, right sides together, and stitch the ends.

Trim the seams at the ends. Turn the right side out.

Diagram 14 Press the ends. Diagram 14.

Attaching the band. Fit the band to the waistline

of the individual, marking the position of the front

edge when the band is fastened. This gives you the

correct amount of overlapping of the ends. Diagram

15.

Divide the waistline measurement of the band in

four and mark (do not include lapped area). Divide

the waistline of the skirt in four.

Pin the band to the skirt, right sides together. The

front end of the band is even with the front edge of the

opening, and the back edge of the opening is even with

the marked overlap. Match the quarter markings. The

skirt may be eased slightly to the band. Baste. Fit

the skirt. Stitch the band to the skirt. Press the seam up

toward the band. Turn the free edge of the band over

the seamline and hem it to position. Edge-stitch the

entire band from the right side. Diagram 16.

Skirt band and interfacing cut in one. For

cotton skirts the waistband and interfacing

may be cut in one. Cut a strip three times the

width of the finished band plus one seam al-

lowance, and of the length required. If the

finished band is 2 inches wide and the seam

allowances are Vs inch, cut a strip SVs inches

wide. Mark off 2 inches along one lengthwise edge,

down, wrong sides together, and baste in position. This forms the inter-

facing of the waistband. Fold over 2 inches again, right sides together (Vs-

inch seam allowance extends below the folded fabric). See Diagram 17.

Close the ends. Pin and baste the %-inch seam allowance edge to the skirt,

the right side of the band to the right side of the skirt. Machine-stitch.

Turn the band right side out. Baste the seam up toward the band. Slip-

stitch the folded edge of the band to the inside of the skirt closing in the

seam. The folded edge of the band just covers the machine stitching. Edge-

stitch the entire waistband from the right side. Press.

Diagram 16

5/8'-^

Diagram 17

Turn the 2 inches
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Belting applied to the inside of a finished band. Make
the skirt band without interfacing and attach it to

the skirt, following the directions for attaching the

band.

The belting is the exact width of finished waistband.

Shrink the belting, and measure it to fit the waistline

of the individual. Hem the ends, and sew on 2 or 3

Diagram 18 hooks and eyes.

Pin the belting to the inside of the skirt band, the back end of the

belting meeting the outer edge of the back band. The front end of the

belting does not extend to the front end of band. See Diagram 18. Instead,

the belting ends at a position to the right of the front end of the skirt band,

in order that the ends may be fastened. It is advisable to try on the skirt

and mark the exact position; the ends of the belting should just touch

when fastened. Baste and hand-stitch to position. Edge-stitch the entire

band if desired.

Facing the skirt band with corded ribbon

or a lining fabric. When the skirt material

is of a very bulky fabric, it is advisable to

face the band with material of a lighter

weight. Lining taffeta or grosgrain ribbon

may be used. Shrink the ribbon.

The belt may be interfaced as well if the

band is wide or of medium width.

Cut the interfacing the size of the finished band. Fold the band fabric

over the interfacing and baste. Attach the interfaced band to the skirt,

using a lapped seam. Edge-stitch the entire band to keep the interfacing

in place. Pin grosgrain ribbon to the inside of the band, holding the band

slightly curved as it will be when worn. Hem the ribbon to the skirt band.

See Diagram. 19.

Elasticized skirt banding. An elasticized

banding may be used to face the skirt

band. As this banding is rather heavy, an

interfacing is not necessary. Turn the

seam edges of the skirt band to the inside

and baste. Baste the band to the skirt,

using a lapped seam. Edge-stitch the en-

tire skirt band. Pin elasticized banding to

the inside of the skirt band, curving the

band as it will be when worn. Hem the

banding to the skirt band. See Diagram

20 .

If the elasticized banding is very heavy, it may prove too bulky where

the skirt band overlaps for fastening. In that case, face one end of the
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skirt band the depth of the overlap. The elasticized band ends will just

touch when the skirt band is fastened.

CONSTRUCTION OF BELTS
All belts are firmer and will crush less if they are interfaced. The cut

belt should measure about 6 inches longer

than the individual’s waist measurement.

Straight, cotton fabric belts are made by

folding the fabric in thirds. The belt and the

interfacing are in one. For a 1-inch belt, cut

a strip of fabric, on the lengthwise grain, 3 Vi

inches wide and 6 inches longer than the

waist measurement.

Turn under Vi inch along one lengthwise

edge and iron baste (press). Turn under 1

inch on the opposite edge—this acts as the

interfacing. Iron baste.

One end of the strip is left unfinished, to

Diagram 21 reduce the bulk, and is attached to the buckle.

The other end is pointed, rounded, or slanted. Plan for the shape of this

end. Mark the shape on the wrong side of the fabric. Fold the end of the

belt, right sides inside, and stitch the end. Trim the seam. Turn the end

right side out. Baste the finished end and press. Next, pin the lengthwise

turned edges together, the right side outside. Baste. Edge-stitch the entire

belt. Sew the buckle to the unfinished end. Overcast the raw edge and

fasten it to the belt or fasten the raw edges to the belt with a blanket or

buttonhole stitch. See Diagram 21.

Belts with interfacing. Pre-shrink muslin

for interfacing or use a non-woven interfac-

ing. Stitch the interfacing to the underside

half of the belt. See Diagram 22. Fold and

stitch the belt, leaving the buckle end open.

Trim and blend the seam edge. Turn the

belt (use a pencil or the blunt end of a

strong knitting needle). Roll and baste the

seam edge. Edge-stitch the entire belt.

Using belting. The belting may be

firm and stiffened. The fabric is twice

the width of the belt plus seam allow-

ances of Va inch. Centre the belting

on the fabric and baste it down the

length of the fabric. Plan and shape

one end of the belting and shape the

fabric, allowing for the seam. Turn

under the seam allowances on the Diagram 23
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lengthwise edges. Fold the fabric over the belting, and pin it so that the

folded edges meet at the centre line of the belt. Slip-stitch the folded edges

together. Edge-stitch entire belt. Press. Attach

the buckle. Diagram 23.

Belt with a corded ribbon back. Shrink the corded

(grosgrain) ribbon. Cut the fabric on the length-

wise grain % inches wider than the ribbon and

6 inches longer than the waist measurement. Turn

and iron baste Vs inch along the lengthwise edges

of the fabric. Baste the ribbon to the fabric, turn-

ing in the ends of the point. Edge-stitch. Dia-

gram 24.

Shaped or wide belts. Cut the inter-

facing of pre-shrunk canvas or pellon.

Use a weight of interfacing suitable for

the fabric. Trim off all seam allow-

ances on the interfacing. Pin the inter-

facing to the outer belt fabric. Pin,

turn, and baste the fabric edges over the interfacing, clipping curved edges

if belt is shaped. Pin the lining to the belt, turning in the edges, clipping

where necessary. Baste. Slip-stitch the folded edges of the lining to the

belt. The belt may be edge-stitched from the right side if desired. Diagram

25.

Diagram 24

Buckles
You can buy buckle forms and cover them with the garment fabric. If

the buckle is for a wash garment, be sure that you purchase a form that

is guaranteed to wash. Follow the instructions for covering the buckle.

The buckle may be fastened to the end of the belt by hand stitching or

with metal snap fasteners that can be applied with a hammer and spool.

The buckle can be removed for laundering.

Eyelets

Fit the belt to the waist. Mark the position for at

Diagram 26 ^ eyelets—one at the exact waist measurement

and one about 1 inch on either side. Punch the hole with a stiletto (a

sharp, pointed instrument) or a leather punch. A hole can be made with

the narrow blade of the scissors—push the point of the blade 1 inch

through the fabric. Turn the blade around and around to force the threads

back and form a hole. Overcast the edges of the hole. Then embroider

around the edge in a close satin stitch or an overhand stitch. See Diagram

26.

Metal eyelets—gilt, silver, or enamelled—may be purchased. Follow

instructions for attaching.

If the belt buckle has a prong, mark the position of the buckle on the
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belt. Cut a slot for the prong % inch long and Vs inch wide. Overcast and

embroider the edges of the slot (Diagram 26).

Diagram 27

Belt loops or carrier
Thread loops. Sew several strands of

thread on the side seam of the garment

above and below the waistline—about

V2 inch longer than the width of the

belt. Fasten the ends securely with sev-

eral backstitches. Work a blanket

stitch over the strands; reverse the

needle and use the eye of the needle forward until the strands are covered

Fasten the end of the thread on the inside of the

garment, using several backstitches and a knot.

See Diagram 27.

Fabric loops. Make a narrow strap of the fabric,

about 1 inch longer than the width of the belt.

Turn the ends under V4 inch and sew the loop

neatly to the dress.

Strips of bias tubing (made as for fabric

button loops), inserted in the side seam above

and below the waistline, make very neat-looking
Diagram 28

ZIPPERS
belt loops for silk garments (Diagram 28).

Zippers are available in a number of weights. Choose the one most suitable

for the garment fabric. Extra-fine zippers with lightweight silky tapes are

made for sheer fabrics. Choose zippers with care, as there is a difference

in the brands. Some have heavy, bulky tops that are unattractive when at-

tached to a garment, as they form a noticeable bulge under the fabric.

Zippered placket
A placket is a finished opening in a garment; the opening is for convenience

in putting the garment on. A placket should be as neat and as inconspicu-

ous as possible—free from puckers, gaps, and bumps. The stitching should

be straight.

Many plackets or openings are finished with zippers. The zipper should

be a proper length for the opening and of a weight suitable for the fabric.

The zipper should be concealed unless used for decoration.

Hints
1. In a tightly fitted dress, if the pattern calls for a side closing, it is

better to place the zipper in the centre back seam, where there is less

shaping. If no centre back seam exists, it may be possible to cut the

garment so as to have a centre back seam.

If a side closing is necessary, the front edge of the opening must be

faced. Because of the shaping necessary, the facing should be cut on a bias.

Cut the facing strip about 1V6" wide and as long as the zipper tape.
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Machine-baste the opening closed. Pin the facing strip to the front

seam allowance, right sides of the fabric together. Stitchr close to the

machine basting. Press the seam open, and apply the zipper in the usual

way.

2. Some fabrics require special handling.

Sheer, lightweight fabrics, such as chiffon, should be eased slightly more

than usual when they are pinned and basted to the zipper tape.

Tightly woven fabrics should be sewn with a fine needle and, if neces-

sary, a longer machine stitch to avoid a puckered effect.

In pile fabrics, knitted fabrics, chiffon, lace, taffeta, and embossed or

heavily creped fabrics, the zipper should be sewn in by hand. The half-

backstitch is used to hold the zipper securely. On the outside of the

garment the stitches are even and inconspicuous.

Couturiers have always used the hand-sewn method to give a smooth,

flexible, and almost invisible finish to the placket.

Shaped seams, such as the side seams of tightly fitted waistlines, should

be faced with a strip of bias. Clip the edges of the garment seam so that

the facing will lie flat when it is turned back against the garment. Press the

faced edges, being careful not to stretch them. Apply the zipper.

Press shaped plackets over a ham, pressing from the right side. Several

thicknesses of turkish towelling placed under the zipper for padding will

prevent the zipper’s marking the outside of the garment fabric. Use a press

cloth or scraps of garment fabric between the iron and the garment.

3. When the bodice and skirt are joined by a waistline seam, close the

side opening with machine basting and press the seam open. If the seam

does not lie flat at the waistline, pick the stitching on the seam allowance

where the bodice joins the skirt, allowing the seam to spread, and slip;

stitch closed.

or

When joining the bodice to the skirt, this portion can be stitched diag-

onally toward the cut edge of the waistline to allow for the necessary

4. Strips of cellophane tape will help to hold the zipper in place on some

fabrics, and pin basting can be used. Stitch through the tape and tear away.
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Test the tape on a sample of the fabric to be sure that the fabric will not

be damaged. This is useful on utility garments—especially in the case of

centre set zippers.

5. Ease.

If the zipper fits over a body curve, such as over the hip in a skirt and

in the side opening of a dress, there must be a slight ease allowed in the

fabric—approximately 14" for a skirt and about 14" for a long zipper.

Otherwise, the metal will “buckle” and the fabric will be strained.

Be sure to leave 14" clearance between the waistband seam and the top

of the zipper. Place the top of the zipper accordingly.

Skirt—Vs" seam -f 14" = %"
In the back opening of a dress allow 14 " clearance at the neckline seam

and a 14" space to sew a hook and eye.

Dress—back opening

—

Ys" seam -f-
14" + =1"

Place the top of the zipper 1" below the cut edge of the neckline seam.

Short zippers, set at the back of the neck, at the wrist of a long sleeve,

or at the ankle of slim pants, are about the only ones that do not fit over

a body curve.

Long zippers set down the front of box jackets also sit flat. Ease the

fabric very slightly so as not to stretch it or pull it off grain. Common sense

will help you to determine the amount of ease in each case. Watch the

crosswise grainline of the fabric.

6. When hand-stitching a centre-set zipper, some dressmakers machine-

baste the seam opening closed. Press the seam open. Working from the

outside of the garment, machine-stitch 14" from the seamline down each

side and across the bottom of the basted opening, and pin in the zipper in

the usual way. Baste and hand-stitch the zipper in place. The hand-stitches

should fall into the machine stitching.

There are a number of satisfactory methods of applying zippers. The
following method is very good, especially for beginners. It can be used

in skirt openings and in the long back opening of a dress.

A method of applying a dress zipper

1. The dress has been fitted properly. You have a Ys" seam allowance.

The opening is about 14" longer than the metal of the fastener. Tie the

ends of the machine stitching securely at the top and bottom of the

opening.

2. Machine-baste the opening closed along the usual stitching line. See

diagram. Press the seam open, pressing the shaped hip area over a tailor’s

ham.

3. Working on the inside of the garment, make a fold in the back seam

allowance 14" from the basted seam line. If the fabric will hold a crease,

crease this fold with the fingers; otherwise, pin and baste the fold. The
folded edge may be pressed lightly.
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4. Pin the folded edge of the zipper tape, placing the pins at right angles

to the zipper. Ease the fabric slightly, especially over the hip area. Keep the

zipper closed. Keep the folded edge close to the metal. Baste to the tape

with small stitches. See Diagram 32. Baste the fold the full length of the tape.

5. Machine-stitch the fold to the tape, using the zipper foot.

6. Turn the garment to the outside. The zipper will fall in place against

the garment. Pin the dress front to the zipper tape, placing the pins at

right angles to the metal. Be sure that the zipper is flat against the garment.

Ease as you pin. Baste across the top, down the side, and across the

bottom, using small stitches. Keep the basting close to the zipper. You
can feel the zipper through the fabric. The basting will be about from

the machine-basted seam line.

7. On the right side of the garment, machine-stitch, using the zipper

foot, along the basted line. Fasten the ends of thread on the wrong side

of the garment.

8. Press the finished placket, (using a press cloth) from the outside of
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the garment, over a well-padded surface. Press the shaped area over a

tailor’s ham. If the fabric tends to mark, place several thicknesses of

turkish towelling under the zipper. Use a piece of the garment fabric

between the press cloth and the garment to prevent marking the garment

fabric with the metal.

9. Remove all the basting.

Applying a centre-set zipper
This method is sometimes referred to as the “slot-seam placket”. The

zipper is centred directly under the seamline, and the stitching is placed

at an equal distance on either side of the seamline.

This method is used for neckline plackets, centre back skirt plackets,

long centre back openings, and wrist plackets.

1. Close the opening by machine-basting on the seamline. Press the seam

open. Turn the garment right side out.

2. Place the basted seam line over the centre of the closed fastener. Pin

the garment to the zipper tape, easing the fabric slightly. Place the pins

with the heads facing alternately right and left—pins at right angles to the

metal. Be sure that both sides of the zipper tape are caught to the garment.

See Diagrams

3, Baste down one side, across the lower end and up the other side.

Baste in a straight line and no more than away from the centre line.
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Use small, even stitches easing the fabric slightly.

Always work with the fastener closed.

4. Machine-stitch, using the zipper foot and
;

following the basted line. ;

A pleasing effect is achieved by ^stitching to a I

point at the lower end. See Diagram 38.
|

5. Press from the outside over a well-padded
j

surface. Use a press cloth. Use turkish towelling
j

under the zipper, if necessary.

6. Remove basting.

Diagram 38
\

Neck facing and armhole facing in one piece
\

(The shoulder seam of the dress and of the facings left open.)
j

1. Join the facings at the underarm seams. Press the seams open.

2. Pin and baste front and back facings to the front and back of the
}

garment, right sides together, matching the side seams and armhole and I

neck edges. Stop IVi" to 2" from the shoulder on each seam. See

Diagram 39

3. Stitch as basted. Trim the seam to V4". Clip the seam at regular inter-

vals around the curve. Clip the seam to within a few threads at the 4

corners of a square neckline.

4. Turn the facing to the inside, and baste the edges.

5. Stitch the shoulder seams of the bodice. Press the seam open.

6. Stitch the shoulder seams of the facings. Press the seam open.

7. Turn in the seam allowances of the part that was left unstitched at

the neck edges and at the armhole edges on both the garment and the

facing.

8. Baste the edges together, keeping the folded edges exactly even.

9. Slip-stitch carefully.

ALTERNATIVE METHOD. This method often proves more satisfactory,

particularly for the inexperienced dressmaker.

Many patterns have separate facings for the neckline and for the arm-

holes, but it is a simple matter to cut a combined facing apart to separate

facings. See Diagram 40. Assemble as follows:

1. Join the shoulder seams of the garment. Press the seams open.

2. Join the shoulder and underarm seams of the facings, and press the

seams open.
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3. Pin and baste the neck facing to the neck of the garment. Stitch. Trim

to Va". On a square neckline, clip the 4 corners to within a few threads

of the stitching line.

4. Turn the facing to the inside and baste. Press.

5. Pin and baste the armhole facings to the armholes of the garment.

Stitch. Trim seams to Va", clipping at regular intervals around the curve.

6. Turn facings to the inside and baste. Press.

7. The cut edges of the facings will just meet. A strip of silk seam binding

can be whipped over these edges. Place the seam binding so that it lies

half-and-half over the facings, and whip down each side of the seam

binding. See Diagram 40. If the fabric does not ravel, the cut edges can be

whipped together, leaving stitches slack enough so that the cut edges

just meet. See Diagram 40.

Zipper set along a pocket which is set in the side seam. This problem

occurs on many skirts, slacks, and shorts.

Make the skirt, set the pocket in the right-hand side seam of the gar-

ment. Join the pocket to the front garment edge only at the left side.

Turn under the back edge of the garment opening Vs inch outside of

the seamline, and pin over the zipper tape as near the metal as possible,

keeping the zipper closed. Baste and stitch. Turn under the free seam

edge of the pocket and baste. Pin the turned pocket edge over the zipper,

the folded edge concealing the first stitching on the zipper. Baste and

stitch from the right side of the pocket. Vs inch from the folded edge,

alongside the zipper and across the end.

FASTENERS
Buttons. All buttons should be sewn

on with a shank. The length of the

shank depends on the thickness of

fabric that will be under the button when the garment is fastened.

To leave a shank under the button, use a pin or a small, medium, or

large nail as a gauge for the thickness of the garment fabric. Take several

small stitches on the right side of the garment at the bottom position—the

knot will be hidden by the button. Place the gauge (pin or nail) over

the button and sew over it. The stitch on the wrong side of the fabric

should be placed exactly on top of the preceding stitch. Remove the gauge.

Diagram 41
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and wind the thread under the button to form the shank. Fasten the thread

securely on the inside of the garment.

If the button will receive much strain, reinforce it by using a small

button or piece of fabric on the inside of the garment.

Hooks and eyes. When the edges of the

garment overlap, use the straight eyes or

thread eyes. See Diagram 43. When the

edges just touch, use the round eyes. Set

the hooks back Vs inch from the edge of

the garment. Round eyes extend l/s" over

the edge of the garment. Overhand or

blanket-stitch through the rings of the

hooks and eyes, and fasten the hook end

securely. To make a thread eye, sew

several strands of thread at the position

desired for the eye and blanket-stitch over

the strands, reversing the needle and

using the needle eye forward (Diagram

42.

a
T

© 0
Diagram 42

Diagram 43

Snap or dome fasteners. Measure and mark
carefully the positions of the fasteners. Sew
through the hole and over the edge of the

fastener with overhand or blanket stitch. Do
not let the stitches show on the right side of

the garment, and hide the thread under the

snap when crossing to the next hole (Diagram

44). Diagram 44

French tack. This is used to fasten

two parts of the garment together

loosely—such as a hemmed lining to

the hem of a garment; cuff edges to a

sleeve; a belt to a garment seam. Take

several stitches of the desired length

between the garment pieces. Work over

the strands with the blanket stitch, using the needle eye forward. Diagram

45.
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Hammer-on snaps. Attach snaps according to the instructions accompany-

ing them. Use interfacing or press-on tape to reinforce the fabric of the

garment where the snaps are to be attached. These snaps come in small

and regular sizes and in colours. One style of hammer-on snaps looks

like pearl buttons, similar to men’s shirt studs. Hammer-on snaps are

suitable for sports clothing, children’s clothing, and slipcovers,

LINGERIE STRAPS
Most custom dressmakers attach lingerie straps to the shoulder seam or

underside of shoulder pads on all dresses and blouses.

Diagram 46

Use a strip of V^-inch ribbon or a strap made of the garment fabric.

Cut the strap about 2 inches long. Fasten one end of the strap to the

shoulder seam near the armhole edge. Sew one half of the snap to the

end of the lingerie strap and the other to the shoulder seam. Diagram

46, Fig. 1.

Another method is this: Make a strap about IVi or 3 inches long; sew

one half of the snap to each end of the strap; close the snap, and fasten the

folded end to the shoulder seam of the garment. See Fig. 2.

BOUND BUTTONHOLES
There are many methods of making bound buttonholes. The method

given here is very satisfactory, because if you are accurate with your

measurements, the method is foolproof. Every measurement can be checked

and corrected, if necessary, before cutting the buttonhole in the garment,

so there is no chance of ruining the garment. Check and double-check

before cutting the buttonhole.

Interface garment fronts. Buttonholes are made in

the right front. With a vertical line of basting, mark
o the centre front of the garment, basting through the

^ fabric and the interfacing (the basting acts as a guide

n line on both the outside and inside of the garment).

> Machine basting is better than hand basting.

Buttonholes usually begin at the centre front line

z and extend to the right, following a crosswise thread

of the garment fabric. Place another row of vertical

basting to mark the right end of the buttonholes. See

Diagram 47.

To determine the size of buttonhole, measure the diameter of the

button. Buttonholes must be slightly longer than this measurement, the

C.F.

button!
HOLE
LINE

Diagram 47
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O-
o-

additional length depending on the thickness of the button to be used and

the roughness of the button. Fabric-covered buttons tend to drag when
going through buttonholes. Allow as for rough buttons.

For smooth, flat, bone buttons, allow Vs inch extra in the buttonhole.

For buttons of medium thickness, allow 3/16 inch. For rough buttons

and thick buttons, allow 14 inch.

Always make a sample buttonhole to test the hand-
j

i

ling of your fabric and interfacing, and to check the

size of the buttonhole with the buttons that will be used.

Interface the sample, so that the test buttonhole will

be the same as those to be made on the garment.

With horizontal lines of basting, mark the position

of each buttonhole, extending the lines beyond the

vertical bastings.

If the interfacing is very heavy or stiff, it is advisable

to cut away a narrow oval of interfacing under each SECTION OF HEAVY
buttonhole. Over this opening, place a piece of firm, r^move^^AI^
lightweight cotton fabric, extending 14 or 14 inch REPLACED WITH
beyond all cut edges. Fasten the edges of the cotton LIGHTWEIGHT

in place, using a fine catch-stitching. See Diagram 48. Diagram 48

To prepare a tucked strip for buttonholes. Cut strips of the garment

fabric on the lengthwise grain, unless the same grain as the garment

will make a less noticeable buttonhole. A bias grain is sometimes used to

give a pleasing effect. Cut strips about 2 inches wide and twice the length

of all the buttonholes to be made. Pull threads along the edges of the

strip for accuracy of grain.

Fold the strip, lengthwise, so that the edges

meet exactly. Crease lightly. Run a marking of

fine basting stitches down this centre line. Baste

guide lines, 14 inch from the centre line, on either

side of the centre line. Make a lengthwise fold

exactly along one of the basted guide lines, with the wrong sides of the

fabric together. Baste; then machine-stitch Vs inch from the folded edge

to form a tuck. Be very accurate in these measurements. The lines on

most loose leaf refills are spaced 14 inch apart. Use a strip of this paper

when marking your guide lines.

Fold a second tuck 14 inch on the other side of the centre line. Baste;

then machine-stitch Vs inch from the folded edge. See Diagram 49. The

tucked strip should measure exactly V2 inch from folded edge to folded

edge. The distance between the two rows of machine stitching should be

exactly 14 inch. The success of your buttonholes depends on the accuracy

of this strip. See Diagram 49.

Cut the tucked strip into pieces 1 inch longer than the length of

buttonholes.

Diagram 49
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Fig. 1

BACK OF
BUTTONHOLE

Applying the tucked strip. Place the strip on the garment

—

raw edges up, the right side of the strip against the right side

of the garment, the centre line exactly on the buttonhole

line. The strip extends V2 inch beyond the vertical guide

lines. Baste along the center line, using fine stitches so that

the strip cannot slip.

Machine-stitch on the lines of machine stitching of the

tucks, using a short stitch (about 20 stitches per inch). Start

and stop the machine stitching exactly in line with the

ends of the buttonholes. Leave about 3-inch thread ends to

tie. (When you are an experienced dressmaker you might

use reverse stitching to fasten the ends.) When the ends
CUTTING GUIDE gj-g left loose for tying, it is possible to pick back a few

^
• stitches or to insert the thread in a needle and add a few

stitches if you missed the vertical guide lines.

Check from the interfacing side. Are the two rows of

RIGHT DE
niachine stitching exactly (4 inch apart? Do they start and

BASTE BUTTON- exactly on the guide lines? Check from the right side.

HOLE CLOSED Is the machine stitching exactly on the stitching of the tucked
Fig. 3 strip? See Diagram 50, Fig. 1.

Diagram 50

Use a Dressmaker’s knot to tie the ends. Be sure that the knot is as

close as possible to the fabric. Cut the buttonhole from the interfacing side,

cutting along the centre line to within Va inch of each end. Cut diagonally

to the corners of the stitching. See Fig. 2. Small, sharp scissors are neces-

sary for this. Cut exactly to the end of the stitching and not even a thread

beyond.

Pull the tucked strip through the buttonhole to the inside. Handle

very carefully so that the raw edges will not ravel. Baste the buttonhole

closed; the folded edges must just meet. Baste the folded edges together

for the entire length of the tucked strip. See Figure 3. Press lightly from

the right side.

To stitch the “triangle” ends, fold the garment on the

vertical guide lines. See Diagram 51. The knots will be

visible. Begin and end stitching at the edge of the tucked

strip, catch the knot, and swing the stitching in slightly

toward the buttonhole (there are two thicknesses of

folded fabric—the garment and the interfacing—so in

order to stitch on the garment fabric, it is necessary

to swing in slightly on the interfacing). Stitch across the

triangle end three times. Cut threads. Press well from

the wrong side, using strips of brown paper to prevent

the edges of the tucked strips from marking the garment. ^

Diagram 51

Finishing the back of the buttonholes. The facing of the garment makes
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FACING SIDE OF
FINISHED
BUTTONHOLE
Diagram 52

Diagonal baste, about V2 inch from the buttonhole, along the sides

and the ends. From the right side put pins through the garment, mark-

ing the exact position of the four corners of the buttonhole. From the

interfacing side cut the facing, cutting the same as you did for turning.

See Diagram 50, Fig. 2. Cut along the center to within 14 inch of the

pins, and cut diagonally to each pin.

Turn the cut edges under Vs inch along the sides, and turn the triangles

under at the ends. Whip the folded edges into the machine stitching

of the buttonhole. Use small, fine stitches, close together, and placed so

that the thread will fall into the weave of the material. See Diagram 52.

Reinforce well at the corners. If care is taken, the buttonholes will look

almost as well on the inside of the garment as they do on the right side.

the facing of the buttonhole. The back of the buttonholes

should be done when the garment is finished and ready

for the final pressing.

HAND-WORKED BUTTONHOLES
These are made after the garment is finished. Make several sample button-

holes before working them in your garment. If you cannot make a good

hand-worked buttonhole, use your buttonhole attachment,

because many a well-sewn garment looses its professional

look with poorly worked buttonholes.

Mark the position of the buttonholes carefully with guide

lines of basting threads, the same as for bound buttonholes.

Set the machine stitch at 20. Machine-stitch around the but-

tonhole, placing 2 or 3 stitches across each end, and overlap

the machine stitches for about 14 inch. Cut the threads

close to the fabric. Cut the buttonhole. Overcast the button-

hole carefully, starting at the lower right-hand corner and

working from right to left. Then work the buttonhole with

a purl or buttonhole stitch, still working from right to left.

To form the purl, insert the

needle, bring the thread from

the eye of the needle around

the needle from right to left,

and pull up the stitch. You
will notice that the thread has

formed a purl or twist. The

purl stitches should lie exactly

Diagram 53

1

Diagram 54

along the cut edge. Form a fan at both ends or a fan at the end nearest the

garment edge and a bar at the opposite end or a bar at each end. See

Diagram 54. A bar is formed by making several stitches across the end

and working the purl stitches over the bar and through the fabric.
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POCKETS
Sometimes you may wish to use set-in pockets rather than the patch

pockets shown on your pattern, or you may wish to add pockets if none

are shown. Consider the lines of your garment and choose a suitable style

of pocket, such as one with flaps shaped to match the collar and cuff

details; buttonhole pockets to match the slot seam details; a square-cut

flap or welt to match the square-cut lapels.

Diagram 55

A pattern is not necessary. Try on the garment and mark the position

of the pockets. Reinforce the back of the pocket opening with a strip

of interfacing 2 inches longer than the pocket opening and 3 inches wide.

Baste the interfacing to position, and catch-stitch the edges to the garment.

Mark the pocket opening with a line of basting. Baste guide lines at the

ends of the pockets. The pockets may be set horizontally, vertically, or

diagonally. The ends of the pockets may follow the grainline of the fabric

or be at right angles to the pocket opening. See Diagram 55.

Buttonhole pockets

These are made similar to a bound buttonhole. Prepare a tucked strip

as for the bound buttonholes, only wider. Use a strip of fabric 3 inches

Diagram 56

wide and 2 inches longer than the pocket opening. Baste along the length-

wise centre line of the strip. Fold each long edge Vi inch from the centre,

and baste a tuck Va inch from each folded edge. Machine-stitch on the
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V^-inch lines. The tucked strip measures 1 inch from folded edge to

folded edge, and there is Vi inch between the rows of machine stitching.

See Diagram 56.

With the raw edges uppermost, place the centre line of the tucked

strip exactly on the line of the pocket opening. Baste the strip firmly to

position. Machine-stitch exactly on the lines of the machine stitching of

the tucks, starting and stopping on the guide lines that mark the ends of

the pocket. Check the measurements carefully before tying the thread ends

(there should be exactly V2 inch between the rows of machine stitching

on the interfacing side of the pocket). Tie threads on the interfacing

side. Mark the cutting line (see diagram), and cut diagonally to corners at

a point V2 inch from the ends. Cut carefully. Pull the tucked strip to the

wrong side of the garment. Baste the pocket closed, the folded edges just

touching. Press lightly from the right side. Stitch across the triangular ends

as for bound buttonholes. Press.

If the garment fabric is light- or medium-weight, the pocket sections

may be cut of the garment fabric. If the fabric is too heavy, cut two pieces

of the pocket lining and face the upper edges with a 2 or 2 Vi inch facing.

Cut the pocket pieces 2 inches wider than the pocket opening and 6 or 7

inches long. Stitch one pocket section to the lower edge of the pocket

binding. Press the pocket downward. Stitch the other pocket section to the

upper binding, stitching close to the machine stitching of the binding.

See Diagram 56. Press.

Baste the pocket sections together. Stitch around the pocket, sewing

through the ends of the tucked strip. Place a second row of machine

stitching Va inch from the first. Trim the seam, and overcast if the gar-

ment is unlined.

Diagram 57

Welt pockets or stand pockets

Welt or stand pockets should be used only in firm, closely woven fabrics.

The grainline of the welt should match the grainline of the garment

when the welt is stitched in position. The exception to this is when the

fabric is striped or plaid and the welt pieces are cut on the bias or on

the opposite grain to form a decorative feature. The welt is usually inter-

faced. Welt pockets, well-placed and well-made, give a professional look

to a garment. See Diagram 58, Figure 1, 2, and 3.

The welt may have square or rounded corners and may be top-stitched.

See Diagram 58, Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Mark the pocket opening and the pocket ends. Make the welt. Press

well. Lay the welt below the pocket line, the raw edges even with the

pocket opening. Baste to position. Figure 4.

Cut two pieces of pocket lining. (If the pocket is set on a slant, cut

the tops of the linings on the same angle as the slant of the pocket.)

Lay one piece over the welt, the raw edges even, and the other piece

above the pocket line, the raw edges just touching the raw edges of the

welt and of the lower pocket lining. Baste to position. See Figure 5.

Diagram 58
r

Machine-stitch 14 inch each side of the pocket opening; make the

upper row of stitching Vs inch shorter at each end than the pocket open-

ing. Be sure that the lower row starts and finishes exactly at the edge of

the welt. Check carefully before tying the threads on the interfacing side.

Mark and cut. See Figure 6.

Pull the pocket lining through the opening to the wrong side of the

garment. Turn the welt up. Press both seams down. Stitch the triangular

ends and close the pocket. Place a second row of stitching 14 inch from

the first. Trim and overcast. Fasten the ends of the welt securely, using

cross-stitches on the wrong side. See Diagram 58, Figure 7.

Hint: When you are cutting a slanted welt without a pattern, in order

to be sure that the grainline will match the grainline of the garment—cut

a piece of paper the exact size of the finished welt. Pin the paper welt

on the garment in the desired position. Mark the grainline on the paper

welt to match the garment. Use the paper to cut the fabric welt, allowing

for seams.
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Flap pocket

Mark the pocket opening and the

ends of the pockets. Make the flap

the exact length of the pocket open-

ing. Press well, and top-stitch if de-

sired. Baste the flap above the

pocket line, the raw edges on line.

Diagram 59

Cut the pocket sections of the

garment fabric or of a lining fabric.

If you are using a lining fabric,

face the upper edges of the pocket

sections with a 3-inch facing. Place

one section over the flap, the other

below the pocket line with raw edges touching. Baste to position. Stitch V4
inch each side of the pocket line, making the lower row of stitching Vs inch

shorter at each end than the pocket opening. See Diagram 59. Be sure

that the upper row of stitching finishes exactly at the edge of the pocket

flap. Check carefully. Tie the threads on the interfacing side. Mark and cut

diagonally to the corners. (See Diagram 58, Figure 6).

Pull the pocket lining through to the wrong side, the lower pocket

facing forming a binding over the lower pocket edge, to fill exactly

the Vi -inch space between the rows of stitching. Machine-stitch, from the

right side, just below the binding. See Diagram 59. Press from the wrong

side, pressing the upper seam away from the pocket opening to reduce the

bulk. Stitch across the triangular ends and close the pocket. Place a second

row of stitching V4 inch from the first. Trim and overcast the raw edges.

Machine-stitch above the pocket flap through all thicknesses, if desired.

See diagram.
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Tricks of the trade

The following techniques are used in custom dressmaking and tailoring

and can be used by the home dressmaker on many garments. The reasons

for their use are very logical. Some techniques may be adapted to solve

special problems which arise when fitting various garments.

To hold strapless bodices close to the body

Use tape and elastic.

1. Use strong Vi" cotton twill tape. Mark the stitching line of the upper

edge of the bodice. Measure the length for the tape on the paper pattern,

and cut it shorter than the circumference of the bodice edge. Divide

the tape into 4 equal parts, marking the divisions. Divide the bodice edge

into 4 equal parts, and mark the divisions.

Pin the tape to the bodice just below the stitching line, matching the

4 division points, and easing in the fullness. Sew along both edges of the

tape by hand; do not let the stitches show on the right side of the garment.

2. The bodice is finished when the elastic is attached.

Use elastic, long enough to fit around the body just above the

bust, and sufficiently long to allow you to finish the ends before you sew

on a hook and eye.

Work thread loops to act as carriers for the elastic at the side

seams, IVi" below the finished top edge.

Sew the centre of the elastic to the centre front at the top of the centre

front boning or Vi" below the top edge. Run the ends of the elastic through

the carriers.

Adjust the elastic at centre back to fit snugly, holding the bodice close

to the body. Finish the ends, and sew on a hook and eye.

295
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To finish the underarm seam of kimono or dolman sleeves

Many patterns suggest that you use a strip of ribbon seam binding or

fabric to reinforce the underarm seam. This produces bulk, which marks

through when you press the garment. If the garment fabric is sheer, the

reinforcement shows through. Many custom dressmakers prefer the follow-

ing method of reinforcing.

1 . Go over the machine stitching around the curved area of the underarm

seam with a fine zig-zag. If extra strength is desired, repeat the zig-zagging.

2. Clip the curve at Vi" intervals, clipping to Vs" from the stitching line.

The Vi" intervals are Vi" apart at the stitching line, not at the cut edge.

Clip from 3 to 7 times, until the seam will straighten out.

Press the seam open.

Using a buttonhole stitch, work

around each clip, stitching into the

point of the clip about 5 times for

strength. Any strain on the seam

will be at the points of the clips.

This technique produces a flatter

seam with no bulk, and if it is

properly done, the seam will never

tear.

To keep kick pleats closed

Tape the back edge of the pleat on the inside of the garment. Use

preshrunk Vi" cotton twill tape or nylon seam binding.

The pleat extends from the hem to the waistline.

Measure the length of the back edge of the pleat on

the paper pattern. Cut the tape Vi" shorter.

Pin the ends of the tape to the ends of the back edge

of the pleat. Pin the tape along the edge of the pleat,

easing in fullness evenly. Baste the tape in position.

Machine-stitch along both sides of tape. Press, shrink-

ing out the fullness of the garment fabric. The shorten-

ing of the tape draws the pleat closed and prevents

stretching.

Shaping tape for curved edges
You can shape cotton twill tape to conform to any curved line merely

by dampening the tape and pressing it with the point of a hot iron, pulling

and curving the tape as you press.

Draw the desired curve on the ironing board with chalk. Use this as a

guide for the shaping. See taping of neckline under “Problem Necklines”.

This technique eliminates the fullness formed along one edge of the tape

when it is placed around a curve.

For a flat seam
ON SLEEVE. If a very flat appearance is desired along the seamline at

TAP
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the top of the sleeve, sew a strip of the garment fabric in with the seam

at the same time that you stitch the sleeve in the armhole.

The armhole seam is usually pressed toward the sleeve in an area of

about 31/2 " down each side from the shoulder seam. (The underpart of

the armhole seam is never pressed.) The strip of fabric is sewn in the

area that will be pressed.

Cut a strip of the garment fabric, on a slight bias, IVi" wide and 7"

long. Mark the centre, which will be placed at the shoulder seam. Lay

the strip flat against the garment side of the armhole, with the centre of

the strip at the shoulder, extending down front and back. Keep one

cut edge of the strip even with the cut edge of the armhole.

Stitch the sleeve into the garment, stitching from the sleeve side and

stitching through the strip.

Press the seam open along the area with the strip; both edges of the

strip are pressed toward the shoulder of the garment, and the two edges

of the garment (sleeve and bodice) are pressed toward the sleeve. Blend

the edges of the strip. This procedure gives a balance of fabric and produces

a very flat seam.

Give the seam a light pressing from the right side, if necessary. Use

the wooden paddle to absorb all moisture.

In some fabrics, the edges of the strip tend to curl. If this is the case,

the edges can be catch-stitched to the garment. Use your own judgment.

ON DART POINT. The points of darts often tend to twist when being

pressed, particularly darts that are pressed open part way and then pressed

into a box pleat down to the point. Some tailors sew a narrow strip of

the garment fabric along the last few inches of the dart point.

Cut the strip about 1" wide and several inches long. Lay the strip flat

under the stitching line of the point of the dart, the end of the strip extend-

ing about beyond the point.

Stitch the dart in the usual manner, with the strip lying against the

machine.

Press the dart in the usual way, pressing the seam open along the area

with the strip. Blend the edges of the strip.

This procedure gives a balance of fabric producing a very flat, smooth

appearance on the outside of the garment at the point of the dart.

Underlining the upper portion of a sleeve

On some fabrics and in some styles, the upper portion of the sleeve tends

to fall in toward the arm instead of hanging straight and square.

This fault can be overcome by cutting an underlining of a suitable weight

of cotton; e.g. broadcloth or muslin. Cut the underlining the same as the

sleeve. The length of the underlining depends on the depth to which the

sleeve tends to fall in. In some cases only part of the sleeve cap will need

underlining, and in other cases it will be necessary to extend the under-

lining to 2 or 3 inches below the armhole.
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Baste the underlining to the wrong side of the sleeve and assemble the

sleeve and the underlining as one piece of fabric. If the sleeve is already

sewn in the garment, the cotton underlining can be tacked in carefully

along the stitching line in the area that needs support.

Some tailors use sheet wadding instead of underlining. Wadding is a

prepared sheet of carded cotton used for padding and usually can be

procured at a hobby shop.

Pull-up stitch

The pull-up stitch may be used instead of tape on some occasions. It is

used around the lower armscye (armhole), where the seam has a tendency

to stretch and bunch away from the body. Either taping or using the

pull-up stitch will prevent this tendency and make the armscye hug the

body. The pull-up stitch can also be used on some neck edges.

Work from right to left and take a chain stitch Vs" long, pulling each

stitch tightly enough to ease in the amount desired. Work along the

stitching line.

The “outline” embroidery stitch or “stem” stitch can also be used,

working from left to right.

Hemming a lined skirt

The lining has been put in the skirt, the waistband is attached, and you

are ready to mark the hem. Mark the desired length of the skirt, using a

skirt marker and pins. Pin through both skirt and lining.

Mark the position of the pins with chalk on the garment and on the

lining.

SKIRT
1. Turn the hem on the skirt and baste close to the lower edge, keeping

a smooth line and checking corresponding portions for equal depth.

2. Trim the hem to the desired width—the width depending on the

fabric and the style.

3. Machine-stitch close to the cut edge, using a stitch length of 8-10

per inch.

4. Ease up the fullness so that the hem will lie flat against the garment;

adjust the ease evenly.

5. Zig-zag the cut edge.

6. Press the hem, shrinking out the fullness and using strips of brown

paper between hem and garment to prevent marking. Use a wooden paddle

to absorb moisture. (See section on pressing hems.)

7. Baste the upper edge of the hem to the garment, placing the basting

about Va" from the cut edge.

8. Finish the hem, using a French hem finish.

LINING
1. Mark the turn for the hem of the lining so that the lining will be 1"

shorter than the skirt.

2. Open the side seams to 6 inches above the knee for walking ease.
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3. Hem the edges of the opening.

4. Reinforce the upper end of the opening with a bar tack.

5. Baste the lower edge of the turned hem.

6. Trim the hem to the same width as the skirt hem.

7. Turn under 14" on the cut edge or zig-zag the cut edge.

8. Using about 10 stitches per inch, stitch close to the edge.

9. Pull up the stitching thread to ease in the fullness, adjusting the ease

evenly.

10. Press, using brown paper.

1 1 . Baste the upper edge of the hem to the lining.

12. Slip-stitch the hem to the lining, taking only one thread in the lining.

French hem finish

This hem shows the least from the right side and is the easiest to do.

Baste the hem in position to the garment, the basting being about 14"

from the cut edge.

Hold the hem in your left hand with the cut edge uppermost. Fold the

loose edge back upon the hem and hold the edge with the thumb.

Work from right to left, use a fine needle, and take a thread of the

garment fabric and then a stitch in the fold of the turned edge, keeping

the stitches of equal length—about 14". An extra stitch can be taken at

regular intervals in the folded edge for extra strength.

Do not pull the thread tightly or the stitches will show on the right side

of the garment. Keep checking until you get the correct tension.

As the hemming is completed, the loose edge returns to its position flat

against the garment. The hemming stitch actually occurs between the

hem and the garment. The stitching rarely catches on anything, which often

happens with other methods of finishing. This hem is also called a tailor’s

hem.

_BUTTONHOLE
^::CLIP

Top-stitched seams
1. Plain seam. For a tailored effect a plain seam may be top-stitched.

After stitching the seam, press both edges to one side and top-stitch on

the outside 1/16" from the folded edge.

2. One edge gathered. A top-stitched seam is often used for stitching

a plain edge to a gathered edge.

Turn under the seam allowance on the plain edge and press or baste.
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Working from the wrong side of the garment, place the gathered edge

over the plain edge. Keep the cut edges exactly even. Pin and baste.

Stitch from the outside, stitching 1/16" from the folded edge. For a

more tailored effect, place a second row of stitching about 14" from the

folded edge.

3. Top-stitched curved edge. This technique is often used on a bodice

yoke or when a curved pocket is applied to the outside of a garment.

The curve must be smooth and even. To achieve this, place a row of

machine-ease stitching on the seamline— 10 stitches per inch. Place a

second row of machine ease Vs" from the cut edge.

Turn under the seam allowance on the stitched seam line. (The row

of machine stitching will show along the folded edge, but the stitching

can be removed when the seam is completed.)

Ease up the second row of machine stitching until the seam allowance

lies flat against the garment section.

Press, shrinking out the fullness, moving the iron from the folded edge

toward the garment section. Shape a piece of brown paper, and place it

between the seam allowance and the garment if it is necessary to prevent

the seam from marking the garment.

Excess fullness may be notched out. Keep the notches at regular inter-

vals and cut within Vs" of the folded edge. In many cases it is well to

trim the seam to 14 inch.

Place this prepared section on the garment. In the case of a pocket, pin

or baste it in position and top-stitch 1/16" from the turned edge.

In the case of a curved yoke, work from the wrong side of fabric. Place

the turned section on a table, wrong side uppermost. Place the other sec-

tion, wrong side uppermost, over the turned edge. Keep the cut edges

even. Pin and baste.

Stitch from the right side, stitching 1/16" from the turned edge. The

seam may then be trimmed to Va inch.

USES FOR CELLOPHANE TAPE
Here are some ways in which cellophane tape can be used to help you

in your sewing or mending. Use the half-inch transparent tape or, in

some cases, the one-quarter inch coloured tape.
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1. Adjusting your pattern. Make insertions of paper for the adjustment

and secure them in place with tape.

2. Cutting fabric. Pattern pieces can be taped to material instead of

pinning when the fabric will show pin marks.

Cellophane tape will not damage the fabric except pile fabrics or jersey.

3. Pleats. Tape keeps pleats in place after you have pressed them.

4. Identifying the right side of the fabric. As the paper pattern is removed

after cutting, place a small piece of coloured tape on the wrong side of

the material of each garment piece.

5. Buttonholes. Mark the position of each buttonhole with a strip of

coloured tape.

6. Rickrack braid, bias tape, etc. Hold the braid or tape in place on the

garment with transparent tape. Either remove the tape just before it runs

under the sewing machine needle or stitch through the tape and remove

it later.

7. Pockets. Tape pockets in place, then stitch.

8. Sewing plastics. Use tape instead of pins or basting.

9. Preventing fraying. Tape the edges of fabrics that fray until the gar-

ment has been stitched. Then remove the tape and finish the seams.

10. Holding ripped hems. A strip of tape will hold a ripped hem in place

until it can be fixed properly.

11. Sewing nylon. Nylon seams tend to pucker, often because the needle

pushes the fabric into the hole of the throat plate. Tape a piece of brown

wrapping paper (or use gummed brown paper) over the throat plate.

Puncture the paper carefully with the needle, and stitch as usual.

12. Machine buttonholes and tailored buttonholes. On a fabric that frays

badly, put a patch of iron-on mending tape on the wrong side to reinforce

the fabric. Be sure to test a piece of tape on a scrap of the fabric; some-

times press-on tape changes the appearance of the fabric.

13. Removing lint from dark fabrics or dark felt hats. Wrap cellophane

tape with the sticky side out around the hand, and brush the garment.

14. Zippers. Strips of cellophane tape will help to hold the zipper in

place on some fabrics (See section on zippered placket).
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Shoulder pads

Many home dressmakers think that shoulder pads are not necessary; con-

sequently their garments have a homemade look. Most expensive ready-

made and custom-made garments have padding or reinforcement to give

the shoulders a smooth line.

Shoulder pads need not be thick. Sometimes they are merely several

layers of canvas or several layers of canvas and one or two layers of

sheet wadding stitched together and shaped to suit the garment. In other

cases, the shoulder area, and occasionally the upper sleeve area, is backed

or underlined with one or more layers of a suitable fabric to support the

garment material and give the shoulders a smooth line.

If the garment is not lined, the pad or reinforcement is covered with a

lining fabric. If the shoulder area and upper sleeve area have been rein-

forced, a partial lining is used as in a man’s unlined jacket.

If the individual has narrow or sloping shoulders, the use of shoulder

pads of a suitable thickness conceals this figure fault. Some people have

one shoulder higher than the other and extra padding can be added to the

underside of one pad.

If dressmakers and tailors, who make quality garments, consider shoulder

pads essential, the home dressmaker is well advised to follow their example

if she wishes her garments to have a professional appearance. Shoulder

pads are also used in expensive children’s garments. Remember that sloping,

droopy shoulders give an old and rather pinched look to even the very

young.

Washable garments with kimono or raglan sleeves can have removable

shoulder pads. Sew dome fasteners on the shoulder seams of the garment

and matching domes on the shoulder line of the shoulder pad. If you use

the same size of domes and arrange the two parts of the fastener properly,

you can use the same pads in a number of dresses or blouses.

Shoulder pads must be suited to the shoulder line and sleeve of the

garment in order to produce the line intended by the designer. The thick-

ness of the padding depends on the slope of the individual’s shoulders.

Shoulder pads must be smooth, not bumpy; the side edges and the neck

end of the pads must taper to nothing, because thick edges will form a

ridge that will show on the right side of the garment. The purpose of the

pads is to build up the shoulders of the individual. The garment must not

302
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appear to be padded. Poor shoulder pads can ruin the appearance of a

Shoulder pad patterns. Scale: Each side of square = Vi inch.

In order to sit well on the individual’s shoulders, shoulder pads should

be long enough to extend to within one inch of the normal neckline. Pads

that tend to slide or drop down over the shoulder cannot give the garment

a “lift”. Many coat and suit pads extend right to the edges of the neckline

seam in order to give an unbroken, smooth shoulder line.
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You can often improve ready-made garments for certain individuals by

changing the shoulder pads for some that have a longer shoulder line.

Set-in sleeves require a firm shoulder pad with a square-cut shoulder

edge in order to produce a smooth, trim appearance. See Figure 1.

Raglan or kimono sleeves and dropped shoulder lines require a pad

with a rounded shoulder edge (Figure 2).

Coats and suits of heavy or medium-heavy fabric

require a coat or suit pad suitable for the weight

of the fabric. These pads usually have a layer

of felt on the upper side of the pad that adds to

the appearance of tailored shoulders and have

either a square-cut or rounded shoulder edge.

Dressmaker suits and suit dresses require a softer

type of pad.

Wide-cut necklines require a pad with a shorter

shoulder length. Adjust a regular pad to the cor-

rect position at the shoulder edge. Mark the

neckline. Cut off the neck edge point, making

the shoulder length of the pad 14 inch shorter

than the shoulder length of the garment. Blend

the edge and finish the end in the same way as

the sides of the pads. See Figure 3.

There are pads of various sizes and thicknesses

available for every need; some are only Vs inch

thick. They are available at tailor’s shops or

dressmaker’s supply houses and in the notions

department of stores.

Most custom dressmakers make their own shoulder pads, because the

thickness and style of the pad must be suited to the garment and the

individual. Linen interfacing canvas and sheet wadding are used. Sheet

wadding can be obtained from a hobby shop or in the staples department

of the larger stores. However, inexpensive, uncovered cotton pads can be

purchased, taken apart, and the wadding or padding used. Note the way the

padding was tapered or thinned along the side edges and at the neck edge;

also, note the manner in which the covering and padding were quilted to-

gether with a long, loose stitch. Make a new upper covering of linen canvas

cut on the bias. The bias will enable the pad to curve to fit the shoulder

and to give a smooth upper surface.

On page 303 are four shoulder-pad patterns. Two of the patterns

are for making coverings for uncovered pads. The three-piece pattern

is for a thick pad for a set-in sleeve. It can be altered to suit the thickness

of the pad. The second pattern is for a rounded shoulder line, raglan or

kimono sleeve. Because the fabric is cut on the bias, the covering will

adapt itself to the thickness of the pad.

Fig. 3 V

Diagram 1
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The other two patterns are for cutting the linen canvas when making the

entire pad. One pattern is for coats and jackets. The other pattern is for

dresses and some unlined jackets and it is intended to be covered with a

lining fabric. Both patterns are for set-in sleeves and are similar to those

used in couturier houses. They are excellent patterns and if the pad is

made carefully, the shoulders of the garment will have a professional look.

Covering pads for set-in sleeves

(Diagrams 2 & 3). Use the three-piece pattern on page 303. Cut two of

each of the three pattern pieces. Join section c, the crescent-shaped piece,

to sections a and b, matching the notches and easing the curved seam edge

onto the straight edge. There must be no pleats. Press the seams toward

the triangular sections.

Diagram 2

Use section a (the smaller triangle) as a pattern for trimming the

shoulder pad. Lay the pattern on the shoulder pad—the finished shoulder

edge seam line should be exactly aloi\g the shoulder edge of the pad. Pin

in place. See Diagram 3, Fig. 2. Cut the pad to match the pattern. Be-

cause you have trimmed off the blended

edges of the sides of the pad, it is necessary

to thin out or blend the cut edges. Do this

very carefully.

Cup the pad over the fingers so that the

pad will be shaped to fit over the shoulder.

Tack the pad together with long diagonal

stitches, so that the pad will retain the curv-

ed shape of the shoulder. Do not pull the

threads too tightly, or the upper surface of

the pad will be bumpy. It must be smooth.

You are striving for the same shaping as in

molded foam-rubber pads. It will be neces-

sary to trim and blend a slight amount

along the 2 sides of the pad after shaping

and tacking. See Fig. 3.

f Place the pad covering over the pad,

the shoulder edge of the pad snugly against

the crescent shaped section of the covering.

Pin down the centre of the upper and under

surfaces. See Fig. 4. Next, pin the covering

together along the sides, keeping the cut

Diagram 3
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edges of the covering exactly even. Machine-

stitch, keeping the underside of the pad

uppermost. Stitch % inch from the cut

edges, then place a second row of stitching

3/16 inch from the outer edge. Pink the

edge, or trim and overcast it. See Fig. 5.

Fig. 5

Diagram 4

Pads for a rounded shoulder line

Cut 2 pieces of fabric the same as the darted

pattern, the grainline of the pattern on the

grainline of the fabric. Tailor-tack the dart

and the fold line. Sew the darts, and press in

a box pleat. Cut the shoulder pad to fit the

under half of the pattern after the dart has

been sewn in. Blend the cut side edges. Shape the pad

and tack the pieces together. Then, cover it, following

the instructions given for “Making shoulder pads for

set-in-sleeves”. Pink or overcast the side edges.

As you continue to use patterns, you may find a

pattern for covering shoulder pads that is well suited

to your shoulders. If so, keep the pattern and use it,

altering the thickness of the padding to suit the current

fashion. If you have shoulder pads in a ready-made

garment that you feel are becoming, rip them apart,

make a pattern for the covering, and use that pattern

when covering new pads.

USING LINEN CANVAS PATTERNS TO MAKE
PADS
If you can obtain uncovered cotton pads, you can use the wadding instead

of sheet wadding. If such pads are available, choose the largest. The layers

can be separated and the desired number used. Save the unused layers

for future use.

For coats and jackets

Note that the pattern is cut on the bias, the points are marked front and

back, and the shoulder line is marked. The armhole edge is curved or

shaped. One pad will be for the right shoulder and the other for the left

shoulder. Assemble the pads carefully so that you will not have both for

the same shoulder.

1. Cut two pieces of linen canvas on the correct grainline.

2. If using sheet wadding, fold several layers together and squeeze them

to decide how many layers will be required to produce a pad of the

desired thickness.

3. Cut two pieces of wadding the same size as the linen canvas.

4. Cut as many additional layers of wadding as required for the two
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pads. The armhole edges must be cut even with the pattern, but the

sides are V2 inch narrower, so that the pads will be tapered along the sides

and at the neck edge. Cut the armhole edges carefully, so that the sleeve

tops will have smooth, square-cut edges as in a man’s suit.

5. Place the layers of wadding together in order of size, the largest

layer against the linen canvas. The shoulder lines should be exactly

opposite each other and the armhole edges exactly even.

6. Baste the layers together along the shoulder line. Then, quilt all

layers together, using long, loose stitches. (If threads are pulled too

tightly, the upper surface will have a bumpy appearance.) Curve the

pad over your hand in a curve similar to the shoulder. Work from the

shoulder line down to the outer edge on both front and back.

7. The edges of the layers of wadding can be thinned again, if necessary.

“Feather” these edges by pulling bits from the edges with your fingers to

give the edges a smooth, tapered finish.

8. Trim the square-cut armhole edge, if necessary.

9. Until the pads are sewn in the garment, pin the points together to keep

the pads curved.

For dresses or blouses

You will notice on the linen canvas pattern that the front and the back of

these pads are the same length, so that they can be used for either side

of the body. The procedure for making and assembling the pads is the

same as for coats and jackets. These pads could also be used in a silk

jacket.

To Cover

1. Cut two 9-inch squares of lining fabric.

2. Fold each square diagonally and insert the pad. Keep the pad curved

over the hand.

3. Pin the covering to the pad; pull the covering slightly to keep it

smooth. Pin the shoulder line first; then pin down toward the side edges.

Pin the entire side edges, placing the pins carefully, so that the pins just

catch the edges of the pad to the covering.

4. Machine-stitch the covering to the pad, keeping the underside of the

pad uppermost and keeping the pad curved. The row of machine stitching

will fasten the edge of the pad to the covering. (It is about Vs inch inside

the edge of the pad. You can feel the edge of the pad under the covering

and the outer row of pins has marked its position.)

5. Place a second row of stitching about V4 inch or % inch to the outside

of the first row.

6. Cut off the surplus fabric with pinking shears, or trim close to the

outer row of stitching and overcast or zig-zag the cut edges.

TO SET PAD IN GARMENT
Pin the shoulder pads in position. From the inside of the garment, place

the shoulder line of the pad along the shoulder line of the garment, with
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the edge of the pad extending % to Vi inch beyond the stitching line and

even with the cut edge of the seam. Pin the sleeve end of the pad in place.

Turn the garment right side out. Hold the armhole ends of the pad

together and smooth the garment over the pad, holding the garment in

the position it will be when worn. Pin the pad in position along the

shoulder and at several points along the seamline of the armhole. Be sure

that the edge of the pad is exactly even with the cut edges of the armhole

seam.

From the inside fasten the pad in place along the seam allowance. Use

a loose basting stitch, stitching close to the machine stitching. Use a back-

stitch occasionally. Fasten the ends of the pad securely with several cross-

stitches. At the neck edge fasten the end of the pad to the shoulder seam,

using cross-stitches.

Fasten the free edge of the facing over the shoulder pad with catch-

stitches. Keep the cut edges of the facing shoulder seam even with the

cut edges of the garment shoulder seam. Fasten the shoulder seam of the

facing along the shoulder seamline of the coat with a row of hand stitching.

(See also the directions given in the chapter on tailoring a coat.)
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Remakes, remodelling,

and trimmings

Before discarding any garment, consider the possibilities of remaking or

remodelling it. It is often possible to produce an attractive garment from

one or more worn garments.

Before ripping the old garment, check it carefully. Is it worth remak-

ing? Are the parts of the garment large enough for the pattern pieces you

intend to use? Can the pattern pieces be kept on the correct grainline?

If new material is to be added, what will it cost?

Rip the garment apart, saving buttons and fasteners, belting, seam

binding, and interfacings that can be used on the remake or for other

garments. Remove all threads. Wash or dry-clean the fabric. Press all

pieces, pressing with the lengthwise grain of the fabric. Mark the length-

wise grainline on all pieces.

Many fabrics can be turned, using the wrong side for the outside of

the new garment. Often the fabric can be dyed successfully. Mend any

tears, and reinforce any places that have worn thin with threads ravelled

from the fabric.

Pin together the corresponding garment parts; this will save time when
you are cutting. Then lay the pattern on the correct grainline, and cut the

fabric in the same way as for a new garment. Seams for piecings must be

on the grainline.

Creases that are deeply set and cannot be removed by dampening and

pressing can often be used as decorative features. Place a row of braid or

some embroidery over the crease, or rows of top-stitching with one row

on the crease.

Suggestions

A dress that has become too snug in the shoulders can be made into a

sleeveless dress or a jumper. Remove the sleeves and collar or neck finish.

Re-cut the neckline and armholes, using a jumper or sleeveless-dress

pattern.

A belt set in between bodice and skirt will lengthen the bodice of a

garment.

A contrasting border or false hem will lengthen a skirt. Use the con-

trasting fabric for collars and cuffs or pocket trim, a belt, neck and armhole

bindings, or button coverings. It is possible to combine plain fabrics and
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stripes, plaids, or printed fabrics and produce a very attractive remade

garment. Two plain harmonizing colours can be used. Combine two used

garments.

Velvet collars and cuffs or buttons and belt will perk up a tired-looking

silk or wool garment. Plaid or striped taffeta used for trimmings or parts of

garments will give an old garment a new look.

Use the belt of a garment to widen the bodice back; top-stitch it in a

strap effect from the neck to the waist, and widen the front by using a

contrasting vestee effect, extending to the waistline.

You can enlarge a skirt that has become too snug in the hips and in

which the seam allowance is too narrow to be let out by letting down the

hem, facing the lower edge, and re-cutting the top at a lower level, which

will give added hip width.

Arrowheads embroidered at the ends of pockets, pleats, darts, and

slashed seams, or a decorative top-stitching, give an expensive, custom-

made look to a simple garment.

Wool-embroidery trimming on collars, cuffs, pockets, necklines, or belts

will change the appearance of a garment with little or no expense. On
childrens’ garments, tiny wool pom-poms combined with embroidery

stitches can form attractive kittens, bunnies, and ducklings or chicks.

Small, simple embroidery motifs of wool, embroidery silk, or cotton,

placed at regular intervals on the bodice or sleeves, will prove very effec-

tive. On some fabrics beads, rhinestones, or sequins can be used and can

be combined with embroidery stitches.

Grosgrain ribbon, satin ribbon, satin or velvet bias binding, or military

braid used to outline front closings, collars, and cuff edges will change the

appearance of a garment and cover worn edges.

A man’s or boy’s old shirt can be remade into a smart blouse. Rip

out the sleeves, and cut off the yoke. Fold the shirt down the centre

back, and button the fronts

together so that they will lie

as in the diagram. Place the

centre front line of the

blouse pattern on the centre

front of the shirt, so that

you can use the buttonholes

and buttons of the shirt for

the blouse closing. The

back of the blouse is cut

from the back of the shirt.

Sleeve and collar pattern pieces will fit on the shirt sleeve. If you desire a

sleeveless blouse, there will be plenty of material for the armhole facings

or bindings. The condition of the shirt will determine the size of the

blouse and the layout of the pattern. A plain white collar can always
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be added to a colourful blouse if there is not enough material in the shirt

to cut a collar. A contrasting collar can be added to any blouse; many
ready-made blouses will give you ideas for a collar, such as a gingham

collar on a white or coloured blouse, coloured bindings on collar edges, etc.

Old shirts can also be used for aprons and children’s sun dresses or

pinafores. Trim them with contrasting fabrics, rick-rack, or bias tape.

Men’s trousers can be made into boys’ trousers, girls’ jumpers, or

women’s skirts.

Buttons
Make your own covered buttons. The forms and instructions for covering

are available at sewing centres and in notions departments in stores.

Tiny motifs embroidered on pieces of the garment fabric will make

attractive buttons. Sequins or beads may be similarly used—apply them to

the fabric before covering the button.

Scraps of coloured leather, salvaged from purses or gloves, can be used

to cover buttons and to make a decorative motif on a fabric belt. The

edges of the leather can be “skived” or shaved thin with a razor blade or

a sharp knife used for leather work if the leather is too thick to fold over

the edges of the button forms.

Applique
Flowers or motifs can be cut from lace or figured fabrics and placed on

garments for decoration. Lace motifs are usually used on net or sheer

fabrics. Place a piece of tissue paper on the back of fabric where the motif

is to be placed. Baste the motif in place. Using one strand of embroidery

cotton, work around the edge of the motif with a satin stitch. Remove the

paper. The garment fabric may be cut away under the lace motif, but close

to the satin stitch. It would be advisable to work a sample if you have

had no experience in applying lace motifs.

Flowers and motifs cut from chintz and cretonne make attractive trim-

mings for plain-coloured aprons, place mats, luncheon cloths, and kitchen

curtains. The zig-zag attachment for your sewing machine can be used for

appliqueing.

Tubing
Tubing made from very nar-

row strips of true bias fabric

makes attractive “spaghetti”

or “shoestring” trimming. Use

it for soft bows—knot the

ends or use it for outlining

necklines, edging collars, cuffs,

etc. See Diagram 2. You can

work out many ways of using

tubing for trimming. Diagram 2
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Rick-rack and bias tape

Interesting bands or border trimmings may be made by using wide and

narrow rick-rack or rick-rack and bias tape. Very pleasing colour har-

monies can be worked out. Diagram 3.

Narrow rick-rack is effective when stitched down the centre of wide rick-

rack or stitched on bias tape of a contrasting colour.

Two pieces of rick-rack of different colours but the same size, twisted

together, form an attractive braid. Set two rows of the twisted braid close

together for a wider band of trimming—turn one row of braid over before

applying it and the colours will form a herringbone effect.

Diagram 3
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Projects for beginners
First projects should be simple and should not involve too many different

techniques. In any craft, each step in the construction of an article is

important, and the smallest details affect the finished appearance. The

surest way for garments to have a well-made look is for each of the parts

to be made with care. A good icing will not correct a cake that has been

a failure, and a good pressing will not conceal poor sewing.

You must have practice in order to handle your sewing machine and

your sewing equipment skilfully. It is often helpful to watch skilled sewers

and observe how they handle their tools. Practise each basic technique

as much as possible. You will soon learn to use your fingers skilfully.

Criticize and evaluate your own work. Strive for a professional finish.

Suggested projects

1. tea towel

2. apron

3. dirndl skirt—gathered or unpressed pleats

4. sleeveless blouse—no collar

5. jumper

TO MAKE AN APRON
Aprons are very much in fashion. Even the men in the family are wearing

them for outdoor cooking. There are “his and hers” sets with matching

pot holders and a chef hat for the man.

The apron can be a short sewing or cleaning apron with 3 or 4 pockets

across the lower edge. Handy, too, for wash day or gardening.

The apron can be quite full with gathers all across the waistband, or it

can be less full and have a flat 5-inch space in the centre front and gathers

or a few pleats on either side. This style is more flattering for the plump

girl. It is also better for the very short apron with large pockets, as gathers

all across the waistline have a tendency to make the pockets stick out.

If using stripes or plaids, be sure to buy a woven stripe or plaid fabric

(printed ones will be off grain). Woven plaids or stripes are “quick and

easy” because lines can be followed for hems and for straight stitching.

Interesting colour schemes and fabric combinations can be worked out,

such as 3 or 4 shades of one colour; plain and printed fabric; plain colours

and fancy braid trim; cross-stitch designs on checked gingham.

Incidentally, many of the pocket ideas are found on other cotton gar-

ments such as cotton skirts, two pockets staggered and applied on one side

of a blouse, dress, and shorts. They are used on beach coats and ponchos.
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Odds and ends of fabric can be used for pockets, for ties or for the

waistband, depending on the size of the pieces. Students can exchange

pieces if the colours harmonize.

No patterns are needed—only a few basic measurements.

In cutting the body of the apron, be sure to have the lengthwise grain

of the fabric running lengthwise on the body. The rows of stitching for the

gathers will run along the crosswise grainlines. This makes more attractive

gathers that hang better. If running the other way, they have a “bunchy”

look and produce a bulky seam when the waistband is attached.

Stitch length for gathers—8-10.

Three rows of stitching produce a flatter seam

—

1 row placed % " from cut edge

1 row placed Vs " from cut edge

1 row placed in between.

Ties and waistbands stretch less and are easier to stitch and attach to

the body of the apron if they can be cut running lengthwise of the fabric.

The amount of fabric you have will determine your decision.

Paper patterns can be made for pockets. Allow 114" for hems, the

finished hem width is 1 inch. Allow Vi" or ys" for seams.

An 8x8 inch square makes a good sized pocket when finished.

For the sewing aprons, the finished length of the apron is approximately

11 or 12 inches. Finished depth of pocket strips is about 7 or 8 inches,

so cut the strips 9 or 10 inches wide to allow for hem and seams.

On longer aprons, plan for a 1 to 2 inch hem.

Other measurements

—

Body of aprons:

1 3 to 18 inches long

30 to 36 inches wide for gathers all across

28 to 32 inches wide for flat space in centre and gathers or pleats on

each side.

Waistband— 1 piece 5" X 18"-20"

Ties —2 pieces 5" X 18"-24".

Vi to % yard will make the body of the aprons depending on the length

desired.

% yard of contrast will make ties, waistband and pockets.

Sewing Apron
Sewing Apron f 4 pockets across lower edge

( 1 yd. of fabric s All one colour with braid trim

and trimming) I Ties and waistband going crosswise of fabric.

General procedures for apron
1. Straighten the fabric.

2. Plan and cut the apron pieces.

3. Hem the sides of the body sections of the apron—14 " finished size of

hem. Press.
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4. Make pockets. If you are sewing an apron with 4 large pockets across

the lower edge, the pocket strip will finish the lower edge when it is attach-

ed to the apron.

5. For aprons with separate pockets, make a hem on lower edge of

apron. The finished hem will be 1 to 2 inches deep.

6. Attach pockets.

For gathers all across top
7. Place 3 rows of machine stitching for the gathers along the upper edge

(do not pull up the stitching until directed.)

8. Divide the upper edge into 4 equal parts; mark the divisions with

coloured thread.

9. Join the ties to the waistband section.

10. Fold this long strip lengthwise, right sides together, and stitch the tie

end sections closed across the ends and down the sides. Leave the waist-

band section open. (Do not turn the ends.)

1 1 . Divide the waistband section into 4 equal parts and mark the divisions

with coloured thread. Mark both edges of the waistband.

12. Pull up the gathers on the body of the apron to fit the waistband—the

width will be approximately 20 inches.

13. Pin the right side of one edge of the waistband section to the wrong

side of the upper edge of the body of the apron. Keep the cut edges exactly

even, and match the 4 markings. Adjust the gathers. Pin and baste with

small stitches.

14. Stitch.

15. Turn the tie ends right side out.

16. Baste the seam of waistband up toward the band.

17. Crease the seam allowance on the open edge of the waistband.

18. Fold the creased edge over the waistband seam, matching the 4 mark-

ings. Do this carefully and be sure that the edges of the waistband are

exactly opposite each other (the folded edge just covering the stitching

line.) Pin and baste.

19. Stitch. Press.

For gathers or pleats on each side of the 5" flat space
Follow steps 1 to 6 as in the general outline.

7. Mark the 5-inch section in the centre that is to be kept flat. Pleats:

Plan for pleats on each side. The top of apron is to measure approximately

20 inches when pleated. Baste the pleats in position.

Gathers: Place 3 rows of stitching on each side of the flat space for gathers.

Carry on with remaining steps 8 to 19 for making and attaching the

waistband.

Hint: Pressing machine gathers
To reduce the bulk on any gathered section, attach the gathered section

to straight section. Press the seam allowance before closing the seam.

Dampen the seam allowance only and press. Use a wooden paddle to
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flatten the seam allowance and absorb moisture. Then press the seam

allowance against the garment in the correct direction. This procedure is

very helpful when you are using heavy or bulky fabrics, such as corduroy

and wools.

POTHOLDERS AND OVEN MITTS
Potholders and oven mitts are good practice-stitching projects for begin-

ners. Odds and ends of cotton fabric can be used. If cotton plaid or

checked fabrics are available, the lines of the fabric can be used as guide

lines when you are stitching for the machine quilting.

The better parts of worn-out terry towels are good for lining the oven

mitts and padding the potholders. Use one or two layers, depending on the

weight of the towelling.

Potholders

One side will be plaid or check, the other side plain. Cut the fabric the

desired size, allowing for 14 inch seams. An eight-inch square makes a

good sized potholder.

Cut the terry towelling for the padding one inch smaller than the outer

fabric.

Place the right sides of the fabric together and stitch, using 14 inch

seams and leaving one seam open for a space of about three inches along

one side.

Trim the corners, cutting to within Vs inch from the machine stitching.

Turn the right side out. Insert the terry towelling, pin it into position,

and close the open space.

Fasten the layers of the fabric together with rows of basting placed close

enough together to avoid slippage when you are machine-quilting.

Machine-stitch along the lines of the plaid or the check to quilt the

fabric and towelling together. A loop may be added to hang the pot holder.

Many potholders have the edges bound with bias tape. This is not

advisable for beginners.

Oven Mitts

Cut the front and the back of the mitt from the cotton plaid or the check

fabric.

Cut the linings for the front section and for the back section from terry

towelling. Cut the terry towelling 14 inch shorter at the wrist edge of the

oven mitt.

Fasten a terry piece to the back of each plaid piece with rows of basting.

Machine-quilt the pieces together, using the lines of the plaid as a stitch-

ing guide.

Place the right side of the mitt sections together. Stitch around the out-

side using 14 inch seams and leaving the wrist edge open. Turn the right

sides out. Hem the wrist edge.
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GATHERED SKIRT AND UNPRESSED PLEATED
SKIRT
A gathered skirt or an unpressed pleated skirt is easy to make and a pat-

tern is not required. Use cotton print, denim, sailcloth, or drapery fabric.

These fabrics vary in width from 36 inches to 48 inches; the amount of

fabric required depends on the number of widths used—two or three

widths for lightweight fabrics and two widths for a heavier weight. Too
many gathers in a heavy fabric will produce a very bulky waistline seam.

Unpressed pleats in heavy fabrics produce less bulk than gathers. A flat,

5-inch space in the centre front is often more flattering to the plump figure.

Remember that pleats, and gathers especially, will be more attractive

and will hang better if the lengthwise grain of the fabric runs lengthwise

on the skirt. Make two samples, one with three rows of gathering stitching

placed on the crosswise grainline (the lengthwise grainline will then be on

the lengthwise of the skirt), and the other sample with the three rows of

gathering stitching on the lengthwise grainline of the fabric. Pull up the

gathering threads. The difference in appearance and in bulk is very

obvious.

To reduce the cost of production, many factory-made garments are

made with the crosswise grainline running lengthwise on the skirt because

only one seam is required. The manufacturers of more expensive ready-

mades consider the grainline and how it will affect the finished garment.

If you are using a border print, the fabric will be crosswise, and un-

pressed pleats will be less bulky than gathers. Gather a small portion of

the fabric, and pleat a small portion. Decide which you like better.

The waistband will stretch less and be easier to attach if it is cut on the

one selvage. Cut the interfacing and band in one. See ‘Skirtband and in-

terfacing cut in one” under Hints and Techniques.

Amount of fabric

Decide on the finished length of the skirt, and add about 4 inches for the

hem and the waistline seam. This will give you the length required for

each skirt section. You will need two or three times this length depending

on the number of widths you intend to use.

If you are using a border print, you will require two or three yards of

fabric.

Procedure for a gathered skirt

1. Cut the waistband the length required, which is the waist measurement

plus 3 inches.

2. Cut the skirt pieces.

3. Join the skirt seams, leaving an 8-inch opening on one seam for the

zipper.

4. Insert the zipper.

5. Make the hem along the lower edge.
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6. Make the waistband.

7. Divide the upper edge of the skirt into 4 equal parts, marking the

division with coloured thread.

8. Set the machine stitch length for gathers; 8-10 stitches per inch for

lightweight fabrics, 6-8 stitches per inch for heavier fabrics.

9. The gathering threads will be less apt to break when they are pulled

if they do not extend over too long a space. Start and stop the rows of

stitching accordingly at the halfway or quarter markings, depending on the

weight of the fabric.

Place three rows of stitching for the gathers: one row % inch from the

cut edge, on row Vs inch from the cut edge, and one row in between. Be

sure to hold the ends of both threads when you start to stitch.

10. Pull up the gathers to approximately the required length for each

section. Pull all three threads at the same time and always pull from the

wrong side of the fabric. If you pull the threads from one side at one end

of the stitching rows and from the opposite side at the other end, the

threads will lock and break. Loop the ends of the thread around a pin to

hold them temporarily.

11. Fit the waistband to the individual, marking the position of the end of

the band when the band is fastened. This gives you the correct amount of

underlap. Divide the waistline measurement of the band into four parts

(do not include the lapped area). Mark the four divisions. Mark both

edges of the band.

12. Pin the right side of the waistband to the wrong side of the upper edge

of the skirt, matching the four markings. Adjust the gathers. Pin and baste,

using small stitches.

13. Machine-stitch, using a ys-inch seam allowance. (The lower row of

gathering stitches will be outside the machine stitching, but the gathering

row can be removed later. This gathering row prevents the gathers from

forming pleats and puckers.) Stitch from the gathered side.

14. Baste the seam up toward the waistband.

15. Pin the open edge of the waistband over the waistline seam, matching

the 4 markings. Do this carefully. The folded edge of the band just covers

the machine stitching, and the two edges of the waistband are exactly

opposite each other. Pin and baste.

16. Machine-stitch, about 1/16 inch from the folded edge, around the

entire waistband.

17. Press.

Hint: To reduce the bulk in the gathers, press the seam allowance only

before basting it up toward the waistband. Dip your fingers in water and

dampen the seam allowance only. Press. Use the wooden paddle to help

flatten the fabric and to absorb the moisture. Repeat if necessary.

18. Apply hooks and eyes. See the section on hooks and eyes under Hints

and Techniques.
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Procedure for an unpressed pleated skirt

The size of the pleat depends on the weight of the fabric, the amount of

the fabric and on individual taste. In lightweight cottons, the size of the

pleat varies from V2 inch to about Wi inches. In heavier fabrics, the

size of the pleat varies from 1 inch to about 3 inches.

1. Cut the waistband along one selvage. (The waistband will be the waist

measurement plus 3 inches.) The waistband and interfacing are cut in one

as directed in Hints and Techniques.

2. Cut the skirt sections. Join the sections, leaving one entire seam open.

3. Turn up the hem, leaving a space of about 6 inches at both ends for

joining the last seam. Press.

4. Plan the pleats and, using pins, mark the spaces for the pleats and for

the underfolds along the waistline edge. Remember:

(a) All pleats will face left when on the body.

(b) The seams should be concealed, if possible.

(c) The depths of the underfold of a few of the pleats can be varied

slightly, if necessary, to use up a slight amount of surplus fabric.

(d) To avoid working with an awkward fraction or in order to con-

ceal the last seam, the surplus fabric can be cut off.

(e) Be sure that the last seam allowance is wide enough to conceal

the zipper.

Example for working out the measurements for marking pleats and under-

folds.

A 26-inch waist will require thirteen 2-inch pleats.

Two widths of 45-inch fabric equals 90 inches.

A strip about 4 inches wide has been cut off for the waistband, leaving

86 inches.

There will be 4 seam allowances of Vs inch each, which will use up

another 2 Vi inches. This leaves about 8 3 Vi inches for the body of the

skirt.

There will be 26 inches of fabric showing at the waistline, therefore

83V2 — 26 leaves 57Vi inches for the underfolds of the thirteen pleats.

There will be approximately 414 inches for each underfold (57 Vi divided

by 13).

Place the pins along the waistline edge, starting at the closed seam so

that it can be hidden at the back of the underfold or under a pleat. Place

the pins at intervals of 2 inches, 414 inches, 2 inches, 414 inches, etc.

Be as accurate as possible. The surplus fabric can be cut off or used up

by adjusting the depth of a few of the underfolds.

5. Pin the pleats in position, checking. the measurements every three or

four pleats. Machine-baste the pleats into position. Use 2 rows of machine

basting—one at the seam line, the other along the cut edge.

6. Close the last seam, leaving an 8-inch opening for the zipper.

7. Close the balance of the hem.
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8. Set in the zipper.

9. Make the waistband.
10.

Attach the waistband, following the directions given under “gathered

skirt”, points 11 to 18.

OTHER PROJECTS
There are many patterns designed for school use that have a minimum
number of pattern pieces and are quick and easy to make. They rarely

involve major pattern alterations or fitting problems. Suggested are:

1. A sleeveless blouse with no collar.

2. A jumper with no waistline seam.

3. A cap-sleeved blouse.

4. A simple dress with cap sleeves, with no waistline seam, and with or

without patch pockets.

5. A two-piece skirt, with or without a kick pleat.
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Judging clothing

GENERAL SCORE FOR CLOTHING*
GENERAL APPEARANCE (25 points)

Neatness. Is the article clean and well pressed? 10

Design. Is it suitable to material and kind of garment? 5

Colour. Is it pleasing and appropriate? 5

Trimming. Is it suited to the garment? 5

MATERIAL (15 points)

Suitability. Is it a good choice for the article? 5

Harmony. Do fabrics, threads, and trimmings harmonize? 5

Quality. Is the quality suited to the purpose? 5

WORKMANSHIP (60 points)

Cutting. Is the cutting accurate? 10

Sewing. Is the stitching straight, the tension well adjusted, and

are the stitches of suitable length? 10

Are seams even in width and suited to material and use? 10

Are hems, bindings, and facings smooth? Do they lie flat, and

are they even in width? 10

Are seam finishes, hems, etc. properly and neatly done? 10

Are buttons, buttonholes, zippers, pockets, etc. properly sewn on

and neatly made? 10

Too

JUDGE YOUR OWN WORK
1. Is the thread a good match for the fabric colour?

2. Is the size of the stitch suitable for the fabric?

3. Have you used the same size of stitch throughout the garment?

4. Is the tension correct?

5. Are all the seams the required width?

6. Are all dart points well stitched (long, slim points—no bubbles at the

ends )

?

7. Is the seam finish suitable for the fabric and for the garment?

8. Are all seams uniform when finished?

9. Are all darts well pressed and pressed in the correct direction?

10.

Are collar and cuff ends identical in size and shape?

^Courtesy of the Canadian Home Economics Association.
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11. Are all seams well pressed?

12. If seam edges or facing edges are zig-zagged, does the zig-zagging

cover the outer row (reinforcement row) of machine stitching (stitching

is 1/16" from cut edge), and does it wrap the cut edge?

13. Is the size of the zig-zagging uniform throughout the garment?

14. Hem (1) uniform in width?

(2) edge-stitched and eased properly?

( 3 ) cut edge finished properly?

(4) hem well pressed and cut edge has not marked through to

the outside of the garment. (Did you use brown paper?)

15. Fastening (1) zipper well set and well pressed?

(2) buttonholes uniform in (a) size? (b) spacing from

edge? (c) spacing from each other?

(3) buttons—sewn on with a shank?

(4) hooks & eyes
(

placed properly?

or dome ^ sewn on correctly and neatly?

lengthwise grain perpendicular to floor?

crosswise grain parallel to floor?
16. Sleeves

(2) Has fullness around sleeve cap been evenly distributed?

Is it in the correct area (see text)? There should be no

little pleats.

(3) Is sleeve cap properly pressed (about 3 Vi" down from

each side of shoulder seam). See text. Never press the

underarm area.
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Stain removal

Remove stains as soon as possible after they occur. Stains are removed by:

1. dissolving the stain in water or some commercially prepared fluid

(which is usually inflammable).

2. absorbing the stain with white talcum, corn starch, corn meal, French

chalk, or fuller’s earth.

3. bleaching the stain with hydrogen peroxide, a household chlorine

bleach, or perborate bleach. Lemon juice or sunshine may be used to

bleach any fabric that is colourfast.

Always test a stain remover on the seam allowance or a hidden part of

the article to be certain that it does not remove the colour or injure the

stained fabric.

METHODS OF STAIN REMOVAL
1. Sponging. Place the fabric, stained side down, on a bath towel. Apply

stain remover with light strokes, working from the outside of the stain

toward the centre. Avoid a circular motion which may leave a ring.

2. Bleaching. Stretch the stained fabric over a bowl of hot water. Place a

drop or two of bleach on the stain with a glass rod. Let it stand a few

minutes; then rinse the fabric by dipping it in the bowl of water. Rinse

very carefully. Strong bleaches may weaken the fabric structure.

Remember
1. Never use a chlorine bleach on silk or wool.

2. Never use acetone (nail polish remover) on man-made fibres.

3. Work in a well-ventilated room.

4. Do not breathe solvent vapours or allow chemicals near the face.

5. Wash any spilled reagent off the skin or work table immediately.

6. Use only glass or unchipped enamel containers.

7. Observe warnings given on reagent containers.

8. Use liquid hair shampoo instead of harsh detergents on delicate

fabrics.

White fabrics—washable Coloured fabrics,

Stain cotton, linen, & man-made fibres silks & wools

Adhesive Scrape with dull knife, sponge Cleaning fluid

Tape with kerosene or solvent. Rinse

and launder.
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Stain

White fabrics—washable

cotton, linen, & man-made fibres

Coloured fabrics,

silks & wools

Alcoholic

Beverages

These stains unless removed will

turn brown with age. Sponge

with cold water then with cold

water and glycerine. Rinse with

vinegar water then with clear

water.

Sponge with cold water

(glycerine may leave

a ring).

Blood Sponge or soak in cold water.

Wash in cool soapy water. If

stain persists soak in lukewarm

ammonia water (3 tbsp. house-

hold ammonia to 1 gal. of water.)

Sponge with cold

water. Apply a thick

paste made of raw

starch and cold water.

Dry, then brush off.

Repeat if necessary.

Catsup Scrape off excess. Soak for 30

minutes in cold water. Rub a de-

tergent into the stain. Launder.

Same, if washable.

Candle Wax Rub with ice cube and scrape off.

Wax dye stain can be removed

with alcohol or bleach in water.

Test sample of fabric.

(Alcohol may remove

colour.

)

Chewing

Gum
Rub with ice cube and scrape

off. Sponge with solvent. Rinse

and launder.

Apply cleaning fluid.

Chocolate or

Cocoa
Soak in cold water. Rub a deter-

gent into the stain. Wash in hot

water. If still greasy use a sol-

vent. If coloured stain remains

sponge with hydrogen peroxide.

Rinse & launder.

Sponge with a clean-

ing fluid. (Peroxide is

a bleach.)

Chlorine Use colour remover— 1 tsp. to 1

gal. of water. Soak until yellow

disappears.

No remedy that will

not remove colour

from fabric.

Cod Liver

Oil

The stain will turn brown if iron-

ed. Mix 1 tbsp. of dry detergent

with 2 tbsp. of hot water. Rub on

spot. Wash. If stain remains

sponge with hydrogen peroxide.

Rinse and launder.

Test sample. Hot

water and peroxide

may injure fabric.
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Stain

White fabrics—washable

cotton, linen, & man-made fibres

Coloured fabrics,

silks & wools

Coffee

and Tea

Soak in cold water, then stretch

stained portion over a bowl—tie.

Pour on boiling water from a

height of 1 to 2 feet. Launder.

Old stains—boiling water, then

bleach.

Sponge with cool

water. Grease from

cream can be remov-

ed with cleaning fluid.

Coke and

Soft Drinks

Hot water and soap will set the

stain even if it seems to be in-

visible when dry. Sponge with

lukewarm water and alcohol or

equal parts of glycerine and

alcohol.

Same method, but test

sample. Alcohol may
remove colour.

Cosmetics Rub stain with detergent.

Launder.

Cleaning fluid.

Cream, Ice

Cream and

Milk

Soak in cold water. With fingers

rub in a detergent. Launder. If

colouring remains—bleach.

Sponge with cold

water. Apply cleaning

fluid.

Deodorants

and

Antiperspir-

ants.

Rub a detergent into the stain,

then wash. If there is a colour

loss, sponge with equal parts of

ammonia and water.

Same method if fabric

is washable.

Dyes and

Running

Colours

Not always possible to remove.

On white fabrics use colour re-

mover or bleach. Sponge with

ammonia and water.

Try sponging with

ammonia and water.

Test first.

Egg or Meat

Juice

Scrape off as much as possible.

Wash in cold water. Rub in a

detergent then launder.

Same method if fabric

is washable.

Fruit

—

peach, plum,

pear, &
cherry only

Soak in cold water. Work glycer-

ine into stain. Let stand for sev-

eral hours. Sponge with white

vinegar solution; rinse well and

launder.

Same—if cloth

changes colour,

sprinkle baking soda

or ammonia water

on the spot.

Fruit

—

all other

fruits

Stretch fabric over a bowl and

pour boiling water through. If

stain remains sponge with lemon

juice or hydrogen peroxide.

Same, but hot water

may injure fabric.
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Stain

Grass

Grease & Oil

& Road Tar

Indelible

Pencil

Ink

Ballpoint

Ink

Iodine

Lipstick &
Rouge

White fabrics—washable

cotton, linen, & man-made fibres

Launder in hot suds. Bleach with

chlorine bleach. Rinse well.

Rub with white cooking fat or

white petroleum jelly. Leave

several hours. Launder in hot

suds.

Sponge with ammoniated alcohol

—6 drops ammonia to V2 cup

alcohol. Wash in a regular hot

wash.

Some is impossible to remove.

1. Soak in milk overnight. Wash
in warm suds.

2. Rinse well in cold water.

Sponge with detergent and water

then rinse or sponge with dilute

alcohol. Then apply lemon juice.

Rinse well.

1. First try mild detergent (syn-

thetic shampoo).

2. Rub with white petroleum

jelly or white cooking fat. Wash
with detergent and water.

1. Launder in hot suds. Hang in

sunshine.

2. Sprinkle colour remover on

damp stain. Hold over steam.

Rinse and launder.

Rub vaseline or white cooking

fat into stain. Rub in detergent.

Wash and rinse well. If colour

remains apply dilute alcohol.

Wash.

Coloured fabrics,

silks & wools

Sponge with 2 parts

water to 1 part wood
alcohol.

Apply cleaning fluid.

For tar—sponge with

turpentine.

Send to dry-cleaner.

Test coloured fabrics.

For all fabrics except

synthetics, sponge

well with acetone.

Follow with a paste

of baking soda and

hydrogen peroxide.

Then steam spot over

tea kettle.

Let a dry-cleaner

remove from all non-

washable fabrics.

Hot water and colour

remover may injure

fabric.

Sponge with cleaning

fluid. Heavy stain

—

apply white fat.

Scrape off. Sponge

with cleaning fluid.
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Stain

Mustard

Mildew

Paint and

Varnish

Shellac

Perfume

Rust

White fabrics—washable

cotton, linen, & man-made fibres

Rub glycerine into stain. Rub in

a detergent. Launder. If stain re-

mains soak in solution of 1 tbsp.

colour remover to 1 pint of warm
water, then sponge with alcohol.

Rub in a detergent then launder.

Use bleach if safe for fabric.

Work before paint is dry if pos-

sible. Apply turpentine, white fat

or kerosene. If a solvent is rec-

ommended as the paint thinner,

sponge it into the stain.

Old Stains—soak in equal parts

of turpentine and household am-

monia.

Use equal parts of alcohol and

water.

Sponge yellow spots with equal

parts of alcohol and water. Then

sponge with hydrogen peroxide.

1. Oxalic acid solution (WARN-
ING: oxalic acid is poison) 1

tbsp. oxalic acid crystals to 1 cup

warm water. Sponge or soak.

Launder thoroughly. Do not use

on nylon.

2. On nylon — sprinkle colour

remover crystals on damp stain

or boil in solution of 4 tsp. of

cream of tartar to 1 pt. of water.

Launder.

3. Salt and lemon juice or vine-

gar is often effective. Let stand

in sun. Launder.

Coloured fabrics,

silks & wools

Launder, if fabric is

washable. Glycerine

may leave a ring.

Same method, if

fabric is washable.

If paint is coloured,

some colour may re-

main. Use remedy

with discretion.

Alcohol may remove

colour.

Send to dry-cleaner.

Use same remedy

with discretion.
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Stain

Scorch

White fabrics—washable Coloured fabrics,

cotton, linen, & man-made fibres silks & wools

See text under pressing. Will us- On white wool,

ually wash out. Use bleach if it dampen a cloth with

will not harm the fabric. peroxide. Cover stain,

then cover with dry

cloth. Press. Rinse

well.

Shoe Polish Rub stain with white cooking fat. Launder, if fabric is

Rub with detergent and launder, washable.

It stain persists : for black —
sponge with turpentine. For

brown — sponge with alcohol.

Launder.



Appendix

100 PERTINENT QUESTIONS
These questions can be used by the student for review and by the teacher

to assess the knowledge of her students. The questions can be given orally

to the class; the class will write the answers in as short a form as possible

—complete sentences are not necessary. Some questions are a follow-up of

the preceding question.

The answers can be checked in class and re-checked by the teacher, if

the questions are used as a test. A similar set of questions could be worked

out for fibres, yarns, and fabrics.

1. What length of machine stitch is used for ordinary sewing? (12-15)

2. Where is the tension set for ordinary sewing? (3-5)

3. State the rule for setting the sewing machine needle properly. (The

long groove faces the side from which the thread enters.)

4. If both the upper and the lower thread are under proper tension, where

does the lock of the stitch occur? (Between the two layers of fabric.)

5. What part of the machine regulates the pressure on the presser foot?

(The thumb screw at the top of the presser bar.)

6. What type of pressure is required for heavy fabrics? (Heavy pressure.)

7. What type of pressure is required for lightweight fabrics? (Light

pressure.)

8. What part of the machine regulates the lower tension? (The screw

which holds the spring on the bobbin case.)

9. If the upper tension is correct and you pull the upper thread, how is

the needle affected? (The needle just barely bends.)

10. If the needle is improperly set, how is the upper thread affected? (It

will break.)

11. If the upper tension is set too tightly, how may it affect the upper

thread? (It will break.)

12. If loops occur on the underside of the fabric, which thread has a loose

tension? (Upper thread.)

13. What is the commonest cause of the machine’s skipping stitches? (The

needle is too short; the tip may be broken off.)

14. List two other causes of the machine’s skipping stitches. (Needle too

small for the thread. Needle not correctly set.)

15. List two causes for puckered seams. (Tension too tight. Stitches too

long for the fabric being sewn.)

16. What stitch length is used for machine ease and for machine gathers

for ordinary fabrics? (8-10)

17. How many rows of stitching are used for machine ease? (2); for

machine gathers? (3)
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18. For machine ease, where are the rows placed in relation to the cut

edge of the fabric? (Vs inch, Vs inch)

19. For machine gathers, where are the rows placed? (Va inch and Vs

inch from the cut edge, and one row in between.

)

20. List two reasons for the middle row of stitching in machine gathers.

(Produces a flatter seam; assists in distributing fullness evenly.)

21. Why is correct grainline so important in all sewing? (The fit of the

garment depends on the grainline.)

22. What is the woven finished lengthwise edge of the fabric called?

(Selvage)

23. When you straighten the ends of a piece of fabric, which grainline

are you establishing? (Crosswise)

24. To which grainline do the patterns refer when they say “straight of

fabric”? (Lengthwise)

25. Why must you buy extra yardage for garments made of plaid fabric?

(To match the plaids.)

26. What two factors determine the amount of extra fabric required for

plaid garments? (The size of the plaid and the number of times it will be

matched.

)

27. Why do garments made from pile fabrics and fabrics with one-way

designs require extra material? (All pattern pieces must be placed or face

the same way.)

28. When pressing, why must you raise and lower the iron and not rub

the fabric? (So that you do not stretch the fabric.)

29. What must you do if your fabric does not “lie square” for cutting?

(Stretch it diagonally.)

30. Why must all washable fabrics be tested for shrinkage before they are

cut? (So that the garment will be the same size after laundering.)

31. Why must all wool fabrics be shrunk before they are cut? (So that

they will not shrink when they are pressed with a damp cloth during con-

struction and when being cleaned.

)

32. Why must all interfacings, seam bindings, belting tapes, and so forth

be shrunk before use? (So that they will not change the size and shape of

the garment when washed or cleaned.)

33. State the rule for determining the right side of twill fabrics. (On the

right side, the twill runs toward the right foot.)

34. State the rule for determining up or down on velvets and corduroys.

(Hold both ends against the body; the darker is “up”.)

35. What is the purpose of darts in a garment? (To give it shape for a

body curve.)

36. What part of the dart should be pressed first? (The folded edge.)

37. Why? (It is less likely to mark the body of the garment when being

pressed against the garment.)
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38. In what direction should darts be stitched? (From the widest part to-

ward the point.

)

39. Why must all darts be pressed over a tailor’s ham? (To keep the shap-

ing of the garment.

)

40. In what direction are most vertical darts pressed? (Toward the centre

of the garment.)

41. In what direction are most horizontal darts pressed? (Down.)

42. What can you use to prevent seam edges and darts from marking the

garment when being pressed? (Strips of brown paper.)

43. How does the use of the wooden paddle assist in producing flat, sharp

edges? (It absorbs the moisture.)

44. If your measurements fall between two sizes in your figure type, which

size should you select? (The smaller, and make the necessary alterations.)

45. Why? (You will secure a better fit, without changing the positions of

the darts or shaping.)

46. Why is the back shoulder seam of a garment slightly longer than the

front shoulder seam? (To allow for the curve of the back of the shoulder.)

47. When pattern pieces are pinned on the fabric, how should the pins be

placed in relation to the cut edge? (At right angles.)

48. Why? (To help prevent a jagged cut edge.)

49. When pieces of the garment are pinned together, where should the

pins be placed? (On the stitching line or seamline.)

50. Why? (That is where they are intended to fit together.)

5 1 . Why should you pick up only a few threads of the fabric with the pins?

(In order to stay on the stitching line.)

52. When pieces of the garment are pinned together, why must the cut

edges be held uppermost? (To keep them exactly even.)

53. When you are slip-stitching, why should you hold the folded edge

uppermost? (To be sure that the stitches are concealed and of even ten-

sion. )

54. When garment pieces are pinned together, how should the pins be

placed in relation to the cut edge? (At right angles.)

55. Why? (So that you can baste or machine-stitch right up to the pin;

very necessary for curved sections.)

56. Why is the upper collar on all tailored garments slightly larger than

the under-collar? (To allow for the roll.)

57. Why are front interfacings for most coats and suits cut on a slight

bias? (They will give better shaping to the garment.)

58. How narrow should you trim a seam before turning it? (14 inch)

59. Define a clip in a seam allowance. (A cut into the seam allowance.)

60. What does “notch out fullness” mean? (To cut out triangular pieces

of fabric from the seam allowance.)

61. Why must most curved seams be either clipped or notched at regular

intervals? (To keep a smooth-flowing curve.)
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62. At what intervals do you clip a standard neckline? (Vi inch intervals

measured at the stitching line.)

63. How close to the stitching line do you clip or notch a seam? (Vs inch)

64. Which body measurement determines the size of the pattern for a

dress, jacket, or blouse? (Bust.)

65. Which body measurements determine the size of the pattern for a

skirt or slacks? (Waist and hip)

66. What is the purpose of stay-stitching? (To keep a cut edge from

stretching.

)

67. When handling cut fabrics, why must you support the weight of the

fabric at all times? (To keep the cut edges from stretching.)

68. What term is used to describe the grain of the fabric when it is cut

at a 45° angle to the other grainlines? (A true bias.)

69. In a well-fitting skirt and in a well-fitting bodice, how should the

lengthwise grainline sit in relation to the floor? (Perpendicular or at right

angles.)

70. In a well-fitting skirt, how should the crosswise grainline, at hip level,

sit in relation to the floor? (Parallel.)

71. In a well-fitting bodice, how should the crosswise grainline, at bust

level, sit in relation to the floor? (Parallel.)

72. Give two reasons for interfacing a skirt band. (To keep it from stretch-

ing; to prevent wrinkling.)

73. In the normal figure, where is the hip measurement taken? (7 inches

below the waistline.)

74. When is it necessary to take an additional hip measurement? (When
the largest part of the hip is not at the seven-inch level.

)

75. Where is this additional measurement taken? (Over the largest part of

the hip.)

76. In the perfect figure, how does the bust point sit in relation to the tip

of the shoulder blade? (Directly opposite.)

77. Why is it better to have a pleat in a skirt extend from hem to waist-

line? (It stays closed better.)

78. What is the purpose of taping the inner edge of the pleat in a skirt?

(To keep it from stretching.)

79. How much shorter than the length of the pleat is the tape cut? (Vi

inch.

)

80. Why is it cut shorter? (It keeps the pleat closed better.)

81. Which is more effective—to stretch a fabric diagonally when it is

slightly damp or when it is dry? (Slightly damp.)

82. Why should long sleeves or three-quarter sleeves never end at the

hem level of a jacket? (They add width to the body.)

83. Why should jackets never end at the heaviest part of the hips? (They

will add width to the body.

)
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84. Give two reasons for lining a skirt. (Prevents stretching and helps

to prevent wrinkling.)

85. Why must you ease the fabric slightly when setting a zipper in a skirt?

(So that the zipper will fit smoothly over the curve of the body.)

86. Why is it important that all pattern pieces be placed on the correct

grainline before they are cut? (The fit of the garment depends on perfect

grainline.)

87. Why must you place or plan for all the pattern pieces before cutting?

(To be sure that you have enough fabric.)

88. Why must all pieces “to be placed on the fold” be placed exactly on

the fold? (So that the garment will be the correct size.)

89. Why must you pin the grainline before pinning the rest of the pattern?

(To be sure that the pattern piece remains on the correct grainline.)

90. Why must you not shift the fabric on the table when cutting? (Some

fabrics will stretch between the pins and the cut section may not be accur-

ate in size and in shape.

)

91. Why should you not close the scissors at every stroke? (It would

result in a jagged cut edge.)

92. Why must you cut as close to the edge of the pattern pieces as pos-

sible? (To keep the garment the correct size.)

93. Why must all the notches on the pattern be cut pointing away from

the edges of the garment seams? (The seam can be let out if necessary.)

94. Why should you mark the wrong side of each garment piece on many
fabrics when you remove the pattern pieces? (So you do not get the wrong

side out when stitching.

)

95. When choosing coloured threads, do you select a shade slightly darker

or lighter than the fabric? (Darker.)

96. How much longer than the waist measurement are skirt bands cut?

(3 inches)

97. How much longer than the waist measurement are belts cut? (6

inches)

98. How much shorter than the skirt is the skirt lining? (1 inch)

99. Why is it advisable to interface the necklines and armholes of collar-

less and sleeveless garments? (Keeps the shape and they will lie flat when

worn.

)

100. Why should all buttons be sewn on with a shank? (To allow for the

thickness of the fabric that will lie under the button.)



Glossary

You may not be familiar with many dressmaking and tailoring terms used

to indicate parts of a garment, pattern pieces, and dressmaking techniques.

The glossary will help you to understand the meaning of these terms. For

other terms see Chapter 16, “Sewing Guide Terms”.

armhole. The opening in a garment for the arm; the line on which the

sleeve is attached; also referred to as annscye.

armscye. Same as armhole. The term armscye is used almost exclusively

in tailoring and pattern drafting.

bar-tack. Stitch used to strengthen, as at the end of hand-worked button-

holes and occasionally at the end of seams. Several slightly loose

stitches are taken across the fabric. Then purl or buttonhole stitches

are worked over the bar and through the fabric.

bias. The direction on a fabric that runs diagonally across the lengthwise

and crosswise yarns.

True bias—the direction on a fabric which forms a 45° angle with

either the selvage or the crosswise yarn.

Garment bias—the direction on a fabric which lies between the lines

of a true bias and those of the lengthwise or crosswise yarns.

blending seam edges. Trimming one seam edge shorter than the other so

as to reduce the thickness. Also referred to as tapering the seam

edges or staggering the seam edges.

bodice. The upper part of a garment; also referred to as the waist and

occasionally as the blouse.

bodkin. Used to pull ribbon or tape through openings in lace or beading,

or to insert elastic in a hem or casing. It is a large, blunt needle

with a big eye.

cap sleeve. A very short sleeve just covering the shoulder.

casing. Usually a strip of straight or bias fabric applied to a garment form-

ing a case through which ribbon, tape, or elastic can be inserted.

catch-stitch. A stitch formed by threads crossing so as to fasten together

two pieces of fabric flatly and smoothly. The threads are left slightly

slack. Used mostly to fasten hem edges and facing edges.

clipping seam edges. Cutting the seam from the raw edge toward the stitch-

ing line of the seam so as to allow the seam to lie flat.

dart. A shaped tuck sewn in the fabric to shape and fit the garment to the

body curves.

dart tuck. Used to shape the garment over one part of the body and to

release fullness in another portion of the garment; such as in a

blouse—the closed, pointed end of the dart is toward the hip and

the wide, open end releases fullness near the waistline.
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facing. Fabric applied to an edge of the garment and usually turned to the

underside of the garment. Self-facing—the facing is cut in one with

the garment instead of being a separate piece.

felling. A term used by tailors for hemming—the stitches may be taken

in the same direction as for hemming or may be in the opposite

direction.

flap of a pocket. The flat piece that is attached along the upper edge of a

pocket and hangs loose over the pocket opening.

french tack. Used to hold pieces of fabric or parts of a garment close to-

gether—such as a lining to a garment at the hem or a cuff to a

sleeve. Also referred to as swing tack. A short stitch is taken in each

piece of fabric, leaving about V4 " or more of thread between the

fabrics. This is repeated several times and a blanket stitch is worked

over these threads.

gore. A shaped section narrowest at the top. Skirt patterns are made up

of gores. A skirt may have 2, 4, 6, 8, or more gores.

grain or grainline. Refers to the direction of the yarn in a fabric, such as

lengthwise or crosswise grain; the terms bias grain, with grain, and

off grain are also used.

interfacing. Fabric used to reinforce and add strength to portions of a

garment or to give firmness.

interlining. In tailoring, this term means a fabric inserted between the coat

and the lining to provide extra warmth.

jabot. A frill or a ruffle, fastened at or near the neckline and worn down
the front of the bodice; often of lace or trimmed with lace.

lapped seam. The seam is stitched from the outside of the garment; the

seam allowance of the top piece of the garment is turned under and

basted close to the folded edge. The underpiece is pinned to the

upper piece, from the wrong side of the fabric, keeping the cut

edges of the seams exactly even; baste, then stitch, from the outside

of the garment, close to the folded edge of the seam. This is some-

times referred to as double lapped seam because the seam allow-

ances lie one on top of the other, forming a double thickness of

seam.

Single lapped seam—used on interfacings to reduce bulk. One

section is lapped over the other, the stitching lines falling exactly

on each other. The seam is stitched on the stitching line; the seam

edges may be trimmed.

mitering. The removing of excess fabric in the turning of corners.

notch. 1 ) A V-shaped marking on a pattern to assist in the joining of pat-

tern pieces.

2) To remove the excess fabric from the seam allowance on out-

curved seams before turning; V-shaped sections are cut out of the

seam allowance. This is called notching the seam.
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3 ) In tailoring the notch may refer to the point at which the front

of the collar ends. It also refers to the point of the angle in a notched

lapel.

placket. An opening in a part of the garment made for convenience in

putting the garment on.

pleat. A fold of the fabric laid back over the fabric, usually in lengthwise

folds. The pleats so formed may be pressed or left unpressed and

are sometimes partially stitched and pressed to keep them in the

correct position.

press-on tape. An adhesive tape which can be applied with a hot iron; is

used to reinforce fabrics at points of strain and for mending.

roll-line. The line along which the roll appears when a collar or lapel is

folded.

selvage or selvedge. The edge of a woven fabric which runs parallel with

the lengthwise or warp yarns.

self fabric. The same fabric as the garment.

sleeve cap. The upper part of the sleeve which is curved to fit the armscye.

stagger seam edges. See blending seam edges.

stay. A piece of fabric, tape, or ribbon often used in certain parts of a

garment to keep it from stretching or to hold pleats, folds, or gathers

in a certain position so as to achieve the desired effect.

stay-line. The same as stay-stitching.

stoating. A method of invisible slip-stitching which brings two folded edges

of fabric close together, such as the top collar and the front facing.

straight of goods. Lengthwise grain of the fabric.

swing-tack. Same as French tack.

tapering seam edges. See blending seam edges.

tuck. A fold of fabric stitched together to give fullness in a garment or for

decoration.

warp. Lengthwise yarns used in weaving.

weft. Crosswise or filling yarns used in weaving.

welt of a pocket. The strip of cloth that is inserted along the lower edge of

a pocket opening and shows from the right side when the fXDcket is

completed. It is sometimes referred to as the stand of the pocket,

woof. Same as weft.
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Index

Abdomen, large

—adjusting garment for 175
—adjusting pattern for 223

Accessories, buying of 112
Acetate 66
—care of 64-65

—compared with rayon 65
—finishes for 64
—production of 62-64
—properties of 65
—staple fibres 64
—tests for 7, 8, 9, 65-66
—yarns 64

Acetic acid 64
Acetone 64
—test 8, 65

Acid dope 64
Acid test 8-9

Acrilan 69, 74-75
—care of 75
—cutting and sewing of 156-157

Acrylic 68, 74-75
After-five dress 10
Airbrushing 23
Alpaca 47
Angora
—goat 46
—rabbit 47

Angular figure 94
Antiseptic finish 21
Applique 311
Appliqued seams 160
Apron, making an 313-316
Armhole seams, pressing 135
Arm measurements
—bicep 138—overarm 138
—underarm 138
—upper arm 139
—wrist 138

Armo 264
Arms, large

—adjusting pattern for 177-178, 181
Arnel 67
Around the body measurement 139
Asbestos 53
—burning test for 8

Autoclave 69
Avron 67
Azlon 56

Background, Law of 80
Backstitching 255
Basket weave 10
—in cotton 31
—in linen 37

Basting 254-255
—thread 116

Batik printing 23
Becoming colours 80-83
—for golden skin 80
—for pink skin 80-81

Beeswax 115, 130
Beetling 16
—cotton 32
—linen 37

Bellmanize 20
Belting 276, 277-278
Belt loops 279
Belts, construction of 277-278
—buckles 278
—eyelets 278-279

Bias binding 257-258, 266, 267
Bicep measurement 138
Bind 192
Binding, seam 257-258, 266
Bleaching 16
—chemical 37
—cotton 32
—grass 37
—linen 37
—nylon 70
—silk 50

Bleeding 22
Blended yarn 4
Blind hem 192
Block printing 23
Block, wooden 130
Blouses, what to look for in 107-108

Bobbin
—adjusting 125
—threading 123
—winding 122-123

Bodice
—fitting of 208-215
—muslin 227-228
—patterns

—to lengthen 173

—to shorten 170
—other adjustments of 179-182

Bodkin 116
Body Measurement Charts 171-172

Body measurements
—around the body 139
—bust 136-137
—high bust 137

—chest width 139
—compared with pattern 142-144
—ease added to 140
—hip 137
—neck to floor 139
—neck to waist 137
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Body measurements (cont’d)

—shoulder point width 139—shoulder width 139
—for slacks 229-230
—sleeve 138
—kimono sleeve 139
—sleeve length 139
—upper arm 139—waist 137

Border print, yardage allowed for 148
Boucle yam 3

Bound buttonholes 287-290
Braid trim 272
Braiding 15

Brassieres, buying 108-109
Breaking and scutching 36
Breaking test 6, 9
Broad shoulders, adjusting pattern for

177,181
Brocade, layout, cutting, sewing of 157-

158
Buckles 278
Budget 100-102
—clothing allotment 101-102
—planning a 101
—stretching clothing dollar 104-105

Bulk yarn 4
Burning test 6-8, 65
Bust
—ease through 140
—large 95
—adjusting garment for 213
—adjusting pattern for 176, 180,

181-182
—small, adjusting garment for 209
—adjusting pattern for 179, 182

Bust dart, raising or lowering 179-180
Buttocks, large

—adjusting pattern for 175-176
Buttonholer attachment 127
Buttonhole pockets 291-292
Butonholes
—bound 287-290
—hand-worked 290
—marking position of 189
—in transparent fabrics 161

Buttons
—covered 311
—sewing on of 285-286

By-products of cotton 28-29

Calendering 16, 32, 37, 50, 61
Cambric 263
Camel hair 46-47
Carbonizing fleeces 41-42
Carbon paper 115, 188
Carded yarn 4
—cotton 29
—wool 42

Care of special finishes 21
Cashmere 46
Casual costume, basic 100
Celaperm 22, 67
Cellophane tape, uses for 300-301
Cellulose 58, 59, 64, 66, 68
—regenerated 58

Cellulosics 54, 66—crosslinked 66
Chalk, tailor’s 115-116
Chamois 252
Chemical bleaching 37
Chest width 139
Chiffon, handling of 159-161
Chromspun 22, 63
Clapper 130
Cleaning fabrics 15-16
Clipping 190
—curved seams 260-261
—darts 259-260

Cloth guide 125
Coats
—basic 99
—buying of 107
—collar of 245-247
—fitting of 216-220
—interlining of 252
—lining of 250-252
—making of 240-245
—winter 107

Coir 53
Collar
—coat 245-246
—joining to coat 247
—attachment to lightweight fabrics

266-268
Coloray 22
Colour chart 78-79
Colourfast 22
Colouring of fabrics 21-26
Colours
—basic 100
—complementary 79
—neutral 80
—primary 79
—secondary 79
—in relation to size 80
—warm and cool 80

Colour laws 80
Colour schemes
—complementary 79
—double complementary 79
—split complementary 79
—triad harmony 79

Combed yarn 4
—cotton 29

Combination yarn 4
Complementary colours 79, 80
—double 79
—split 79

Controlled shrinkage 18

Corded fabrics 184
Corduroy
—laundering of 165
—pressing of 135
—sewing of 163-165
—wide-wale 165
—yardage for 147

Corval 67
Cotron 67
Cotton
—advantages of 32
—buying of 34
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Cotton (cont’d)

—by-products of 28-29

—classification of 28—disadvantages of 33

—dry-cleaning of 34
—finishing processes 32
—gin 27
—growth of 27
—knitting of 32
—laundering of 33
—linters 28, 58, 60
—mercerized 16, 32
—pressing of 34, 131
—production of fibres 27-28
—production of yarn 29-30
—shrinkage of 151-152
—stretching of 151-152
—tests for 6, 7, 8, 9, 25
—uses of 33
—varieties of 28
—weaving of 30-31

Cotton and linen, distinguishing between
6—comparison of 38-39

Cottonseed oil 29
Count
—thread 5

—yam 4
Cow hair 47
Cravenette 19
Crease-resistant finish 19
Crepe yarn 3—cotton 32

—silk 49, 51
Creslan 75
Crinoline 263
Crisp finish 20
Crocheting 15

Crocking 22
—test for 25

Cross-dyeing 22
Crossed seams 258
Crosslinked cellulose fibres 66, 67
Crotch depth measurement 229
Crotch length measurement 230
Crush-resistant finish 19
Cupioni 67
Cuprammonium process for rayon 58-59
Curl yarn 3

Curved seams 260-261
Cutting
—Dacron and Terylene 73, 157
—pattern 187

Dacron and Terylene 68, 73-74
—care of 74—cutting of 73, 157
—pressing of 73-74
—production of 73—properties of 73
—sewing of 73, 157

Damask 36, 37, 38
Darts
—clipping of 259-260
—pressing of 259-260
—stitching of 259

Daytime dress, basic 99
Dead wool 41
Degumming (silk) 49
Delineator, The 89
Delustred rayon 61
Denier 4, 110-111
Deodorant test 65-66
Diagonal basting 254
Direction of stitching 192
Direct printing 23
Discharge printing 24
Distinguishing right and wrong sides of

fabric (See Right side of fabric)

Dobby 13

Double-cloth weave 12-13

Double complementary colour scheme 79
Double-faced fabrics 184
Douppion 51
Drape 6
Drawing 29, 43
Dress
—daytime basic 99
—formal and informal evening 104
—what to look for in 107-108

Dressing 16
Dressmaker’s basting 254
Dressmaker’s carbon paper 115, 188
Dressmaker’s knot 253
Drip-dry finish 32
—pressing of 34

Dry-cleaning—cotton 34
—Fortisan 67
—linen 39
—nylon 7

—other synthetics 74, 75, 76, 77
—rayon 62
—silk 52
—wool 46

Duplex printing 23-24
Dyeing 22-23
—linen 38
—wool 42

Dynel 75
—cutting and sewing of 156-157

Ease 191
—elbow 199-200, 204-205
—machine 256
—sleeve cap 200-201

Ease allowed in measurements 140
Easing 255
Edge stitch 192, 257
Elastic thread, sewing with 125-126
Elbow ease 199-200, 204-205
Elbows, large

—adjusting pattern for 177
Emery bay 1 14
Embossing 16-17
—cotton 32
—rayon 61
—silk 50

Embroidered weaves 13-14
Encased seams 190
Even basting 254
Everglaze 20
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Evershape 264
Eyelet, sewing with 159-161
Eyelets, making of 278-279

Fabrics 5-9

—drape 6
—finishing of 15-21

—hand 6
—loft 6

—right and wrong sides of 183-184
—sleazy 6
—suitability for pattern 148-149
—tests for 6-9

—texture 6

Face 191
Face-finished fabrics 184
Face shapes
—determining 88
—oblong 87
—oval 88
—round 87
—square 88
—triangular 88

Facing 195
—fastening to garments 265
—transparent fabrics 160
—turning and rolling of 262

Fancy yarn decorated fabrics 184
Fashion 97
Fasteners 285-287
Feed dog 122
Felting 15

Fiberglas 76-77
Fibres 1-3

—cotton 27-28, 29
—filament 1—man-made 1, 55-77
—properties of 1-3

—staple 1

—synthetic 1

Figured weaves 13

Filament 1

—acetate 64
—rayon 58, 59, 60, 61
—silk, 48, 49, 50, 51
—yarn 3

Filature 49
Finish (seam) 192, 257-258
Finishes, fabric 15-21

—care of 21
Flame-resistant finish 19
Flap pocket 294
Flared skirt

—increasing width of 179
—lining of 224

Flat-iron test 65-66
Flax
—by-products of 35-36
—production of 35
—where grown 35

Fleece 41
Flock dots 14, 24
Flocking 42
Fly closing or facing 192
Foam-laminated fabrics 167-169
Formite 264

Fortisan 67
French hem 299
French tack 286
Full-breasted figure 95
Fulling 42, 43
Fur fabrics 165

Gabardine, pressing of 149
Gathered skirt, making a 318
Gathers
—pressing of 135
—machine 256

Gpge (nylon hose) 111
Gilling and combing 43
Gin, cotton 27
Girdles, buying of 108-109
Glass, pick, linen, or cloth 4-5

Gloves
—buying of 111
—etiquette of 104, 111

Godet 191
Graceful lines 85
Grainlines 196-198
Grass bleaching 37
Gray goods 15
—linen 37

Guide, cloth 125
Gusset 191
—staying of 268

Hackling 36
Hair canvas 263
Hair fibres 46-47
—compared with wool 47

Half-size pattern 140-141
Ham 129
Hammer-on snaps 287
Hand 6
Hand printing 23
Hand washable 106
Harmony
—of colour 96—of contrast 79
—of likeness 79
—of line and style 95-96
—of purpose 96
—of texture 96

Harris tweed 40
Hat
—basic 100
—what to look for in a 112
—when to wear a 104

Hemp 52
Hem
—blind 192
—finishing of 273-274
—French 299
—interfacing 249-250
—in lined skirt 298-299
—in transparent fabric 160

Hemline 192
Herringbone weave 1

1

Hips
—ease allowed for 140
—measuring 137
—wide 95
—adjusting pattern for 174
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Honan 51

Hooks and eyes 286
Horse hair 47
Hosiery, buying 110-111
Hue 78
Hulls, cotton 28
Hymo 264

Ink test 6

Intensity of colour 78
—law of 80

Interface 192
Interfacing 194-195, 262-263
^oats 241-243
—fabrics for 263-265
—of jersey 162
—in transparent fabrics 161

Interlining 195—coats 252
Iron
^ry 128
—steam 128

Iron basting 255
Ironing board 128
Iron-on tape 127

Jackets, fitting of 216-220
Jacquard weave 13

—in cotton 3

1

—in linen 37
Jersey 14-15, 149
—sewing with 161-163

Jet 60
Jewellery, buying 112
Join 190
Judging clothing 322-323
Jute 52

Kapok 53
Kick pleats

—keeping pleats closed 238, 296
—lining skirt with 224

Knitting 14

—cotton 32
Knot, Dressmaker’s 253

Labels, information on 105-106
Lace, handling of 159-161
Lambswool 41
Lame 158
Lanaset 18

Lappet weave 13

—in cotton 31

Large abdomen, adjusting pattern for 175

Large buttocks, adjusting pattern for

175-176
Large bust, adjusting pattern for 176,

180, 181-182
Large elbows, adjusting pattern for 177
Large hips, adjusting pattern for 174
Large arms, adjusting pattern for 177-

178, 181
Large waist, adjusting pattern for 175
Laundering
—acetate 64, 65
—cottons 33

—Dacron and Terylene 74
—linen 39
—nylon 70
—rayon 63
—resin finishes 33
—silk 52
—wool garments 45-46

Laundry rinses 71
Lawn 263
Lengthening patterns

—bodice 173
—skirt 173
—slacks, pyjamas, shorts 174
—sleeves 173

Leno weave 13

—in cotton 31
Linen
—buying of 38
—compared with cotton 38-39
—dry-cleaning of 39—dyeing and printing of 37-38
—finishes for 37
—laundering of 39
—pressing of 39, 131
—production of fabric 37
—production of flax for 35-36
—spinning of 36-37
—tests for 6, 7, 8, 9, 25
—uses of 38

Linen and cotton, comparison of 38-39
—how to distinguish between 6

Linen canvas 263
Lines
—graceful 85
—strong 84
—weak 85
—for angular figure 94
—for full-breasted figure 95—for plump figure 93-94
—for short figure 91—for tall figure 91-93
—for wide-hipped figure 95

Line yarn 4
—linen 36

Lingerie straps 287
Lining 195
—coats 250-252
—jersey 162-163
—skirts 162-163
—transparent fabrics 160

Linseed oil 35-36
Linters 28, 58, 60
Llama 47
Lockstitching 194
Loft 6
London shrinking 18, 153
Loops
—belt 279
—braid 272
—fabric 272, 279
—thread 272, 279

Loop yarn 3

Lordosis, adjustment for 213-214, 222
Lurex 54
Lustre 20
Lye test 8
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Machine ease 256
Machine gathers 256
—pressing of 316-317

Machine printing 23-24
Man-made fibres 1, 55-77
Marking the fabric 187-189
Matelasse 13

Measurement charts 171-172
Measurements (See Body measurements)
Mercerization
—of cotton 32
—of linen 37

Mercerized thread 5-6

Merino sheep 40, 41
Metal insulation 21
Metallic fabrics, handling of 158-159
Metallic threads 53-54
Metlon 54
Milanese 14, 15

Mildew resistance 20-21, 65
Milium 21
Mitin 20
Mitt, press 129
Mohair 46
Moireing 17

Molecule 68
Monofilament
—nylon 72
—rayon 61
— saran 76

Monomer 68
Moth-resistant finish 20
Multifilament
—rayon 61
—saran 76

Muslin bodice 227-228
Muslin interfacing 263
Mylar 53, 54

Nap, yardage allowed for 147
Napping 17

—in cotton 32
—in rayon 42
—in wool 42

Narrow shoulders, adjusting pattern for

176-177, 180
Necklines
—finishing of 265-266
—fitting of 208-209
—problem 225
—taping of 225-226

Neck to floor measurement 139
Neck to waist measurement 137
—ease allowed for 140

Needles 114, 118-119
Net, handling of 159-161
Neutral colours 80
Non-woven interfacing 264
Notch out fullness 191, 260-261
Nylon 68-72
—bleaching of 70-71
—cutting and sewing of 157
—dry-cleaning of 71
—finishing of 70—laundering of 70
—production of 69-70

—properties of 70
—special rinses for 71—staple 72—stretch fabrics 166
—tests for 8, 9, 26
—texturing of 70, 71

Nylonizing 70

Oblong face 87
Oiling fleeces 42
Oil test 6
One-face fabrics 184
One-way designs, yardage allowed for

147
Organdy interfacing 263
Organza, handling of 159-161
Orion 74
—burning test for 8

—cutting and sewing of 157
—pressing of 133

Oval face 88
Oven mitts, making 317
Overarm measurement 138
Overcast 191, 257
Overhand 192

Pacifixed 18

Padding stitch 242
Panties, buying 109-110
Paste and flock printing 24
Pattern

—alteration 144-145, 170-182
—choosing 141

—cutting 187
—half-size 140-141
—information on envelope of 143, 146
—size of 141-142

Peeler cotton 28
Pellon 15, 264
Perspiration, effect on fabric of 25
Photo printing 23
Pick 4
—glass 4-5

Piece dyeing 22
Pile, yardage allowed for 147
Pile weave 12
—in cotton 31

Pilling 26, 43
Pima cotton 28
Pina 53
Pin cushion 114
Pinking shears 114
Pinning 194
Pins, buying 114
Plaids

—allowance for matching 147-148

—even 147-148
—laying out 155-156
—sewing 156
—uneven 147-148

Plain weave 10
—in cotton 30-31

—in linen 37
Plastic, sewing with 127
Pleated skirt, how to make 234-238
—unpressed 318-320
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Pleats, pressing of 135
Plump figure 93-94
Ply yam 3

Pockets 291-294
Polyamide 68
Polyester 68, 73
Polymer
—blending 68
—long chain 55, 68

Pongee 51

Potholders, making of 317
Pressboard, velvet 130-131

Press cloths 128-129
Presser bar lever 121-122
Presser foot 121

Pressing
—acetate 64-65

—armhole seams 135
—cotton 34, 131

—Dacron and Terylene 73-74

—foam laminates 168
—gabardine 149
—gathers 135
—hems 135
—linen 39, 131

—man-made fibres 133
—nylon 70, 133
—pleats 135
—rayon 62, 132
—silk 52, 131-132
—skirt seams 135
—velvet 134-135
—velveteen and corduroy 135
—wool 46, 132-133
—zippers 135

Pressing equipment 128-131
Press mitt 129
Primary colours 79
Printed fabrics, laying out of 154
Printing

—hand 23
—machine 23-24

Puckered seams 126
Pulled wool 41
Pull-up stitch 28
Pure-dye silk 51

Pyjama patterns

—to lengthen 174
—to shorten 174

Quilting stitch 243

Rabbit hair 47
—angora 47

Ramie 53
Ratine yarn 3

Raw silk 51
Rayon
—care of 62
—compared with acetate 65
—cuprammonium process for 58-69
—delustred 61
—filament yarn 59-61
—finishing processes for 61

—laundering of 62—monofilament yarn 61

—multifilament yarn 61—pressing of 62, 132
—production of 57
—raw materials for 57
—spinning of 59—spun 61

—staple fibres 60-61
—tests for 7, 8, 9, 25, 65-66
—viscose process for 59-60

Reeled silk yarn 3, 49
Regenerated cellulose 58
Reinforce corner 191
Remakes 309-312
Reprocessed wool 41
Resilience 41
Resin finishes 17-18, 66
Resist printing 24
Resloom 18

Retting 36
Re-used wool 41
Reversible skirts, lining of 224
Reymet 54
Ribbed weave 10-11

—in cotton 31

—distinguishing right from wrong side

of 184
Rick-rack 312
Right side of fabric, distinguishing

—double-faced 184
—face-finished 184
—fancy yarn decorated 184
—plain fabrics 183
—printed 183
—ribbed or corded 184
—twill 183-184
—woven stripes and plaids 183

Rinses, laundry 77
Roller printing 23
Round face 87
Round shoulders 178, 181
Rovana 76
Roving 30, 43
Rulers 113

Sanforized 18, 32—Plus 18

Sanforsetting 18
Sanitized 21, 61
Saran 76
Satin, layout, cutting, sewing of 157-158
Satin weave 11-12
—in cotton 3

1

Schiffli 14

Scissors 113
—care of 114

Scorching—cotton or linen 133-134
—rayon 134
—silk 52, 134
—wool 134

Schreinerizing 32
Scouring fleeces 41
Scrapbook 1 1

6

Screen printing 23
Scutching 36
Sea Island cotton 28
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Seam binding
—bias 257-258
—ribbon 257

Seam board 129
Seam roll 130
Seams
—appliqued 160
—crossed 258
—^curved 260-261
—encased 190
—finishes for 257-258
—pointed 261-262
—pressing of 135
—puckered 126
—in stretch fabrics 16
—top-stitched 299-300
—in transparent fabrics 159-160

Secondary colours 79
Sericin 49
Sericulture 48-49
Set square 115
Sewing machine
—care of 124-125

—parts of 121-122
—preparing for sewing 124
—threading the bobbin 123
—upper threading of 123
—winding the bobbin 122-123

Shantung 51
Shears 113
—pinking 114—care of 1 14

Sheep 40, 41

Shine

—on dark fabrics 128

—on wool garments 133

Shirring 126

Shortening patterns

—bodice 170
—skirts 170
—slacks, pyjamas, shorts 174

—sleeves 170

Short figure 91

Shoulder pads 207-208, 302-308
—patterns for 303
—for coats and jackets 306-307

—for dresses or blouses 307
—for rounded shoulder 306
—to set in garment 307-308
—for set-in sleeves 305-306

Shoulder point width 139

Shoulders
—adjusting garment for

—round 211-212
—square 209-210
—adjusting pattern for

—broad 177, 181

—narrow 176-177, 180
—round 178, 181

—square 176, 181
—fitting of 209-212

Shoulder width 139

Shrinkage
—allowance for 150-151
—preparing fabric for 151-153

—testing for 150
Shrinking
—controlled 18
—London 18, 153

Side length measurement (slacks) 229
Silk

—buying of 50-51

—culture of 48-49
—dry-cleaning of 52
—filature 49
—finishing processes for 50
—laundering of 52
—pressing of 52, 131-132
—production of yam 49-50
—properties of 51-52
—pure-dye 51

—raw 51
—reeled 3

—spot-cleaning of 52
—spun 50
—tests for 7, 8, 9, 25
—weighted 7, 50
—where produced 48
—wild 51

Silkworm 48-49

Singeing fabrics 15-16, 32, 50
Siri 264
Sisal 53
Sizing 16
—in cotton 32
—in linen 37
—in rayon 61

Skin texture 82
Skin tone 80-82
Skirt bands 275-277
Skirt, fiared, increasing width of 179

Skirt marker 115
Skirt patterns

—to lengthen 173

—to shorten 170
Skirts

—fitting of 221-224
—gathered 318-319
—hemming of 298-299
—lining of 223-224
—pleated, how to make 234-238

—unpressed pleated 318-320
Skirt seams, pressing of 135

Slacks
—fitting of 229-233
—taking measurements for 229-230

Slack patterns

—to lengthen 174
—to shorten 174
—other alterations of 230-231

Slash 191

Slashing 30

Sleazy 6

Sleeve board 128

Sleeve cap
—ease 200-201
—too long 203
—too narrow 204
—too short 202-203

Sleeve cushion 129
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Sleeve pattern
—adjustment for

—large elbows 177
—large upper arms 177-178, 181

—thin arms 178

—to lengthen 173
—to shorten 170

Sleeves
'

—elbow ease for 199-200, 204
—finishes for 271-273
—fitting of 202-206
—how to set in 201-202
—kimono 139
—length of 139
—measurements for 138
—not set straight 202-204
—parts of 199
—sleeve-cap ease 200-201
—too full 205-206
—well-set 199

Slip basting 255
Slippage 26
Slip stitch 192
Slips, buying of 109
Sliver 29
Sloping shoulders, adjusting pattern for

176, 180
Slub yarn 3

Small bust, adjusting pattern for 179, 182
Snap fasteners 286
—hammer-on 287

Solution pigmenting 22
Sorting fleeces 41
Spandex 166
Spanker 130
Spinneret 58, 60, 64, 69, 76
Spinning
—acetate 64
—cotton 30
—linen 36-37

—nylon 69
—rayon 59, 60, 64, 69
—solution 59, 60, 64, 69
—stretch 59
—woollens 42
—worsteds 43

Split complementary colour scheme 79
Spooling 30
Spot-cleaning silk 52
Spun rayon 61
Spun silk 50
Spun yarn 4
Square face 88
Square shoulders
—adjusting garment for 209-210
—adjusting pattern for 176-181

Stain removal 324-329
Staple fibres 1

—Dacron and Terylene 73
—Fiberglas 77
—nylon 72
—rayon 60-61

—Saran 76
Starching dark fabrics 34
Stay 197
Stay-stitch 191, 192-194

Steam iron 128
Stencil printing 23
Stiffening skirts 161
Stiletto 116
Stitching, direction of 192
Stock dyeing 22
Stockings, buying of 110-111
Straightening fabrics 151-153, 184-185
Strapless bodice 295
Stretch fabrics 165-167
Stretching fabrics 151-152
Stretch yarn 4
Stripes

—allowance for matching of 147-148

—even 147-148
—laying out 155-156
—sewing 156
—uneven 147-148
—woven 183

Strong lines 84
Style 97
Suit, basic 99
Suit dresses, fitting of 216-220
Surface lustre 20
Sway back, fitting of 213-214, 222
Sweaters, what to look for in 108
Swivel weave 13-14

—in cotton 3

1

Synthetic fibres 1, 55
Synthetic resins 66

Taffeta

—interfacing with 263
—layout, cutting, and sewing of 158

Tailoring 239-252
Tailor-tacks 188-189
—in lace and eyelet 159

Tailor’s chalk 115-116
Tailor’s ham 129
Tall figure 91-93
Tape
—cellophane 300-301
—iron-on 127

Tape measure 113
Taper 191
Taping
—curved edges 296-297
—kick pleats 238, 296
—necklines 225-226
—strapless bodice 295

Taste 97-98
Tenacity, yarn 5

Tentering 16
Terylene (see Dacron and Terylene)

Tests, fabric

—acetone 8, 65
—acid 8-9

—appearance 25-26
—breaking 6, 9
—burning 6-8, 65
—for closeness of weave 26
—for colourfastness 24-25

—for crocking 25
—deodorant 65-66
—to distinguish acetate from rayon

65-66
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Tests, fabric (cont’d)

—to distinguish cotton from linen 6
—feel 25
—flat-iron 65-66
—ink 6
—ironing 25
—lye 8

—oil 6
—perspiration 25
—pilling 26
—for quality in napped fabrics 17

—for sizing 16

—slippage 26
—spotting 25
—sunlight 25
—washing 24
—to tell how a cloth is dyed 24

Texture 6
—skin 82

Thermoplastic 62, 64, 66, 73, 74, 75

Thick and thin yarn 4

Thigh measurement 229-230

Thread 117, 120
—basting 116
—count 5
—elastic 125-126
—mercerized 5-6

Threading
—bobbin 123
—sewing machine 123

Throat plate 122
Throwing (silk) 49
Tie printing 23
Topel 67
Top-stitching 299-300
Tow yarn 4
—linen 36
—rayon 60

Tracing wheel 115, 188
Triacetate 66
Triad harmony 79
Triangle 115
Triangular face 88
Trim 190
Tubing 311
Tulle interfacing 264
Tussah 51
Twill
—bias on 184—distinguishing right from wrong side

183-184

Twill weave 1

1

—in cotton 3

1

—in linen 37

Twist in yam 3

Underarm measurement 138
Undergarments
—brassieres and girdles 108-109
—hosiery 110-111
—panties 109-110
—slips 109

Underlining 195
—upper part of sleeve 297-298

Understitching 194

Uneven basting 254
Unit construction 194
Upland cotton 28
Upper arm measurement 139
—ease for 140

Upper arms, large, adjusting pattern for

177-178, 181

Value of colour 78
Vat-dyed 22--23

Veiling a garment 160-161
Velvet
—care of 165
—pressing of 134-135
—sewing with 163-165
—yardage for 147

Velveteen
—pressing of 135
—sewing of 163-165
—yardage for 147

Velvet press board 130-131
Verel 75
Veriform 264
Vicuna 47
Virgin wool 41
Viscose process for rayon 59-60

Waist
—ease for 140
—measuring 137

Waistbands 275-277
Waist, large, adjusting pattern for 175
Waistline finishes 269-270
Wardrobe
—basic 100-101, 102—summer 104
—winter 103
—two-year plan 102-104

Warping 30
Warp printing 24
Washable, hand 106
Waterproof finish 19

Water-repellent finish 19, 32
Welt pockets 293
Weak lines 85
Weaves 10-14

—basket 10

—cotton 30-31

—double-cloth 12-13

—embroidered (lappet, swivel,

Schiffli) 13-14

—figured (dobby, Jacquard, Mate-
lasse) 13

—herringbone 1

1

—leno 13

—linen 37
—pile 12
—plain 10
—ribbed 10-11

—satin 11-12

—twill 11—woollens 42
—worsteds 43

Weighting
—cotton 32
—silk 7, 50
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Wide-hipped figure 95
Whip 191

Wigan 264
Wild silk 51

Winding the bobbin 122-123
Winter coat 107
Wooden block 130
Wool
—care of 45
—classification of fleeces 41
—classification of sheep 41
—classification of wool 41—compared with hair 47
—dead 41
—dry-cleaning of 46
—fieece wool 41
—lambswool 41
—laundering of 45-46
—pilling of 43
—pressing of 46, 132-133
—production of fabric 41-42
—production of woollens 42-43
—production of worsteds 43
—properties of 44-45
—pulled 41—quality of 40-41
—reprocessed 41
—re-used 41
—shine on 46
—tests for 7, 8, 9, 25
—virgin 41

Worsteds 42, 43, 44
—compared with woollens 44

Wrist measurement 138

Yardage
—for border print 148
—for matching plaids and stripes

148

—for nap or pile 147
—for one-way design 147

Yardstick 114-115

Yarn count 4

Yarn dyeing 22
Yarns 3-5

—blended 4
—boucle 3

—bulk 4
—carded 4
—combed 4—combination 4
—crepe 3

—filament 3

—line 4
—loop and curl 3

—ply 3

—ratine 3

—reeled silk 3

—slub 3

—spun 4
—stretch 4
—tenacity of 5

—thick and thin 4
—tow 4
—twist in 3

Zefran 77
Zelan 19

Zig-zag stitch 127

Zipper
—centre-set 283-284
—in dress opening 281-283
—placket 279-281
—pressing of 135

147- —in a side-seam pocket 285
—in sleeves 271
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